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Modernization changed the character of Canadian society. In a general sense, it entailed the 

alteration of historical circumstances, outlooks, and attitudes. Specifically, modemization 

was the replacement of Victorian values - agrarian and religious, as well as rigid 

philosophical and moral codes - with modem ones. It involved the advent of an urban- 

industrial culture that valued consumensm, science and technology, and democracy, and 

entailed dso  the triumph of the Liberal semice state. 

Harold Innis, Donald Creighton, Vincent Massey, Hilda Neatby, George P. Grant, 

and W.L. Morton, and, in a qualified sense, Northrop Frye and Marshail McLuhan -- the 

"critics of modernity" - criticized modernization. More than challenging the fundamental 

premises of modernity, the critics also proffered alternatives, based in what they thought 

were the best Canadian and western traditions, to modemkation. Remedies for the 

problem of modernity included the resurrection of traditions and orientations critical to the 

advancement of Canadian society. Through their social and philosophical cnticism, these 

intellectuals established a link to sociai critics of former times and contributed to the 

development of the Anglo-Canadian mind. 

The dissertation's main purpose. then, is to show how an "intellecnial 

conservatism" endured the vicissitudes of modemization and came to express itself in the 

social criticism of several important critics. It attempts to understand the development of 

the "tory rnind" -- a concem for the comrnunity over die individual, a concem with 

Canada's comection to Great Britain and its inherent "Britishness", and, conversely, a 

disdain for Amencan politics and culture -- weil into the modem era. Much has k e n  

written on the emergence of a class of liberal intellecîuals in the twentieth century. This 

dissertation's chief task is to elaborate on the later development in Canada of "inteilectual 

toryisrn". Hence, its main contribution is to address a neglected aspect of Canadian 

intellectml history. 



A secondq purpose i s  to examine the modernization of Canada. and. most 

importantly, to assess the reaction of critics to profound societal transformations. This 

analysis examines the process of modernization and the development of a modern 

consciousness through the eyes of the social critics it studies. It i s  hoped that in so doing, 

it not ody presents a study of the critique of modernity, but also contributes an 

undestanding of the emergence of the inteuectual underpinnings of modem Canada. 
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Introduction 

The age after 1918 appeared substantidy different fiom the Victorian-Edwardian 

period it had replaced. There were notable continuities in the so-cded "Anglo-Canadian 

mind", however, that persisted weli after the Great War. Canadian social and intellectual 

histonans have identified and studied tbese trends. They have focussed their attention, in 

part. on whether social and moral criticism, once merely a subset of Protestantism. 

continued in an increasingly secular age. In A Disciplineci Intelligence: Critical Enquiry 
into Cnnadirm Thought in the Victorian Era, A.B. McKillop argues that despite the 

movement away from an exclusively Christian moralism that defmed Anglo-Canadian 

thought in the Victorian era, a " ... broad strain of cultural moralism*' penisted well into the 

twentieth century.' The moral dimension, he contends, has been the "central and 

continuous element" of Anglo-Canadian life? Both Richard Men  and Ramsay Cook, in 

their studies of the social gospel movement and social regeneration, also examine the 

persistence of moralisrn in Anglophone Canada. In The Social Passion: Religion and 

Social Refom in (7minda 1914-28, Men contends that by the late nineteenth century, 

evangelical Christianity adopted a new social reform ethic. The new emphasis on social 

cnticism and reform revitalized liberal Protestantism, enabling evangelical Christianity to 

gain a newfound relevance among Canadians. Cook disagrees with Allen's main thesis. 

He argues in The Regenerators: Social Criticism in Lure Victorian English C .  that the 

advent of the social gospel did not revive foundenng evangelism, but rather contributed to 

the secularization of liberal Protestantism. Nevertheless, Cook does agree with Ailen that 

the social gospel movement was the vehicle through which reformers expressed the moral 

cnticism of society.' Mariana Valverde's The Age of Light, Soap, and Water: M d  
Reform in English C& 18904925 likewise investigates moral reform in Canada. 

Unlike Cook and Men. who focus on the inteiiectual and "theological" elite of the social 

reform movement, Valverde studies the "social purity movement" from the perspectives of 

"popular educators, temperance activists, and pamphlet writers".' Nonetheless, her 

purpose is substantially the same: to analyze a movement that was dedicated social 

regeneration through the moral improvement of society . Valverde, and others who evaluate 

the moral refom movement,* thus implicitly agree that the concem for an enduring moral 

imperative - itself a product of Victorian-Canadian values - continued on into the fxst two 

decades of the twentieth century and beyond. 



A moral imperative, which McKillop defines as desiring the preservation of the total 

human community and a moral code to allay the dangerous effects of modemization, was 
thus central to the ongoing development of the AngIo-Canadian mind. This dissertation 

accepts the existence of a moral imperative. But it extends McKillop's conception forward 

in tirne. It argues that a group of prominent Canadian inteiiectuals brought fonvard the 
moral imperative into the rnid-twentieth century. Through their social and philosophical 

criticism, these critics endeavoured both to understand the modem world and to provide 

alternatives, based in what they thought were the best Canadian and western traditions, to 

modemization. Their critique focussed on a lapse of the moral ïmperative and the 

concomitant modemization of Canadian thought and outlooks. It proffered an andysis of 

modem society reminiscent of the moralizhg assessments of Victonan critics. Remedies 

for the problern of modernity entailed a resurrection of traditions and orientations critical to 

the advancement of society and the survival of the Canadian nation. As such, these 

intellectuals establish a link to their predecessors and contribute to the development of the 

Anglo-Canadian mind. 

The interplay between modernity and the moral criticism of cntics is, thus, a main 

leitmotif of this study. The attitudes and intellectual positions of critics are clearly reveaied 

when juxtaposed with the various inteilectual, social, and political trends of the modem 

century. This analysis examines the interpretation of modemkation and the development of 

a modem consciousness through the eyes of the social critics it studies. A chief purpose is 

indeed to examine the cntics' perceptions of the process of modemization. In so doing, 

this dissertation not only presents a study of the critique of rnodernity, but it dso  

contributes an understanding of the emergence of the inteUectual underpinnings of modem 

Canada. 

This dissertation hence h a  two basic purposes. It argues that the mord imperative 

was increasingly refiected, as the twentieth century moved fonvard, by a group of 

conservatives who, as Canadian academics have often noted, were part of a "tory" 

tradition" in Canadian thought . Secondarily , the thesis examines the modemization of 

Canada and assesses the reaction of critics to societal transformations behind modemism. 

The two concepts - modernism and toryism -- require deffition a s  they have k e n  used so 

ubiquitously in the past. 

"Modernity", "modernism", and "modernization" are fairly complex sociological 

terminologies, refemng to profound societal, philosophical and ideological 

transformations. These terms, often used here interchangeably, are to be applied in their 

most general signification: that is, as indications of histoncal change. For the purposes of 
ihis study, they point out an alteration of historical circumstances, outlooks, and attitudes. 



SpecificaiIy, modernization refen to the replacement of Victonan society - agrarian. 
religious, adhering to a rigid set of philosophical and moral codes - with the modem age. 

It therefore pertains to the anival of an urban and industrial society that replaced a hoay 

agrarian-merchant system. Closely related to urban-industrialization, modemkation aiso 

involves the rise of a consumer and technological society. Philosophicaily, it implies the 

subsurning of the moral and "humane" values of former times and the emergence of new 

attitudes and value systems consistent with an industrial, technological, and consumer age. 

While society secularized and the agarian way of life eroded away, educational systems 

also modemized. In many ways, academic modemization is centrai to the genesis of the 

modem era. Lastly, politics and the national identity in Canada undenvent revision. At its 

broadest, political modemkation involves the alteration of colonial relationships and 

therefore the replacement of the central core of the Ang1o-Canadia.n national identity with an 

autonomist-continentalist Canadianism. As such. no corner of Canadian sbciety seemed to 

be exempt from the pressures of modemity. 

The process of modemization, to be sure, is defmable as a set of objective historicai 

events and ideological changes. We are concerned with discussing it as such. This 

dissertation is more preoccupied, however, with understanding the critique of modernity. 

Harold Innis, Donald Creighton, Vincent Massey, Hilda Neatby, George P. Grant, W.L. 
Morton, and, with sorne qualifications. Northrop Frye and Marshall ~ c ~ u h a d ,  arnong 

other social commentators, are studied here for their appraisals of modernization. These 

'critics of modemity" presented stronp views on the nature and implications of the modem 

age. They are bound together as a group, as we will see, because of their concern over the 

issues of modemity. 

The "anti-modeniists" also shared certain characteristics that enables one to label 

them as conservatives. Their "toryism" must be explained, for it is eclectic and borrows 

from different political traditions. What is more, the conservative intellectuals must be seen 

in Light of the Canadian tory tradition, which developed distinctly from British toryism and 

which is therefore substantiaily different nom its British namesake. Three notions are 

essential to the toryism of the group. The fmt is the sense of community. Based in the 

loyaiist tradition of the nineteenth century, the Canadian tories stressed the primacy of the 

comrnunity over selfish individualism. In this, they conceived of society as  an organism of 

functionally related parts. The communitarianism enabled Canadian tories to denounce 

Amencan individualism, Jacksonian democracy, and the violence of Amenca's political 

past, while lauding the ments of the Dominion's peaceful, indeed evolutionary 

development. It is because of this emphasis on the organic nature of the Dominion that the 

Canadian conservatives adopted elements of Burke and Burkean conservatism. Unlike 



Amencan political history, which represented an abrupt and violent break with the past. the 

Canadian tradition had as a foundational element Burke's "partnership of the generations". 

"Society". as Donald Creighton indicated, quoting Edmund Burke is '"a partnership in ail 

science. ri partnership in ali art, a partnership in every vutue and in aU perfection. As in the 

ends of such a partnenhip cannot be obtained in many generations, it becomes a 

partnership not only between those who are living, but between those who are living, those 

who are dead and those who are to be boni'."' Canadian society was organic, 

evolutionary, and anti-individualist, and therefore had Burkean overtones for the Canadian 

tories. 

Toryism also implies a sense of "Britishness", as defmed from a Canadian 

perspective. Tories explained that Canada was an advanced political entity - far superior to 

the Republic - because of its British connection. The Bntish nexus implied a set of moral 

virtues that placed the Anglo-Canadian world above other civilizations. This sense of 

Anglo-superiority is associated with, and in part, grew out of, the nineteenth-centuiy 

Canadian imperialist movementO8 The critics absorbed this ethic through their family ties 

and loyalist surroundings. The case of George Parkin Grant is illustrative. Both of 

Grant's grandfathers, George Munro Grant, and George Parkin, were ardent imperialists 

who greatly influenced their grandson. George M. Grant advocated continued British 

nexus, embodied in imperid federation, because he believed that the enduring association 

with Britain not only conferred on Canada poIitical status, but it aiso gave Canadians a link 
to one of history's great civilizations. Through the British nexus, Canada could escape the 

crass materiaiism of North American society. Through imperial federation, moreover. 

Canadians could punue righteousness at home and throughout the Empire. For Grant, the 

Empire was as much mord and spiritual in its goals as it was political and material? 

George Parkin, like Grant, also stressed the civilizing and Christianizing virtues of 

British imperialism. For Parkin, as for his feilow imperialist Grant, there was a moral 

necessity associated with the Empire and Anglo-saxon dominance. For both, Bntain had 

k e n  imbued with a moral supenonty that not oniy justified its political expansion, but aiso 

made that expansion moraliy compeliing. The ultimate message was clear: Britain was not 

o d y  the most powerful nation on earth, it was also the most virtuous. As such, Canada, a 
Bntish nation, must never let its ties lapse. 

George P. Grant's father, W.L. Grant, was yet another imperialist, although of a 

slightly later period. The elder Grant, like his father George Munro Grant, and Pukin, 

emphasized the spirituai and idealist aspects of British imperialism and British civilization 

more genedly. For Grant, imperialism implied social service as well as strength. 

Through it, most importantly, Canadian society could be greatly ameliorated; it could be 



cransformed into a place "in which every man, woman, and child had the chance to develop 

the best that is in them. and the strength that would protect that society in a world of 

imperfect, anger, and unrea~on".'~ The Dominion, Grant went on, should take its cue 

from Great Britain. whose history showed that a great people was not made simply through 

the exploitation of naturd resources. Oniy continued association with the Empire could 
curb these rnaterialist inclinations of the new world. The example of Britain, Grant 

concluded, presaging his son's later strictures, must be followed to foster a less mechanical 
and indeed more humane society in Canada. 

The British nexus thus entailed for Canada participation in the advanced values and 

political traditions of the Empire. It also had nationalist overtones. As Car1 Berger has 

pointed out, the Canadian imperialists, those ardent supporters of the imperid nexus and 

Anglo-Canadian cooperation, were also Canadian nationalis ts. ' The Dominion, the tory 

version of Canadian nationalism instructed, was eminently better off tied to the advanced 

culture of Britain than k ing  exposed to the fdacies of republicanism. The Anglo- 

Canadian connection was the way in which to defeat pressure from the Arnericans and 

enable Canada to develop as an autonomous community in North Amencan. For the tory 
nationaiists, "Canada represented a declaration of independence from the United States. an 

attempt to build a second community in North America outside the Arnencan republic, one 

marked off from it, indeed, by the longer persistence of the imperial tie".12 This group of 

conservative-nationalists contrasted starkly to a liberal-nationalist school, which grew to 

prominence in the twentieth century, and which argued that the irnpenal nexus was more a 

hindrance than a benefit to the emerging Canadian nationality. The anti-liberalism of the 

conservative-nationalists was a reaction against Canadian liberals' view of the Canadian 

nation. What is more. tories' opposition to the Liberal party was a response to the 

perceived continentalism and pro-Arnericanism of the federal Liberals. By the early part of 

the twentieth century, in brief, two basic and dialectical strains of Canadian nationalism had 

been established. Despite the increased popularity of the liberal-nationalists, the tory 

approach -- the "Blood is Thicker than Water ~chool"" of Canadian historians -- continued 

well into this century. The tory nationalism that had k e n  found in the late eighteenth 
century found its modem expression in the ideas of Innis, Creighton, and the other tory 

critics. 

The third element of Canadian toryism is eclecticism. Because the conservatives' 

"toryism" was in part anti-Axnerican and in part anti-individualistic. they did not trace their 

roots to pure British Toryism. Certainly there were cornmonalties berneen the two 

traditions. Maintaining law and order and the institutions of the British Crown, opposition 

to laissez-faire economics, and the staunchly conservative and anti-revolutionary aspects of 



British Toryism14 were all  present, at least in some vague form. in the Canadian variant. 

The key difference, however, was that Canadian tories were highly selective in adopting 

conservative ideas. In some cases they refened to the merits of Burkean conservatism, in 

others to Pittite and Pedite variants,ls and in another instance, Disraelite con~ervatism.'~ 

What is more, on rnany occasions the British political tradition as a whole (Tory, Whig, or 

other) is juxtaposed favourably against the evils of American republicanism. In a sense, 

then, Canadian tories considered the entire British political orientation as "conservative" 
just as they denounced Arnerican political culture as "liberai". These monolithic 

understandings are why they would cite Matthew Arnold so freely, discuss Edmund Burke 

so selectively, and chastise Jacksonian democracy so completely. In essence, the group of 

conservatives studied here were not political theorists or party ideologues; rather, they were 

myth-makers and social critics who were coloured by current events and certain 

conceptions of history and the future. The perceived needs of the present and the future 

account for their selectively and their imperfect understanding of theoretical antecedents. 

The Canadian tories thus advanced a very specific, perhaps peculiar idea of 

toryism." The question now arises, how cohesive were the Canadian tories? Generally 

speaking, Canadian conservative thinkers were drawn together because of their opposition 

to modernity. This dissertation emerged out of an analysis of the critique of technology 

and Canadian society. After the study of Innis, McLuhan, Grant and the other critics of the 

technologicai society, an effort was made to seek out a more "well-rounded" set of social 

critics - a group of "critics of modernity" - to see if such a coterie existed. As the analysis 

moved into a discussion of the univenity question, a coherent group began to take shape. 

As the more specific issues of culture and nationalist were broached, the cntics became less 
a single group and more a senes of overlapping alliances linked by a cornmon resistance to 

modernization and the particular brand of Canadian toryism- 

Despite the rough coherence of the group, however -- their conservative outlook, 

their comrnon views on the nature of the university - there were qualifications. First, not 

each individual was concemed with every issue. For instance, W.L. Morton and Donald 

Creighton had littie to Say on the abuses of technology. Second, certain issues attracted 

cntics who had a more ambivalent attitude towards toryism and modemization. Marshall 

McLuhan and Northrop Frye are examples here. As noted, McLuhan's postwar work on 
advertising and technology showed how he was a moralist and a burgeoning anti- 

modernist. By the mi& 1950s onwards, however, McLuhan increasingly accepted modem 

technology, and endeavoured to demonstrate how technology could enhance, rather than 

denact from, the modem expenence. While Frye cnticized modem developments in the 

academic world, he too was much more amenable to the social-cultural change brought on 



by modernization. What is more, both Frye and McLuhan had little to Say on the "tory" 

character of Canada. Udike the tory nationalists, they did not criticize Canada's 
relationship with the United States, nor did they play up Canada's "British nature". For 

both, in short, toryism was less relevant to the development of the nation. 

In spite of these differences of opinions and outlooks, there was a common set of 
assumptions that allowed the group of intellectuals to coalesce into a coherent group. The 
individuals under study here are unified in their intellechial and elitist critique of postwar 

Canadian society. They also denounced the advent of Amencan-innuenced mass society. 

Thus, they are brought together by common prejudices and biases. Their elitisrn and 

disdain for mass culture is came out, for example, in their condemnation of consumer 

culture. They believed not o d y  that a consumer impulse pervaded modern society, but also 

that consumerism ultimatelydevalued true or "serious" culture. Modem society, the critics 

thought, was overly commodified, materialistic, and entailed a pecuniary culture concemed 

with "having" and acquiring rather than "MingT'. As chapter five shows, consumer culture 

becarne, to the disrnay of cntics, coextensive with modem culture. Most perniciously, it 

succeeded in crowding out the culturai trappings on which western civilization was 

founded. As the cornmissioners of the Royal Commission on National Development in the 

Arts, Letters and Sciences (the Massey Commission) and Like-minded observers 

demonstrated, consumerism was anathema to rightfil cultural development. 

Cornrnon worid-views, such as the denunciation of mass culture, must be 

understood in light of the history of the periods in which the critics wrote. Anti- 
materialism must be considered in the context of the postwar boom, an era of 

unprecedented materiai prosperity and consumerism. The Second World War was also 

extremely important to the critique of modemity. During the war, critics discovered just 

how much society valued the university. The entire defence of the soîalled "university 

tradition" emerged out of period that seemed to undervalue, if not scoff at, the contributions 

of the arts and humanities. Conversely, the war showed just how much Canadians had 

become enamoured of the "practical sciences" and the contributions of technicians to the 

war effort. The war also furnished the shock that galvanized the critics of modernity. 

First, it lay bare the deplorable conditions and decadent value system of westem society, 

especially apparent after the holocaust. The war certainly aroused a crisis in values and 

beliefs. It led intellectuals to question the p ~ c i p l e s  for which the war was king waged. 

More importantly, it drove them to explain the liberal and democratic institutions upon 

which the West had k e n  founded. Social scientists had discovered that the war had 

resulted in the sundering of value and belief systems. They also understood that it had 

become their duty to articulate and defend these embattled principles. Historians, with thek 



unique orientation to the p s t ,  were particularIy active here, explaining the origins and 

longevity of western values and institutions. With other humanists, they took it as their 

task to demonstrate the enduring devance of these traditions by showing their centrality in 

the past.'8 For the critics of modernity, then, the war had given humanists a strange 

opportunity: it enabled them to become spokespeople for civiliz;ttion and defenders of the 

embattled systems of values and beliefs. 

The Massey Commission was the historical event around which cultural critics 

railied. The Commission raised awareness of the issue of culturai development in Canada. 

One of its main objectives was to underscore the cultural immaturity of the Dominion. 

lncreasing emphasis on materid prosperity, commercialism, and American mass culture 

combined with indifferent attitudes toward higher leaming and personal intellectual 

development. Postwar Canada, according to the Massey Cornmissionen and other culture 

critics, was overwrought with anti-inteilechialism and a compt notion of culnue. The 

critics certainly articuiated these views during the forum that was the Massey Commission; 

however, this cultural critique m u t  be seen in iight of the petration into Canada of 

American culture. In part an effort to give force to their commission recomrnendations, the 

culture cntics characterized the postwar age as one unduly influenced by homogenizing and 

indeed sniltiQing mass culturai influences ernanating from the United States. 

What is more, the Commission acted as a mouthpiece designed to articulate a 

parûcular vision of Canada's culturai development. The culture critics* idea of the good 

society was based on an Amoldian view of the good Iife, one that was founded "in the love 

of perfection*' and which "moves by the force, not merely or primarily of the scientific 

passion for pure knowledge, but also of the moral and social passion for doing g o ~ d " . ' ~  

As chapter five makes clear, the quest for perfection through persona1 inteliectual 

development and critical awareness was indispensable to the good society. Matthew 

Arnold's humanism and the Amoldian critical-moralist approach to cultural development 

permeated the outlooks of the critics. Following Arnold, anti-modemists stressed the 

preeminence of cultural over spiritual values. Christians themselves, they considered the 

social good as not rooted in a series of transcendental truths, but rather as part of functional 

values implanted in the history of western ci~ilization.~~ Culture was for them what it had 

been for the Iate Victorian humanists: a beacon by which modems could navigate through 

the darkness of the scientific-industrial society. The development of western culaire -- 
embodied in the cntics* defense of the university and the promotion of high culture -- 
seemed to be the only antidote to ineluctable modernization. The use of Aniold was thus an 

attempt to address the cultural "anarchy" of the postwar period. 



The intrusion of Amencan mass c u l m  into Canada during the 1940s and beyond 
was redy  a perception of the culture critics thernselves? However, there was tangible 

evidence in other fields - trade relations and foreign and defence policy -- that Canada had 
corne under the speil of the Americans. The critics' denunciation of Arnerican culture 

imperialism and their anti-Americanisrn more generally must be seen in reference to 
Canada's increasing trade and foreign affain ties to the United States. From the Second 

World War onwards, Canada began trading more and more of its goods with the United 

States at the expense of trade relations with other nations, including Great Britain. 

Canadian exports to Great Britain and the United States were relatively equal throughout 

the 1930s. As an exarnple, Canada traded 40.3 and 35.5 per cent of its total comrnodities 

to Britain for the years 1937 and 1939, while it exported 36.1 and 41.1 per cent of its total 

trade items to the United States for the same years.22 This tendency changed after the war, 

however, when the United States becarne Canada's single most important trading partner: 

for instance. Canada exported 56 per cent of its total exports to the United States in 1 9 6 0 . ~ ~  

What is more, Amencan investrnent in Canadian industries intensified throughout the 

postwar age. The Tram-Canada Pipeline project, which contributed to the downfall of the 

St. Laurent Liberals, was an exarnple of the seeming omnipresence of Amencan investrnent 

in Canadian industry. Concem over Arnencan investment remained an issue throughout 

the 1960s and reached a crescendo in the latter part of the decade with the establish of the 

Watkins Report, which reflected discontent among the intelligentsia and Canadians at large 

with large-scale American intervention into the Canadian economy. 

Canadian ties with the United States were not Lirnited to trade and economics, 

however. From the 1940s on, Canada becarne entangled into arrangements with the 

Americans that fumly placed the Dominion within the Amencan defensive sphere. 

Beginning with the Ogdensburg Agreement (1940) and continuing through the postwar 
period with a string of defencelforeign poiicy initiatives - NATO. Canada's involvement in 

the Korean War, the Nonh Amencan air defense plan (NORAD), and the Distant Early 

Warning Line (DEw) - Canadian governments presided over the Americanization of 

Canadian defence policy. The Liberals of Mackenzie King, St. Laurent, and Pearson, the 

critics claimed, were especially responsible for Canada's pro-American positions. Indeed, 

Liberal foreign policy of the postwar period estabfished Canada's dependence on Amencan 

defensive planning and on the Amencan view of the Cold war world. In this set of 

circumstances, Canada was stripped of its autonomy in foreign policy matters and moved, 

in the words of Harold Innis, from colony to nation to colony. 

The advent of an American controlled foreign policy and increased economic ties 

with the United States provides the background for much of the anti-Americanism of the 



cntics of modemity. Yet something more insidious, and indeed Amencan - a 

homogeneous. mass culture - provided the backdrop for the inteliectuals' social cntique. 

The postwar era was rnarked by mass culture developments, including, as mentioned, a 

boom in consumer activity. The period was also the Mie  of the "baby boom*', a period 

dunng which Young, middle class families were having babies in unprecedented numbers, 

buying houses and moving to the suburbs. This generation of Canadians put enormous 

emotional and fmancial resources into raising their children. It was perhaps the most child- 

focussed generation in Canadian history. Domesticity and child-centredness seemed the 

dominant rnindset of rnost younger Canadians. In this environment, the cntics suggested, 

the "higher values" of Anioidian culture, inteIlectuaIism, and a true understanding of 

democracy were set aside. 

Developrnents in the history of education provide a fmal histoncal context that 

influenced the anti-modemist critique. As rnentioned, the war proved to the critics the low 

esteem in which Canadians held the arts and the humanities. The postwar period also saw 

an the erosion of higher leaming and intellecnial and educational standards more generally. 

First, there was the influx of veterans, many of whom, once demobilized, enrolled in 

Canadian colleges and universities. Once the preserve of the social and intellectual elite, 
higher learning was now accessible io those who did not have outstanding intellectual 

credentials. 

"Educational democracy" was also practiced in Canadian grade schools. When 
baby boomers reached school age, they were met with a changed educational phiiosophy: 

"democratic" or "Deweyite" education. Stressing the personal development of students as 

opposed to the development of critical and other intellectual faculties, democratic education 

was denounced by Hilda Neatby and other traditiondists. For Neatby and others, 

progressivist pedagogy and the sheer numbers of the baby boom lowered educational 

standards and reflected the anti-intellectuaiism of the age. 

Democratic education also appeared in Canadian universities. When the baby 
boomers becarne university aged, they enrolled in huge numbers. The resources of 
existing colleges and universities were stretched to the limit; by the mid-1960s several new 

institutions had to be built to keep up with the clamour for post-secondary education. 

Higher education was considered a right, not a pnvilege. By the late 1960s, the democratic 

university - a stark contrast to the privileged, elitist institutions in which the critics had 

been schooled -- had anived. 
Lastly, the utilitarian focus of Canadian universities that grew considerably during 

the war reached its logical conclusion with the advent of the so-cded "multiversity". 

Unlike the university of the past that focused on the liberal arts, the multiversity was so 



vmiegated as to have no single, uniQing vision. Further, it was influenced to an 

unprecedented degree by the needs of the comrnunity and public funding requirements. 

Boards of governors and presidents attuned to the interests and desired of the public, and 

not out-of-touch scholars, were the main ambit of power in the modem university. By the 

late 1960s. the private liberal arts coueges of Canada's past had k e n  thus transformed into 

massive public institutions with million-dollar budgets and enrolments into the tens of 

thousands. In this environment, the critics of the modern university Iost all hope for the 

resurrection of acadernic traditions and the reinstaternent of the liberal arts as the lifeblood 

of higher learning. 

The critics of modemity thus reacted against certain social, political, and educational 

trends that they believed adversely influenced Canada's societal development. These 

comrnon, historically -based concems give coherence to the group. There are other 

common characteristics worth noting. The first and most obvious of these is the cntics' 

staunchly Anglo-Canadian upbringing. Save for Hilda Neatby (born in Britain), the anti- 

modernists were aIi at least second generation Canadians. Nevertheless, they had strong 

familial connections to their British heritage. Even Vincent Massey, whose lineage traces 

back for several generations to New England, was fiercely proud of his ultimate ties to the 

old country." Furthemore, the anti-modemists spent their formative years in areas where 

Ioyalty to things British was particuiarly strong. Innis, Creighton, Grant, and Massey 

were from "British" Ontario. Morton, who was frorn Manitoba, shared in this sense of 

Anglo-Canadian pride. Morton himself later acknowledged the "very British world" in 

which he matured. "Everything in daily talk, much in daily use, the whole reinforced and 

exaggerated by the illusion called prestige", he recoliected, 

was British -- the point of reference in politics and business, the seat of 
fashion, the school of manners, the centre of scandal. The table dishes 
were British made, both the cheap and the dear, the jackknives, the tea 
caddies, the apenents, the best boots, the heaviest coats, the fmest hats. 
The yearly calendars tended to picture a heroic lion or an intimidating 
battieship. And over the little white schoolhouse ... the Union Jack 
staunchiy flew - a provincial statute had a few years before said it must, as 
it's done until this y e d s .  

Besides this inherent "Britishness", however, was a d-agrarian bias. A 

common niral-agrarian experience bound critics together in much the sarne way as did 

shared British values. Harold Innis, Marshall McLuhan and Hilda Neatby all grew up on 

farms. W.L. Morton spent considerable time in his formative years working as a fannhand 

in mal  Manitoba. Having no direct experience of the rural existence, the other critics 

nevertheless were attmed to the ngon and values of agrarian life. The Massey farnily 



business. of which Vincent Massey became president for a t he ,  was involved in 

producing f m  implements. Although both were bom in Toronto, moreover. Massey and 

Donald Creighton retumed to their agrarian roots by spending much time in theîr later years 

in country homes east of the rnetrop~lis.~~ This background was augrnented by the niral 

biases of the Edwardian period, an age during which most of the cntics matured. 

SpecifcalIy, it was closely associated wiîh the British country ideal," represented in 

Howards End (1910) and other works of E.M. Forster, and in John Macdougd's Rural 

Life in Canada (19 13), and Stephen Leacock's Sunshine Sketches of a Little Town (19 12). 
both of which discussed the debiiitating problem of mal  depopulation. In these works, the 

authors eulogized rurai Iifestyles and values while they criticized industrialization and 

urbanization as dismptive and menacing. These attitudes not only reflected the profound 

social uansformation of the Edwardian age; ultimately, they provided context to the anti- 
industriai stricnires of the next generation of critics. 

Social cnticisrn was also important to the development of this coterie of 

commentaton. Two anti-modemists, Creighton and Grant, had direct links to the social 

reform movement of the late-Victorian and post-Fint World War periods. Creighton's 

father, W.B. Creighton, a Methodist preacher and editor of The Christian Guardian, was at 

the forefront of the reform effort. Specificaliy, he was part of the Social Gospel 

rnovement,2' which was composed of those who wished to make Protestant Christianity 

socially relevant. George Munro Grant. the philosopher's great ancestor, was likewise an 

advocate of liberal Protestantism and of de-emphasizing theology in favour of a practical, 

refom-minded Christian imperative. George P. Grant later rejected his grandfather's 

approach to religion. He denounced the progressivist tone of Social Gospeilers and social 

reforrners in generaLZ9 Nevertheless. the younger Grant, like his anti-modemist 

colleagues, continued to preach the good news of socid improvement. Shom of its 

religiosity, then. cntics nonetheless employed the rhetoric of advancement and social 
amelioration that reflected the refonn movement. Their uitirnate purpose was the same as 

that of earlier social reformers: social bettement. Thus, they reflect the meliorative 

outlooks (if not the substantive recommendations) of the tum-of-the-century reformea. 

The anti-modemists derive group cohesion from "elitist" attitudes and outlooks. 

Their elitism was not bom of socio-econornic or political privilege, however. In fact, all 

the critics, with the exception of Vincent Massey. were of humble ongins." The elitism of 

the critics was made manifest instead in their sense of intektual superiority; it was a 

notion, more accurately, that they had an immutable awareness of the course of human 
history. More than this, it was derived fiom the presumption that the critics thernselves 

were the individuals most able to remedy the ills of modem society. In many ways, the 



critics considered thernselves seers who had an almost oracular hsight into ~ d h u a l  

development. This sense of superiority is apparent in the cavalier manner in which they 

dismissed mass culture and denounced consumerism, Americanization, and the arrivd of 

the mass society."' It is most evident in the desire to establish a social hierarchy, not on the 

ba is  of class, but rather with social critics and moral philosophers, like the cntics 
themselves, achieving a heightened societal relevance. Critics vied for an increased social 

status, which other educated groupsJ2 were achieving, yet which was king denied them. 

UItimately, the elitism of the anti-modemists was founded both in an exaggerated 

reckoning of their social lünction and in a desire to increase, in the tradition of Plato's 

Republic, their station in the modem world. 

The sources of this elitism are not easy to pinpoint. The confident, moralking tone 
is probably a remnant of the critics' evangelicd Christian hentageOs3 Bereft of its religious 

content, many of the anti-modemists' strictures were suffused with evangelical fervour and 

puritanical righteousness. Although deaüng with secularized subject maners, the rhetoric 

of the anti-modemists betrayed its evangelical origins. The "class" elitism of the cntics, 

furthemore, was in part a reaction to the diminished social status of the academic in 

Canada. If salaries can be used to measure the worth of the professoriate. professors at 

Ontario univeaities after the Great War made considerably more than teachers or even 

engineers." By the postwar period, however, professors' salaries reflected their relative 

decline. By 1945, the median salary of full-tirne instnictors had increased by only about 

$5M) over the post-World War I period. Enduring a decade and a half of virtually frozen 

salaries, professors did gain s m d  increases throughout the late 1940s and 1950s." Yet 

their eamings decreased relative to other professionals. Realistically, most professors led 

lives of genteel poverty, something that reflected their diminished status among in Canadian 
society. " The anti-modemists, of course, wanted to redress society's iniquitous treatment 

of the intelligentsia. Banding together in a unified front against an uncaring, even ignorant, 

populous was one of the ways to achieve this end. 

More fundamentally, the critics denved their sense of elitist identity because of their 

membership in a very smail group of humanisis and social scientists. As J.B. Brebner 

argued in 1945, Canada was in desperate need of scholars because of the debilitating Ioss 

of so many of the educated elitd7 The war, and before it the Depression, resulted in 

scores of scholars leaving their academic posts and entering into govemment and private 

research projects. The exodus of many of Canada's brightest inteilecniais to America and 

elsewhere further exacerbated this problem. A relatively smaii group of intellectuals was 

left, in consequence, to defend against the eclipse of the humanities in Canada and the 

erosion of Canada' s acadernic tradition. Harold Innis displayed the embattled position of 



Canadian humanists. When the University of Chicago tried to woo Innis away from 

Toronto in 1944.3' the political economist found it impossible to leave his university after 

preaching loyalty to young scholan. He believed he had rnuch work to do in combating 

the problems of monopolies and oligopolies of knowledge and in promoting the venerable 

university tradition. The same forces that held Innis in Canada, in short, also instilled a 

sense of cornmitment in the small but loyal coterie of humanists and social scientists in 

Canadian universities. 

The critics were aiso brought together because of personal and professional ties. 

Innis, Creighton, Frye, and McLuhan ail taught at the University of Toronto. Massey was 

aiso affiliated with Canada's most eminent post-secondary institution: he functioned as 

chancellor of the university, 1947-52. In addition, the anti-modemists were associated 

through persona1 connections and academic alliances. The relationship between Massey 

and Grant has already been noted. Massey also had a close working association with Hilda 

Neatb y onwards nom the Massey Commission years. Avid corres pondents , intekmal 

collaborators, and, eventuaily, good friends, Massey and Neatby relied on each other for 

professional and personal advice and a mutual comradeship until Massey's death in 1967. 

Creighton and Innis also shared a close fiiendship and similar outiooks on academic and 

national prob~erns.~~ Despite the occasionai difference of opinion, Creighton and Morton 

often worked closely togethedo m e  engaged in different academic disciplines, 

furthemore, Grant and Neatby, both involved in the Massey Commission, were 

correspondents and, at one point, like-minded CO-religionists. McLuhan's intellectual 

dependence on Innis, lastly, needs no elaboration here. Not necessarily sharing similar 

disciplines:' research interests, or collaborating as an academic body, thus, the critics had 

cornmon oudooks, predispositions, and shared insights that were reinforced by a series of 

intertwining personal and professional bonds. As such, their status as a group of tacit 

intellectual collaborators is f d y  established. 

What follows is a dissertation on Canadian modernization as evaluated by some of the key 

intellectual figures of Canada's recent past. It is therefore as much a study of the rnindsets 

and biases of a group of inteliectuds as it is about the emergence of the modem age. Its 

intended contribution, in consequence, is to the development of an understanding of the so- 

called Anglo-Canadian mind. Much has been wntten on the emergence of a class of liberal 

inteilectuals in the twentieth century. This dissertation's chief task is to elaborate on the 



later development of "inteiiechial toryism" in Canada Its main contribution is to address a 

neglected aspect of Canadian intellectuat history. 
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Science and Technique: The Critique of the TechnoIogical Consciousness 

Canada in the late nineteenth century was in a period of transition. The traditionally ruraI 

and agicultuai existence of many Canadians had begun to change rapidly due to the 

introduction of new technologies and industnal mass production. Despite an economic 

depression, production in the key economic sectors of the Canadian economy, and 

especially that of Ontario, Canada's most populous and industrially advanced province, 

increased considerably fiom 1870 through to the early 1890s. In Ontario, for instance, 

coal consurnption increased more than 2,000 times over the years 1869- NOO. Toronto, 

one of Canada's leading industrial cities, rapidly developed in the 1880s. In that decade 

"the total number of productive establishments in Toronto more than tripled, the number of 

worken doubled, capital invested increased roughly 265 percent ..." And while economic 

and industrial growth slowed somewhat in Ontario and elsewhere by the mid-1890s, an 

econornic boom hit Canada between the later 1890s and continued on u n d  1912, and 

allowed a great deal of growth in machine technology, resource production, and fostered 

considerable expansion of industrial plant. Between 1890 and 1910 the number of workers 

ernployed in manufacninng increased 350 prcent.' Because Canada still depended on the 

export of resources up until and beyond the Great War, however, it is diffîcult to 
characterize Canadian economic development in terms of an industrial revolution. But the 

Canadian intellectual and social expenence of the late Victorian and Edwardian periods 

certainly had the hallmarks of such an econornic revolution. 

To accompany economic and industnal expansion, Canada experienced advances in 
science and technology that were bound up in the Victorian view of progress and national 

advancement. A key component of the Victorian idea of progress was the notion that 

through understanding the physical world one could exert control over it. Perhaps the most 

signifcant intellectual development of the Victorian age was the extension of scientific 

assumptions that nature was knowable (and hence exploitable) through the use of empirical 

methodologies. The consciousness of Bacon had clearly come alive in the minds of 

Victonans. The Victorians saw history as an organic process with laws ready to be 
discovered. Through the uncovenng of historical Laws, ran Victonan logic, society could 

be understood and reconstructed on a scientific basis. The progress of science and 

industrial production, in short, was the progress of ci~ilization.~ 

The faith in science and technology to improve material conditions and to secure a 

bright future reached a high point by the 1890s. Canadians, for the most part, regarded 



scientSc and technological advancement in this period as key to the industriai and therefore 
the economic weU-being of their country. A Queen's university scientist proclaimed in 

1895 that the nineteenth century "may be described as a hundred years of human progress 

under the guidance of ~cience."~ He argued that because science and industry had become 

wed, and therefore physical forces had come under a control never before expenenced, the 

material weU-king and, hence, the advancement of western civilization had been secured? 

For Victorian Canadians, material progress had become tied to advances in technique and 
the applied sciences. 

The faith in science and technology was refiected as weil in the increased 

importance Canadians gave to the applied sciences. This new appreciation of the practical 
sciences seemed to be centred about Canadian educational institutions- As historian A .B. 

McKiuop has shown, education in Canada was being transformed by the late Victorian 
period from a Liberal arts orientation to a type of education that strove towards a "heaithy 

balance between culture and science"? Canadian industrialists and educators led the 

campaign to lobby for the establishment of technical education at secondary schools in 

Ontario ever since John A. Macdonald's government put forth the national policy in 1879.~  

This campaign intensified after 1896 as local boards of trade, the Trades and Labour 

Congress of Canada, and the Canadian Manufacturers' Association badgered the Laurier 

and later the Borden government to fmd and coordinate applied sciences programs? But, 

despite receiving a sympathetic ear from William Lyon Mackenzie King, who became the 

Minister of Labour in 1908, and in spite of the creation of a Royal Commission on 

Industrial Training and Technical Education in early 19 10, the cause of technical education 

would have to wait until after the war and the enactment of the Technical Education Act, 
which was to encourage the mechanical trades and increase the "efficiency and productive 

power of those employed therein".' 

As with the advent of technical education in secondiuy schools in Ontano and 
elsewhere, the reorientation of the univenities dso reflected the emerging technological and 
scientific ethic. Arïsing early in the nineteenth century, the research ideal of the German 

universities had k e n  foreign to Anglo-Canadian universities. Until the end of the 

nineteenth century, the main hc t ion  of these institutions was to impart a general and 

liberal education. Instead of engaging in "research", generally speaking the extension of 
knowledge, Anglo-Canadian universities enabled pupils to partake in the %est that has 
k e n  thought" without necessarily requiring students to add to that leaining. By the late 
Victonan period, however, the research ideal began to insinuate itself into Canadian higher 

education. No individual was more active in the promotion of the research ideal in Canada 

than University of Toronto mathematics and physics professor James budon? 



Loudon's 1877 presidential address to the Canadian lnstitute is the fmt c1ea.r 

statement of the value of the Gennan research ideal to the Canadian ~nivers i ty '~  In the 

address, Loudon extolled the value of the specialization within the sciences. As much as 

possible, he wanted to see encouraged a specialized, professional research, based on the 

Geman model." He advocated the Geman system wherein the teacher would engage 

only in very narrow topics so that his teaching would reinforce his research. Furthemore, 

for the Geman plan to work, "an enormous revenue must be available ...; also "there must 
be a small standing army of professon, and a highIy trained body of recruits."" Ln 
Loudon's conception, scientifc knowledge was not simply to be irnported and then taught 
to so many students. Rather, the expansion of scientific howledge was to be the main 
objective. As such, Loudon cded  for a fbndamental reonentation of the way Canadian 

universities regarded scientific leaniing. 

Loudon continued to lobby for the adoption of the German research ideal 

throughout the late Victorian period. With the changing social and diplornatic ciimate of the 

late nineteenth century he realized additional arguments in favour of adopting the new 

approach to scientific knowledge. With accelerating urban-industriahation, advances in 

indusuial technology, the increase of commercial rivairies among industrialized nations, 

and a great rise in British imperial sentiment, Loudon identified an oppominity for the 

research ideal to gain greater currency arnong Canadians. Speaking to the Royal Society in 

the 1s t  year of the nineteenth century, Loudon showed the importance of research to the 

development of Anglo-Canadian society. Above a, he wanted to demonstrate how the 

adoption of the research ideal would mean industrial efficiency, material prosperity, and, 

ultimately, the continued moral and commercial leadership of the British civilization. He 

declared to his attentive audience that the "British nation [was] on the eve of an 
awakening"; the "British mind" understood, he continued, that "some vital connection 

realiy does exist between national progress and scientific discovery, and that the latter 

should be fostered in connection with the higher institutions of leaming".13 He contended 

that the "spirit of research is lacking" within the Anglo-Canadian university, and, as a 

consequence, the British Empire's cornmerciai supremacy vis-&-vis Gemany and the 

United States was threatened.14 Through paying more attention to the advancernent of 

knowledge, universities throughout the Empire could make a great contribution to 

maintainhg British trade supremacy and, more importantly, to guaranteeing the material 

and mord advancement of British civilization. In concluding his speech, he commented on 

the 'effect of research upon the national life" of Canada The institution of the research 

would be integral to progress of Canada, for Canada could no longer rely on knowledge 

from abroad. Instead it had to develop a "spirit of originality" for which the univenities 



would be primarily responsible. The time has corne, he ended, "when the research 

University must be regarded as the o d y  university, and the task is incumbent on those in 

authonty of elaborating a university system ... which shall have proper regard to the 

importance of this new factor as well as to the past and future of our country."'s 

Knowledge was power and the development of new knowledge about industrial processes 

and technologies was the key to securing the matenai bettement of Canadian society and 

ensuring Canada's place in the world in the twentieth century. 

The significance of Loudon's speech and his advocacy of the German research ideal 

more g e n e d y  was twofold. First, Loudon's desire to çpecialize and professionaüze 

research reflected a change in the balance of Canadian scholarship away from the 

"gentleman scholar towards the laboratory of the professional researcher".I6 Whereas 

scientific inquiry in Canada had k e n  the province of the amateur outside the university, the 

research ideal had no tolerance for such a haphazard and unproductive approach to new 

know ledge. Univeaities that continued to employ suc h outmoded practices lost credence 

from the newly scientificaily-minded populous and the advocates of research ideal. With 

the acceptance of the research ethic the approach to science had changed i~~evocabl~."  

Second, Loudon's piece showed how the universities, through fostering s ~ i e n ~ c  

knowledge, could be the instruments of the advancement of British civilizattion. Whereas 

academics had in the pst  regarded science as an adjunct of rnetaphysics, Loudon denied as 
invalid the role of the scientist "to reconcile scientific theory with metaphysical or religious 

opinion . . ."18 Instead, he insisted that scientific inquiry had a validity per se and part of 

that validity was that it was a means to an end. Indeed, a great part of Loudon's 

contribution to Canadian science rested not only in his new approach to scientific 

knowledge, but also in attempting to put into practice the Victorian idea that progress 

occurred through the use and advancement of science. This progressivist, utilitarian 

conception was to persist well beyond the late Victorian age. 

Not unlike Loudon's linkage of science to culhual improvement, Anglo-Canadian 

researchen also assigned to science a vital role to perfonn in the war of 19 14- 18. Despite 

the realization that science and technology had contributed to the hodc carnage of the 

Great War, there was stül a sense that scientifc research could be a positive, constructive 

force. After all, Gemany had put forth a formidable war effort largely on the strength of 

her indus trial capacity and advanced research fa~ilities.'~ Despite German Lriumphs, 
however, the supenority of "British" science and industry was regained and, over tirne, 

helped the Empire prevail. Science again helped advance British civilizarion. In a speech 

delivered to the Royal Society entitied 'The War and Science", for instance, Dr. A. Stanley 

Mackenzie, President of Dalhousie University, epitomized this view. He indicated how the 



"stresses of war" forced England to realize "the desperate situation in which she stood" due 
to the "pst  neglect of scientific meth~d".~' Mackenzie's basic message was that the 

research ideal that was indispensable to the advancement of civilization, especially in tirnes 

of great national distress, had k e n  lost in the lead-up to the Great War. The events of the 

war served to show how negligent English-speaking peoples had been to ignore the 

development of research. Yet the war also demonstrated how a £kee and democratic 

citizenry could recover and rediscover the centraiity of science to the struggle for culniral 
21 supremacy. Despite a paucity of laboratories and a shortage of rnanpower, Mackenzie 

concluded, "the scientific men of Bntain" succeeded in contributing greatly to the war 

effort." Ultimately, British science had been instrumental to victory. 

For Mackenzie and others the Great War was a momentous period in the history of 

science, for it raised the status of scientific research to its rightful place. Mackenzie 

recornrnended that British peoples build on their ûiumphs and cultivate the pure and applied 

sciences. The "interaction of the ideal and the ... utilitarian", he wrote, "speils progress".u 

He was particularly hopeful about the war's impact in Canada. 'The effect of the war upon 

Science,'' he argued, "should ... result in an industriai revolution", which should be 

directed towards the proper utilization of natural resources and hence the "stoppage of 

wa~tehlness".'~ Through the formulation of a national curriculum of scientifîc education 

for schools and colleges, and the consistent promotion of scient& research by Section II 
of the Royal Society of Canada, he hoped that the research ideal could become M y  

entrenched into the national psyche. If the war did in fact show positive effects in scientific 

education and facilities, then ail the carnage would not have been in vain.25 Indeed, 

Mackenzie and like-minded coileagues detected hope and oppominity in the midst of 

destruction and despair. 

Mackenzie's rernarks about science and the war effort dong with Loudon's 

strictures on Canada's impoverished research facilities ceaainly made for good speech- 

making. Yet the case was overstated. Clearly by the Great War the research ideal already 

had become a prominent feature in Canadian univenities. The war served merely to 

galvanize existing public opinion and private resolve to develop the sciences at Canadian 

universities. As McKillop argues, the Royal Commission on the University of Toronto 

(1906) was a watershed in that it marked the "triumph of the notion that science, research, 

and profeçsionalism should have a vital place in the modem ~niversity".~~ Furthemore, 
this tuming point was accompanied by the Ontario government's financial cornmitment to 

develop scientific and technical research. The provincial govemment dotted the University 

of Toronto $15,000 a year for research, a sum that was augmented substantially to $75,000 

per annum in 19 19." In organizational terms, science and technical research were 



entrenched at Toronto with the establishment of the School of Engineering Research in 
19 17. With the great demand for engineers and applied scientists during the war, the 

Faculty of Applied Sciences (of which the School was a part), initially reticent to pursue 

wholeheartedly industrial research," devised a plan to train its most accomplished 
graduates. The School, in short, was to serve both research and training capacities. Most 

of all, it was to facilitate, in cooperation with industry, industrial and technicd research." 

The advances of industrial and applied sciences research at the University of 

Toronto notwithstanding, perhaps the most important and enduring example of the research 
ideal was the ernergence of the National Research Council (NRC). The appearance in late 

autumn of 1916 of the Honourary Advisory Council (later to be named the NRC) created 

Little fanfare?' The nation was busy with other things, not the least of which was the 

prosecution of the war. The establishment of the Council, nevertheless, had k e n  a 

revolu tionary achievernent. Canada aiready had severai scientific institutions that fitted into 

comesponding governrnent departrnents and that were responsible for the development of 

her vast staples and mineral resources. But Canadians lacked an institution devoted to 

developments in secondary industry and general science. They required an institution, in 

short, more compatible with university research than with govenunent sponsored and 

directed inquiry. The Council was unique in the sense that it enabled scientists themselves 

to devise and oversee research projects and advise govemment on their findings in a variety 

of fields. Exarnples of the types of projects the Council dealt with in the early years -- 
production of rnotor fuel from alternative sources, better ways to use peat, extraction of 

sugar from sulphite liquor, and the use of agncultural wastes such as wheat straw and fish 

wastes for fertilizer -- reflected the needs of wartime Canada and the drive towards 

efficiency or the 'scientific' use of natural resources. The Council's efforts to promote 

research and to tout the national importance of science endured weii beyond wtartime 

projects, however. Throughout its formative period, the NRC endeavoured "to create a 

background of public opinion throughout the country which would appreciate and support 

the idea of research in general and especially the idea of industrial research".)' Scientists 

such as Loudon and Mackenzie had toiled many years to raise the profile of research in 

Canada. With the help of total war and the NRC they could show Canadians that tirne was 

right to step up the crusade for research. 

Evidence of the success of the NRC as the chief propunent of the research ethic is 

reflected in the Council's steady growth and in its conaibutions to scientific discovery. 

Despite the Council's humble beginnings and such concems as the lack of research 

fa~il i t ies~~ in the large centres and a severe shortage of trained personnel, the Council soon 

began to address its deficiencies. The drive for the development of centrai laboratories, for 



instance, began in the surnmer of 1918 when the Council recornrnended to the govenunent 

the erection of a central scientifïc institute at ~ t t a w a ~ ~  After a few failed attempts to pass a 

"science" bill in Parliament to establish a national scientific research institute, construction 

of the new "temple of science*' fmally began in 1928 on the banks of the Ottawa River. But 

Canadian science required scientists and technicians to staff the laboratories. The Council 

reco,@zed early on the grave dificulties that wodd result from a lack of trained personnel 

and set out to remedy the problem by aiiocating $10,000 to set up scholarships and 

fellowships. It realized, however, the limited impact of these measures and set out to 

ïmprove rnatters. Within a decade of its creation, the Council had granted 344 scholarship 
and fellowships to 199 students. Skteen departments of science at twelve univenities 

participated in the gant  program." Perhaps the most impressive of the Council's 

scholarship record, however, was that "no fewer than 155 students who had completed 

their post-graduate studies in science owed aU or part of their science education to National 

Research s cho l a r~h i~s " .~~  The Council aiso encouraged research in progress or pending 

projects. By 1926, the NRC had assisted about 120 projects. Several of these 

undertakings, such as health studies on tuburculous, vitamins, and insulin, as well as 
industrial fatigue and the study of way to stimulate the economy, were of major 

~i~nificance.'~ What is more, the NRC contributed greatly not only to the advance of 

scientific knowledge, but also in measurable, financiai t e m .  Out of a half a million dollar 

investment, for example, in a post-war project deaikg with wheat mst, the Council 

reckoned the long-tenn benefits in terms of increased yield of in excess than $25 million 

per annurn more than compensated for the initiai outlay?' Similady, it reported that a 

lobster discoloration remedy achieved at a cost of two to three thousand dollars in grants 

and nominal laboratory fees generated an additional annuai incorne of around $700,000 for 
the i n d u ~ t r ~ . ' ~  As dways, the practical, utilitarian value of science was vital to the long- 

term promotion of the research ideal in Canada. 

The emergence of the NRC culminated the efforts of scientific lobbyists to achieve 

public recognition of scientific research. In a symbolic sense, the Council performed a 
utilitarian role in aiding industrial development and in rationabhg Canada's war 

production. Born largely in response to the matenal needs of war, it constituted a publicly- 

supported institution, founded intellectually on the notion that, if given enough resources, it 

could significantly contribute to Canada's material advancement. It represented, in short, 

the triumph of the research ideal. In the mincis of many Canadians and certainiy in the 

scientific cornmunity, research institutions such as the NRC provided a meam by which 
Canadians codd survive in a world dominated by efficient, mechanized production. 

Indeed, the research institution was essential to the modernization of the nation. Through 



the establishment of the NRC, as historian Frank Underhill was to put it, the Canadian 

govemment "undertook a new national responsibility, the fostering of scientific research 

for the purpose of making us a more competent people in the modern world ... ,339 A 

bastion of the research ided, in bnef, the CounciI assisted the Dominion's quest to count 

itself arnong the modemizing countries of the western world. 

The establishment of institutions of applied research was only one of the ways the scientinc 

ethic was made manifest. The rise of the social sciences and the "social seMice ideal" also 

reflected the growing pervasiveness of the science ethos. As ui other western countries, 

the social sciences emerged in Canada against the backdrop of a society that, aithough stili 

largely rural and agriculturai, was rapidly urbanizing and indu~trializin~.~ Their 

development must therefore be understood in light of the changing social and demographic 

of Canada in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

The long-term trend towards urban-industrialization began during the so-called 

"Laurier boom". In this period the countryside declined in population relative to urban 

areas, and the cities, especially Canada's largest centres, absorbed much of the country's 

overall population increase. Between the years 189 1 and 19 1 1, for instance, Canada's 

urban population increased from 31.8 to 45.2 per cent of the wh01e.~' Bntish Columbia 

and Ontario were more urban than rural by the start of the Great War. By 192 1 Canada as 

a whole becarne a relatively urban society. This urbanization trend was also marked by a 

tendency towards the concentration of population in a few great cities. While population 

increases in smailer cities were insignificant in the Laurier period, the Iarger cities 

experienced rapid growth. Montreal grew from around 200,000 in 189 L to over half a 

million in 19 1 1, Toronto increased from 180,000 to just under 400,000, and Winnipeg, 

recentiy a lonely outpost on the eastem prairies, expanded to 130,000." 

Not without reason, the study of the causes of sociai transformation became 
important in the 1896-1911 period. Church groups, individuals, and the federd 

government ail becarne concemed over the "rurai question" and sought answers to 

overcrowding, poverty, and crime, arnong other probiems associated with urbanization. 

The poverty, prostitution, and crime that seemed to exist unchecked in the growing urban 

areas appded J. S. Woodsworth and others involved in the urban reform movement. 

Canadian sociai gospellers also railed against deplorable social conditions in Canada's 

growing cities and focussed on the imm0r;tiities of increased crime, prostitution, and the 

evils of drink. The new breed of professional sociai analysts, who were emerging at 
Canadian universities, provided detailed accounts of the impact of rapid social change. Sir 

Herbert Ames's C i v  Below the Hill (1 897). William Lyon Mackenzie King's articles 



exposing the appalling conditions in sweated industries, dong with Queen's University 

political economist Adam Shom's ideas on the urban question," were a few academic 

studies of urban problems. 
Like counterparts in the Anglo-American world, nascent Canadian social science 

sought to undentand the economic forces that underpinned the urban-industrial problem. 
Social scientists not only observed the transformations associated with industrialization, 

they also tried to understand the root causes and fûture effects of industrialism on Canadian 

society . They emplo yed social scientific methods as tools to comprehend change. Political 
economist Adam Shortt, for instance, showed how by controhg and understanding 
economic activities it was possible to achieve progress without overthrowing the industrial- 

capitalist system. He realized the abuses and inadequacies of the prevalent socio-economic 

system. He was certain, funhermore, that in exposing these deficiencies and suggesting 

alternatives the current system could reforrned and become an instrument in the movement 

towards human progress. Only through rethinking industrial-capitalist development and 

redirecting humankind's purposes and politics, he argued, could conditions be aitered and 

destinies changed. First to observe and understand, and then to gain control over, the new 

rnaterial order of mankind was the formula for advancement. What was more, political 
economy, Shortt's own discipline, was best able to facilitate this twofold task. It enabled 

humankind's "understanding of social reality" and prepared "men and women to control 

their fate"? With other political econornists, S h m  was convinced of the power of social 

science both to gain an accurate view of the matenal order and to help perfect humanity's 
secular existence. In the words of historian Barry Ferguson, Shortt's political economy 

"encompassed nothing Iess than the analysis of 'the matenal means of development of a 

civilization'. In this way, political economy could set about to devise a new understanding 

of the industrial capitalist order that was now dominant in Europe and the United States and 

that was about to reshape Canada ... ,945 

University of Toronto political economist James Mavor echoed Shortt's views on 

the contemporary pertinence of the social sciences. To Mavor, who became chaimian of 

Toronto's Politicai Economy department in 1892, modem society had advanced from 
feudal times into the twentieth century because of scientific and technological 

developments. Along with the material advances, however, came developments such as 

urban-industrialization, which, if left unchecked, could lead to revolution and the eventud 

oveahrow of the industrial-capitalist system. By understanding rnaterial progress, Mavor 

averred, modems could prevent social chaos and influence the direction of society. 

Polifical economy thus became important in Mavor's scheme preciseiy because it held the 

key to comprehending past and current socioeconornic conditions. Through social 



scientific enqujr solutions to societai problems became possible. The political economist, 

for Mavor, was like a "master mechanic tinkering with the rnachinery of society o d y  to the 

degree required to maintain maxUnum stability and efficiency. Arrned with an empincal 

knowledge of economic history ... the social scientist guided society to an orderly and 

rationalized technologicd future".46 To Mavor, the facîual, social scientific understanding 
of the world was essentiai for society to progress in a measured and matenally prosperous 

manner- 

Wiih social stability and material advancement, industrial eficiency was another 

objective of Canadian social science. Social scientists used it boh to manage social 

development and, just as importantly, to enhance the credibility of the social sciences. 

Industrial efficiency implied the effective employment of resources in the productive 

process. Shortt was one of the fint to recognize its central importance. Only through 

increased economic efficiency, he argued, could industnal society satisfy increasing human 

wants and needs. The benefits of efficient production and use of resources, moreover, 

were limited only by the f ~ t e  nature of resources and productive capacity." Shorn's 

Queen's colleague and feiiow political economist Oscar Douglas Skelton went even m e r  

than Shortt in his advocacy of the efficiency ideal. Through ever-increasing eficiency the 

industriai-capitalist system could overcorne the limitations of resources and the exigencies 

of the productive process. Indeed, Skelton believed that the industrial system was 

remarkably dynamic, so much so in fact that it would continually expand to meet increasing 

hurnan needs. AU that was required was the proper management of resources and 

industrial processes to increase eficiency and to ensure material advancement." Most 

significantly, for both Skelton and Shortt, political economists were best able to suggest 

ways to increase production and make more effective use of f i t e  resources. 

Comprehending the benefits of efficiency, they becarne responsible for discovering how 

the industrial system was to distribute wedth and goods over a wider body of people. 

Realizing the significance of industrial efficiency, their task was to solve the equation of 

increasing human needs and declining resources, the age-old problem of the dismal 

science. Far from isolating themselves in the cloistered surroundings of the ivory tower, 

thus, Canadian social scientists began to understand the relationship between their work 

and the emerging social order. 

Closely allied to the ideal of efficiency was the notion of expertise. The story of the 

development of the "expert" within the Canadian inteliectual circles is very much the story 

of the decline of amateur refomers and the emergence within academia and govenunent of 

the professional social analyst. Reform movements before the Great War were oriented 

towards solving the myriad problems of urban growth, rural depopulation, and industnal 



capitalism Considered under the catch-aU 'iirban reform", urban beautification projects, 

campaigns agains t garnbling and prostitution, and temperance movement, were atl the 

province of the amateur social worker. But the nature of the reform movement was 

beginning to change. The social science community was developing structures to deal with 

social problems and to gain a greater significance in the field of social welfare.  Social 

scientists worked within the universities and professional organizations to change the 

nature of the reform rnovement into one in which the views of experts, the social scientists 

themselves, became increasingly important. Through their growing participation in the 

urban and other reforrn movements, they asserted the predominance of expert analysis and 
affmed at the same tirne their own social importance. Their message was c l e x  while the 

amateur had little place in the senous business of social analysis, the expert had becorne an 

indispensable aspect of the age of transformation. 

More than supplanting amateurs, the nse of expertise also involved changes within 

acadernic structures. Expert social scientists had to free themselves from the consaaints of 

philosophy and theology before they could set about orchestrating refom. Again, Adam 

Shortt and O.D. Skelton led the way in accomplishiag this goal. In 1913 Shom and 

Skelton proposed the foundation of the Canadian Political Science Association (CPSA). 

Providing a forum for political econornists, the CPSA showed that the social scientist had a 
special part to play in modem society. The mandate of the new organization was to enable 

enlightened intellectuals from across the country to express their views and snidy social 

problems. The CPSA was an incubator for new social policy ideas thai hopefully would 

guide the social policies of govemments. It was an instrument through which the new 

class of professionals could put forth their ideas and have their views integrated into social 

policy. Most of ail, it was an example of the way expert opinion was made available to 

those in positions of power. Through their new organ, Shom and Skelton demonsmted 

how poiitical economy "had an important and practical role to play, not only within the 

university, but also in the outside w~r ld" .~*  Far from being concerned with moral, 

philosophical, or strictly academic questions, then, the social sciences began to extend 

themselves weli beyond the walls of the academy and the limitations of scholarly inquiry. 

Bureaucratie appointrnents of experts dso  reflect the shift towards the 

professionalization of reform and the wider applicability of the social sciences. W. L. 
Mackenzie King was one of the fmt social scientists to make it into government Educated 

in the social sciences, King brought to the Labour portfolio a reforming impulse influenced 

by the latest social theories of Thorstein Veblen, Arnold Toynbee, and others of the new 

breed of international political economists. King's industrial peace policy, embodied in the 

Industrial Disputes Act of 1907, was an important reform initiative. His early political 



career, moreover. established a link between the state and the expert. Through the labour 

portfolio, King had gained an outlet to implement his theones on social interaction in the 

field of labour  relation^.^' His work as Labour Mïnster muTored the new political economy 

trend that looked away fiom positivism and "deductivisrn*' and emphasized instead 

"arneliorative social activism"." Through InduEtry and H m m i t y  (19 18), his main piece 

of schoiarship, and his work in settling labour disputes, King demonstrated the new 

penchant of poLiticai econornists to countenance, even prescribe, a positive role for the state 

in irnplementing social theories and policy recornmendations. Aithough King's entrance 

into government had more to do with politics than with his king an expert policy advisor, 

his appointment was nevertheless a significant step in the advancement of the professionai 

social reformer- 

Like King, Adam Shom was active in establishg ties between the academic and 

governmental worlds. Also like King, Shortt endorsed the political economist's function to 

provide expert council to government. In 1905 he wrote that he thought the % n e  was 
coming in Canada as in other counaies ... when the Government should avail itself of the 

training and research of its university professors in various departments, thereby aiding 
their research and enabling them to bring back to their students some of the freshness and 

reaiity of concrete problems. In a sense this is what the Government has done in placing 

Mr. King at the head of the Department of ~abour". '~ King soon learned of Shom's views 

and it was not long before the Queen's political economist became a labour conciliator in 

King's department. In September 1908 Shortt left his acadernic post altogether and 

accepted an appointment as civil service commissioner. Shortt's appointment, Like that of 

King a few years before, was significant because it aliowed him to put into practice his 

ideas on labour in indusuial-capitalist society. It enabled him, above d l ,  to fulfd the role 

of expert in govemment service. To underhe the role of expertise in a changing society, 

Shortt, in a 1912 CPSA address, made clear the availability of a group of social scientists 

eminently capable of dealing with the exigencies of industrial development. He implored 

governments to take advantage of this pool of expertise. Governmental efficiency would 

not be served unless the official had access to expert information and judgment. The early 
twentieth century, Shortt ended simply, was, afier all, "an age of expertsw." 

Besides the professionalization and attenuation into government of social experts, 

important assurnptions and intellectual attitudes characterized the development of the social 

sciences. The most significant of these is the notion that society is knowable through the 

application of social scieneifi~c analysis. Through the social sciences and state 

interventionism, the social scientists averred, society becarne accessible to the individual 

and the group alike. In consequence, it could be altered, engineered so as to take advantage 



of the positive effects of industnal-capitalism and avoid the more unsavory by-products of 

the modem industriai order. Industrial efficiency, labour dispute boards, and other 

manifestations of expertise showed how social change codd be managed and the 

exigencies of industrial production controiied They demonstrated how social science 

could come to terms with profound change. Social scientists contended that an 

undentandhg of economic behaviors, systems, and the way to adjust these factors to 

current socioeconornic circumstances, compnsed the greatest contribution of the social 

sciences to the modem social order. Knowledge, and, specifîcally, social scientific 

anaiysis, was, in a word, the means to deal with change, shape circumstances, and alter 

destinies. 
Experts' involvement in government must be traced to the early efforts of King, 

Shom, Skelton, and others to bring social scientifc approaches out of the universities into 

the public realm. Problems associated with urban-industrialization and other difficulties 

tied to the modernization of the Canadian economy could not be dealt with by government 

alone. OnIy assisted by the expert could the government come to te- with modem social 

problerns and avoid a descent into social chaos. While the f i t  generation of social 

scientific reformers must be considered in light of the reform movement at large, it is 

nonetheless offset from other, amateur-oriented reformers in its consistent reliance on 

expertise as the foundation of reform. Subsequent generations of social scientists 

continued and intensified the trend towards expertise established in the pre-19 14 era. 

Shortt may have k e n  prernafure in tenning the period the "age of the expert", but his was 

becoming a more accurate statement as Canadian society continued to modernize and 

Canadian social scientists stniggled to keep up with changing tirnes. 

As elsewhere, in Canada the Great War of 1914-18 produced profound historical 

disruptions. Adding to the turmoil of industrial expansion during the boom penod, the war 
came to symbolize a break with the past. Many Canadian social scientists agreed that, 

despite tremendous transformations, post-war society, like the social order that preceded it, 

was stïii accessible to the social scientist, Intellectuals such as Shortt and Skelton 

maintained the pre-war conviction that social scientists were those equipped to provide 

solutions and guide social development. Canadian society could deal with the economic 

problems and the social justice issues generated by the war by heeding social scientifk 

reform principles and advocating state in ter~entionisrn.~~ Moreover, the war did very little 
to disrupt the idea of the social scientist as social engineer. In fact, intensiQing change, it 

reinforced the need for the social expert. It served, fuaher, to interconnect the university 
and society and to make society more reliant on university personnel and other experts. 



After 1918, for instance, there was increased demand for those trained in finance and 
commerce and industry. The establishment at Queen's of a new commerce department 

(1919), for which Skelton and W.C. Clark had lobbied several years before, exempEed 
the recognition of the universities' role in solving post-war problems. Canadians looked 

more than ever before to the universities as important resources to deal with accelerating 

change. This increased attention, in W. encouraged the academic expert, already inspired 

by the pre-war econornic expansion, to attenuate his involvement in managing society's 

transformations. Many academics now sat on boards, became Royal Commissioners, took 

part in official surveys, and provided expert testimony for cornmittee~?~ In addition, in the 

important field of economics, there was a tremendous increase in the body of scholarship. 

In the 1920s scholars produced more than forty books while by the 1930s that nurnber 

vipled again." The postwar period was an age of ever-accelerathg change, one ideally 

suited to the expansion of political economy and the extension more generally of the social 

sciences ideal. 

Harold Adams Innis was one of the brightest of the intemar generation of social 

scientists in Canada. Innis's early scholarly career was very much a part of new social 

scientific trend which envisaged an expanded role for social science in understanding social 

developments. While he was to rail against the development of what historian Doug 

Owram has called the "govemment generation" later in his career, Innis comprehended the 

part the social scientist performed in mapping out Canadian econornic development and 

how his own work in economic history helped cl- past and present socio-economic 

problems. His study of overhead costs, for example, and his concern more generally for 

Canadian marginal econornic development, placed Innis dong side S hortt, S kelton, and 

others in contributing to the new political economy tradition, one which emphasized the 

role of the social scientist to make sense of the industrial age. Agreeing with the need to 

cornprehend the nature of industrial society and to suggest alternatives for economic 

development, Imis, perhaps unknowingly, made considerable contributions to the 

Canadian social sciences and to the tradition of expertise. 

After king wounded in the Great War, Innis became interested in economics 

during a period of convalescence in England. He decided to enroll in political economy at 

the University of Chicago, a focal point of social scientifc analysis since the tum of the 

century. He so enjoyed his sumrner session at Chicago that he opted to forego a career in 

law and pursue the burgeoning field of political economy. Innis acquitted himself well as a 

doctoral student. Soon after fuùshing his thesis, later published under the title A History of 

the Canadian Pacifc Railway (1923), he gained an appointment in 1920 at the Department 

of Political Economy at the University of Toronto. 



Although unremarkable in many ways, A Histoty of the Canadian PaezFc Railway 

is notable in that it demonstrated for the Fust t h e  three basic concerns that were to 

characterize his later work: a concem over the way western civilization was spread to the 

new world; the importance of geography and especiaUy drainage basins to early economic 

activity; and the simcance of stapIes to regional economic developrnent? It was also 

important because Innis examined the building and operation of the CPR in t e m  of 

contracts, freight and passenger tr&c, capitalkation and profits, from "an evolutionq 

and scientific point of view"." But most significantly, Innis's earliest work emphasized 

the triumph of hurnan ingenuity, most notably in temis of machine technology, over the 

forces of nature. The main conclusion of A History of the M a n  Pacific Railway was 
that the construction of the CPR "was the direction of energy to the conquest of 

geographical b a n i e r ~ " . ~  Innis regarded machine technology, in this case in the form of the 

railway, as the factor most responsible for economic change. 

During his time at the University of Chicago, Innis also became concemed with the 

way technique infiuenced historical change. At Chicago, he came into contact with the 

thought of politicai economist Thorstein Veblen. For Innis, Veblen was the fmt political 

economist to take a "general stocktaking" of a society which had corne under the influence 

of "machine industry", a major contribution to the history of political economy.6' He 
accepted into his own thought Veblen's concem with "laws of the growth decay" of socio- 

economic institutions and the impact of technology as key factors in institutional 

d e v e l ~ ~ m e n t . ~ ~  Perhaps most important to hnis's understanding of the impact of 
technique on histokal change were Veblen's theories on the introduction of advanced 

econornic structures to marginal, non-industrialized economies, in Innis's case, that is, to 

Canada' s pre-indusuial economy . 
Innis's early scholarly work, moreover, comprised an attempt to avoid weii-tried 

European models of economic development. He wanted to construct instead a paradigrn 

that suited Canada's unique conditions. His "staples history" involved the interplay of 

economic, technological. and geographical factors. It focussed on the study of how the 

price system and technique of econornically advanced countries adjusted themselves to their 

geographical surroundings and determined the economic growth of the new country. Most 

significantly, Innis's view of economic development was predicated on the advancement of 
technology. Echoing Veblen, he argued that, as technology advances, there is a larger base 

of tools and know-how to build upon, increasing the effectiveness and general quality of 

the innovative process. Technical advance thus builds upon itself and uses the past as a 

basis for greater potential advance in the future at a quicker and more advanced r a d 3  The 
development of the staples economy, furthemore, was dependent on the application of this 



ever-advancing technology to virgin nahual resources. Indeed, in hnis's scheme, the 

limiting factor of geography could only be lessened, and, in some instances, overcome 

completely, through the emergence and the subsequent employment of advanced 

technique.@ Technology allowed embryonic economies such as the fur trade to develop. 

For, in facilitating the elimination of barrien to economic progression, it provided the 

means by which new wealth could be created and ac~umulated.6~ Along with advances in 

the price system (which occurred fundamentaily in the s m e  way as technical 

advancement), technique became for Innis the ba i s  of the system of economic change in 
marginal e c o n ~ m i e s . ~ ~  

Innis, like Veblen before him, was a "technological determinist" in his effort to 

underiine the significance of technique to the economic development of colonial econornies. 

In addition to other contributory factors of economic development, such as geography and 

the avaiiability of stapIes resources, by the early 1930s he focussed increasingly on the 

primacy of technology to the development of Canadian e c ~ n o r n ~ . ~ '  Against the backdrop 

of the minous Depression, Innis emphasized more than ever before how industrial-age 

technology was responsible for Canada's current econornic situation. His books in the 

1930s were filled not sirnply with references on how primitive technique fostered historical 

change; how, for instance, the York boat revolutionized the fur trade. Instead, Innis wrote 

about the fiagility of marginal econornies that relied on technological advancement for 

economic expansion. He explained that as technology became more sophisticated, it too 

became more costly. With increases in overhead costs associated with advanced technique, 

he wamed that there was also a greater danger that entrepreneurs or govemments might 

cease investrnent in further technological development. Depression occurred when 

technicd advance was considered to be too r i ~ k ~ . ~ *  It W ~ S  the most devastating result, he 

argued, of the interruption in the price system. Cycles of boom and bust, growth and 

decay, predicated on the investrnent and development of technique, characterized Canadian 

economic development? To Innis, the economic retraction of the 1930s was a 'bust" 

period, a manifestation of the stranglehold technique and material development more 

generally had on Canadian developrnent. 

Faced with the vicissitudes of marginal econornics, and aimed wiîh an 

undentanding of cyclonics, Innis's work through the early 1930s was an effort to address 

the most pressing of problerns of Canadian development. His emphasis on the economics 

of technology and his newfound concern for industrial technique both indicated his 
heightened concem for the econornic direction of the Dominion. As Adam Shom had done 

More him, Innis used economic history as a platform on which to buiid a conception of 

current econornic development. Like many of his feliow politicai econornists, moreover, 



he devoted himself to the comprehension of Canada's material development This 

knowledge, afier all, was crucial to understanding the current economic malaise. In this 

sense, hnis must be placed dong side his colleagues at Toronto and other Canadian 
universities, to whom the public and governments aüke tumed for answers. He worked 

hard to address economic problerns which stretched back through time to the earliest phases 

of economic development but which at the same t h e  impinged upon present economic 

circumstances. Through his writings on Canada's marginal economy, he made an effort to 

understand the nature of Canadian society. His understanding of the essentials of Canadian 

economic history dso provided insight into current economic issues, the most simcant of 

which was the Great Depression. As did his mentor Veblen, he used economic history as a 
tool to understand the advent of industrial capitalism. Like his colleagues. his scholarly 

efforts were directed in part towards addressing social problems and suggesting ways to 

liberate Canada from the exigencies of marginal economic development Innis, in this early 

phase of his academic career, thus numbered arnong the new breed of Canadian social 

scientists. 

Although his work in the 1930s must be regarded as part of the larger body of 

social scientific research of the period, Innis hirnself denied complicity in the developing of 

social sciences. He became disillusioned with political economy by the Iate 1930s, a field 

of study that had been beguiied by new trends in the social sciences: specialization, 

bureaucratization, and the employment of econornetric models, designed to explain 

economic advancement. He rejected the new direction of political economy and found 

himself, in consequence, on the rnargins of his own field of inqujr.70 This tum away 

from the mainstrearn of social scientific development owed much to his reaction against the 

methods and goals of late- 1930s political economy in Canada. It owed perhaps still more 

to his questioning of the roles of science and technique as developmental influences in 

Canada's emergence as a nation. 

The 1930s was a period of great transfomation in the social sciences. Increased 

specialization was characteristic of this change. Political economy, for example, was still 
in Canadian universities of the 1920s and early 1930s a catch-all, which included 

sociology, politicai science, history, law, and, of course, economics. By the Iate 1930s, 

however, political economy had been transformed into the "science of economics." Other 
facets of the department developed into independent discipiines, largely divorceci fkom their 

former associations. The fragmentation of political economy and other social sciences was 
due largely to current historical developments: the disastrous Depression and the pressing 

constitutional and foreign policy questions of the 1930s. Historians and political scientists 

studied proposed arnendments to the federal constitution, discussed Dominion-provincial 



relations, and debated the nghts to neuWty in war. Economists, including Innis, felt 

themselves responsible for addressing economic problems, while debating commercial 
policies and public fmance issues. Each segment of the social sciences thus had its own 

area of specialty. n i e  tirne when university academics in the liberal arts dedicated 

themselves to philosophical absolutes had long since past. Gone also was the initial wave 

of intellectual re formers, who, through their scholarly work, attempted the mord uplift of 

~ o c i e t y . ~ ~  A new era of specialized scholarship closely tied to the needs of govemment was 

in existence by the late 1930s, revolutionizing the nature of the humanities and the social 

sciences. 

As a senior scholar at the University of Toronto. the most respected political 

economy department in the country, by the mid-1930s Innis was well placed to assess the 

transformation of the social sciences. Innis distmsted the specialization of the different 

branches of knowledge in the Liberal arts and was unimpressed with the new-found prestige 

of the social scientist." He wamed that any social scientist who purported to know the 

truth about the Depression or any other of the econornic or social difficulties of the tirne 
was inteIlecaialiy dishonest and "certainly w r ~ n ~ . " ' ~  Instead, he stressed that the 

economist rnust be aware of his limitations, especiaily in an era in which governments and 

the public relied heavily on his council. The social sciences had not developed yet to a 

stage where they could advise with assuredness proper courses of action or governmental 

planning. ïnnis urged caution and restra.int. He implored the social scientist not to become 

too taken with his new celebrity and influence in govemment and bureaucratie circles. He 

did not want scholars to relinquish their pursuit of the ideais of truth and objectivity and 

instead recommended that social scientists continue their work until they were asked to 

participate in public debate. The social scientist should "render the best advice of which he 

is capable that [he] rnight not do more harm than good to the economic structure .. . "74 TO 

Innis, he should only concentrate "on courses of disturbance and prepare b e l f  for the 

occasion in which the politician may dare to consult him"75 
Innis formalized his  views on the transforming social sciences in a 1935 article 

written for the Canadian Journui of Econornics and Politicai Science entitled "The Role of 

Intelligence: Sorne Further ~otes." '~ The paper was a response to studies by E.J. Urwick 

and F.H. Knight, which dedt with the role of the intellectual in the social and political 

process.77 It was an early statement of his opposition to specialization, the 

bureaucratization of academia, and other irksome developments in the social sciences. It 

was, in essence, a diatribe questing the function of the social sciences in the greater 

development of the Canadian state. 



In 'The Role of Intelligence," Innis highlighted the pidalls faced by the modem 

social scientist He wamed that participation in govemment or business seriously impaired 

the social scientist's judament and his abiliq to achieve tmth and objectivity. In pursuing 

vested interests in outside projects, Innis argued that social scientists developed a bias 

because extemal endeavours limited the range of their thought and understanding to the 

short-term interests of govemment policy or business planning. Social scientists' 

inteiiectual capacity becarne rigid because they no longer concentrateci their energies on 

larger issues, such as the effects of industnalization and technology on modem culture. 

Rather, they insisted solely on resolving narrowly-focused problems such as distribution 

and overcapacity difficulties, achieving the foreign policy goals of the political party in 

power, or increasing the profitability of a particular business venture. Innis was 

convinced, for instance, that the social scientists' penchant to act as business consultants 

invariably clouded their judgrnent, since they had a vested interest in the project they 

undertook. They became concemed with "increasing profits and the increasing sales of 

products irrespective of the wants of the cornmunity, and [acted] largely in a predatory 

caPacity".'* Sociai scientists involved in governmental activities dso dowed vested 

interests, in the f o m  of partisan politics, to tint their judgrnent. Government offcials 

employed social scientists chiefly for political gain. In consequence, govemment experts 

became nothing more than handrnaidens of partisan politics. For Innis, the basic problem 

of the modem social sciences and their adherents was that they were too bound up in the 

social circumstances they attempted to analyze to make their analyses effective or scientific. 

They iacked, in short, the requisite objectivity to make clear-headed assessments of social 

problems and cornmunity needs. 

Innis deplored conternporary trends in the social sciences precisely because they 

detracted from an objective or "scientifc" assessrnent of society. For Innis, the greatest 

irony of the modem social sciences was the implicit c l a h  that through specialized methods 

and closer associations with business and govenunental institutions social science couid at 

once understand and attend to social needs. He argued, to the contrary, that ody once the 

social scientist comprehended that narrow approaches and vested interests impaired his 

ability to address social problems could the social sciences begin to contribute to the 

welfare of society. "~]aradoxically", he wrote, the innumerable difficuities of the social 

scientist," once undentood, aiso provided the starting point for "his ~alvation."'~ 
Tendencies toward specialization and vested interests would show the limitations of social 

scientists, namely that the social sciences could not achieve absolute tmth or objectivity but 

instead that they were restricted by wrongheaded methodologies and biased by 

governmental and business interests. The quest for the truth could begin ody once the 



search for limitations was in process and biases became expsed." Innis concluded that the 

"habits or biases of individuals which permit prediction are reenforced in the cumulative 

bias of institutions and constitute the chief interest of the social scientist"!' 

Through scholarly inquiries, social scientists, for Innis, had the ability to recognize 

and observe regularities of behavior. Through these observations they codd begin to 

understand the relationships of the social process and, over the,  discover bias and 

approach objectivity.87- The expenence and diligence of the social scientist, Innis averred. 

were essential to the achievement of an objective, scientific analysis of society. 'The 

never-ending sheil of life." he wrote, "suggested in the persistent character of biasl,] 

provides the possibiiities of intensive study of the knits of life and its probable 

direction".83 The constant awareness of the existence of bias and its effects on scholarship 

was thus the most effective way not only to avoid it but aiso to attempt to overcome it. In 

undentanding the function of bias social scientists couid overcome deception and fallacy 

and discover the tnie nature of the sociai process. 

Innis's view of the social sciences thus centred on the identification and elimination 

of bias. The scientific aspect of social analysis was premised on the scholar's ability to 

undentand the limitations of his field of inquiry and to use that information as a means to 

comprehend social realities. Knowledge of those elements that seemed to impede an 

objective point of view was key to oiercoming bias. While innis did not deny the role of 

the expert in the social process, he was not prepared to accept the conventional view of the 

social sciences as a facile means to address problems and suggest sociai and economic 

policy alternatives. Rather, Innisian sociai science diverged from that of his 

contemporaries in its emphasis on the bias as the chief limitation on the social scientist and 

on the need to understand the effects of bias. It taught that awareness of one's limitations 

as a sociaI scientist was the fust important step to comprehending social needs and 

contributhg to social developrnent in the industrial age. 

Innis's approach to social scientific inquiry was made manifest in his political 

economy of the 1930s. In the context of his work, Innis's efforts to acknowledge and 

accept the immutable conditions of Canadian economic developrnent was a crucial starting 
point. In assessing limitations, political econornists understood that which could be done 

to alter economic reaiities and influence material growth. Comprehending the impact of 

technology and other uncontroliable factors enabled sociai scientists, by default, to gain 

insight into those elements in the historical process that could be changed. Grasping the 

nature of economic development, for example, Innis showed how there was a tendency to 

f d  into the "staples trap": that is, a movement towards economic expansion -- increased 

exploration and exploitation of resources; growth of foreign capital investment in 



transportation technology - at a tirne that simply could not support the growth of the 
staples economy. He urged the adjustment of the iariff to alleviate regional economic 

disparities and, rnost irnportantIy, the focussed assessrnent of the debt problem that had 

plagued Canadian economic developrnent from the days of the fur trade? Debts and the 

tariff were hindamental problems during the 1930s. They were problems with which the 

political economist could deal without being d e d  upon to do the impossible: that is, 

change the fundamental structures of Canada's marginal economy. 

nie Innisian concem for constraints was not lirnited to his political economy, 
however. Rather, Innis's later scholarship continued to be characterized by the attempt to 

identify and study those immutable features of historical process that determined change. 

He remained committed not only to the study of technology and indusüialism as the 

fundamental aspects of development, but he also continued to suggest altemate modes of 

historical advancement. B y the early 1940s what had changed in Innis's thought was that 

he awakened to the greater role of technology operathg in society. Innis reaked that far 
from merely affecting matenai growth and decline, technology. in the form of media of 

communications, had became the most pervasive force affecting social development. 

Unlike transportation technologies, media of communications not only influenced such 

mundane concems as material advancement, but also they altered understandings and 

changed perceptions about the social-histoncd process. Above dl ,  they distorted 

perspectives about the nature of society. Hence they led social scientists astray in their 

efforts to comprehend social development. For Innis, thus, communication technologies 

were the source of biased outlooks on the nature of society. 

Innis's discovery of the media bias was highiy significant. With this concept, he 

had found the quintessential limitation that had been imposed on his own and the work of 

his colleagues. To understand media theory was to identify the source of bias and therefore 

to fulfill the basic purpose of the social scientist. Ulthately, the social scientist's role was 

to attempt to deal with communications technology by understanding the nature and 

pernicious quaiities of the media. The study of communications technology at once 

influenced historical change and alterd perceptions of the social process. It therefore 
became the focus of his later work, just as staples history had dominated his earlier 

scholarship. 

Evidence of Innis's shift away from the neutml, static analysis of technology of his 

earlier scholarship to his concept of the media bias existed in his work of the Iate 1930s and 

early 1940s. In an important paper entitled "The Penetrative Powers of the Pnce System" 
(1938), Innis illustrated the impact of the price system in the emergence of "neotechnic" 

industrialism and the severai cultural developments the "new industrialism" spawned, the 



most important of which were instruments used to propagate stereotypes, namely, media of 

c o m ~ n i c a t i o n s . ~ ~  For Innis, the= was a reflexive relationship between communications 

technology and the new industnalism in which communications technologies tended both to 

reflect and facilitate the modem industrial capitalist state. The newspaper, for instance, had 

been co-opted in the new industriai order to foster the conditions (such as  mass 

consumption) amenable to the growth of the neotechnic society. The print media in general 

created "patterns of public opinion or stereotypes" that fostered the conditions that 

"appealed to the business rnind? 

In his work tracing the early development of the newspaper, funhemore, Innis 

expounded upon the pemicious effects of the printed word. Early this century, the print 

industry, according to Innis, had achieved unprecedented control over the flow of 

information because of its unequaled power to disseminate information. Due to 

technological advancements the newspaper becarne extraordinarily effective at "infomiuig" 

populations about social environments." It succeeded in "educatuig" humanity as to what 

was or was not valuable information. "In a literal sense," Innis asserted, "wars are created 

as crime waves are created, by the n e w ~ ~ a ~ e r " ; ~ ~  journalists and their editors printed stones 

because of the story's marketability, not because of its accuracy or objective representation 

of redity. The proliferaùon of advertising, sensationalized and other f o m  of "soft" news, 

and increases in subsc riptions,8' were additional manifestations of the print media's hold 

on the popular imagination. The print industry dong with newer, electronic 

communications media irnposed on an unsuspecthg population a rigid understanding of the 

world by making available lirnited information. Science and technology, Innis added. not 

only improved the speed with which information was disseminated, but dso selected the 

type of information distributed. "Mechanized knowledge", in the Innisian lexicon, referred 

to standardized world-views and the inability to escape a media-induced distortion of 

reality. It meant, in essence, an absence of liberty to develop independent assessments of 

one's environment. For Innis, then, the media curtailed understandings, outside and even 

within the academic w o r ~ d ~ ~  and entrapped populations into narrow assessrnents of reality. 

They represented the ultimate restriction on individual liberty to know and understand. 

Modem communications thus constituted the preeminent bias. 
Innisian concepts of mechanized knowledge and the media bias fmd their origins in 

his early examinations of the printed word. The world that print media created and that 

Innis described - a world in which the media interfered with the perception of reality -- is 

reminiscent of Amencan joumalist and social critic Walter Lippmann's theones on the 

c'pseudo-environment". In Public Opinion (1922)- Lippmann created a dichotomy between 
tmth and the popular view of reality. The latter, for Lippmann, was one in which the 



"world outside" rarely confonned to the "picnues inside our head" or 'bpseudo-reality". 

Focussing on the world of perceived realities, Lippmann argued that the half-truths of 

journalistic statement, designed more to sell papen than to S o m  or educate, characterized 

these pseudo-realities. Newspaper journalisrn had the power to create perceptions and 

understandings. In effect, it mediated reality through the creation of fdse environrnents. 

Most importantly, it established these pseudo-environments by shaping public opinion, 

itself a means to clan@ a complex world and to provide ideas and viewpoints without 

which people would likely have no conception at ai l  about sunounding events and social 

conditions? Public opinion for Lippmann was representative of a common or "mass" 

world-view, "sirnply . . . an important part of the machinery of human communication"? 

As in the mechanization of knowledge, the media created through public opinion fictions to 

help flesh out the mental images and interpreted events of those who had not experienced 

them. Thus, as in I ~ i s i a n  theory, they inserted 'k tween man and his environment" a 

pseudo-environment.g3 For both Lippmann and Innis, then, the basic cultural problem of 

the modem world was one of communication: instead of enhancing one's understanding of 

an increasing complex world, media interceded in social relations in such a way as not only 

to interfere with the correct assessrnent of one's m e  environment, but also to dupe 

individuds into accepting mediated information as reality. Pseudo-environments fostered a 

false image of society. Because of the penrasiveness of modem media, they threatened to 

institutionalize pseudo-reality as a chef component of hurnanity's world-view. 

If Lippmann's notion of public opinion anticipated Innis's concept of the monopoly 

of knowledge, then it also provided a foundation of the fundamentai aspect of Innisian 

social science: the identification and elimination of bias. Both Public Opinion and 

Lippmann's nie Phantom Public (1925) proposed that the most informed members of 
society, social scientists, had a duty to expose false perceptions of realities. Their 

responsibility, in effect, was to reveal pseudoenvironrnents. Like Innis a decade later, 

Lippmann demonstrated how the comprehension of false reality was the starting point in 

the discovery of tmth. ''[Vhe study of error", Lippmann asserted, was the "introduction to 

the study of t r ~ t h " ? ~  "As Our min& becorne more deeply aware of their own 

subjectivism," he wrote, 

we fmd a zest in objective method that is not otherwise there. We see 
vividly, as normdy we should not, the enormous mischief and casual 
cruelty of our prejudices ... There follows an emotionai incentive to hearty 
appreciation of the scientif~c method, which otherwise is not easy to arouse, 
and is impossible to sustain. Prejudices are so much easier and more 
interesting. For if you teach the principles of science as if they had always 
been accepted, their chief virtue as a discipline, which is objectivity, wi l l  
make hem dull. But teach them at fmt  as victories over the superstitions of 



the mind, and the exhilaration of the chase and of the conquest may c w  
the pupil over that hard transition from his own self-bound experience to the 
phase where his curiosity has matured, and his reason has acquired 

95 passion. 

As in the Innis's conception, eliminating individuai subjectivisrn was centrai to the 
achievement of objectivity and therefore the scientific understanding of social conditions. 

And Like Innis, Lippmann's uitimate purpose for the social scientist was to break dowo 

prejudices that sustain a limiteci world-view and thereby address the problems inherent to 

such aspects of modem culture as the press, propaganda, and ultimately, public opinion. 

Both Innis and Lippmann were bent on establishing an approach to ascertain the root 

causes of pseudo-environments. The quest for objectivity was the fmt important step in 

this mission. 

For Innis, then, Lippmann's wntings provided insight on the way entire cultures 

had been deceived and how social science played an important part in i d e n t w g  and 

subsequently dealing with fdse perceptions of reality. Perhaps most importantly, the 

Innisian critique of modem media took from Lippmann's work its hindamentai prernise: 
that is, that media resulted in the inability to see the world as it truiy was and that only by 

recognizing this fact could humanity escape the effects of the media bias. Indeed, Innis's 

Iater work in communications theory owed greatiy to the insights he gained fiom Lippmann 

on how "media environments" becarne ail-pervasive means of mediating and indeed 

distorting the t r ~ t h . ~ ~  

Armed with Lippmann's insights on the impact of media and public opinion, Innis 

undertook in earnest his critique of media of communication, the most insidious and indeed 

pernicious manifestation of modem technology. True to his credo of avoiding Limitations, 

he focussed on the impact of media on historic societies instead of concentrating merely on 

the effects of modem communications. The oniy way to understand the modem bias, and 

thus to avoid f a n g  under its speii, was to analyze eras that the modem media did not 

influence. Assessing the historical function of the communications bias, he argued, "'we 

[social scientists] are compeiled to recognize the bias of the p e r d  in which we work . . . 
The bias of modem civilization incidental to the newspaper and the radio presume a 

perspective in consideration of civilizations dominateci by other media. We c m  do Little 
more than urge that we must be continudy alert to the implications of this bias and perhaps 

hope that consideration of the implications of other media to other civilizations may enable 

us to see more clearly the bias of our own."" For this reason, Innis becarne concerned 

with the history of communications. He devoted the remahder of his academic career to 
examining the impact of communications on cultures. 



To simplify, Innis's basic premise was that the means of communicating 

information rather than the information conveyed was essential to determining the nature of 

western civilizations. Communications technologies became important to snidy for Innis 

precisely because they intervened more than any other form of technology in the stnicturing 

of political and econornic relationships. Each civilization throughout the history of the West 

was organized in accordance with the qualities and values associated with the notions of 

space or tirne. These spatial or temporal orientations constituted the "media bias". If a 

civilization's chief means of communication were spatially-biased, for instance, such as 

paper, or the printing press, then that society's social and political organization would also 

be concemed with spatial orientations: for example, the maintenance of imperid control 

over vast reaches of geographicai space. Similady, if the dominant form of communication 

were a durable medium, such as Stone tablets, or even the spoken word, the social 

organization of the culture would reflect a temporal bias, as in a religiously-oriented culture 

with time-biased institutions (churches). The dominant form of co~~~munication, in short, 

strongly influenced the social organizations, institutions, and cultural attributes of societyP8 

Another hindamental premise of Innis's communication theory held that advances 

in technology of communication were main determinants of change. Since media of 

communication shaped social and political organizations, a change in the means of 

communication entailed a change in the very make-up of civilizations. Throughout the 

history of the West, Innis showed how time-based cultures, such as Heiienic Greece, 

eventuaüy gave way to spatiaily-oriented civilizations, such as the Roman Empire, which, 

in tum, were submerged into the medieval world, ai l  in accordance with the dictates of 

changing forms of communication technology. Similarly, spatially-biased modem society 

had emerged from medieval civilization due to the advent of the printing press. Innis 

demonstrated, in brief, how the histoncal process was characterwd by the replacement of 

one set of media-influenced conditions with another, usuaily of the opposite nature. This 

shift in bias was cyclical in nature in that spatial or temporal "empires" rose and feu over 

and over again, rarely existing in a relationship in which spatial and temporal forces 

bdanced each other off. 

Whereas civilizations invariably decayed when new media were introduced, mid- 

twentieth century society proved anomalous. In the modem age, new media actually 

strengthened the existïng monopoly of knowledge. To Innis, the most troublesome effect 

of modem communications media - the newspaper, fîim and radio, arnong others - was 

that they onented cultural and politicai institutions solely in tenns of spatial qualities. This 

overemphasis of "space" meant that "temporal" values -- the moral, the sacred, and the 

appreciation of the past -- were beguining to disappear. The resdt was that humans, who 



had historically apprehended their social surroundings in relation to the interplay between 

spatial and temporal forces, could view their world oniy with reference to spatial concems. 

Hence they were preoccupied with the present, the future, the technological, and the 

secular. Recent technological innovations in the field of communications effectively 

destroyed temporal cultural values and replaced them with spatial values. 'The Western 

comrnunity ," ùinis dec lared, referrhg to the printing press' s impact on the technical-social 

relationships of the twentieth century, "was atornized by the pulverizing effects of the 

application of the machine industry to communi~ation"?~ 'The ovenvhelming pressure of 

mechanization evident in the newspaper and the magazine", he continued, 

Ied to the creation of vast monopolies of communication. Their entrenched 
positions involve a continuous, systematic, [and] ruthless destruction of 
elements of permanence [Le., the vaiues associated with rime] essential to 
cultural activity. The emphasis on change is [now, with the advent of 
modern communications technology, J the only permanent chara~ter . '~ 

Innis lamented that technology, in the form of communications media, reduced humanity's 

appreciation of time and tradition. The emergence of the new spatial monopoly created a 

paradox. Change, which pervaded modem industrial society, became the core value of the 

modern age. For Innis, thus, modem communications were at the root of the modems* 

"present-mindedness". 

Nowhere was the impact of modem technology more evident than in the academic's 

understanding of modem social conditions. hnis thought that pnnt technology influenced 

modem civilization to such an extent that an appraisal of the functioning of media bias 

throughout the centuries became extremely dificult. "The significance of a basic medium 

to its civilization," he asserted, "is diffcll!t to appraise since the means of appraisal are 

influenced by the media, and indeed the fact of appraisal appears to be peculiar to certain 

types of media A change in the type of medium," he continued, "implies a change in the 

type of appraisal and hence makes it difficult for one civilization to understand another."lO' 

In other words, Innis argued that the impact of communications on each historical period 

distorted analysts' perceptions of the world. Because scholars feu prey to their socio- 

technical circurnstances it k a m e  difficult for them to understand the true nature of the 

media bias. Academics were inextricably bound to the inteliectud and cultural environment 

which the prevaiüng media bias fostered. "Media relativism" marred the efforts of 

intellecnials to comprehend past societies. It directed scholars to superimpose the values of 

their own culture on the civhtions under study. "mn using other cultures as rnirmrs in 
which we may see Our own culture", Innis claimed, "we are affected by the astigma of our 

own eyesight and the defects of the mirmr, with the result that we are apt to see nothing in 



other cultures but the virtues of our own."lal Modem scholars thus suffered from the acute 

deficiency of king unable to apprise their own culture for what it was: a civilization with 

its own biases, its own distinct means of socio-political organization, and its own patterns 

of information transfer. Intellectuals, Innis concluded. were "perhaps too much a part of 

the civilization which followed the spread of the printing industry to be able to detect its 

c haracteristics." 'O3 

The space-biased rnonopoly of knowledge, which distorted perceptions and 

innuenced institutions and values, was clearly refiected in the tunnoil of the 1940s. The 

modem knowledge monopoly was manifested for Innis in the creation of an illiberal and 

undemocratic atmosphere in Canada and the West. lnnis reviled govemments' usurpation 

of additional "wartime" powers. He considered these acts egregious infringements of 

Liberty. Special controls in Canada such as the War Measures Act limited individual 

liberties while increasing the centralized authority of the state. For Innis and a few of his 
colleagues, the talk of war aims and of a new order afler the war, sensitive to the needs of 

democracy was nothing more than a smoke-screen that obscured the realities of increased 

govemmental controls and a manipulated democracy concerned with govemment by the 

few for the few and pnvileged.lw With the resort to force and militarism during the war, 

Innis argued, society was unable to uphold the p ~ c i p l e s  of freedorn and democracy. 'We 

have resorted to force nther than persuasion," he wrote in 1944, "and to builets rather than 
ballots."'" 

Even worse than the increasingly iliiberai atmosphere of wartime were 

govemmental efforts to deceive populations into thinking that they contributed to the 

preservation of free and democratic societies. Through the vehicle of public opinion. Innis 
asserted, echoing Lippmann, govemment oficids attempted to appeal to "slogans in the 

interest of mass support".'06 In this rabble-rousing clirnate, toleration and respect 

disappeared and the "demagoguery of politicians" took over. Through the aid of the press, 

nationalist rhetoric intensified and destmyed intemationalism, the capacity for toleration and 

restraint. Ironically to innis, the rhetoric of politicians and propaganda machines 

"educating" against the evils of Hitlerism contributed to the development of an illiberai, 

even fascist-Iike state at home. Innis, to be sure, loathed the emergence of a state in which 

power and control were pervasive features, allowing no room for counterbalancing forces 

to offset an increasing intolerant, undemocratic polity. He was an individualist who 

abhorred the intervention of the state into the lives of individuals and a state, above aii, in 

which bias and monopoly reigned supreme. 

Most of all, he objected to the rise of a cultural environment in which state 

insuuments such as propaganda and public opinion irrevocably influenceci perceptions of 



reality. Falling prey to the propagandist, individuals lost the ability correcdy to perceive 
their environment and to comprehend the debilitating effects of the war- Govemments in 

effect controiled not merely the distribution of information but also directed the citizenry's 

understanding of the wartime world. Innis was profoundly concemed that propaganda and 

misinformed public opinion promoted and institutionalized biased undentandings of 

current events. Above dl,  he feared that govemments and press agencies, the institutions 

that put forth partial mths and proffered tainted information, monopolized the distribution 

of information so that there could exist no balanced understanding of societal conditions. 

The Second World War spurred Innis to action. It clearly showed the way modem 

technology promoted biased understandings of current circumstances. It constituted for 

Innis far more than the loss of Me or evea the rise of unethical conduct;lo7 it was also 

associated with the rise of a monopoly of knowledge so pervasive that it interfered with 
modems' freedom of thought and action. Innis comprehended that the mass media 

facilitated this anti-liberal wartime environment. He also knew that they made possible the 

widespread control over populations whether through economic and political policies, or 

more direct measures, such restrictions of personal liberties. Most significantly, however, 

the war represented for Innis a period in which the media was so profoundly influentid that 
modems lost aii reckoning of what had happened to society. In this media-induced haze 

they had become completely enmeshed in their environment. That they accepted without 

question the validity of catch-phrases such as "making the world safe for dernocracy" 

exemplified this state of dissociation. Even the universities, the histonc centres of creative 

thought, had failed to undentand the au-pervasiveness of limitations placed on intellectml 
freedom. Academies, Innis declared, fell away even further from their old beiiefs and 
yielded to the "evils of monopolies in commerce and industry. ,,1o8 AU members of society 

had thus lost objectivity and the ability to comprehend what was happening around them. 

Surnmarivng the plight of the university and society at large, Innis wrote: 

The mechanization of modem society compels increasing interest in science 
and the machine, and attracts the best min& fiom the most difflcult 
problems of western civilization. The machine is devoted to the 
simplification of these problerns. The technological advances in 
communication shown in the newspaper, the cinema, and the radio dernand 
the thinning out of knowledge to the point where it interests the Iowest 
intellechial levels and brings them under the control of totalitarian 
propaganda. log 

In the discourse on the impact of modem technology, the work of Harold Innis represents a 

departue. Concemed from the start with the role of technology in economic development, 

Innis soon realized the limitations of his earlier work, namely, the focus on material 



developments. He expanded the malysis of technique to discover the ways 

communications influenced historical cultural developments. Reacting against earlier 

materialist approaches, he began studying media as keys to the historical process. He 

endeavoured to comprehend how communications shaped societies and hence abandoned 

his value-neutral assessments of his staples period. From a historical point of view, he 

demonstrated the paradoxical nature of communications technology. He showed that 

communications technique uihibited the growth of free institutions and democratic 

societies, the hallmarks of high civilization. Most importantly, he displayed how it stined 

free thought and, in tum, an understanding of the way the modem media themselves 

func tion. Historicall y diverse and pluralistic, knowledge had now become E t e d ,  

circumscribed by the dictates of a centraking spatiaily-oriented bias. Akin to a 

commodity, it was accessible only through tightly limited channels. The modem media 

were thus for Innis ultimate instniments of control and centrhtion. As such, they 

constituted the bane of the modem age. 

h its most advanced phase, Innis's technological critique centred about the 

pervasive and deceptive powers of communication technology. It involved a moral 

condemnation of both the type of society and the quality of thought that were produced in 

the modem, media-dominated civilization. Significantly, Innis's work departed from the 

cornmon assumptions of the nature of technology according to which western society had 

developed. It indicted the will to technique, a central ideology of the West, that exalteci 

material advancement and equated technological advancement with cultural progress. Innis 

railed against the notion that the expansion power of human knowledge and technical 

achievement necessarily irnplied the democratization of culture and the enlargement of 

freedom. Indeed, he vigorously opposed the prevailing view of communications 

techn~lo~ies."~ hstead technology, for Innis, enslaved hurnanity and stifled human 
creativity. It wrested control of knowledge away from the individual and created a new 

dynamic inimical to hurnan independence. It interfered in a most profound way with the 

individual and community consciousness and became, therefore, the most destructive 

culturai agent in modem times. To be sure, Innis saw little good in the "will to technique". 

For this reason he devoted much of his Iater scholarship to the study of the media of 

communication. ' ' 

While Harold Innis may have overstated the case about the "de-liberalization" of western 

societies and the sweeping effects of the modem media, similar concems emerged among 

other Canadian inteilectuals. Among these critics, there was a sense that the war was an 

end-point in which arose a new control-oriented age. In a 1941 article historian Arthur 



Lower wrote about this new period. To Lower, the war had resiiited in a "vast increase in 
the eace of controi'' over al l  aspects of He; "... at present," he indicated, "we have a 

very complete degree of politicai conirol: control of opinion, of personal freedom, 

assembly, organization, movernent, and residence, and no great reverence for due process 

of law." 'The innumerable boards and commissions thrown up by the war", Lower 

continue& were responsible for "establishing rnechanisms'' to increase state control over 

the individual. The War Measures Act, moreover, ''a law which bestows complete and 

absolute power upon the dominion govemment," was the main tool by which the state 

gained power over its citizens.l12 Wartime restrictions on personal liberties signaied the 

emergence of a "new kind of state" "based upon controi". The "unresolved problem", he 

concluded, was whether the type of state was to "pemiit a fixe enquiry".1'3 Feiiow 

historian Donald Creighton shared Lower's concems over the control-oriented state and the 

danger it posed to free thought. Writing in 1944, Creighton asserted that "the war 

appear[ed] to have revealed certain unexpected weaknesses in the foundation of free 
speculation in Western society; and the present intensification of political power, as well as 

the vast extension of planning, may suggest other impending diffïculties for the 

Like Innis and Lower, Creighton thought that wartime controls had gone too far, so much 

so, in fact, that "the permanent values" were "somewhat distorted, minimized, or 

overlooked in wartirne ..."l'S Philosopher George Grant took an even more rnoralistic and 

fatalistic point of view. in a letter to his mother on the eve of the war he explained that 

'Var is becoming more supreme. Evil is completely predominant if you look anywhere. 

Force is k ing  used on every side and everyone is hopelessly lost. Perhaps (aithough this 

is impossible for any government) force should be given up ... rr 1 16 To several observers, 
thus, the war seemed a tuming point, one in which force and control in the govermnents of 

the democracies rivaled the illiberality of the fascist regirnes abroad. 

Musings about the advent of the control-oriented state were not simply empty 

rhetoric or peripheral strikes of disaffected scholars against unpopular wartime educational 

policies, however.ll' Canada had indeed become extraordinarily centralized as a result of 

the war. In addition to such overt measures as the War Measures  AC^,"* rationing, the 

regdation of wartime materials, and pnce controls, the government regulated businesses 

and labour,11g increased taxes, imposed controls on foreign exchange transactions, and 

gained control over the corporate and income-tax areas from the provinces (under Wartime 

Tax Agreements, 1941), among a litany of other control measures. The dominion 

govement,  moreover, employed an amiy of civil servants to administrate the new 

powers. Numbering 46,000 in 1939, the bureaucracy in Ottawa more than doubled to 

116,000 by 1945.120 Crown corporations were established to acquire war materiel such as  



silk, uranium, and fuels, while they also ran such diverse enterprises as airplane factories 

and telephone ~orn~anies. '~'  

The infrastructure of waxtime controls did not disappear at the cessation of 

hostilities, moreover. Most noticeably, clothing and food items such as butter, meat, and 

preserves continued to be rationed, and it took some time before the federal govemment 
restored taxation and other powers to the provinces. "Reconstruction" and "planning", 

furthemore, watch-words in govemment and bureaucratic circles in an era of Keynesian 

post-war socio-economic development, protracted state control afier 1945. Beginning in 

late 1943, it became clear that the cenaal government would remain involved in key areas 
of social and economic planning. Fearing the resumption of the Depression and realiung 
the need to provide comprehensive social programmes the King govemment endeavoured 

to translate wartime powers into the reconstructionist period. Culminating in the 

Dominion-Provincial Conference on Reconstruction, King' s Liberals presented a plan to 

endow the central government with the hancial power and legislative authority to guide 

Canada through the social and economic perds of the post-war period. Dissenting 

provinces charged that the dominion proposais were akin to the work of Hitler or 

Mussolini. Nevertheless, by 1947 the federal government gained the power to continue to 

collect income taxes, in addition to succession and corporation taxes.'= The fedeml 
govemment aiso enacted legislation in 1944 and 1945 to administrate demobilization gram 

to war veterans in such sundry fields as education, business development, and agriculture, 

while it dso enacted housing legislation, previously an area of provincial jurisdiction. 

While many in govemment circles lamented that reconstruction measures had not gone far 
enough, especiaily in social policies, it was clear that the government succeeded in 
extending wartime centralization past 1945. 

Perhaps most important to the critics of government were wartime policies on 

higher education. With total war came massive material requirements in terms of industrial 

and natural resources. There was therefore a great need for engineers and industrial 

technicians of ail kinds to direct the war effort on the homefiont. The clamour for trained 
scientis ts, engineers , and health-care pro fessionals by the govemment and military , meant 

that disciplines of practicd value, that is, those disciplines that had k e n  deemed necessary 

to fight the war, rose in size and stature within university com~nunities.'~~ Govemments 

facilitateci the growth of these so-called "practical disciplines".'24 Premier Drew, for 
instance, tried to alleviate f?om debt Ontario universities so that they could better serve the 

needs of industry. Grants to Toronto ($8 16,000), Queen's and Western ($250,000 each) 

were made with the important message that they would becorne annual grants.125 To 
governrnent and university officials, the matenal requirements of Second World War 



indicated without a doubt the crucial importance of the applied and natural sciences to an 
industrial society. To emphasize the rise of the sciences, Principal Wallace of Queen's 

declared in 1942 that 'nie trend today is to science, applied science and medicine, and our 

best students follow that path." 'The humanities," he noted bluntly, "are in eclipse in 

university life". 

Receiving great impetus from the war, a "culture of utility" had grown up around 

the modem university. Eager to show their usefulness in a time of crisis, the univesities 
themselves were wont to emphasize the indispensable coniributions they were making to 

the nation. The war resulted moreover, in unprecedented pubLicity for the nation's 

universities. h 1945 the news magazine Saturday Night concluded that "Leaming as an 
end in itself [was] no longer valid in a nation which needs the min& of its youth for 

7,128 leadership in the rough new world to corne . . . The news media pressured universities 

to foster the training of technicians and business leaders. Most of ali, they reflected the 

prevailing popular opinion that universities ought to focus on training personnel for 

industry, government, and the professions, and thus aid Canada's development both in war 
and peace. 

This utilitanan view of higher l e a . n g  was not universally appreciated however. 

Concem had surfaced shortly after 1939 that university and governmentai encouragement 

of the practical disciplines would erode the humanistic focus of Canadian universities. In 
late 1942 the Canadian Social Science Research Council (CSSRC) submitted to J.W. 

Pickersgill of the Prime Minister's office a brief outlinhg the effect of the war on higher 

education. Likely penned by Innis, the bnef focussed particular attention on the rise of 

sciences at the expense of the humanities. Most direcdy, it was a response to govenunental 

policy to protect university students, especiaily science students, from military service. 

Using classic rhetorical overstatement, Innis, in the brief. condemned a government that 

seemed to be solely concemed with the practical components of higher leaming: 

The Council strongly deprecates the tendency evident even in university 
circles to neglect the Humanities and to overemphasize the Natural Sciences. 
Recogniung the strong drift in that direction it appreciates its relation to the 
demands of the war effort, but wishes to point out the dangers of 
weakening the Arts tradition, the place of Humanities in modem dezmcracy, 
and the possibility of losing on the home front as weii as the war front in the 
struggle against authontarian powers. Deterioration becomes rapid after the 
danger point has been reached and involved increasing problems with the 
continued length of the war. The neglect of the cultural standards of a 
generation of men in the war and in the post-war period is unfair to those 
who have participated and to the generation immediately foilowing and h a  
ominous implications for the whole future of ci~i1ization.l~~ 



The CSSRC brief highlighted much more than the rivalry between university 

faculties for governrnent funds and public recognition; it showed how the rise of technicd 
education reflected the tendency to value material and technological advancement over 

equally important "humanistic" social values. The tnumph of the applied sciences over the 

arts reflected a society that had begun to turn its back on the seemingly less relevant liberal 
arts. Most of ail, the struggle for prominence between the two main approaches to 
knowledge indicated a greater crisis of values in the western world. Diplomat and quasi- 

intellectual Vincent Massey explained that this maiaise had refiected a "cnsis in education". 

At the root of both crises, he reasoned, was the imbalance of the values of technologicd 
society, a predisposition to favour technical over humanistic learning. Massey wanted the 

balance redressed. The universities, he wrote, had a 

very ancient and very vital function to perform in the field of the humanities. 
Technological and scienufic progress had not made this function obsolete: it 
has made it more necessary ... It is obvious that technology is of 
tremendous importance in modem Me, but while it is a good and necessary 
servant it must not be ailowed to become our master. No one passing 
through a univeeity should fail to corne under the influence of the 
humanities, because it is in this field -- that of liberal education - that the 
student is enabled to acquire a true sense of values, to understand something 
about the relation of man to society, to distinguish between the real things in 
life and the fakes, to put fust thhgs f i t ,  and to sharpen his mentai 
C U ~ ~ O S ~ ~ Y  ... ,9130 

Philosopher Grant also entered the debate, asking in 1950: Tan it be doubted that 

Canadian universities today exist essentiaiiy as technical schools for the training of 

spe~ialists?"~' Even humanistic disciplines such as history, the classics, and European 
literature were treated as technical subjects with no regard for "the sweep of our spirihial 

traditi~n." '~~ Institutions of higher learning could scarcely be calIed "universities," in 

Grant's opinion, given the preponderance of technical disciplines and the highiy specialized 

nature of modem scholarship. In a paper tebgly  subtitled ' m a t  Can the Humanities do 

for Govement?', Creighton, referring specificdy to the role of the historian, added his to 

the voices of Massey and Grant. "Obviously," he began, "in an age characterized by the 

enormous prestige of the physicd and social sciences ... and what is reverently descnbed 

as 'know-how', the claims made for the hurnanities cm hardly be exclusive and 

monopolistic. But they are nevertheless very considerable, and it is perhaps not 

inappropnate that an historian should txy to restate them ... ,, 133 " [O]ne sometimes 
wonders", Creighton wrote, commenting on the importance of the humanities to the art of 

govermnent, "whether the humanities would have lent themselves to such monstrous 

perversions" of the Second World War. "One sometimes wonders", he added caustically, 



"whether if the old liberal education had continued its old sway, the modem world wodd 

have had so many illiterate megalomaniacs as leaders, and whether such a cowed and 

intelIectualiy humiliateci civil service would have been tolerated, so o k n  and in so many 

countries ..." '" As for Massey, Grant, and the rnernbers of the CSSRC, Creighton 

comprehended the inestimable benefits of a "liberal education". He understood, moreover, 
the impact of a system of ''tectechnical" leaming and a society that charnpioned the vimies of 

industrial-technological society over those associated w ith the liberal arts tradition. For 

these critics, in short, the culture of utiiity was further evidence of the predominance of the 
will to technique. 

The debate over the validity of technical education was certainiy not confïned to 

Canada; it was very much alive south of the border. Robert Maynard Hutchins, President 

(1929-45) and Chancellor (1945-51) of the University of Chicago, was perhaps the most 

ardent critic of technical speciaiization in American universities. Like the Canadian cntics, 

Hutchins maintained that education was incomplete if it did not refer to the humanity's 

literary and humanistic inheritan~e.'~~ He argued, furthemore, that specialized leamhg 
fdied students with an ever-expanding body of facts while it precluded the opportunity to 

contemplate and judge. Specialization monopolized one's intellechid outlook and hence 

made mcult, even impossible, open-mindedness, objectivity and, in its nirn, a will to 

search for t r ~ t h . ' ~ ~  Scientifk training was insufficient in understanding social conditions, 

for it directed students and scholars away from wider issues and emphasized instead 

technical knowledge and other narrow forms of inquiry. To escape the deleterious effects 

of specialization, he concluded, the educational system must be changed to promote 

"cultural courses" with the effect of counterbalancing the predominant scientifïc education. 

Like his Canadian counterparts, in sum, Hutchins was interested in a retum to the values 

inherent in traditional liberal arts curriculum, and ultimately a revend of direction of higher 

learning in North A~nerica.'~' 

Hutchins views on technical education were Urfluential in the 1940s and the 1950s 

and resulted in the greater awareness of the plight of the humanities at Chicago and other 

American universities. They dso had considerable currency arnong Canadian 

inte~ectuals.'~~ Hutchins had a special impact on literary critic Herbert Marshall McLuhan. 
McLuhan, a humanist himself, appreciated Hutchins's humanism. To McLuhan, Hutchins 

stood for the Ciceronian ideal: education was designed to produce citizens with a wide 

leaming, alert to social problerns.139 He accepted Hutchins's critique of specialization and 

his view that the individual had become nothing more than "a technological functional unit 

in the state".'" McLuhan's afîiinity to Hutchins's position reflected his own humanist and 

rnoraiist leanings of the 1940s and early 1950s. 



While Hutchins's humanism was more than platable, McLuhan found the Chicago 

academic's educational approach unsatisfactory. In fact, he despised Hutchins's and 

Mortimer Adler's Great Books program because this approach overemphasized the study of 

literary classics while ignoring the "unofficial program of education", "camed on by 

commerce through the press, radio, and movie~."'~' Only through a study and critique of 

unofficial education could the scholar comprehend the "native and spontaneous culhile in 

our industrial world" and, moreover, "'effect contact with p s t  ~ulhires." '~~ The snidy of 

the greats was only 'paa of the solution";'" it had to be supplemented with a study of 
modem culture replete with the analysis of contemporary c d h d  forces. Ody by gaining 

insight into one's own culture could one becorne convenant with culnires of the pasda 
True to his own credo, McLuhan set about understanding the unofficial education of 

contemporaxy culture. 14' 

By the mid-1940s, McLuhan tumed his attention away from Iiterary studies and 

focused instead on a critique of the cultural role of t e c h n o ~ o ~ ~ . ' ~ ~  Like Harold Innis, he 

presented a highly mordistic appraisal of technology and warned that the will to technique 
was at the core of the corruption of western values. Writing at the end of the war, 

McLuhan demonstrated the influence of technology to standardize human outlooks. 

Technology's most profound effect on modem society, he claimed, was the creation of "the 

common man", the unification of aII human as basic consumers. Modem advertising, a 
saLient factor in the emergence of the common man, established witticisms, symbols and 

behavior patterns, and a common language of discoune. It provided, in other words, a 
shared experience. Advertising also aitered existing perceptions of reality to accord with 

advertising strategies. "The ad-man's rhetonc," McLuhan declared, "has knocked the 

public into a kind of groggy, slap-happy condition" in which "are cushioneà" the "brutal 

shocks" of social reaiities. As evidence of this confused condition McLuhan showed how 

&dom for North Americans did not necessarily mean free and just govemrnent. Rather, 

according to the advertising ethos, Liberty largely consisted of "ignoring politics and 

worrying about defeating underarm odour, scaly scalps, hairy legs, ... [and] saggy breasts 
147 . .. Through educating humans as to what to eat, how to look, and what to do, p ~ t  

media advertising fostered a homogenized, "commercial culture". Above all, it facilitated 
toialitarian control, for it aiiowed advertising executives and others to engineer society, 

and, in a more insidious fashion, to alter perceptions and divert attention from pressing 

problems.'48 Echoing Lippmann and Innis, and alluduig to the idea of pseudo- 

environments, thus, McLuhan expounded upon the pervasiveness of power and control in 

the industrial age. 



For McLuhan, commercial culture conceded the cerebrai needs of humankind. 

Reducing humanity to its "lowest common denominator as consuming animal", technology 

thwarted rightful human pursuits, such as the cultivation of speech and culture, and, most 
broadly, the acquisition of the "'heritage of our entire ci~ilization."~~~ Nevertheless, 

McLuhan implored modems to contemplate the humanistic virtues of Literahire and other 

artistic endeavours so as to establish a "sense of communion, and wisdom for the common 

race', and to regain the sense of tme h~rnanity. '~~ Indeed, strictures such as The 

Mechanical Bride: Folklore of Industrial M m  (1950) were efforts to understand the 

processes by which "the very considerable currents and pressures set up around us today 

by the mechanicd agencies of the press, radio, movies and ad~ertisin~"'~' Only in 

accepting social forces. he reasoned. could inteliectuals comprehend new realities with a 

view to overcoming them. In this way, modems couid realize the standardizing impact of 

the machine and begin to corne to temis with "Tirne, Life, and Fortwre" and other "sinister 

portents" in the "Century of the Cornmon  an.""^ 
In nte Mechanical Bride, McLuhan further developed his notion of the cultural role 

of technology. Technology redefined human's relations not only with one another but also 

to industrial society. Through mass media, it created a new, servomechanistic relationship 

in which man became servant and it, in effect. dictated the nature and pace of modem life. 

Technology was both invasive and enslaving. While it affected virtualiy every aspect of 

life, modems neither understood nor cared about the effects of machine culture. 

Humankind simply unwittingly acquiesced to it. Commenthg on the apathy expressed 
towards modem technology and the insidious and illiberal characteristics of the mechanized 

age, McLuhan declared: 

A huge passivity has settled on industrial society. For people carried about 
in mechanical vehicles, eaming their living by waiting on machines, 
Iistening much of the waking day to canned music, watching packaged 
movie entertainment and capsulated news, for such people it would require 
an exceptionai degree of awareness and an especial heroism of effort to be 
anything but supine consumers of processed goods.'53 

Through consumer confomiity, technology, in its rnany guises, robbed humans of their 
individuality and freedom to understand the world.'" It was an "abstract tyrant" uiat 

carried its "ravages into deeper recesses of the psyche than did [for primitive humans] the 

sabre-tooth tiger or the grizzly bear". '" 
For McLuhan technology was dso responsible for profound social change. He 

argued that technology meant "constant social revolution".'" In the recent ps t ,  for 
instance, the two world wars 'led to an unirnaginable acceleration of every phase of 



technology - especiaiiy advancing the universai social revolution which is the inevitable 

result of the impact of machines on human rhythm and social patterns."'n Although 

McLuhan faiied to explain the interplay between technolopical and social transition - his 
early studies were not much more than observations of the societal impact of technology -- 
he was certain that technological advancernent implied a speed-up of social change. 

Further, he contended that the advancement of technology was so pronounced in the recent 

past and humanity so profoundy altered by technological change that humans existed in a 
'%rance-like condition", unable to appreciate the social effects of technology. Unlike pnor 

"social revolutions", where humans could at least idente the nature and impetus of social 

change, the mid-twentieth cenniry was so rnired in the conformity of consumerisrn and 

other hornogenizing effects of modem technology that social realities were extremely 

diffïcuit to comprehend. Because the dynamic of the modem world had changed to make 

life "increasingly a technological rather than social affaii', there were no more "remote and 

easy perspectives". Ultimately, there was no way to understand reality except through 

comprehending the role of t e c h n o l ~ ~ ~ . ' ~ ~  He concluded that humankind was embroiled in 

a "technologicai nightrnare" from which the only hope of escaping was to be aware of the 

pervasive effects of the machine. 

Lacking the same sophistication, McLuhan's view of "technology as tyrant" echoed 

the Innisian rnonopoly of knowledge and Innis's strictures on stultiSing nature of modem 

technology. It reflected an Onveiiian world-view in which a technologically dominated 

society was embodied in the omnipresent 'Big Brother", in the triumph of technology, that 

is, to create a totalitarian existence. Technology for McLuhan, as for George Orwell and 

Innis, was a facilitator that made possible the imposition of totalitarian controls on an 

unsuspecting populous. Ultimately, like Orwell in Nineteen Eighty-Four, McLuhan 

expounded on the need to change the course of history lest hurnanity lose its hurnan 

qualities and become a mass of soulless automatons, perpetually ignorant of its new plight. 
As with other like-minded critics, his was a dire warning indeed. 

Present in the works of Innis, Orwell, and other social commentators, McLuhan's 

cynicism reffected a world in which the horroa of totalitarian regimes were still fresh. 

More than this, his critique mirrored a post-war society concemed more with consumerisrn 

and consumption than with issues of enduring relevance. The post-war penod into the 

1950s was one of great material prospenty for North America. Not only had Canada 

escaped the ravages of another economic downtum, it had emerged from the war with a 

vibrant economy characterized in part by a boom in consumer consumption. Owing much 

to a large increase in population (due to immigration and the so-called "baby boom"), 

consumers found a release for the pent-up demand of the previous era and brought houses, 



cars, and a plethora of other, smaller consumer items such as radios, television sets, and 

products that reflected the shift in demographics to a younger population - hoola hoops 
and Davy Crockett hats. Suburbanization was also a new phenornenon and it led to the 

construction of mdls, schools, and roads. It meant a boom in new and used car sales, for 

suburban neighbourhoods were often Iocated far from the workplace and off major routes 

of public transportation. Aided by intense and sophisticated ad campaigns, "materialism", 

in a word, b'became a deeply imbued social ethic ..." in post-war Canadian s o ~ i e t y . ' ~  

While rnany Canadians basked in the warm glow of material prosperity, there 

emerged by the Iate 1940s a strong reaction against the increasingly rnaterial and secdar 

outlooks of Canadians. For V i n t  Massey, the great transformation that Canada had 

undergone in the post-war era was due in large measure to material growth and an 
economic resurgence. 'We are no longer poor", he announced at one of his several post- 

war addresses as Govemor ~enera .1 . '~  "'Canada in s ~ t h  has been passing through a perîod 

- of economic expansion unparalleled hitherto in extent, diversity and duration .. ."'61 The 
Dominion, he implied, verged on economic superpower statu, which gave it international 

clout and helped buiid the nation. Massey was quick to note, however, that material 
expansion was only one aspect in Canada's post-war development. Growth in the "matters 

of mind and of the spirit", he commented, was the most significant aspect of national 

de~elo~rnent. '~' Indeed, Massey hoped that material advancernent would be "matched by 

knowledge and wisdom"; that Canada, in other words, would be characterized as much by 

intellectual and artistic accomplishments as by economic p r o ~ e s s . ' ~ ~  

Massey had rnisgivings, however. The rightful balance between material and 
spiritual concerns had been gravely disrupted &er the war. Materidkm had been 

overemphasized at the expense of the intellect, free thought, and the other-worldly. For 

Massey evidence of this decline of spiritual values existed in the "humanities crisis". The 
sundenng of the humanities and of the philosophic tradition were the direct results of the 

rise of the applied and pure sciences. The demise of the humanities, according to Massey, 

reflected greater social realities. 'The neglect of the humanities[was] not a cause but a 

symptom of an age lured by science into the delights of rnaterialism - for those who regard 

the pursuit of the humanities as a Iwury, consider the automobile, the frigidaire and the TV 
9,164 set as necessities which no self-respecting family would be without ... The demise of 

humane values in relation to materid concerns demonstrated with disconcelting cl- the 

"whole climate of opinion" of the consumer society. 

In an unpublished paper in late 1949, Innis also questioned the advent of post-war 

materialism. His pnmary focus was to study the reasons for which western society had 

corne to have such a "high regard for material things"'6s Tracing its historical origins, he 



argued that, established as a 'hiversal value in the nineteenth century", rnaterialism in 

North America had increased its scope through advertising and the media and due to the 

availability of resources. But, like Massey, Innis cr i t icM the pervasive miiteriaiism of 

modem society. Exacerbated by the media and commercialism, the ever-increasing concem 

with rnaterialism presented modems with a grave problem: the consumer orientation of 

society had developed to such an extent that it had become "impossible [for modems] to 

stop demanding new res~urces". '~~ Most impoaantly, matenalism was such a part of the 

modem ethos that it threatened the existence of non-material d u e s .  Materialism, in other 

words, had become so much a part of the psyche of western humanity that a concem for 

opposite values - tradition, beauty, and spirituality - were king lost. Indeed, Innis's 

admitted obsession with the values of %ne" spoke to an age increasingly characterized by 

the drive towards materid acquisition and resource exploitation.167 

Of the critiques of materialism, George Parkin Grant's was one of the most detailed 

and profoundly thought out. Grant, Massey's nephew, had picked up his disdain for 

industrial life during his time in England, where he saw fmt-hand the ravages of a long- 

iived industrial s y stem on the population. Furthemore, his grandfather, George Munro 

Grant, had greatly influenced his perception of industrial development and materialism. 

Writing around the tum of the century, G.M. Grant acknowledged the great strides Canada 

had made economically, but he questioned whether too great an emphasis had been placed 

on econornic development and not enough on the cultivation of the mind and souk of men 

and women. 1s Canada to be a "City of pigs", he wondered, or "is it to be a land of high- 

souled men and ~ornen?" '~* The elder Grant concluded that due to a Wgar and insolent 

materialism of thought and life" Canada had lost its moral focus and had been reduced to a 

consuming, unreflective rnass of humanity 16' So akin to G.P. Grant's social philosophy 

and so relevant to the ongoing stniggle between matters of mind and the material world, the 

elder Grant's comrnents could have easily been uttered a half a century later and have been 

attributed to his grandson. 

More than his grandfather, his uncle, or any other observer, G.P. Grant expressed 

his critique of the material world in terms of the process of secularization. For Grant, the 
almost obsessive concem with things material resulted in a rejection of the otherworldly. 

Ironicdiy, this concern for materialism had its roots in religion itseif, namely puritan 

protestantism. Characteristic of protestantism in North Arnerica, Grant argued that 

Calvinism had originally promoted piety and biblicai truth, but over t h e ,  "it destroyed its 
rs 170 own spirit . Intended to marry the secular and the other-worldly, the reformist spint 

eventually lost a sense of the transcendent. As it did so, it began to "take the world ever 

more as an end in i t~elf ' . '~ '  As the Protestant vision of the Kingdom of God on &th 



declined, there remained only the idea that humanity can change the world for the better. 

Shom of its religiosity, and iîs focus on the afierlife, the reformed protestant tradition was 

more akin to hedonism than a combination of the secular and religious. Larnentably for 

Grant, the hedonism of mid-twentieth cenniry Engiish Canada was in large part the product 

of reformed Christianity. 

The rnost pernicious effect of reformed protestantism was a new concept of liberty. 

In 'The Uses of Freedom", Grant explained that the basic conception of &dom of the 

refonned tradition - the introduction of the tmth of Christ in the lives of humans - had 

k e n  transformed into something different: simply put, "the ability to change the world" 

without reference to Christian beliefs. '" Instead of gaining liberation through communion 

with God and the mysticism of religion, secular-onented humans sought to gain control 

over earthly circumstances. This was a main way to achieve liberty.'73 In mastering their 

physical conditions and therefore improving material circu~llstances, modems, for Grant, 

believed that they had freed themselves from the exigencies of the na& world and had 

begun to solve the puzzle of human survival. Freedom was thus nothing more than 
Liberation of hurnankind from the uncertainties of natural Me and the imposition of order 

and control over material conditions so that they become accessible for human usage. 

Essential to this liberal-secularist conception of freedom, science and technology 

were instrumental in gaining rnastery over nature. A critical epistemological change in 

modem history, scientific knowledge displaced religion as "the only true knowledge"; "it 

teaches one", Grant claimed, "how to change the ~ o r l d " . ' ~ ~  TO exploit natural resources 

and secure material growth, moreover, westemea had to aiter their understanding of the 

uses of scientific knowledge. Scientific knowledge, Grant explained, was not to be sought 

after for the pleasure of the rnind; it was not an end in itself. Rather. this type of 
knowledge was a means of gaining practical benefîts; above all, science was merely an 

instrument modems used fmt to understand nature and then to gain a measure of control 

over it. 

Grant realized that the knowledge of technique had become integral to the modem 

world-view. Modems, he argued, defmed themselves in relation to technological and 

scientific advances. "Technique cornes forth and is sustained in our vision of ourselves as 

creative freedom," Grant later wrote, "making ourselves and conquering the chaos of an 

indifferent ~ o r l d . " ' ~ ~  Modem life was thus founded on the L?echnological myth," the idea 
that "man has finally corne of age in the evolutionary process7' since "he has taken fate into 

his own hands and is freeirig himself for happiness against the old necessities of hunger 
3,176 and disease and ovenvork .. . Society's ultimate "good", the moral conception upon 



which philosophy in the mass age was based, was thus founded in the freedom that science 

and technology engendered. 

Not only did modems define themselves in ternis of "technological freedom", but 

they also propagated a technological world-view.ln Like Innis and others, Grant attributed 
the rise of technical training to the perceived needs of govemment and industry. He 

reaIized that compared to the sciences, the humanities were neglected in funding and 

recognition. Above all, he cnticized the penchant to prefer the study of the physical world 

over "the study of the deeper questions of human e~istence".'~~ Grant lamented the decline 
of the philosophicai and artistic traditions of the university, a trend that indicated the 

pervasiveness of new forces in industrial society to emphasize the cumnt and the active 

and to ignore spiritual aspects of hurnanity. Grant observed that the philosophic 

understanding of the good life 

simply for its own sake ... was neglected as archaic. To see the world in its 
wholeness was the equivalent to many of seeing the progress in our 
mechanical inventiveness. The more Canada has become part of the 
scientific society of the west, the more it has partaken of the ideas such as 
these, and the tragedy of its youth has k e n  that the bond of tradition have 
been less strong with us than e~sewhere.~" 

"Mass industrialism", he went on to Say, promoted certain ideas that had an "almost 

incalculable spirinial change in the we~t".'*~ Most irksome to Grant, modems elevated 

materialist over contemplative values and hailed a life a action rather than one of thought 

and reflection. Like most pioneering countries, Canada had been predisposed towards 

material values and had little appreciation of philosophic inquiries.'8' 

Despite efforts to understand this philosophic malaise, the "mass world" dtimately 

had forsaken a "philosophic approach".'" Even philosophers themselves who had been 

entmsted to discover the good and God's purpose in the world feu prey to the new 

technological ethic. According to Grant, philosophen abrogated their responsibility as 

social critics and of moral leaders of the community. Expounding on theories on 

positivism and pragmatism, and separating philosophy and theology, Canadian 

philosophers, like their counterparts elsewhere, effectively make "philosophy the servant 

rather than the judge of man's scientifïc abilitie~".'~~ Becorning a "technical study", 

philosophy forgot its historic origins and succumbed to the dictates of the mass society. 

Philosophy in Canada contributed to (instead of preventing) the development of universities 

as "technical institutes". As such, it reflected the all-penrasive character of the modem 

technological imperative. 



Like several of his contemporaries, George Grant bemoaned the centrality of 

technology in the Lives of modems. Defining "what we are" technology for Grant alienated 

the individual from his true seIf because it reduced his higher, philosophicd goals to the 

mere objective of obtaining technological freedom. People had thus became servants to the 

machine. Indeed, technology re-defined the individuais outlooks and goals; most of dl, it 

gave primacy to the singdar objective of technological progress. People thus lacked liberty 

because the pursuit of technological advancement and scientinc fkedorn became their 

"'dominant activity". That dominance, Grant concluded, "fashion[ed] both public and 

private realmsl' to the exclusion of the pursuit of other societal 4bgoods".'" Describing the 

illiberaüties of the technological society, Grant proclaimed: 

every instrument of mass cul- [was] a pressure alienating the individual 
from hirnself as a free k ing  .... The individuai [becameJ ... an object to be 
adrninistered b y scientifîc effïciency experts.. . . Modem culture, through 
movies, newspapers and television, through commercialized recreation and 
popular advertising, forcefd] the individual into the s e ~ c e  of the capitalist 

Philosophically, modems understood nothing more than the pursuit of the specious ûuth of 

technological freedom. Ultimately, this fdse world-view trapped thern into a monolithic, 

stultiSing, and necessarily limited view of themseives and of their society. 

Grant dso objected to the sway of technology over modem value systems. His 

greatest indictment of modernity was that technologicd Iiberaiism had become the sole 

"tnith" of modem philosophy. Uniquely modem, technological Iiberalism gained 

preeminence because it obscured other truths and philosophical traditions. It therefore 

stymied modems' contemplation of different systems of thought. Ultimately, it 

circumscnbed what they couid think or believe; indeed, modems comprehended their worid 

only in the narrow ternis that the technological ethos had established. Emphasizing these 

points, Grant claimed that "... the drive to the universal and homogeneous state rernains the 

dominant ethical 'ideal' to which our contemporary society appeals for meaning in its 
activity. In its terms," he continued, "society legitimizes itseIf to itself. Therefore any 
contemporary man must try to think the truth of this core of political liberalism, if he is to 

know what it is to live in this ~ o r l d " . ~ ~ ~  

As for Innis and others, modems, for Grant, had become metaphoncdy entrapped 

within their age. The technological imperative, in whose development they contributed, 

debarred them from seeing beyond their own limited values and verities. Technological 

liberty had displaced the appreciation of timeless, transcendent truths. This philosophical 

transition had been so complete that society (including its scholars) mistook materialisrn 



and secdarization for transcendent tmth. Because of the technological credo, Grant and 

other critics reasoned, modems were living a pseudo-reality replete witb. an illusory set of 
values that championed technical advancement and material prosperity. In its most 

pemicious foxm, the technological imperative was thus much more than a physical 
transformation. Instead, it implied a profound epistemological transition. It created a 

climate of ignorance, a consciousness that incorporated outiooks that had sundered 
transcendent values and redefined belief systems. Consumerism, the culture of 
consumption, and ever-increasing exploitation of naniral resources, were omnipresent 

reminders of the triumph of new values and false perceptions of reality. The technological 
consciousness, in a word, was indicative of the fall of westem society. 

At the tuni of the century, a t h e  of rapid economic and industrial expansion, most 
Canadians viewed science and technology as positive and progressive. The scientific- 
technological complex, modem Canadians thought, was integral to the bettement of 
civilization. Ideas of progress, expressed increasingly in the advancement of the human 
condition, were linked to material circumstances. Unphased by total war, a nineteenth- 
century view of technology continued to mark Canadians' attitudes towards science and 

technology. Reflected in growing consumerism and in a faith in expertise and social 
sciences, the technological imperative had come to chamcterize the modemkation of 

Canadian society. Like other westem industrial nations, Canada had gained ail the 

ideological trappings of an urban-industriai society. 

Reflecting on Canada's recent development, Malcolm Wailace, President of 
University CoiIege, characterized the modem era as one of change resulting from the "role 
which science had come to play in our daily ~ives".'~' He claimed that changes in 
govemment and educational standards, changes in daily routines, and indeed changes in 

values and outlooks, were all effects of science and technology on modems. Science, he 
argued, had increased "human productivity of goods to an incredible extent" so that 

modems could "enjoy comforts and conveniences hitherto undreamed of'. Power and 
wealth, he hastened to add, the products of scientific materialism, "exercised a kind of 
intoxication over the imaginations of men". Indeed, while he understood the benefits of 

science, the "scientific society" definitey had for Wallace a foreboding quality. It had, 
after dl, produced the holocaust and the atom bomb, and as such, guaranteed the ever- 

increasing and devastating scope of future war. Through providing more and better goods, 

and, most dangerously, providing access to the levers of power, science, despite 
appearance to the contrary, had become "the god of our ido~atry".'~~ 



Not ail in Canadian society had corne to accept without question Canadian cultural 
development. The social critiques and theories of such intellecnials as Innis, McLuhan, 

and Grant took pains to underscore the negative aspects of science and technology. 
Indeed, they constitute strident rejections of the prevdent view of science and technology. 

Such assessments objected to a modem condition that lauded technique as if it were a god. 

The technological critics acknowledged the role of science and technology to effect 

historical change and to facilitate a culhiral of utility that began to characterized Canadian 

society. Surely, technology had determined in large m u r e  the nature of the modem 

world. Yet critics warned against the will to technique. They challenged materialism, 

secularism, consumerism, and other values associated with the scientific society. Most of 

ail, their critiques recognized that the insidious effects of science and technology created 
faise impressions about the nature of 'Vie world outside". Innis, McLuhan, and Grant so 

vociferously questioned modem technology not because they were technophobes, modem- 

aged Luddites who wanted only to turn the clock back to simpler times; they did not oppose 

technology per se. Radier, they preached against a force that they believed responsible for 

creating a fdse reality which drained fiom its adherents al1 recognition of truth and 
objectivity. They feared, above dl,  the consequences of technology-inspired faise 

environments. They were afraid to exist in a world with no objective truth or way to 

circumvent technological environments. The technological society, in short, was a dismal 

"anti-utopia" in which its inhabitants submitted unquestioningly to the dictates of the 
machine. 

Veracity of theones and points of view aside, it is possible to understand how a 

highly critical view of science and technology could emerge in Canada dong side the more 

enduring "liberai" conception. The views of the technological critics tnily reflected the rise 

of Canada as a materiaiist, secularist nation. Canada had indeed undergone a tremendous 

socio-economic transformation in the f i t  haIf of the twentieth century. Concems over 
material development had characterized in large mesure Canada's quest for nationhood in 

this period and attitudes on the merits of economic advancement, carried over from 

previous times, began to intemi@ in a countq increasingly preoccupied with its material 
circumstances. These concems were manifested in terms of a preoccupation with 
practicalities in Canadian universities, and in the predominance of political econorny in 

Canadian social science. With the Second World War, and the ever-increasing n&d for 

expertise to run a bloated bureaucracy and with the material requirements of modem 

warfare, it had become easy to neglect long-standing issues of culturd development and to 

focus instead on production and efficiency. After 1945, with attention turned towards 

reconst.ction, and the application of Keynesian economic strategies, the tirne still did not 



seem right to address the larger issues of cultural development And fmaily, with 
unprecedented and prolonged economic expansion, a growing, and, for the first t h e  ever, 

a largely well-off population, it had seemed to many that Canada had fïnally arrived as a 

nation, if it had not achieved a quasi-utopian state. The focus on the materialism of a 

culture, by now to tdy  enmeshed in material progress seemed at last to have paid 

dividends. The post-war era was indeed a watenhed pend in the development of the 

materialistic element of the Canadian national character. This triumph of materialism was 
amplified in the views and thoughts of proponents, opponents. and the disinterested within 

Canada's burgeoning materialist culture. 
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The Modernization of Higher Learning in Canada 

The 1890- 1920 period was an era of considerable transformation for the university in 

EngIish-speaking Canada. To the late nineteenth century, universities had been cultural 
outposts responsible for inculcating the values and -es of "British culture" to students 

Living on an American continent They were denorninational institutions whose main duty 

was both to help develop a "dutiful, morally sound social ordei' and to d o w  a certain class 

of individuals within society "access to the 'higher' foms of leanllng".' While applied and 

pure sciences had gained in importance towards the end of the century, instruction in the 
liberal arts still dominated curricula. The snidy of the literary ''greats" and the acquisition 

of a classical education more generally was the main objective of the vast majority of 

university students. The universities' reason for k ing  was, after dl, '20 provide a given 

generation access to the inhented wisdom of the ages and to the major branches of 

knowledge'*.* 
Univenities changed substantidy by 1920. Canadian society, as we have seen in 

the last chapter, quickly evolved from an agrarian, primary resource-based economy, to a 

relatively wban and industnal society, with manufachiling and service industries growing 

in significance. Institutional development reflected the profound socio-economic transition. 

The univenities were no exception. Their development in the fmt two decades of the 

twentieth century rnirrored the needs of an ever urban-industnalizing nation. Commenting 

on the considerable change of the previous few decades, the University of Toronto 

Chancellor noted in the summer of 1921 that "the educational sky is thickiy studded" to 

include "schools of agriculture, education, commerce. dentistry, pharmacy, joumalism, 

[and] nursing Sir Robert Falconer argued furtherrnore that several, newer 

professionai schools, such as optomeûy and osteopathology, were dso poised to be 
recognized as discipiines. While '%he old-established faculties" gave the "University its 

character", he concluded, extending the astronomical metaphor, "[nlew stars k ing  drawn 
into the orbit of older planets make an impressive conste~ation".~ Through the 
incorporation of new programs and branches of knowledge the broadly based university 

increasingly whittled away at the liberai arts orientation of Canadian universities. As with 

other Iarger Canadian universities such as McGill and Queen's, Fdconer's University of 

Toronto had to corne to terms with the emergence of a multi-faculty university. With the 

growth of the scientific and professional schools, the introduction of commerce and 
extension programs, the building of new and elaborate research facilities, and a newfound 

focus on scientific research, Falconer accepted the fact that the Victorian university had 



vanished, replaced by new-style educational institutions to meet the exigencies of a 

modemking society. The age of the full s e ~ c e  institution had begun. 

No longer centres of moral guidance and classical leaming, by 19 14 university 

departments traditiondy responsible for social issues took on a new, strictly utilitarian 

alignment Aithough greatly underdeveloped by British and American standards, the 

Canadian social sciences emerged as a means by which scholars and researchers codd 

dispassionately assess socio-economic change and remedy industrial problems. University 

officiais recognized more and more that social studies codd contribute to Canadian social 

development. Research on socio-economic issues, for instance, took up much time of 

O.D. Skelton of Queen's University. James Mavor, head of Toronto's Department of 

Political Economy, attempted to convince snidents and fellow faculty members of growing 

govenunental reliance on social scientists to guide the policy making of govemment 

o f i c i a l ~ . ~  McGiU Principal Sir Arthur Currie, for his part, proposed the establishment at 

his institution of a public administration program that the dominion and provincial 

governrnents codd go to for social service experts. At the University of Toronto, social 

scientists subrnitted a proposal to the senate to create a school of social service to 

"investigate the problems of poverty and philanthropy, crime and its prevention, and 

government and its administrationy'd The members of the arts faculties were concemed 

about growing social problems and hoped to apply their training and expertise to 

"deviating social misfortme and remedying social maladjustment"? At the Second 

Congress of the Universities of the Empire, Currie best summed up the newfound 

willingness of universities to develop prograrns to ded with social issues. He declared that 

' t h e s  had changed" and that McGU's "educational system must change with them if it is 

to serve a new environment". Ancient knowledge m u t  continue, he noted, but the new 

Ieaming that changed "the face of the world" must be added to itO8 For C h e  and others, 

social studies were a field through which principles and theones could be best applied to 

meet the exigencies of modem life. They were the foundations on which society couid be 

understood and indeed transformeci so as to create new and progressive social 

environ ment^.^ Most significantly, they entailed the scientific appraisal of society and an 

efficient means of reconstructing it. Thus, the social scientist could help re-form society 

and give it the social stability it so desperately needed. 

More important to the new utilitarian orientation of the universities was the advent 

of the applied sciences and scientific research. As we saw in the 1st chapter, the research 

ideal had become entrenched in Canadian universities by 1914. The Great War, had 

provided added impetus to augment industrial research at the universities. To many 
advocates of the research ideal, the war had demonstrated beyond doubt the significance of 



scientific research.1° It also showed, however, that Canadian universities lacked the 

scientists and research facilities to provide for national securify or to facilitate rapid 

industrialization. At McGïil, for example, authorities concluded that science in all its 

branches must be taught to make up for the paucity of scientinc specialists and research 

students killed in action." The Registrar and Principal of Queen's argued moreover that 

the 'cUniversities of Canada should concem themselves with research in pure and applied 

science", areas of inquiry that constituted ''the b a i s  on which al1 indusûial research must 

be laid". 'The ideai duty of the Universities," they contended, was to respond to the 

changing needs of industriai society by developing programs and facilities to contribute to 

new knowledge in the sciences. Lacking suficient resources in the past, the "Un.ivenities 

should be equipped and staffed to train the new army of researchers who are to assist in the 

application of science to Canadian industry".'* To meet the challenges on the new age, 

they concluded, Canada must be prepared to emulate Germany's unwavering commitment 

to pure and applied science. It must expand and create a cenaalized control over industrial 

research in the universities, further, so as to be counted among the p a t  industrialized 

nations.') industrial research and development were not in the end merely issues that 

impinged upon the evolution of the universities themselves; they were matters that affected 

the entire Pace and direction of national development. 

Outside the universities people also stressed the practicai functioning of the 

university. By the end of the First World W u ,  Canadians began to weigh traditional 

academic values against the notion of the university as a bastion of industrial knowledge 

and technical personnel. The Caurdian h u a 1  Review [CAR], for instance, noted that 

while the Canadian university stiiI retained it British liberal arts traditions, a "fabric of up- 

to-date, modem technical, commercial, industriai, agriculhual and business instruction" 

had recently overlaid the older system of higher learning.14 Canadian universities, in the 

words of C m  editor CasteIl Hopkins, were attempting to "keep up with developments 

around them" in a rapidly changing commercial and industrial world, while maintaining Old 

World traditions and culture.'* He concluded that the universities were king "influenceci 

by public opinion" now more than ever, and the Canadim population was much more 
interested in such activities as the developrnent of agriculture, the building of railways, the 

sinking of mines, and the "transfomation of the raw material into marketable, usable, 

products" than they were in "the mission of Oxford or Cambridge".'6 As for a growing 

number of university authorities, Hopkins understood not only the ever-doser relationship 

between higher leaming and industrial society, but also the impact of public perceptions on 

the university's development. 



Despite the considerable advances of the scientific and technical schools, and the 

blandishments of Hopkins and othea to the contrary, the hurnanities remained at the core 
of university throughout the interwar era Nevertheless, technical and professional 

instruction became more and more centrai as the years wore on. As an observant Toronto 

Mail joumalist indicated, Canadian universities afrer 19 18 were tom between the British 

"culturai" model and the newer, American model of higher education, which increasingly 

facilitateci technicd education and produced the knowledge, personnel, and equipment to 
meet the needs of an advanced industrial society.17 Indeed, a struggle ensued between the 

two competing notions of higher learning, with individuals on both sides of the debate 
arguing the merits and demerits of "technicd ducation". The history of the Canadian 

university in the interwar period was, as a resuit, rnarked by an uncertainty as to the basic 

purpose of the university. As the next great war of the century approached, however, it 

became clear that the public, governments, and university officiais increasingly accepted the 

social utility of higher leaming in Canada. The inexorable reorientation of higher learning 

towards 'operational utility"18 in the interwar era did much to shape the nature of the 

modem university in Canada. By the 1940s, the precarious equipoise between the 

competing visions had been destroyed and me balance tipped heaviiy in favour of scientific 

research and the professional ideal. The increasingly utilitanan orientation of higher 

education not only charactenzed the development between the wars, but it aiso constituted a 

key facet of acadernic modemization of the Canadian univenity. 

As A.B. McKiliop has pointed out in his history of Ontario's higher education. 

developments in commerce, political economy, and the practical and medical sciences 

provided the best evidence of the emerging "culture of utility". l In commerce or business 
administration there was a very significant increase in the numbers of students throughout 

the intenvar years. Enrolment in the fuiance and commerce portion of the University of 
Toronto's Department of Political Economy rose almost six-fold, fiom 60 to 352 students 

between 19 19 and 1932.~' Student enrolments continued to increase at a rapid rate through 

the 1930s, even in spite of the minous Great Depression. An 1946 estimate put numbers 

of commerce graduates for the years 1937 to 1941 at three times (1065) the count of 

graduates for the 1922 to 1926 period (334):' By 1921 in Canada's most populous 

province. furthemore, there had already been a substantial number of people employed in 

the so-caiied white coliar employment iinked to trade and commerce. The count continued 

to grow at a gradually accelerating Pace through the depression years into the 1940s. Most 
simcantly, the percentages of those occupied in this type of employment increasingly 



obtained their training in the province's colleges and universities. The "age of the self- 

taught, self-made entrepreneur," in McKillop's phrase, was drawing to a 
The reasons for the rise of commerce and trade were clear. Individuals within and 

outside university circles began to rdize that an industrializuig nation needed univenity- 

trained personnel who couid cope with the growing complexities of banking, investments. 
and trade and finance, as weU as business management. In the postwar economic chnate, 

govenunent and industrial officials were agreed that there was a great need for expertise in 

the fields of taxation, trade, and socio-economic reconstruction generally?3 They tumed 

with growing frequency to the universities to address the problems of reconstruction and to 

meet the commercial and industrial exigencies of postwar Canada. Ever-increasing 

demands for experts in the areas of commerce, fmance, and industry, furthemore, helped 

to gain Iegitimacy for commerce programs and aided in sustainhg substantial student 

enrolments throughout the period." Through participation in public hearings and inquiries, 

and extensive work for provincial and federal govemments generally, govemment officials 

and the public at large could see the practical uses of university training? Tangible 

solutions to real socio-economic problems in Royal Commission reports and govemment 

white papers were imminently more useful than the seerningly irrelevant strictures of an 
out-of-touch professoriate. Advancing specialization, meanwhile, helped to gain for 

acadernics added notoriety within the universities thernselves. As it had in the United 

States and western Europe, the age of specialization and expertise had arrived in Canada. 

University commerce and trade programs (usuaIly within the discipline of economics, or 

poiiticai economy), in short, merged ever closer to Canadian business and industry and 
achieved a hitherto unrealized regard, aiI within a postwar world that wanted to forget the 

trauma of total war and move on to the more prosaic concerns of building a strong 

industrial econorny and a prosperous nation. 
The economic downtum of the 1930s did Iittle to intempt trends towards 

operationai utility. In fact, the Depression actually arnplified the signifkance of programs 

and personnel concemed with economic issues. It demonstrated how economic events 

could profoundly influence the lives of Canadians. Most importaatiy, it showed that 

theories on economic trends and cycles were not remote, academic, or irrelevant, but rather 

that economic development issues were critical to assessing and potentially overcoming the 

econornic malaise. Those equipped to broach the dficult questions of economic causation, 

in consequence, grew in prestige. They were the individuals, after alï, entmsted with 

fmding solutions to seemingly intractable problems. By the 1930s Canadian society found 

a new and important place for political economists and others involved in the application of 

knowledge and expertise to the resolution of the enduring economic crisis. In a decade of 



economic despondency, economists and their social scientific brethren becarne the decade's 

new shamans, the only hope to set aright a failhg socioeconomic system? 

Enhancing the prestige of economists and other social scientists, the Depression 
also accelerated the acadernic's role as govemmental policy advisor. Most mainstream 

political economists agreed that the govemment ought to play a much larger part in the 
restructuring and direction of the economy." Influenced to a considerable extent by 

Keynesian economic theory, they thought that academics should answer govermnents' c a s  
for expert assistance. Political economists, they claimed, were those best qualifieci to 

advise on issues requiring special knowledge and insight. Despite a few dissenters such as 

Harold Innis, rnany scholars participated in public affairs in varying capacities. University 

scholars, for instance, prepared the vast majority of research reports written for the Royal 

Commission on Federal-Provincial Affairs, whiie a growing number of political 
economists participated in other govemmental research projects or joined the civil service 

o ~ t r i ~ h t . * ~  Continuhg a trend begun in the 1920s, academics realized a growing 

oppominity to expand their social utility by rendering services to provincial and federal 

govemments. The perhaps unnoticed consequence was the reinforcement of the utditarian 

university. 

As with developments in commerce and political economy, the evolution of the 

practicai and medical sciences in the interwar years demonstrated the emergence of the ethic 

of utility. The rise of engineering is especiaily illustrative. Buoyed by the successes of the 

appiied sciences during the fmt war, university representatives were confident that 
engineers could continue to provide for the matenal well-being of Canadians. Many within 

the applied science community considered engineering as sort of 'cpublic utility", 
responsible not only for the spread of acquired knowledge, but dso the enhancement of 

living standards and the arnelioration of matenal conditions.29 Engineers considered 
themselves the "primary agents of industriai society", the "shock troops of British 

civilization", whose duty it was to propagate material progress stemming from the 

Industrial Revoi~tion.~~ Civil engineers designed the bridges, planned the cities, and 

constructed the roads, factones, and office buildings, while mechanical, chesnical, and 

electrical engineers discovered the processes, initiated the research, and compiled the 

knowledge on which current and future industrial development relied. Like political 
scientists or commerce students, then, the engineer, in the mincis of the public and applied 

scientists alike, had a practical and very significant part to play in the material development 

of Canadian society . 
Growth of engineering faculties and increases in enrolments reflected the engineer's 

newfound social status in Canadian society. Engineering enrolment at a i i  Canadian 



universities increased alrnost three-fold between 1920- M O  nom 1500 to 438 1 ?' 
Establishing engineering schools only shortiy before 1920, the four western provincial 

universities achieved the most pronounced increases. The University of Saskatchewan, for 

instance, saw numben of engineering registrants increase frorn 36 to 503, while the 
University of Alberta expenenced only a slightly lesser increase, from 7 1 to 3 1 1 .'2 AU 
univenities, Save for the University of New Brunswick ( 1 13), boasted enrolments of over 
200 students. Even through the minous Depression years, engineering schools churned 

out students at a slow, but ever-increasing ratel3 Canadian universities remained ready to 

provide the vitai human resource for industriai expansion, even during a p e n d  of socio- 

economic crisis. 

As with engineering, medicd training becarne more and more onented towards 

public service and the bettement of living conditions. From around the hun of the century, 

medical practitionea in Canada and elsewhere increasingly applied scientinc methodology 

to mat ilInesses. Through medical researches, they achieved great successes in 

understanding the causes and natures of a variety of communicable diseases such as 

cholera, diphtheria, dy sentery, tetanus and typhoid? Many more advances, of course, 

were still to corne as thousands continued to perish from pneumonia, polio, and 

tuberculosis, among other fatal diseases. There were many more advances than failures, 

however, and people everywhere began to tout the amazing innovations of medical science. 

Frederick Banting's discovery of insulin, for instance, provided ample evidence of the 

esteem in which the public held doctors and medical researchen. Canadians considered the 

discovery of insuiin nothing soa of heroic, and the legend of Banting's 1922 triumph Iived 

on well into the next decade." Perhaps most significantly, the insulin discovery clearly 
demonstrated how the physician had been transformed in the twentieth centuxy to a 

newfound status more akin to that of motion p i c m  perforrners and other culturai icons 

than to that of other respected professionals such as lawyers, teachen, and clencs. The 
heaiing physician had captivated the public's imagination. Through the marvels of modern 

medical science, he was the one responsible for protecting Canadians fkom pestilence and 

for discovering the causes of, and providing the remedies for, the many diseases that had 

plagued h~rnankind.~ 
Like the engineer, the modem physician rose in prestige not only because of 

advances in medical science, but also because of the emergence of medical specialists. As 

with other practical sciences, the medicd faculties of Canadian universities encouraged the 

growth of specialization and expertise. Medical experts began working in close association 

with university and other advanced research hospitals to take advantage of sophisticated 

equipment and large patient bases. In addition, advanced hospitals and medical faculties 



developed new fields of expertise that they quickly subdivided into still narrower 

specialtied7 Between the yean 1913 and 1924, for example, the University of Western 

Ontario created eight specialized de part ment^^^ and hired many fidl time staff. The 

University of Toronto reonentd its medical faculty away from the training of generalists, 

the emphasis on the teaching, and practice of medicine, and stressed instead research and 

full-time clinid instruction. By the 1920s, the medical faculty was training students to 

become clinicians and medical specialists as opposed to generai pra~titioners.39 The hour 

of the medical generalist as academic and the unsophisticated medical researcher had ended. 

Indeed, the medical scientist shed the "folksy image" and the oumioded equipment of the 

generd practitioner of previous generations, and rose quickly to become a "symbol of 

supreme ac~omplishrnent'~ within the medical and university c~mrnunities'~ 

The growth of commerce and economics, engineering, and the medical sciences a l i  

illustrated the new direction of English-speaking Canadian universities in the intewar 

years. While retaining a focus on the liberai arts, higher learning in Canada emulated more 

and more the structures and orientations of American and Western European univesities? 

Through an advancing concem for such practical considerations as industrial and medical 

research, and through providing expertise to deal with increasingly complex social issues, 

it became ever more responsive to the exigencies of the modem industrial society. The 
univesity became a focal point of practical research essentiai to the material development of 

the nation. Acknowledged by the public as storehouses of knowledge and expertise, 

institutions of higher education had begun their transformation from linle-known cultural 

outposts to weU-equipped research facilities, integral to the vitality of a modemizing nation. 

The utiiitarian bent of the modem university owed much to a society that highly valued 

tangible applications for knowledge and that seemed indifferent to the spirituai and 

humanistic values of the traditional Victorian university. And while maintaining strong 
links to the past, the values and ideals of Canadian higher education were transforming to 

come to terms with new social, industriai, and other developmental concems. Both 
university officiah and the public at large considered service to society one of the 

university's main functions. This new social service ethic was a chief aspect of the 

university ' s development between the wars. 

Along with these new perspectives on the functions of higher education, changing 

relationships with the modem state contributed to the modemization of universities. In an 
age of expansion, in which programs and facilities became ever more costiy, and increased 

student enroiments required larger staffs and additional plant, universities came to depend 

on govemment funding. Fiancial assistance did not come cheap, however. The financial 



nexus only amplified the social utility role of higher education, for governments and the 

public generally considered professors more and more as public employees as opposed to 

independent intdlectual agents. Universities, especially the larger ones, became 

accountable to provincial treasuries as university administrators became less concemed with 

academic matters and more interested in finances and m a i n m g  positive relations with 

provincial govemments. They aiso became answerable to the public, who wanted their 

taxes put to effective use and who, therefore, reacted adversely to university men who 
deviated korn their righdul roles as social servants. Indeed, govemmentai and public 

involvement in univenity Me characterizai the interwar era. In this period, the major 

universities, which only recentiy had acbïeved autonomy from their religious overlords, 
began to relinquish that newfound independence to a new master, the modem state. As 

they became integrated in the expanding state, acadernic freedom, which was often more an 

ideal than an actuality, had once more come under siege. The modem state had replaced the 

church as the main instrument of control. 

The 1920-1 Royal Commission on University Finances was evidence of the new 

relationship between the univenity and the state. It demonstrated, above dl, the 

solidification of the connection between Ontario's non-denorninational universities -- 
Queen's, Western and Toronto - and the provincial legislature. In a climate of growing 

postwar enroiments, the provincial Minster of Education, R.H. Grant, cded a royal 

commission to address the question of financial aid to the universities. Sitting ody a few 

short months, the Cody Commission (named after the commission's chairman, H.J. Cody) 

tabled a report that satisfied each of the universities. It recognized the advancing needs of 

higher education and the province's duty to provide funding for new facilities. The 

commissioners also noted that the annual gant of $500,000 to the University of Toronto 

was inadequate and ought to be augmented. They also recornmended continued and 

perhaps additional funds for Queen's and ~ e s t e r n ? ~  Of twelve recommendations, 

Queen's Park adopted eleven, as the Cody Commission became ' a  vital blueprint for the 

renewal and expansion of higher education in Ontario for more than a quarter ~entury" .~~ 

Providing fuiancial security when it was most needed, the Cody cornmissioners 

attached conditions to hnding recommendations. Universities using provincial funds for 

campus construction had to gain provincial approvai, and the Commission suggested that 

universities ought to "report on their work" during a regular ''University Day" in the 

provincial legislature. The commissioners suggested that the Board of Govemors continue 

to control the Provincial University, and that "such a Board be auly representative of the 

whole ~rovince"." Significantly, this provision did much to eviscerate the spirit of the 

1906 University Act, which wanted to avoid political intervention into university matten." 



On the whole, the 1921 commission did much to take advantage of increased financial 
needs of the publicly funded universities. Financial entanglements with provincial 

legislahires, in short, entaileci new controls and conditions to which universities had 

become bound to achieve financial viability? 

The accommodation between universities and govemments also impinged upon 

issues of academic freedom. Issues of academic liberty figued prorninently in the intenvar 

decades. The principal of Queen's University, for instance, expressed concem over the 

problem of rnaintaùling &dom of expression in a climate in which business-oriented 
boards of govemors had an increasingly influentid role. In a speech to the University of 

Manitoba's convocating class of 19 19, R. Bruce Taylor echoed Amencan academic and 

social cntic Thorstein Veblen's view that university administrations had taken up a 
c%usiness-like expediency", and had sublimated a l l  former interests to "pecuniary 
interests"?' It is doubtfid whether Taylor acceptai the Veblenesque view that modem 

universities had become subject io management and bureaucratie structures of Amencan 

business culture. Higher education in Canada had not yet reached the same accommodation 

with business as it had in the United States. Nevertheless, Taylor pointed to the mculty 

of maintaining age-old codes of fiee speech in a university cIimate dominated by business- 

onented boards of govemors. He feared, above aiI, that board memben had become 
inordinately concemed with expansion and fmancial security and that they were therefore 

destroying an academic milieu conducive to scholarly activity. Adding his voice to that of 

Taylor, E.E. Braithwaite, President of the University of Western Ontario, was concemed 

that some professors. especiaily political economists, might engaged in self-censorship, so 

as to make their "conclusions confonn to the capitalists who might occupy a seat on the 

governing board". The usefulness of such scholars and the institutions they represented, 

he concluded, would be "seriously impaired" as a re~ult.'~ For Braithwaite, as for Taylor, 

the transformation of univenities into corporations and the demotion of the acadernic to the 

status of factory employee was weil underway, a tendency that was both disquiethg and 

indeed potentiaily harmhl to an institution reliant on liberty of thought and expres~ion?~ 

Universities and their scholars also came under intense public scrutiny. The 

instance of Reuben Leonard, a successful businessman, philanthropist and rnember of the 

board of the University of Toronto, was a case in point. Leonard became enraged upon 

reading Labour in a Changing World, a work which Toronto Political Economist R.M. 

MacIver had published in 1919. The book offended Leonard's sensibilities precisely 

because it advocated. according to Leonard, social chaos and anarchy. 1t had been written 

in the Boleshevist tradition and as such was repugnant to the existing politicai order. Most 

of dl, Leonard thought that the University of Toronto ought to muzzle MacIver to ensure 



that additional subversive material be suppressed and that young minds avoid exposure to 

dangerous revolutionary philosophies. 

In the protracted series of events that followed, Leonard expressed his views to 
Falconer, among many others within the university community." Unsatisfied, he 

continued his agitations against the MacIver and other incidences of scholarly subversion 

until 1922, when Falconer convened a meeting of Toronto's academic community, 
designed to put the issue to rest. The fmt part of Falconer's address was a conventional 

retelling of the uses and purposes of academic freedom, essentidy a placement of scholarly 
fke speech within the larger context of toleration and the "li'berty of thought"." While 

espousing such "sacred" principles as the universal enjoyrnent of acadeniic freedom for ail 

professors, Fdconer went on to deal with the MacIver incident. The principle of academic 

Liberty, he claimed, could not be questioned if scholars refrained from participation in 

partisan p~iitics.~' If professors were indiscreet, however, and chose to make "political 

utterances" and to take part in pacty politics, then they exposed both themselves and the 
university they represented to public attack Intemperate remarks, Falconer contended, 

might adversely affect relations between universities and the state; they might displease 

governments and induce them to cut fuiancial and other support on which universities 

depended. Falconer's message was clear: academic freedom should not extend beyond the 

walls of the university, lest the individual professor endanger the liberty of his colleagues 

and the entire institution of higher leaming. He recomrnended therefore that scholars desist 

from engaging in political activities and therefore avoid irnpeRling the good names of their 

universi t i e~ . ' ~  
From the perspective of achieving desired results, Fdconer's address had been 

astutely formulated. He played to the audience in reaffuming the significance of aca&mic 

liberty, while, at the same tirne, he silenced Leonard and other critics of outspoken 

academics. More importantly, in making clear that radical views impinged upon ail within 

the University, Falconer induced academics to curtail seditious opinions and to engage 

instead in a type of self-censoahip that encouraged cornpliance and confomity with current 

social standards." The ultimate result was to avoid enflaming public opinion or creaeing 
adverse government reactions against academics and institutions of higher leaming. 

Falconer's words had the desired short-term effect at Toronto, as professors heeded their 

President's injunctions and refrained from uttering impolitic rernark~.'~ 

Falconer's talk was more than a stem waming to potentially wayward academics, 

however. It spoke not oniy to the problems of academic freedom but also to the shifting 

relationship between the university and society. The implicit goal of Falconer's address 

was to allay public concerns about the rise of Bolshevism and the possible emergence of 



revolutionary dogma. In directing scholars to remain neunal on poiitical affairs, and 

therefore requiring them to relinquish a wider conception of academic liberty:6 it reassured 

government officiais that the University had not developed into a hotbed of radical thought 

or had evolved into a potentidy destabilizing social establishment In doing so, Falconer 

unwiningly showed how the state-run University had become a political entity that had 

become responsible to the electorate and that therefore had to make concessions to popular 

opinion and influentid members of the voting public. The Leonard-MacIver imbroglio, in 

brief, made manifest the wiilingness of state-affiliated universities to compromise 

fiuidamental principles in order to appease governments and poweh l  critics. The staie's 

hold on the publicly funded university seemed never stronger. 

Despite a successful resolution, the Leonard-MacIver affair signaled the beginning 
of a trend towards further attacks on the idea of university autonomy. G. Howard 

Ferguson's rise to the Ontario premiership, for example, provided fürther controversy on 

the issue of academic liberty. Ferguson took a particular interest in university affairs, 

especially those at Toronto. He even went so far as to declare that he was "the boss of the 

Toronto ~niversity".~' Functioning as his own Minister of Education, he made sure to 

transfer public cornplaints conceming matters of academic performance and discipline to 

President Falconer for additional review. W e  ultirnately supportive of the President's 

decisions, Ferguson's actions not only annoyed Falconer, but they also infringed on purely 

academic matters. Ferguson' s meddling certainly mirrored the character of the man, his 

government, and his govemment's stable rnajority. It also reflected, however, the growing 

intrusions of governments into academic afTairsJ8 
Deeply suspicious of radicalism and foreigners and intolerant of political 

nonconformity, Ferguson posed greater problems to Falconer and the Ontario 

professonate. Infomed of a case in which a student of political economist Gilbert Jackson 

had been assigned to read the Communist Manifesta, an outraged Ferguson irnrnediately 

wrote to Falconer. He reminded the President that the work had been a prohibited 

publication and that it should not therefore find its way either into the hands of an 

impressionable young student or ont0 the reading list of a politicai economy course. 

"[Tlhese works should be exterminated", the Premier fulminated, and should "members of 

the staff either encourage or condone this kind of doctrine, they should be summarily 

dismissed." The "matter is too serious to be ignores', he c o n c l ~ d e d . ~ ~  No sooner had the 

Jackson incident abated than did Ferguson accuse another Toronto political economist of 

inciting sedition. The Premier charged C.R. Fay of teaching Marxist dogma. As proof, he 

referred Falconer to a 27 November 1924 article in the Financ:ial Post. Because of these 

seditious views, Fay should not be 'lhe sort of man ... [we have] on the staff. Surely", 



Ferguson continued, "our Educational Institution should not be ... encouraging the 

activities of a C~mmunist".~~ 

The outspoken and iconoclastie Frank Underhill was the next University of Toronto 

scholar to languish in the intolerant climate of the Ferguson régime. Somehow Ferguson 

had k e n  informed that the historian UnderhiIi had taught, in one of his history courses, 

that the British had shared with Gemany responsibility for causing the Great War. For the 

ultra-patriotic Ferguson. this interpretation was nothhg short of blasphemy. He 
questioned Underhill's use of his persona1 interpretation of events when so much 

documentation as to the true origins of the war was h 1 y  availabled' He threatened, 

furthemore, to force the dismissal of the young historian. In a letter to crony H.J. Cody, 

he stated that if rurnours had been tme and Underhill was indeed disloyal, he wodd be 

"compeiIed . .. to take the steps that might be thought dra~t ic" .~~  

As with the Jackson and Fay incidents this fxst Underhill imbroglio quickiy ebbed 

away as Falconer assured the bombastic Ferguson that the ailegations against the historian 

were unfounded. But amid a politicai milieu that was ïncreasingly Uiimical to errant 

professors and their dissenting views, it seemed only a rnatter of t he  before another 

episode of disloyalty or radicaiism wodd spur Queen's Park to action. Indeed, only a few 

short months after his first clash with Ferguson, a piece in Canadian Forum, penned by 

Underhill, raised the ire of the Premier. The article, which exposed UnderhiII's aversion to 

the anti-Amencanism of Canadian politicians, prompted Ferguson again to write Cody. 

Ferguson wamed that Underhill exploit "his talents on the job he is king paid for" lest the 

Premier be "tempted to tick off a number of salaries of some men who seem to take more 

interest in interferhg in matten of public policy and public controversy than they do in the 

work for which they are paid"b3 Uniike in past episodes, on this occasion members of the 

governing board and others wholeheartedly supported Ferguson's position and agreed with 

the Premier's views on the essentiai purposes of the university sch01ar.6~ Not even the 

ternporizing of Falconer, should it have materialkd, could have saved the Toronto 

historian from the wrath of the Premier and those responsible for a growing body of 

opinion directed against Underhill and other insubordinate scholars. 

Issues of free speech came to a head early in 193 1. As usual, Frank Underhill was 

at the storm's centre. Trouble began when the Toronto police force had persuaded owners 

of halls and other meeting places not to rent out their faciüties to the Fellowship of 

Reconciliation, an international and interdenominational association fonned to facilitate 

international class and racial feIlow~hip.6~ Police officials claimed that the FeIIowship was 

merely a fiont for cornmunistic activities and played on the propnetoa' sense of patriotism 

and anticornmunism to gain cornpliance. The incident outrageci Underhill, who, with 



classicist Eric Havelock, drafted a letter that protested the actions of Toronto police. 

UnderhiIl, Havelock, and the sixty-six other members of the University that had signed the 

note (includuig Harold Innis and Donald Creighton) argued that police actions threatened 

fundamental rights to free speech and assernbly. Appearing in the four main Toronto 

dailies, the letters of the Toronto "sixtyeight" clâimed that the activities of the Police 

Cornmission had nuWied what "has for generations been considered one of the proudest 
heritages of the British peoples ... It is the plain duty of the citizen", letters to the editor 

concluded, "to protest publicly against such curtailment of his rights, and, in doing so, we 

wish to affum our belief in the free public expression of opinions, however unpopular or 

erroneou~''.6~ 

The professors' declaration elicited a strong reaction. The public response was best 

represented in the printed press. Motivated in large measure by a prime oppominity to seU 

papers, the Toronto joumalists and editorialists denounced the professors' stance. Taking 

advantage of the public aversion to the red menace, they characterized the Toronto "sixty- 
eight" as a group of burgeoning Bolsheviks bent on allowing lefüst radicalism to gain a 

foothold in Toronto during perilous times. Influential private citizens also echoed this 
view. Sir John Aird, President of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, advised that the 

professors should "stick to their l~nitting",6~ while Sir Edward Beatty, President of the 

CPR, denounced the penchant of scholars (especially young political economists) to teach 
sociali~rn.6~ The reaction of university officials was likewise unsympathetic to the sixty- 

eight. After publication of the letter, the governing board moved to disassociate the 

University from the professors' position. Board of Govemors President Cody notifed the 

newspapers that the professors did not speak for the university, while Board member Sir 

Joseph Flavelle declared that "every teacher is a trustee for the institution", and that no 

hasty or impulsive act "shall jeopardize the progress and development of the University".6' 

No disrnissals or public censure of professon ensued. Yet the official university 

position conceming academic liberty had been made clear. In failing to defend the 

professoriate, Toronto officials succumbed to popular sentiments and public pressure. 

Their unwillingness to anger the public or to draw the ire of an intolerant press showed just 

how much the university had become responsive to public perceptions. Indeed, they had 

become willing to undermine sacred university traditions so as not to jeopit~dize the public 

reputation of their institution and perhaps adversely affect its good standing at Queen's 

Park. By failing to defend academic fieedom, university leaders showed how they had 

become more concemed with the university's public image and role as social servant than 

with the notion of academic free speech. 



Underhill's clash with the Police Commission and subsequent incidents involving 
fke speculation illustrate the nature of the period. More even than the 1920s, the 1930s 

was a repressive decade. In this climate of widespread economic malaise, many feared the 

emergence of left-wing movements that threatened the established order. The anti- 
Bolshevik campaigns that ebbed and flowed since 1918 seemed to intensiQ after 1930 as 

the new economic climate seemed to many to be conducive to the rise of revolutionary 

movements and the undennining of the established order. 
The decade was especiaily troublesome for those associated with the Cooperative 

Commonwealth Federation (CCF), and its intellechiai offshoot, the League for Social 

Reconstruction (UR). The Board of Govemors at the University of Alberta, for instance, 

forbade the entire Arts Faculty fiom ninning for a seat in the House of Commons when it 

discovered the head of the Department of Classics had k e n  nominated to represent the CCF 

in a West Edmonton 13ding.~' The governing board at United Theological Coikge, 

hrthermore, disregarded recomrnendations and opted not to renew the appointment of 

King Gordon. It cited economic constraints for the decision. Many believed however that 

Gordon's affiliation with the CCF was the m e  reason for his ouster? Many critics saw 

past the refomist bent of the CCF and LSR and emphasized instead the revolutionary and 

radical Marxian orientations of the new left-wing movement. They opposed the CCF'S 

mandate to establish "a new social order" in Canada, one that would substitute planning for 

"chaotic individuali~rn".~~ They feared that subversive groups might capitalize on adverse 

economic conditions and fornent social upheaval. Bolstered by the prevailing political 
mood, critics and several university offcials approached the CCF with caution. Not only 

did they oppose the CCF's program, but they also balked at the prospects of the insinuation 
of pernicious political d o p a s  into the universities. Ultimately, they abhorred the idea that 
the universities might be transformed into focal points of social rev~lution. 

The CCF'S isolationist, North American onented foreign poLicy also angered 

opponents. The direction of Cmadian foreign policy had becorne a rancorous issue as war 

neared. Outrage and c d s  for censure ensued d e r  the University of Saskatchewan's 

Carlyle King made a 1938 speech urging that Canada not become embroiled in another war 
to defend British holdings." Frank Underhill took a simiiar stance. When another critic of 
pro-British policy was not censured for his actions, Queen's Park went after ~ n d e r h i l l . ~ ~  

Hepburn denounced Underha's strictures on the foreign policy connections of Canada and 

Great Bntain. A founding member of both the LSR and the CcF, Underhiil staunchly 

opposed foreign policy planning that closely Iinked Canada to British foreign policy. He 

advocated instead an isolationist stance. His isolationism meant, of course, that Canada 

should b a k  at participation in future European wars. "[Ploppies blooming in Randers 



Fields", he wrote caustically, had no more attraction for  anad di ans?' Underhill's fmctious 

staternents infunated Hepbum. For his part, Drew (the leader of the opposition) 

characterized Underhill's utterings as seditious and dernanded that Underhill be disciplined 

in a way that 'kfitting the crime he has ~ornmitted".~~ 

Although favourably resolved, this latest UnderhiIl imbroglio highlighted the ease 

with which academics could be made to answer for contentious staternents amid the 

paranoia of the 1930s. It showed the intolerance for dissent expressed at the highest levels 

of provincial govemments and university administrations. Most of aU, it lay bare the 

apathy, if not hostility, of government personnel, the news media77, and the population at 

large78 towards the issue of academic free speech. Speaking on the UnderhiII incident, 

B.K. Sandwell, editor of Saturday Night, expressed despair at the fact that no one rose in 

Queen's Park to defend the fundamental issue of academic freedom. He chided the partisan 

Members of the Provincial Parliament who could not iden- "the embryo of 

totalitarianism" that was implied in the denial of Free speech. Responding to the suggestion 

that univenity funding be curtailed as a waming to errant professos, he remarked that "this 

is no time to be reducing gants to Provincial Universities"; instead, the "doors of a hiberal 

education must be thrown wide open in the hope that at least one or two who have enjoyed 

its benefiü wiU fmd their way into a future Provincial Legi~lature".'~ For Sandwell and a 

growing number of scholars, the strengthening of academic freedom in aii quarten had 

become the only way to cope with the erosion of the university traditions that seemed 

subjected, with growing regularity, to attacks. For the cntics of the utilitarian university it 

had become vital. 

Scholarly modemization was a maui feature in the interwar development of the Canadian 

university. As such, its effects did not go umoticed. A srna11 but vocal group of critics of 

academic modernization emerged in Canada in this period. As with Amencan opponents of 

the service oriented academy, Canadian observers, usualiy Mversity professors, 

questioned speciaIization, practical training, and the state's intrusion into academic life. 

Most of aii, they criticized a higher leaming that de-emphasized the traditional cultural role 

of the univenity and stressed instead the academy's emergence as service institution, 

sensitive to the exigencies of an induseiaiizing nation. In exposing the deficiencies of the 

modem academy, they worked to reverse current trends and preserve the university true 

social function: to ensure the vitaiity of the WNes of freedom, moral guidance, and the 

cultural traditions of western civilization. 

Criticism of academic modernization ernerged much earlier in the United States than 
in Canada. Owing largely to advanced industrialkation and a growing cornmitment to the 



principle of operational uti1ity.O the modemization of American collegs and universities 

had been well advanced by the 1920s. Thorstein Veblen, as we have seen, presented a 

damning critique of higher learning that singled out as problematic the dominance of 

American business interests within university goveming boards and the academy at large. 

The Higher Leaming in Amerka (19 18), however, also highlighted the hadequacies of a 

system of higher education for which the "pursuit of matter-of-fact knowledge" and 

scientifîc and tec hnological speciaiization had become paramountsl Veblen objected to a 

higher education that had been more concemed with providing students mechanical and 

technical ski11 to ded with irnmediate concerns than with developing critical mincis that 
could examine social and philosophical problerns.82 Expedient interests, he averred, had 

corne to "the forefiont of academic poiicy" as the academy tumed away fiom philosophical 

values and towards instead "transiently urgent matters of a more material and more 

ephemeral nature".83 Integrated in the capitalist structure, the American university had been 

transformed from an institution responsible for the purveyance of intellechial and culturai 

values to a training school devoted to "practicai eficiency" and to the "needs of earning and 

~~ending" .~"  Most perniciously, it had begun a "long-term drift" away from ''culturai 

interests" towards a vocationai and wholly utiIitanan character? More than an indictment 

of the corporatization of the modem university, thus, Veblen's work reacted against a 

nascent educational philosophy that, in adopting the notion of hctional utility, had lost a 

sense of the academy's historic mission and had therefore abdicated its true social role. 

Like Veblen. educational critic and reformer Alexander Meikiejohn, of Brown 

University and, later, Amherst College, had grave concems about academic modernization. 

In an important article entitled ' n ie  Aim of the Liberal College"(l921), Meiklejohn 

opposed the promotion in universities of "specialized knowledge" as a way to address 

"irnmediate practicd aims" or the inclusion of vocational training in ~ u r r ï c u l a . ~ ~  While he 

did not object to practical training per se, he was convinced vocationalism had no place in 

liberai arts coiieges. In addition, Meiklejohn urged academics and universities not to 

become involved in resolving social problems. Universities couid best serve society by 
avoiding the vicissitudes of the world outside the academy and by performing their the-  

honoured function of providing the citizenry access to a liberal educati0n.8~ Only in this 

way could liberal arts institutions contribute to the social order. Meiklejohn feared, 
however, that this basic objective had been ignored in favour of a new conception of the 

University in w hic h vocationalism and involvement in extra-university affairs 
predominated. Echoing Veblen, he expressed concem that higher education increasingly 

reflected the secular and the materialistic bent of modem Amencan society. Focussing 
more han ever on the material objectives of the modem world, it ceased to function as an 



enclave of the liberal arts. It abandoned, in consequence, its historic role of profferhg a 

philosophic understanding of the human condition. Universities and colIeges had becorne 

bastions of speciaiked research and compartmentalized knowledge. As such, they 

relinquished their fundamental purpose, the search for 'Zuiif~ed knowledge which is 

Insight". They ultimately faiied to serve as a beacon for a society that had lost its way. 

Also a ardent cntic of utilitarian higher leaming, Inring Babbitt, like Meikiejohn, 
denounced the direction of the modem American university. Humanist scholar and 

Harvard lecturer, Babbitt deplored the rise of the scientific approach and the advent of the 
free elective system at Harvard and other institutions. T'o serve an industriahhg society, 

the universities had begun to neglect their central function, the discovery and inculcation of 

cultural va1ues.8~ Active in the New Humanism movement in the 1920s, Babbitt chided the 

technicai orientation of Amencan universities as the research ideai diverted academics away 

from their rightfûl social duties, the search for a consensus of values. Universities and 
academics aiike ought to resist contemporary trends, according to the Harvard scholar, and 

not concern themselves with utfitarian rnatters such as engineering, medical research, or 

the other practical fields. They had a much more important function: to set societal 

standards, which could only be done through the preservation of the best that has been 

thought and said in the western scholarly tradition.8g 

In stressing the secular and matenal conditions of human cuiture, moreover, 

technical education eroded the vital cultural role of the scholar. Higher leaming, for 

Babbitt, was in cnsis precisely because scholars and others in society had begun to devalue 

its crucial contributions to the development of culture. Most problematical, the degradation 

of the univenity and the decline of scholarship meant disaster for future cultural 
development. With the univenity's transformation, cultural leadership would be lost and 

M e r  growth of Arnerican civilization stunted. To Babbitt, the development of higher 

leaming in the United States was of enoxmous importance to the evolution of American 
culture. "One is safe ... in afFinning", he wrote in the early 1920s, "that the battte that is to 

determine the fate of Amencan civilization will be fought out fmt of ail in the field of 

education"?' Peering over the edge of the precipice into the future of higher education in 

Amerka, Babbitt sensed a fali was immanent?' 

The issue of the social role of higher education continued to occupy the minds of 

educational critics into the 1930s. In a time of socioeconomic decay, many gave renewed 

attention to the societal purpose of the university. In November 1932, for instance, about 
1,100 professors, university administrators, and other interested parties gathered at the 

Waldolf Astona to celebrate the two hundredth anniversary of Columbia University. The 
conference, tellingly dubbed "The Obligation of Universities to the Social Order", not only 



commemorated the anniversary, but also endeavoured to understand the university's 

contributions to modem social development It tried to understand, in the words of 

Columbia's President, how the "universities of the western world" had been "in a mesure 
directly responsible for the present chaosn?* Specifically, Nichols Murray Butler 

highlighted the function of the academy's practical disciplines in facilitating social progress. 

The nahu;il sciences, he declared, which "fiourished and developed so rapidy under the 

direction and encouragement of the universities", "contributed immeasurably to the material 
content and variety" of humanity's existence?' The modem university had thus fostered 

the development of tremendous material growth and indeed contributed greatly to the 

development of the modem industrial state. In so doing, however, it had "released social 

impulsions for which no rational directions were indicated, and no adequate controls 

provided"?4 Acadernics and adniinistraton, Butler suggested, had failed to take account of 

the social effects of the university's new utilitarian directions and close alliance to the 

modem industrial state. The social responsibilities of the university seemed to have lapsed 

at a tùne of profound socio~conomic malaise, a t h e  when society most needed guidance 

and a steadying influence. For Butler and others, the obligations of those involved in 

higher leaming were clear: the balance between the social and practical functions of the 

academy had to be redressed. 

The signifcance of Butler's recommendations had not been lost on the Canadian 

cntics of higher leaming. In a 1933 article appearing in Queen's Quurterly, P.E. Corbett 

(Professor of Law at McGiil) identified "expansion*' as the chief evil in the development of 

the modem university. SpecificaUy, he lamented the mindless replication in Canada of the 

drive towards functiond utility of American institutions. Canadians took it for "granted", 

he asserted, "that the fundamental problem with which they have had to deal was identical 

with the problem in the United States ..."9s Canadian universities were, in consequence, 

subject to "Amencan methods" and, most dangerously, an overexpansion to meet the needs 

of an industrialized, materialistic nation?' Corbett womed that they rnight thus f d  prey to 

the forces of "mechanical standardization" that had "settled" upon peoples of the west 'like 

a plague" in the nineteenth century?' 

Corbett most objected, however, to a system of higher education that was 

concemed with such new educational trends as adult leaming, vocationalism, and an undue 

emphasis on the professions. He abhorred American educational progressivism, which 
legitimized these tendencies. In an attempt to reach the masses, progressivism undennined 

the fundamental purpose of the academy. Instead, "teaching on the highest plane and the 

search for new knowledge were the highest fûnctions for the university." 'The university 

belies i ts essential purpo se," he added, referrjng especially to adult education and technical 



disciplines, "when it steps down to the masses of the ~ n ~ r e ~ a r e d " ? ~  There was no room, 

in Corbett's conception of the university, thus, for a "democratic" approach to higher 

~earnuig?~ 

Exposing the fallaciousness of democratic higher education, Corbett went on to 

fornulate a "test" designed to determine the value of new approaches to knowledge and to 

spell out the tme function of the academy. The pursuit of new knowledge, he reasoned. 

could be furthered oniy if the work required "a liberaiiy educated and scientific mind for its 
efficient prosecution". The scientifc and scholarly punuit of knowledge was valid only if 
it "intensified" and "deepened" the univenity's "inteilectual and scientific life . . ."lOO New 
snidies, for Corbett, had to enhance existing "academic riches" of the univeaity, for the 

academy had to combine an "ardent search" for new scholarly and scientific knowledge 

with the propagation of older ~earning.'~' The search for new Ieaming in the arts and 
science was doubtless important. Yet the academy was stiU entrusted with the task of 

expanding known knowledge. The maintenance of scholarly traditions and the 

transmission of older learning became the fvst great purpose of the academy, without 

which the acquisition of new knowledge could not be achieved. Higher education was 
above ail a purveyor of knowledge and a custodian of societal customs and values. The 
academy must employ "scientists and scholars of the fmt rank", Corbea concluded, with a 

"power and passion for original thought" and a penchant to preserve and transfer existing 

Iearning. ' O 2  

Ernphasizing a balance between the pursuit of new knowledge and the conservation 

of older learning, Corbett's musings took on a special importance during the intenvar era. 

His comrnents reflected an early reaction against the development of an Amenca-style, 

utditarian educational system. They responded, above dl, to the infiltration of Arnerican 

methods, focussed more on the development of practical training and the emergence of 
specialized studies than on the advancement of existing leaming and the promotion of the 

humanities and the pure sciences. Like many of the Amencan educational critics before 

him, Corbett highlighted the evils of the transformation of universities uito training facilities 

and vocational schools. Essentially. Corbett's declarations constituted a waming: they 
were a reminder to al1 concemed that the modem academy must reconsider current policies 

and directions and instead refocus on its historic functions and traditional social roles. 

Through intellectual discovery and the production of "culhiral men and wornen", Corbett 

hoped that Canadian academies would provide leadership for an imperiled industrial 

society.lo3 Through the maintenance of older knowledge and wisdom, moreover, 

academics could assume the2 traditional roles as purveyors of social and inteliectual values. 

The academy was thus for Corben what it had k e n  for Meiklejohn and others: a centrai 



culturai institution within industrial society, respoosible not only for the pursuit of tnith and 

the discovery of new knowledge, but also for the maintenance of knowledge and the 

preservation of cultural standards. 

Most Canadian universities ignored CorbettTs wamings. A s m d  cotene of 

academics accepted the need to reevaluate the direction of higher leaming, however. 

Comrnenting on the function of modem social scientist, Harold Innis put forth a well 

considered reckoning of the university and its role in modem society. Like several other 

critics of higher education, b i s  focussed on the modem academic's relationship to the 

state and s ~ c i e t y . ' ~ ~  Responding to the prevailing intellectual climate of the 1930s, Innis 
argued that scholars had become enamoured of the intellechial's involvement in social and 

political affairs. Social scientists, for Innis, had succumbed to society's demands for 

answers to prevaiüng social and economic difficdties. They were given thecefore to 

making pronouncements about how to arneliorate sociwconomic conditions. In terms of 

public perception the scholar had become a central figure in the resolution of pressing social 

problems. Society had corne to regard social sciences, such as econornics, as panaceas, 

and economists as soothsayers, addressing prevdent socio-economic problems through the 

application of advanced mathematics or the latest econometnc models. To many, higher 

learning had never k e n  more socially relevant, and the ties between the social studies and 

the social order had never been so close. 

Unlike those who relished the growing social prominence of the university, Innis 
chided the recent working relationship between the social sciences and the outside worId. 

w 105 The "social sciences," Innis proclaimed in 1935, had become 'Vie opiate of the people . 
hnis meant here that undue faith had k e n  invested in the ability of the academic to 

discover the truth and provide fmal answers. Indeed, the social scientific claim to 
objectivity and the unassailability of the scientific method were what rendered the social 

sciences incapable of ~ ~ S C O V ~ M ~  truth and solving deep-seated social problerns. A product 

of the modem industrial world, the scientific approach in the hurnanities was merely one of 

many limitations that hindered the scholarly pursuit of truth.'06 In focussing acadernic 

inquiry on ever-more speciaüzed subjects, it took scholars away from a general 
understanding of their social environment. It provided more and more detded information 

on current social and economic issues, issues, according to Innis, of hgmentary 

importance in light of widespread socio-culturaI development. Social scientists had become 

consumed with the minutiae of current economic and social problems and had lost a sense 

of Canada's place in greater evolution of western culture. "Inteiiigence in the social 

science", Innis declared, "tends to be absorbed in the abstruse and abstract tasks of 
adjustment and to be lost in specialization, with the result that it is unable to participate in 



the endless and cornplex and possibly fruitless search for trends ..."Io7 Society was ill- 

advised, in short, to place its tmst in academics who, in their unbiidled haste to implement 

current scientific methods, had rendered thernselves incapable of examining broad events, 

and who failed, therefore, to hilffl their rightful social roles. 
The 4'contemporary-mindednes~~~ and academic fadism that Innis spoke about 

afflicted the university at large. Seemingly a bastion to which the scholar could retieat to 

avoid narrow approaches to knowledge, the univesities had dso fden prey to narrow 
interests. Like the social sciences, the modem university had lost a sense of its historic 

purpose to discover truth and seek wider meaning. As Innis noted, instead of the search 

for the tmth, departmentai routines and other peripheral concems seemed to occupy the 

time of univenity University officiais. furthermore, considered social 

scientists merely as those capable of achieving scientific advancement and material 

progress. Hence, there was littie acknowledgment of the criticai role they could play in 

understanding and in placing into greater philosophical and histoncal contexts "profound 

disturbances" such as the Great ~ e ~ r e s s i o n - l ~ ~  Perhaps most importantly, Innis feared that 

free discussion in the university had become thatened. In "Discussion in the Social 

Sciences", a Dalhousie Review article fmt read to summer session faculty of the University 

of British Columbia in 1935, he argued that while "mock banles have been fought in the 

defence of kedom of speech and freedom of the press", no such ngorous defence of 

academic free speech had been rno~nted."~ He meant that although advocates of the liberal 

socieîy had championed free speech, they presented no like recognition of academic 

"discussion". To the contrary, modem democracies had become ever-more control- 

oriented, creating a climate inimical to free academic discussion. The problem had 

especially acute in Canada, Innis explained, a country whose history had been marked by 

political and economic centrakation."' Canadian society was characterized by such 
measures of control as the establishment of a central bank, the growth of a vast federal 

bureaucracy, and the extension of federal controls over the provinces. In this environment, 

academics had abandoned their function as fkee thinkers and instead succumbed to the 

dictates of governments, politicians, the public, and university authorities. InteIlectuals, 

according tu Innis, had become a "tragi-comic group" used by political parties and 

governments for their own p ~ r p o s e s . ~ ~ ~  In trying to satisQ the demands of the public to 

understand their immediate environment, they spouted important-sounding statistics to ay 
to impress their audiences. They had thus been reduced to the status of 'traveling 

79 113 cornedians" "masquerading as econornists and prophets . Responding to the demands 
of governments, the public, and to fuid a niche within the industrial world, intellectuals had 

become, for Innis, the playthings of an increasingly tyrannical social order. In this climate, 



the role of intelligence had k e n  transformeci. Once free to engage in the unrernitthg search 

for truth, it was now bound up in the immediacies of present circumstances. Discussion in 

the university wavered. for Innis, in a society bent on limiting fiee thought and imposing 

strict controls. 

In spite of appearances to the contrary, Innis's cornmentary on the state of Canadian 
intellechial life represented much more than nostalgie beckonings for the resurrection of the 

university tradition. Instead. his writings tried to make clear the social relevance of 

inteknial life. While appearing arcane and outmoded, the traditional academy, 
understood in the correct way, could be a s i m ~ c a n t  social force. Most of all, it couid 

perform a vital role in counterbalancing the crass rnaterialism that had beset Canadians. 

Like many American education cntics, Innis understood the cultural role of scholarly 

activity. More than a cultural institution, the university was responsible for discoverhg the 

root causes of the contemporary problems. Its duty was to expose the effects of control 

through engaging in the inexorable quest for truth. Through unending scholarly toil, 

academics could provide a point of reference from which modems could comprehend social 

developments. In a striking paradox, intellectuals could do vital service by no? paaicipating 

in public life or "vested interests", which clouded their judgment and undermined their true 

purposes. Freed from biases of this kind, Innis averred, universities could provide vital 

service to a society that had lost al l  perspective. Despite the seeming contradiction, the 

traditional "role of intelligence'' had never been more socially relevant than at present. 

Aware of the futility of realizing this vital social role, Innis nevertheless had becorne 

devoted to illustrating for dl to see the defects of the modem university and the academy's 

fundamental signifïcance to the modem order. 

Mirroring the reaction against academic modemization, Innis' s rernarks also 

referred very much to his penonal academic circumstances. Innis's disdain for the new 

developments in the social sciences and the university at large reflected his disavowal of 

changes to political economy. In the revealingly entitled 'The Passing of Political 

Economy"( 193 8), his distaste for the contemporary-mindedness of modem poli tical 

economists generally was as much directed against narrow specialists as it was an 

indicmient of his discipline on the whole.'I4 His discussion, moreover, of the decline of 

"philosophy and theology" by the "new dogmas" such as "fascism, communism, [and] 

democracy" for the political scientisf "occultism, ...p ractical affairs", banking and others 

for the economists, highiighted his dismay for the demise of political economy at Toronto 

and el~ewhere.' '~ Above ail, he larnented the passing of the social-philosophic fùnction of 

political economy; that is, the traditional role of the political economist to understand the 

nature of a social good, promote social unity, temper scientific analysis with an 



understanding of ethical and moral virtue, and, most of all, to comprehend great and subtle 

changes in ~ivilization."~ He was concerned about a discipline that held Iittle regard for 

such important scholars such as  MacIver and Unvick, who maintaùied "an interest in the 

fundamental problems of civilization", and that instead h@ed and promoted men who buried 

themselves in their narrow specialtie~."~ For an academic who considered himself within 

the older tradition of political economy and for whom the problems of civilization had taken 
on an urgent importance, developments in political economy had k e n  disconcerthg 

indeed. For a world mired in economic downtum, totalitarianism, and poised on the brink 
of a second great war. the passing of the political economy and social philosophy traditions 

was truly disastrous. 

That the interwar period was one of transformation for the university in Canada there can 
be no doubt. Despite the academy's evolution, however, there was little sense that the 

Canadian University was in crisis. Aside fiom the perspicacity of Corbett and Innis and the 

dissenthg remarks of few others, who usually merely paid lip service to the virtues of 

academic free enquiry, most observers failed to address such issues of academic 

modernization as the advent of operational utility, vocationalism, or the social role of the 

modem academy. Unlike the many Arnerican critics of higher leaming, only with the 

arrival of the second great war did Canadian critics M y  realize both the changes that their 

univenities had undergone and the vitai importance of the academy to postwar 

developments. Indeed, the Second World War did much to rouse Canadian academics 

from their complacency. The period afier 1939 was one of intense questioning of the 

function of the modem university. The war threw into question the purposes and 

objectives of key institutions such as the university. In a word, many observers perceived 

the war p e n d  as one of crisis for the Canadian academy. 

ALready by the late 1930s academics began to realize the impact that the war was to 

have on university Me in Canada. Academic authonties seemed especiaiiy preoccupied 

with the potential contributions of scholars to a nation and indeed a civilization at war. In 

an address given to students of Queen's university, for instance, Sir Edward Beatty 

explained that academics provided essential guidance for an emerging nation beset by 

socio-economic mculties and threatened with political excesses fiom abroad. 

Anticipating the impending conflict, Beatty declared in his October 1937 speech that "the 

destiny of our nation depends . . . on our qualities of national courage and wisdom".' l8  

Moral and intellechial leadership provided by academics was central to the achievement of 

these attributes. Indeed, hurnanity at large had, for Beatty, become increasingly reliant on 



universities for guidance. leadership, and inspiration."9 "There can no more important 

task to-day", he ended, "than that committed to the staffs of our univer~ities".'~~ 
Writing eady in the war, histonan Arthur Lower provided a much more detailed 

assessrnent than did Beatty of the wartime role of the scholar. He contended that the 

second war, like the Great War, did much to hasten the historical process. Not only had 

the economic and political uncertainty that marked the interwar period ceased, but the 
Second World War aiso marked the end of the "old ~rder". '~'  With war, western 

civilization was at the end of an era, Lower was concerned, moreover, about the character 

of the impending era, a penod, he was convinced, in which the scholar and the univeaity 

at large had a cruciai role to play. In the 'The Social Sciences and the Post-War World" 

(March 1941), he argued that social scientists were responsible for ''divinhg the nature of 
Y 1  122 the future, perhaps even essaying to act as midwives . The new order was in the 

process of formation and the academic. especiaüy the social scientist. had the responsibility 

both of comprehending and mouldhg social transformations. 'We are at present at an 
exciting experiment", he wrote. referring particularly to the evolution of Canadian society; 

Canadians were at the "beginnhg of society", and, realizing this fact, social scientists 

"would be less than human if [they] did not do something about deterniining its ~hape" . ' ~~  

Lower made clear, hinhermore, that social scientists must be more than just 

observers and recorders of events. They m u t  be, in a word, more than "mere scientists". 

Academics must also avoid infusing students and citizens with culture and therefore 

renonce Victorian approaches to great social change. They must not be content "to sit and 

watch society go by . . ." and allow it to "get so far past him that his observationT* was of 
littie value.'24 Rather, they must "create and affect society" and aiso describe it.12' They 

must become, according to Lower. active agents in society to help shape and re-form it. 

For only in aiding in the direction of society could scholan explain the kind of world in 

which modems lived. While maintainhg the older function of promoting values and 

providing philosophic insights, social scientists now had to interpret and participate in the 

social process so as to make people "feel at home in it and make adjustments with it ..."126 

Lower thus placed the onerous responsibility of comprehending the social order on 

the shoulders of acadernics. The cumnt sociocuitural cnsis was, for Lower, an 

oppominity for acadernics to become involved in deteminhg social directions and 

therefore an occasion to restore the social utility of scholars. He claimed that social 

scientists must become agents of socieiy and actively participate in interpreting and 

changing the social order. They must do more than engage in scholarly activities; they 
must be "men of deeds" as weil as men of ~onkrnplation.'~~ Hence scholarship must not 



be confined to the academy, but must be made accessible io ail citizens. In this way, social 

scientists could fblfill their roles as  scholars and citizens. 

Writing during the fist  months of the war, James Thomson examined the more 

practical and immediate contributions of higher leaming to the war effort. In the first part 

of 'The Universities and the Waf', written for the spring 1940 issue of the Queen's 
Quanerly, Thomson explaineci the immediate assistance universities provided to help in the 

connict. Appiied scientists and especidy engineers, whom Thomson considered as 
valuable as  airmen, could provide essential service to the war effort. This 44special 

category" of university men brought special attributes, such as research skills and technical 

know-how, that ought to be exploited. "Only a short-sighted policy", he concluded. 

"would deprive the men who have to do the m a l  fghting of the essential support the 

scientist can give". ' 28 

Thomson was just one of several within and outside the univenity who were 

convinced of the hdamental importance of technical expertise that universities provided. 

From the wu's outset, govenunent and university authorities reaiized that the current 

conflict was one to be fought as much on the home-front as on the front lines. The 

outcome of war was to depend not just on fighting ski11 or rnilitary acumen, but also on the 

mobilization of scientific and technical personnel.12' Unlike the Great War, or any 
previous conflicts for that matter, observers emphasized the highly technicd nature of 

modem warfare and the need to develop a competent military-indusaial cornplex. The 

creation of a great reserve of technicdy trained men and women to build and mn factories 

and to develop new and more potent weapons of war had thus become essential to the war 

effort. The second world war, in short, was not io be merely a conflict of manpower and 

materiel but one in which scientific knowledge also figured prominently. 

As chief production centres for technicaily trained personnel, universities had 

become nodal points of Canada's war effort. Reaiizing the crucial importance of technical 

and scientific expertise, universities and governments made specid efforts to ensure that the 

facuities of appiied sciences continued to provide competent scientists and other technical 

personnel for the duration of the conflict. Fearing that the National Resources Mobilization 

A C ~ ' ~ '  of June 1940 might empty universities of male undergraduates, for exarnple, the 

Department of War Services exempted aIl university students fkom service. Greeted most 

favowably by the National Conference of Canadian Universities (NCCU), this move was 

designed to keep undergraduates, especially those enroled in the applied sciences, at their 
studies. Canada simply could not withstand the loss of thousands of students, especiaiiy 

engineers, medical professionals. and other practical scientists, to rnilitary service."' 



The cornmitment of university 

education continued throughout the war. 
to maintain high levels of enrolments in 

and federal govemment officials to technid 

Federal govemment leaders implored universities 

the applied and medicd sciences, especiaiIy after 
1942, when the shortage of manpower was most acute. Unlike during the First World 

War, when universities encouraged students to enlist, University officials &ter 1940 

maintaineci high registrations in the pmctical disciplines. Enrolments at the University of 

Toronto, for instance, in the applied sciences, engineering, and medicine, increased 

steadily through the war's early phases through to 1945 (with only a slight decline in 

1943). "2 Arts and sciences registrations, in contrast, had consistentiy declined from 193 8 

to reach a low in 1943-44.1J3 

University leaders thus had succeeded in their mandate to provide the human 

resources on which the prosecution of modem warfare relied. They had managed to 

assemble, in A.B. McKiUop's words, "a trained domestic army of engineers, scientists, 

dentists, and d~ctors".'~' In so doing, however, they not only fulfilled the wishes of civil 

servants and other govenunent officials, but also contnbuted greatiy to the changing, 

increasingly utilitarian profde of the waaime university. For many, the war had made clear 

the university's main societal purpose: the academy was little more than a storehouse of 

technical personnel ready to be called upon to meet the exigencies of modem, indusnial 

society. In making plain the university's waaime contributions. the war showed how 

universities and their men could render the ultimate social service. Above dl, the 1939-45 

war had aliowed di to see the tangible results of technical education, how the seemingly 
esoteric academy had become relevant to the development of a nation struggling through the 

vicissitudes of war. 

Not al accepted this view of the academy, of course. From early on in the war, in 
fact, academics had wamed of the possible deleterious effects of overemphasizing scientific 

and technical training. Indeed, the majority of James Thomson's 1940 piece wmed 

against the transformation of Canadian universities into schools of advanced technical 

training. As we have seen, Thomson did not discount the technical role of universities. Yet 

he thought that higher education should offer much more than technical expertise. The 
insights of humanists and social scientists, he argued, had to supplement the studies of the 

applied scientist. For the work of the technical expert contained "econornic, political and 
psychological implications ... that cm be grasped only by a mind that has moved through 

the kind of disciplines that are the £ k i t s  of historical, iiterary and philosophical training 
. . .""' Technicd and scientifc aspects of the war effort, in other words, only formed a 

small part of what the current conflict signified. Humanists and social scientists were 

responsible for discoverhg this wider meaning; that is, that the war constituted a great tear 



in the fabric of history. Academics' greatest responsibility was thus to place the current 

strife in philosophic and historical context in order to understand its greater ~ultural 

-cations. 

Thomson went on to explain exactly how enlightened intellechials were to hilnll 
their obligations. Academics must 'bring the old and intractable elements in human nature 

and its environment under the dominion of reason through understanding them and thus to 
become their rnaster and not their slave . . . "136 Thomson advised scholars to be aware of 

propaganda and other pemicious aspects of the wartime world that clouded human actions 

and cultural change. There was an urgent need, Watson Kirkconnell of McMaster wrote in 

194 1, adding his voice to that of Thomson, to cl- the "realities of the situationy' and the 
principles and ideals "for which we fightY'."' The best way to achieve these ends, 

Thomson claimed, was to bring "the experiences of history and the hurnane ide& of 

emancipated minds" to the fore. Indeed, contextualizing current events was necessary if 

modems were to comprphend change. Through the broad comprehension of the current 

malaise, Thomson added, "the human scene is gathered into a wide vision, wherein results 

are assessed and conclusions reached by methods that lie beyond the heated excitements 

and prejudices of the moment . . . "l '' Such "cah wisdom", "sure guidance" and, most of 

all, "enthusiasm for hurnanity", were the criticai gifts that academics brought to the current 

malaise. Without academic aptitudes and insights, he implied, modem civilization might 

fall into an abyss out of which it had little hope of extricating itself. 

The war constituted a waming for academics. It was, in Thomson's words, "a new 

summons to the universities" to compel them to do bbconsmictive thinking about the 

future".' 3g It made clear, rnoreover, the function of the university not only to assess great 

historical change but also to provide a counterbalance to the dangerous forces that 

threatened western civiiization. 'We m u t  summon the teaching of history," Thomson 
asserted, "the variety of human He in literature, the patient processes of the sciences, and 

a i l  the loveliness in art and music, blended with the wisdom of divine philosophy . .. r*140 
For these academic inheritances liberated scholars fiom propaganda carnpaigns and allowed 

intellectuals to focus on wider problems and to address the needs of the modem order. 

They enabled the current generation to understand its connections to the thoughts and ideals 

of bygones eras. For Thomson, the "great traditiony' of the arts was thus centrai to the 

universityys wartime role. It helped iiberate universities from the present and allowed them 

to assist in shaping the future. 
Harold Innis elaborated and expanded on much of what Thomson said. Like 

Thomson, Innis taught that only through advancing the scholarly approach could academics 

make a contribution to the current social order.14' The scholar's main duty had been for the 



Innis of the 1930s to avoid vested interests and maintain the comznitment to objectivity and 

t r ~ t h . ' ~ ~  This axiOm of academic obligation was even more mie in the Second World War. 

Indeed, the war represented for Innis far more than the loss of iife or even the dismption of 

ethical conducc it was at the root of the university crisis. The conflict helped exacerbate the 
1930s trend towards bureaucratization and precipitated what Innis saw as a mass exodus of 

intellechials to the cause of "winning the ~ a r " . " ~  Governmental incursions into academia, 

Innis wrote, led "'to the withdrawal of social scientists fiom research work of a fundamental 
tr  144 character" and lowered "inteilectual achievements in academic work . Academic pursuits 

suffered because scholars in the employ of governments abandoned the "Long run 
problems" that once engaged the social scientist Indeed, the govemment advisor or 

researcher was the exact antithesis to Innis's ideal scholar, who, unfettered by vested 
interests, involved himself in larger philosophical pr0b1ems.l~~ By the end of the war, 

furthemore, the "academic mind" would become used to government needs, and academia 

would be transfomed into "a standing surplus reserve labour pool to meet the varying 
9 ,  146 demands of govemment . University inteIlectuals would thus become merely a brain- 

trust of the party in power. Even more than in the 1930s, thus, Innis showed how the 

heavy demands of the war on human resources meant the degradation of a noble profession 

and the diversion of academics from their nghtful d e s .  

The war, Innis averred, also created a c h t e  inimical to the arts, humanities, and 

the entire university tradition. As with Thomson, who had wamed the scholar against 

acting as the mouthpiece of Allied propaganda. and Lower, who held grave concerns about 

the future of free enquiry in the oppressive, illiberal atmosphere of the war,ld7 Innis reacted 

as weii to the attack on academic liberty. Innis's views on this issue are especialiy evident 

in a wartime controversy involving none other than Frank Underhill. 

In 194 1, University of Toronto officiais and the Provincial Legislatue of Ontario 

threatened to disrniss historian UnderhiU for wartime statements which they believed to be 

offensive and contrary to the war effort.14* Despite "crossing swords" with Underhill on 

various occasions,149 Innis felt obiiged to defend a coileague. He wrote an impassioned 

plea to the university's president (H.J. Cody), heavy with symbolic references to both his 
and UnderhiIl's service in the Great War. He urged unity arnong university inteliechiah to 

protect a "failen cornrade" in what he perceived to be the "war on the home-front", that is, 

the fight to preserve the sacred medieval tradition of scholarly fieedom. Innis objected 

strongly to the Ontario legislature's censure of Underhill and was wiIiing to resign to 

defend his principles. "If a man's position is endangered because of reckless fearlessness" 

to speak freely about the war, he proclaimed, "1 should be glad to nui the nsk of losing my 

own academic position to Save him ..."''O What was more, Innis disagreed with an outside 



body adjudicathg on an issue over which it righdully had no jurisdiction. Underhiil's 

aiieged wrongdoings were the concern of the university and the university   do ne.'^' 
Toronto had established an "enviable reputation in the maintenance of academic freedom", 
Innis concluded. If it damaged UnderhWs reputation by not defending the Canadian 

historian, "we lose the respect of other institutions" throughout Canada, Great Britain, and 

the United States-'52 

Innis's response to the Underm affair was not merely an effort to support a 
censured colleague. Nor was it simply a defense of academic freedom. Rather, it caiied 

attention to a larger issue, an issue of "vital importance" to the maintenance of &dom in a 

society at war.ls3 The issue of academic fkedorn acted for Xnnis as a pnsm through which 
were refracted problems associated with iiberal-democratic principles. As an exarnple, the 

usurpation of additional powea by 'Yree" states was repugnant to liberal precepts. The rise 

of militarism and the increase of special controls, such as the War Measures Act, limited 

individual liberties and greatly burdened the fke-thinking individual's understanding of 

current philosophicai difficulties. Like ~ o w e r , ~ ~ ~  Innis was profoundly concemed that the 

historic protection afforded scholars to express themselves freely had eroded away. To 

Innis, the war represented the twilight of liberty not oniy for the academy, but also for 

westem culture. In stifling free enqujr  and redirecting scholarly attention away from 

acadernic obligations, academics had become part of the control apparatus of the modem 

state. In Innisian Ianguage, they were caught up in an intensifying monopoly of 

knowledge out of which there seemed littie hope of escape. 

In "A Plea for the University Tradition," his most succinct statement of the 

university problem, Innis demonstrated how the university had corne under attack from 

political or religious institutions and how it was able to avoid the adverse effects of 

knowledge rnon~polies . '~~ Innis reiterated that the univenity was an instrument that 

exposed bias and promoted truth. He showed therefore how it was the historical 

counterweight to bias. From the nineteenth century on, however, the westem university 

had become less and less respectful of its central humanistic traditions and had thus 

succurnbed to new scientifc and empirïcai trends. In the rnid-twentieth century, Innis 

added, the universiv fell away even m e r  from its old beliefs and yielded to the 

tendencies of b'bureaucracy and dictatorship", "the intensification of nationalism," and the 

"evils of monopolies in commerce and indu~try". '~~ Indeed, by mid-centuxy, the tradition 

of unbiased humanistic scholanhip had clearly lapsed. 

Innis went on in "A Plea for the University Tradition" and other writings of the 

1940s to detail the effects of monopolies of knowledge on the academy. For example, he 

bristled at his own university's effort to streamline operations and eliminate courses 



deerned nonessential to the war. In a memorandum to President Cody, he complained that 

these activities were not ody a breach of academic freedom, but also a blow to the "prestige 

of the university" and a "dismantling and weakening of the [coune] structure" that the 

President and others had worked so hard to establi~h.~~' Innis also kmoaned the scant 

teaching resources available at the University that resulted because of the flight of scholars 

to government bureaucraties. In a Ietter to G.M. Weir of the Department of Pensions and 

Health, he explained that the lack of personnel meant that the fledgling graduate programme 

at the University of Toronto was alrnost at a point where it had to cease work.lSg ~e dso 
raiied against the state's ever-increasing role to "conserve knowledge". With state 

intervention in higher education, he argued, the university became concemed with fact- 

fmding to aid in the resolution of current problems and hence began to disregard longer- 

tenn culniral and philosophical difficulties. This tendency towards the conservation of 

facts, he wrote, was evident "in the lack of interest in educational philosophy and in the 

tendency of educational institutions ... to avoid major philosophical problems of western 

ci~ilization".'~~ For Innis the penetration of outside groups into university life was deep 

indeed. Summarizing his contempt for the politicization of the university, he complained 

that govemments and political groups have been 

compelled to lend themselves to the systematic rape of scholarship . . . 
Nothing has been more indicative of the decline in cultural Me in Canada 
since the last war than the infdtration of politics in the Universities, and 
nothing has done more to hamper the development of intelIectual maturity 
than the institutional frarnework of Canadian Universities which permits and 
encourages the exploitation of scholars, and plays the treasonable rôle of 
betraying the traditions for which we fought in the last war and for which 
we fight in this.l6O 

J.B. Brebner, Innis's close fiiend, agreed wholeheartedly with b i s ' s  strictures on 

the state and scholarly life. In Scholarship for Crmada (1945),16' Brebner argued that 

swollen by the demands of the war. the modern state had participated in what amounted to 

an attack on academics. The state, Brebner wrote, c'conflict[ed] sharply with intektual 

and other personal freedoms", he ~ r 0 t e . I ~ ~  The current war produced political, economic, 

and philosophical pressures that necessitated a strengthened state with an enlarged 

b~reaucracy.'~~ Requiring "expertness and specialized knowledge as never before", 

governments "reached into the universities to obtain them, thereby ofien puthg the 

blinders of specific political direction on eyes which serve wisdom better when they were 

able to look around free~y". '~~ Public opinion, he added, became "less favourable to the 

scholar's spirit of free enq~iry". '~~ Echoing Innis's sentiments in the aftermath of the 

Underhill affair, Brebner contended that the state persecuted scholars who presented ideas 



or opinions that conflicted with the rhetoric of the party in power. This devaluation of 

acadernic freedom and scholarly insight, Brebner's report concluded, had plagued Canada 

throughout the course of the war. 
Brebner, Innis, and others had recognized, then, the fiberal effects of war on 

scholanhip and attempted to come to the aid a system of scholarship under siege. In 
addition to matters of state intervention and the impact of war on academics, however, 

scholars had also becorne gravely concemed about the academy's wartime reorientation. 

From early on in the war it had becorne apparent that while the applied sciences had 

increased in stanis among goverrunent and the public alike, the arts and humanities 

achieved no similar standing. On the contrary, as the conflict wore on, the relevance of the 

arts and humanities came into question. The situation came to a head in late 1942. By 
November 1942 academics across the country had heard of plans to curtail instruction in 

the arts for the duration of the war? In response, Innis and other members of the 

Canadian Social Science Researc h Council (CS s Rc)  petitioned Prime e s t e r  Mackenzie 

King to reconsider govemment plans. In its November rnemorandum, the CSSRC'~' stated 

its wish to "encourage in every possible fashion a continuation of the Arts tradition in 
Canadian universi ties". CS S RC mernbers also pointed out that Canadian arts faculties 

were few, had small numbers of faculty and students, and were hence easy to maintain. 

Most signifkantly, the memorandum emphasized that "the weakening of the Arts tradition" 

and the "place of the Humanities" in favour of the natural sciences was not only unfair to 

those who fought to defend Canada in the war, but also held "ominous implications for the 

whole future of ci~ilization".'~~ 

Innis and the others did not specify what exactiy the "ominous implications" would 

be, but the message had been clear: the arts and humanities were of fundamentai importance 

to the favourable outcome of the war. The war, the CSSRC implied, was as much a non- 

military struggle on the home-front as it was a stniggle of men and matenel abroad. It was 

a confiict of ''cultural standards" and beiiefs that had become besieged in the current 

climate. CSSRC members accordingly implored the Prime Mïnister to maintain the existing 

policy on universities, thereby "ensuring the future hedth of our Canadian so~ie t~ ' ' .~ '~  

Despite assertions to the contrary, in short, u s  and the CSSEK membership insisted that 

the humanistic tradition was of vital importance especidy during a t h e  of war."' 

Despite f W g  health, Robert Falconer, the former president of the University of 

Toronto, offered a clear statement on the import of the humanities. In a 1943 piece, 
provocatively entitled "The Humanities in the War-time University", he responded to the 

ment issues involving the arts and humanities. Echoing Innis's eariier words, Falconer 

showed how scholars had relinquished their search for tmth and objectivity and the role as 



"neuaal arbiters" and instead had been co-opted into the service of the state."' The 
humanities, in consequence, failed, in this oppressive climate, to fulfill its chief purpose of 

providing spiritual and personai freedorn. Due to the current focus on the conflicts of 

races, nationalities, and the preoccupation with the destinies of humankind, it had ben  

unable to promote the intrinsic worth of the hurnan character and to foster the conditions 

that had historically moulded the humanistic spirit. The war had resulted, in brief, in the 

stymieing of the university's function to dernonstrate the v h e s  of humanity and to explain 

the loss of the Liberated human spirit? 
Like Falconer, Innis also expressed his views on the state of the humanities in the 

war-tirne world. Characteristically, he focussed on the importance of the scholarly 

approach to knowledge and understanding. The humanities, he contended, were integral to 

the recognition of biased methods and to the adoption of a balanced approach. Humanistic 
scholarship effectively counterbalanced scientific approaches to knowiedge, and 

highlighted instead the non-quantif~able, non-scientific aspects of human behavior. It was 
most useful in examining the philosophical and historical facets of human conduct whiie it 

provided a countenveight to newer mathematical and scientific models of leaming. Indeed, 

Innis advocated the resurrection of the "Greek tradition of the humanities", which had been 
marginalized in the modem university, but which had become integral to the "the constant 

avoidance of extremes and extra~agance"."~ As always. Innis was wary of bias and 

argued that the reversion to the intellectual principles of balance and proportion of the 

ancient Greeks was vital to understanding limitations of thought. Disdain for the Greek 
approach, rnoreover, was just another indication that modem scholars failed to appreciate 

the vital philosophical problems of bias and monopoly. Innis was convinced that the 

deciine of the humanisticclassical tradition meant the loss of understanding of the frue 

nature of culturaI change. Perhaps most dangerously, it implied the loss of individual 

fieedom to assess human conduct and to assert fundamental human quaiities such as the 

autonomous individual spirit. Stating the "Greek problem," Innis commented that 

[w]e have ken  much concerned in academic circIes with the deciine of 
Greek, but 1 am we do not realize that this is a symptom of an 
unwillingness to face the exacting demands implied in the study of Greek 
civilization. As a result,] we have neglected the philosophical problems of 
the West ...[ 6 

Perhaps Innis's greatest lament on the university question, then, was the sundering 

of the balance and perspective of humanistic learning. Concem over the decline of the 

"Greek approach" was not peculiar to Innis's world-view, however. Indeed, it resonated 



throughout the Canadian hummistic co~munity. In The H m i t i e s  in Cmtado, Watson 

Kïrkconnell and A.S.P. Woodhouse pubiished the results of a survey of the humanities 

faculties across Canada. They found that humanists were in "the midst of a movement that 

[was] reacting against excessive preoccupation with techniques divorced fkom humanizing 

influences . . . "'76 KirkcomeU and Woodhouse discovered b a t  scholars such as hnis 

disliked trends towards de- humanized scholarship and advocated instead a retum to the 

humanist learning of the pre-modem univenity."' They asserted that association with 

poets, orators, and historians detached the academic "fiom the mere present, humanized his 

imagination and elevated his ~entiments"."~ Like Innis, they intirnateci that the humanities 

contained the etemal tmths about the human condition. The purpose of the humanities was 

to aid in the development of intellectual faculties to appreciate the "full measure of 

h~rnanity'*.'~~ As with the Greek humanistic tradition, Kirkco~efl  and Woodhouse 

championed the humanities as a balancing infiuence for modems, enabling a complete 

understanding of cultural and human circumstances. Indeed, the hurnanities greatest role 

was to liberalize and to provide much needed perspective. 

Kirkconnell and Woodhouse also argued that the humanities conhibuted to 

personal, intellectual development. They fostered "imer cultivati~n".'~~ Association with 

the beauty of art and the reasoa of philosophy would develop, for the two scholars, a 

"greater esthetic sensitivity, a purification and refinement of emotions, and a keener, more 

creative experience of beauty".lg1 In addition, the humanities promoted the ethicai and 

moral awareness of the individual. Kirkcomeii and Woodhouse contended that a liberal 
education was essential in modem times rife with the perveaity of war, for it embodied the 

mord values of goodness and beauty and confronted "the terror and cruelty of [the] 

contemporary ~ o r l d " . ' ~ *  Liberai leaming was, in short, much more than mere instruction 

in the arts and letters; it was the means by which human virtues could be realized and the 

human condition, compted by the immoralities of the present age, could be set aright. 

Kirkcomeii and Woodhouse thus implied that the academy functioned to enhance 

the "spiritual" elements of human existence. Indeed, for many scholars there was a strong 

sense that the university had become a centre of spintual uplift during an age of 

deteriorating mord standards. More than an institution to promote research or even to 

preserve of old learning, it had become responsible for addressing such spiritual problems 

as totaiitananism and race hatred. Kirkconnell expounded on this m e r  conception of 

higher education early on in the war. Along with contributing to human knowledge, and 

"providing intellectual leadership", the university, and, specificdy, the faculty of liberal 

arts, functioned to heighten "for each studenr the ~ i ~ c a n c e  of life in its intellectual, 

aesthetic, and moral aspects".'83 The liberal arts, for Kirkconnell, operated to evoke the 



t h e  basic "powers of personality": the rational, aesthetic, and moral.184 Along with 

developing rational faculties and cultivating the appreciation of the beautifid, the liberai arts 

brought out a 'Yundamentally religious principle in life", an "enduring foundation" for all 

hurnan thinking and a c t i ~ i t ~ . ' ~ ~  They "consecrate[d] one's will to the highest mord and 

spiritual principles .. ."186 Added to the purely rational-intellectual and cultural functions, 
humanistic scholarship enabled one to connect with the timeless and transcendent. It 

opened the individual to "the realm of truth, beauty, and goodness".'87 Only through the 

realization of the artistic, moral, and reiigious heritages of the past, Kirkconnell added 

lastiy, could one achieve the full expression of hurnanity, and, most importantly, fiee one's 

soul. The university had been central, in short, to the realization of the hue nature of 

humanity and, as such, the Liberation of the human spirit. 

While elaborating on no distinct spiritual nexus between the academy and the 

individual, Innis emphasized with Kirkconneii the signir~cance of the university's duty to 

cultivate values. Added to its "major role" of recognizing the coliapse of westem 

civilization, the academy, Innis declared. must make possible a Me of study so as to enable 

the students or teachers to understand culturaI change.[88 Although profoundly Muenced 

by the effects of the industrial and comrnunications revolutions, the university was key to 

reestablishing a universal point of view and therefore to understanding knowledge 

monopolies and control mechanisms inherent to the modem state.lg9 Liberty to pursue 

tmth, and hence the opportunity to gain universal insights, were most excellent qualities of 
the university tradition."" Without true academic freedom, Innis explained, there codd be 
no understanding of past or present, no insight into the future. Perhaps most importantly, 

the decay of scholarly free enqujr reflected, for Innis, a society in deciine, a social order 

that shumed the enduring virtues bound up in the university tradition and stressed instead 

the values of power, force, and control. Only with the revival of univesity traditions 
during the dark days of the war could there be hope for the resurrection of cdhiral 

traditions and a combating of activities inimical to the pursuit of truth. Scholars must 
therefore "dedicate themselves afiesh", Innis declared in May 1944, "to the maintenance of 

a tradition without which westem culture disappears ..." ihdeed, they had "an obligation 
of maintainhg traditions concerned with the search for truth for which men have laid down 

and have been asked to lay down their lives".lgl 
Lacking the grandeur of Innis's pleas for the university tradition, other humanists 

and social scientists neveaheless expounded on the role of the humanities and social 

sciences to promote values and to enhance cultural traditions. Responding to a letter from 

John ~ a r s h a l l ' ~ *  in May 1943, for instance, Donald Creighton discussed the historian's 

part in imparting cultural standards. Prompted by the spring collapse of the French, 



Creighton related, a smail group of social scientists met (including Creighton himself) "to 

discuss the subject of the social sciences in the postwar ~or ld" . '~ '  The problem of values 
and the academy was especially important to Creighton's own discipline. Marked by such 

works as "The Failure of the Historiari" (presented at the 1942 meeting of the CHA) and 

Queen's historian R.G. Trotter's piece on "Aims in the Study and Teaching of History in 

Canadian Univenities Today", there was no doubt, in Creighton's view, "that the whole 

problem of aims and values in the study of history in general, and of Canadian history in 

particular, has been lying aimost oppressively upon us ever since the summer of 1940 

. . . "' 94 Historians, he implied, were not merely responsible for chronicling to the curent 

generation the minutiae of bygone ages. Their duty, on the contraq, was to preserve and 

teach culnual standards. Through leaming about past cultures, individuals could both 

appreciate and assert timeless historical values and uitimately help modem cope with 

contemporary tragedies. Not simply a stuffy, esotenc study, history was instead of 

considerable contemporary importance. 
Adding their voices to that of Donald Creighton, Innis, Tom Easterbrook, Car10 

Ginsberg, Marshall McLuhan, among others of the so-caiied "Values" Discussion 

~ r o u ~ , ' ~ ~  reflected on the question of values in the social sciences. They agreed that while 

the "physical scientist c m  take a stand from which to view his data objectively, the social 

scientist is unable to avoid identiQing himself with the data".'96 It was suggested, during 

the March 1947 meeting, that while the university should faciltate individual mord 

judgment and promote culnual values this role had languished during the war because of 

speciaiization, the rise of nacural sientifk methodology, and other manifestations of 

acadernic m~dernization.'~' Contributhg the main topic for discussion in a subsequent 
meeting of the "Values" group, Marshail McLuhan contended that the Arts were "a 

storehouse of values".'98 The liberal arts, he argued, must be considered a balancing force 

to the emerging social sciences and naturai sciences. They were crucial, McLuhan and the 

others agreed, because they contained the grounding values, the traditions on which 

western society was buiktg9 The arts perception and develop judgment", it was 
concluded, and, ultimately, they anned individuais with a sense of timeless cultural 

standards.200 Education in the liberal arts, in brief, provided the essential skills with which 

modems could cope in a postwar world that continued to lack absolute standards and an 

understanding of cultural demise. 

For scholars such as KirkconneU, Innis, McLuhan and other like-minded academic 

critics, in sum, the university tradition was as important to the mid-twentieth century as it 
had always been. The inculcation of virtues and the appreciation of the good life - the 

nineteenth century conception of the university "to make men'' -- had seemed for severd 



scholars to gain a new relevance in the 1940s. Amid the apparent "'decay of rnoralsl* and 

the "breakdown of international codes", a sense of "personal responsibility" and 

perspective had eroded away."' For the advocates of the univenity tradition, a rekindling 

of the arts and humanities was central to the restoration of a stable social order. The role of 

the academy to promote a moral, socially responsible culture had become essential to a 

civilization that verged on collapse. 

Critics of academic modernization were thus convinced of the need for a resurgence 

of the traditional academy. As we WU discover in chapter four, however, their view of the 

university was highly mythologized. While based in historical fact, the 'iiniversity 

tradition" was more mythological in composition. The critics' motives in creating a 

historical fiction were two-fold. First, as we have noted here, they wanted to bring into 

stark relief the current plight of the university. By contrasting modem institutions with the 

"University tradition", they could effectively demonstrate the dire conditions under which 

academics suffered. Commentators thus used rhetoric and somethes even blatant 

hyperbole to further their causes. Second, and perhaps most significantly, the university 

critics championed the plight of the scholar as a way to further their own ends. The 1940s 

was tmly a period in which the prestige and utility of humanists had k e n  calied into 

question. Blandishments on the need for a rediscovery of "humane" values and 

philosophic insights helped critics gain a certain legitimacy and notoriety in a hostile age. 

Much more han the applied scientists. humanists, the critics pronounced, were the 

defenders of western civifization. They protected modems from the inhumanities of war 

and, most of dl, culture from outright collapse. This search for social pertinence and a 

"'restoration" of the scholar's traditional and indeed "tme knction" was an effort to amplify 
the voices of humanists, which had recently been drown out by the clamour of the war. 
Underpaid and clearly unappreciated, the critics perceived that the t h e  was nght to make 

their voices heard. 

The Second World War was criticai to the emergence of the modem Canadian university. 

While the war had no part in initiahg trends in academic modernization, it functioned to 

accelerate existing tendencies. Most noticeably, the 1939-45 war showed to many the 

usefulness of universities as storehouses of technical personnel and centres for industrial 

research. Universities gained a newfound notoriety and prestige arnong govemment 

officiais and society at large due to their contributions to the war effort. As a resuit of the 

efforts of practical scientists, econornists, and other social scientists, they achieved for 

perhaps the fmt tirne in their existence a widespread social relevance. As interest grew on 

the parts of govemments and the public at large, and as enrolments and funding for the 



practical disciplines increased, Canadian academies shed their historic hiberal arts 

orientation in favour of a technical and scientific direction that emphasized the social 
utilitarian function of higher leaming. The siphoning off of scholars to various extra- 

academic posts and the imperilment of arts programs that rnany considered irrelevant to the 

prosecution of war, furthemore, provided striking evidence that Canadian society had 
shunned older univenity traditions and was developing new ones. The long transition 

away from the liber.  arts and towards "technical education" had received a tremendous 

surge during the early 1940s. 

Along with revealing to many the value and operationai utility of higher leaming, 

the war also provided impetus for critics of the modem university. The conflict showed the 

extreme perd of modem society, and, most importantly, it lay bare the critical signifcance 
of the scholar and the univenity to the social order. Some academics considered the 

wartirne as a transitory period, one in which a new society would emerge phoenix-like out 

of the ashes of a razed culture. Other scholars contended that the immanence of cdtural 

decay was manifested in the crisis of values and the deciïne of historic institutions such as 
higher education. Whatever the causes and effects of the great histoncd disruption, 

university critics realized that academics played a centrai role in addressing the current 

culniral malaise. Far from king merely a centre for technical study, the university, and in 

specific, humanists and social scientists, had a manifold part to play in contributing to the 

wartime world. Humanists and social scientists, in the mincis of the critics of higher 

education, could see past the immediacies of war preparations, military strategies, and 

wartime politics and understand that the conflict had tnily represented a disruption of 

western civilization. When the citizenry had been incapacitated by the propaganda and 

rhetonc of the wat, for example, they perceived the withering away of liberties and the 

decline of democracy. Scholars had the insight, in other words, to recognize what others 

failed to see. Herein lay their ultimate worth to society. Indeed, the basic function of 

academics, according to the university critics, was to provide context and perspective and 

therefore aliow a greater comprehension of cultural forces. Ultirnately, the social role of 

intelligence had k e n  clear to the critics of the modem academy: the uncovering of tmth in 

the time of great peril. 

More than understanding profound culture change, scholars also functioned to help the 

stniggling social order in an extremely dangerous age. For some observers, such as Lower 

and Frank Underhill, university personnel ought to be able to access the levers of power in 

goverment and elsewhere and thereby operate as social agents, shaping the development 

of a young society. Other critics, most notably Innis, Watson I(irkcomeu, and A.S.P. 



Woodhouse, argued that scholars codd provide essential service to the social order by 

remainuig at their posts. uinis contended that the search for truth through tireless scholarly 

activity was the ody  means through which acadernics could help shape society. 

Kirkcomeu and Woodhouse reasoned that humanistic learning was essentid to 

understanding the realities of human interactions since it enabled modems to connect with 

their m e  natures. Moreover, Innis, Kirkcomeu, Woodhouse, Falconer, McLuhan, 
among other scholars, knew that the humanities were centrd to offsetting the modem 

trends towards practical, scientifc education. The liberal arts tradition was the purveyor of 
the tirneless values of western civilization. in preserving and conveying those virtues, 

humanists and social scientists could provide vital service to society by providing an 

alternative to the materialist values characteristic of the modem world. Humanist values 

could counterbalance a world obsessed with the scientific and the technologicai. 

Ultimately, they could help restore stability and make a fundamental contribution to a nation 

at war. 

In e x t o h g  the inestimable merits of a humanist education, the critics of academic 

modernization not only wished to address pressing social problems and lament the decline 

of the liberal arts; they dso wanted to reach out to a society that had turned it back on the 

traditional university. Above ali, their strictures were designed to show the social relevance 

of the liberal arts to university officiais, governmental authorities, and the public more 

generaily, The university, in mythological form, was an essential institution without which 

Canadian society could not properly develop. In a world in which the academic was 

marginalized, and the value of scholarship was in ciramatic decline, the university was 

much more than a social utility, a rnere centre of research to be drawn upon for immediate 

developmental needs. Through the search for tmth and the promotion spintual values, the 

academy, for the advocates of the univesity tradition, remained a beacon, an institution that 

was to guide society to safety during perilous times. The social function of the university 

had been made obvious during a period of despair. 

The arts and humanities thus had a social relevance that surpassed that of the nanval 

sciences and other practical disciplines. The crisis of war had made that fact painfully 
obvious. The war provided the oppominity for humanists to demonstrate how the liberal 
arts could address that crisis. Uitimately, advocates of the liberal arts wished to gain for 

their work and the hurnanities generdy the same the notoriey that society had afforded 

technical education. This was the main rationale for their inflated reckoning of the 

traditional academy. Lamentably, however, Canadian society had failed to understand the 

socio-culhual pertinence of the traditional university. Indeed, the flurry of writing on the 

humanities signaled the relative dernise of the arts tradition as much as it marked an effort to 



resurrect an institution undergohg profound change. And the continuation of writings after 
1945 on the demise of the humanistic tradition indicated the ongoing march of acadernic 
modemkation. The modemization of the academy, to be sure, did not end with the war. 
Rather, the 1939-45 period proved to be a mere starting point in the transformation of 
higher learning in Canada. 
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The Modernization of Higher Learning in Canada II: Academia after the 
War 

Before 1939, the modernization for Canadian universities had k e n  an 
evolution, beginning around the  ni of the century and building momenturn throughout 

the intenvar penod. The Second World War, as we have noted, provided an additional 
impetus to changes that had already been well underway. The war accentuated existing 

trends away from the traditional liberal arts orientation of higher leaming towards a greater 

pragmatisrn. The applied sciences and practical disciplines flourished while the humanities 
and other studies deemed nonessential to the war effort seemed to languish. Once social 

critics and purveyors of cultural values. the univenities had become by war's end renown 

for their contributions to a technologically intensive war effort. They had responded to the 

unprecedented need for technical expertise and practical "know-how", and had achieved, in 

consequence, an unparalleled utilitarian focus. 
For those preoccupied with the future of higher leaming in Canada the crucial 

question was whether or not waaime developments in higher education were merely an 

aberration or a dangerous intensification of an existing trend. Even by the latter stages of 

the war, the answer to the query remained unclear. Discerning the aims of higher leaming, 

however, was again critical to understanding the direction of the university. The National 

Conference of Canadian Universities (NCCU) report on "postwar problerns",' for instance, 

claimed that after the war "universities will have an unprecedented opportunity to render an 
essential service to the nation . . . "' Certain problerns had to be solved, however, before 

Canadian universities could 'play their full part in the postwar world".' Along with 

resolving irnmediate practical problems, such as returning veterans, fuiance, equipment and 

physical difficulties, the report recornmended that Canadian universities reexamine the role 

of the Liberai arts within the university. In appendix five of the report, R.C. Wallace urged 

that universities make an effort to reintegrate humane studies within the modem university.4 

They must move away from their tendency to emphasize practical over humanistic leaniing 

and instead integrate "these two fields of knowledge into a unined whole".' The 
reassertion of humane leaming, Wallace suggested, was key to the postwar development of 

Canadian univenities. In his contribution to the report, Harold Innis agreed with Wallace 

that the war contributed to the decline of the humanities and the social sciences! Like 

Wallace, he argued that the serious imbalance between the two main branches of 

knowledge weakened the university's service to society. Unlike his fellow conmittee 



member, however, Innis urged that the primacy of the humanities and social sciences over 

the professions and the practical sciences be acknowledged. 'cRecons~ction", he 
concluded, would be futile without this cntical f i t  stepa7 Echoing Wallace and Innis, 

W.R. Taylor, Principal of University College, summed up the postwar challenge of the 

Canadian university. 'The university of today", he wrote in 1946, "is in a state of 

confusion ... To effect some measure of reforrn there must be born in each University a 

resolve to examine itseif and to order itself in its several faculties in accordance with the 

demands of a common purpose. Practicaliy this would mean ... that aiI specialized, 

vocational, and professional training would be projected on a broad base of cultural 

subjects As with Wailace and Innis, Taylor's message was clear: to fulfill its 

educative role and to provide s e ~ c e  to postwar Canadians the university must curtail 

specialized training and place technical knowledge under the governance of humane 

studies. 

Scholars' preoccupations about the postwar development of the Canadian University 

were justified. As before and during the war, the ongoing development of the utilitarian 

university remained after 1945 a focal issue of higher education. Like concerned scholars, 

the public and the media also queried the direction of the postwar university. In 1944, 

Saturday Night asked "Will Canada's Univenities Meet [the] Needs of the Post-war?", and 

responded to its own queiy the following year by stating that "Learning as an end in itself 

[was] no longer valid in a nation which needs the mùids of its youth for leadership in the 

rough new world to corne ..."' Two years later, a national galiup poll revealed the degree 

to which Canadians beiieved universities ought to maintain their ulllitarian emphasis. Of 

those canvassed, sixty per cent indicated that education should focus on "practical 

subje~ts".'~ In addition, newspaper editorials and magazine articles implored universities 

to focus on the training of fmanciers and business leaden.' ' Lamentably for the advocates 

of humanistic learning, they made no reference to the impoa of contemplation or humane 

values to postwar development. 

Enrolment figures in the professional faculties also illustrate the increasing 

popularity of practical education. Of al l  professional prograrns only theology and 

agriculture did not experience growth in the 1940s and 1950s. Undergraduate enrohents 
in medicine in Canadian universities increased by 50 per cent (to 4244), while dentistry (to 

1055), household science (to 1598) and veterinary medicine (to 466), ail doubled. Student 

registrations in nursing (to nearly l7OO), pharmacy (to nearly 1500) and occupational and 

physical therapy (to 476) tripled while engineering enrolments experienced the greatest 

overall increase: enrolments tripled to nearly 15,000 by 1960.12 Enrohnents in other 
professional faculties such as architecture, law. library science, education, and social work 



also increased greatiy. Graduate enrolments likewise experienced large growth. Full-time 

registration in graduate studies more than tripled to 65 18 by 1960." While overall 

enrohents in the arts and sciences also tended to grow, numbes of undergraduates in 

these fields declined compared to student registrations in professional programs.l4 The 

dominant stanis of the arts and pure sciences continued to be eroded in the postwar era as 

the long-term professionalization of Canadian universities continued unabated into the 

1950s and 1960s. 

The creation of Carleton Coliege also symboiized the rise of the "professional" 

university. Responding to a perceived need for Engiish language college instruction a 

group headed by Ottawa members of the YMCA. civil servant Hugh Kennleyside, and 

Henry Marshall Tory, applied for and received charter status under the province of 

Ontario's Companies ~ c t . "  Not only was Carleton the fust institution to be chartered 

under Companies Act, which in itself syrnbolized new attitudes towards institutions of 

higher learning, it was aiso the fmt  university not to have liberal arts departrnents at its 

centre. Carleton focussed on journalism and public and business administration rather 

than having Engiish. philosophy, history, and the classics, dong with the newer social 

sciences, as core disciplines. "Adult" or "continuing" education, which had k e n  in 

existence for decades but which only ernerged to prominence in Canadian after 1945,16 was 

also important to the new college's educative mandate." Deparhg from earlier rnodels, 

then, Carleton Coliege was a new type of educationai institution that provided an exarnple 

for universities in the coming decades. 

Other universities also struggled with the professionalization issue. In 1945 

authorities at McMaster University stated that their institution would not succumb to curent 

pressures and develop new schools of engineering, law, and medicine.l8 Only a year later, 

however, McMaster chancellor G. P. Gilmour indicaied that the Baptist Convention's 

(McMaster governing body) desired to incorporate secular Hamilton College into the 

Baptisi institution under the Companies Act. The move bound the university to the 

business world. Indeed, the wider implications of McMaster's new course were also 

obvious: lured by large-scale corporate funding, the university had jeopardized its 

denominational identity and its historic orientation as solely a liberal arts institution in 

favour of a new accommodation with the secular wor~d.'~ 

In addition to the professionalization and secularization of higher leaming, 

govemment funding of the postwar university became an important issue afier 1945. First, 

very few Canadian univesities stood outside the ambit of provincial govemment The few 

univenities that did not receive government funding by 1945 - mostly denominational 

institutions such as McMaster - secularized and therefore became eligible for state 



funding." What is more, govemment fun& becarne increasingly important to those 

universities already reliant on the public purse. Because of vastly increasing enrolments2' 
in the demobilization period, Canadian universities required additional funds. Fortunately, 

provincial govemments, assisted by buoyant revenues, recognized the dire need for money 

and made an effort to deal with the burgeoning funding malaise. The Ontario experience 

best illustrates how provincial govemments participated in university finances. 

Acknowledging the importance of universities to w h h g  the war and to achieving material 

prosperity in the postwar, Premier George Drew's govenunent vowed to free universities 

"from the buden of their debts that is hampering their efforts", thereby allowing them to 

cope with increased costs of research and the exigencies of a multitude of new registrants.L2 

Accordingly, Drew's govemment resolved in March 1944 to distribute grants totalllig 

$1.3 16,000 to the three eligible universities - $8 16,000 to Toronto and $460,000 each to 

Queen's and westernez3 Other b d i n g  initiatives suppleriented these grants (which were 

to become annual operational funding), including special grants provided for an Institute of 
Child Study at the University of Toronto and Ontario medical schools. No longer strictly 

denominational, McMaster University was eligible for and received govemment financing, 

while the newly incorporated Carleton University (1952) now also received grants. 

Carrying out their earlier cornmitment to assist scientific research in agriculture, forestry, 

and mining throughout the province, the govemment also funded institutes of trade and 

vocational education, including the newly established Ryerson Institute of Technology 

( 1948). Unlike his predecessor MitcheU Hepbuni:' Drew understood the fundamental 
linkages between material development and adequately fhded  universities. Indeed, his 

efforts to increase public financing of Ontario's institutions reflected an age in which the 

merits of universities were adjudged according to their practical contributions to s~ciety.~' 

Increases in public funding notwithstanding, concern over university funding 

becaine even more important as the new decade approached. As it stood, govemment 

financing often only partially defrayed rising costs associated with increased enrolments. 

Many universities had to finance increasingly cos tly capital expendi tues in the absence of 

government aid. While some of thern were able to gain pnvate funding, the majority of 

institutions made economies in other areas such as professors' salaries to try to compensate 

for the ~hor t fd . '~  Such efforts were oniy partly successful in k i n g  up funds necessary 

to cope with postwar expansion, however. Much more money would have to be infused 

into the universities to deal with the postwar boom. Hence. more than ever More 

university authorities made their way to provincial capitals with hands outstretched to 

secure additional grants. The ongoing quest for funds had reached a critical stage in the 

history of the Canadian university. 



Amid the prolonged funding cnsis, interested observers became concemed over 
how fun& were distrïbuted within and among post-secondary institutions. As we have 

seen, provincial governments were predisposed to funding practical disciplines better than 
the arts and humanities. Academic couacils devoted to the applied sciences and practical 

snidies aiso tended to be better funded The development of the National Research Council 

(WC) was illustrative of the funding bias. As during the Great ~ a r , "  the 193945 war 

greatly stunuiated the development of the m. The staff and budget of the council sharply 

increased ody a few months after the declaration of war, a trend that was to continued 

throughout the conflict. By 1943, for instance, the council's budget was fîve times that of 

1939? This wartime expansion continued in the postwar age. Because the postwar was a 

period of relative prosperity, and, most importantly, because the war demonstrated to 

governments and the public at large the ments of fundùig applied sciences, the federal 

governrnent was both able and willing to continue to provide the NRC with stable funding. 

Large-scale funding meant, in turn. that the M(C could continue to contribute large surns to 

the universities, those institutions that continued in peacetime to train scientinc personnel 

and undertake most of the country's fundamental and applied research. Indeed, the NRC 

granted almost $1,000,000 to universities and colleges in 1947-48 compared to a relatively 

paltq $200.000 a decade earlier.29 It also had the fmancial wherewithal to introduce post- 

doctoral feilowships ( 1945) and to provide "consolidated grants" to establish research 

groups and institutes. By eady 1950s budgets and NRC grants to universities continued 

their ascent. In 1960-6 1 grants-in-aid to Canadian universities increased almost ten-fold to 

$9.5 million.30 Under new president E.W.R. Steacie (president of the NRC 1952-1962), 

the bonds between the council and Canadian post-secondary institutions continued to 

s~engthen.~' Faculties of applied science and research had, in short. secured increasingly 

high levels of funding from govemment councils such as the M C  and, by the late 1940s 

and early 1950s, from private agen~ ie s .~~  In a word, increases in postwar funding showed 

the esteem that Canadians held for the utilitarian university. 

If funding is the measure by which the relative men& of departrnents and faculties 

were judged then the humanities and social sciences stacked up poorly indeed compared to 

the practical disciplines. Whereas by the early 1950s the NRC provided gants-in-aid in the 

millions of doliars annudy, the Canadian Social Science Research Council (CSSRC) 

received only $718,850 from its inception (1940) untii the creation of the Canada Council 

( 1957) .33 What is more. Amencan philanthropie organizations, and not Canadian 
govemments or private corporations, provided the bullc of CssRC g r a r d 4  Like the 

CSSRC, the Humanities Research Couocil (HRC) fared poorly compared to the NRC. Its 

total revenues from it establishment in 1943 until 1957 (the year before the inception of the 



Canada Council) was a meagre $356,423?' Like the CSSRC, the HRC relied heavily on the 

Rockefeller and Carnegie organizations for  contribution^.'^ Canadians seemed to have Little 

money indeed for the development of the liberal arts. 

The consequences of inadequate funding were manifold. In practical terms, 

Canadian universities lacked not only suffkient money to aid ail aspects of schoiarly 

research (everythùig from travel to photostat expenses) but they also harboured inadequate 

libraries and archivd facilities. In 1947 Watson Kirkcomeu Iamented that "Ody ten 

academic libraries of 124 in Canada report [100,ûûû] books", a minimum standard 

established in 1922. Only four or five Canadian libraries today, he added, "measure up to 

minimum American standards of twenty-five years ago"?' To remedy the situation the 

federal govemment needed '90 take imrnediate practical steps towards the ultimate 
establishment of a National ~ibrary".)~ A national research facility and ‘‘bibliographie 

centre" were essential. Kirkcomeu concluded, to compensate for these deficiencies by 

making available extensive research resources to Canadian scholar~?~ 

More important than even library resources were scholars' salaries. Scholarly 

remuneration at Canadian universities was well below that of academics of other western 

universities. J.B. Brebner, a Canadian who was working in the United States, complained 

that scholars' salaries at Canada's "elite institutions" - McGili and Toronto - "were at least 

20 per cent below those of Boston, Chicago, New York" and comparable British 

 institution^.'^ The salary issue, in consequence, irnpelled many of the brightest Canadian 

scholars to go south or to Britain. The Ieading universities had to take action, Brebner 

concluded in his 1945 report on the state of Canadian scholarship, to remedy this grave 

situation?' Watson Kirkcomeu concurred with Brebner's assessment. He argued that 
"One of the most crying needs is for the generd upward revision of  salarie^".^' 
Kirkcomefl characterized the "scde of academic salaries in Canada" as "calamitous" and 

wamed that if Mvenities did not soon augment salaries, then many promising young 

scholars would be diverted to other professions into the better paid colleges of the United 

Statesm4) Looking back on the immediate postwar period. B.S. Keirstead and S.D. Clark 

conciuded that, "filecause academic salaries were low, many of the best men have gone to 

the US or to government or business. Canadian universities as a result ... are tending to 

attract second-rate men with inadequate training ...'*4 

Other problerns, less readily visible, but just as pressing, also flowed fkom the 

funding issue. For the critics of the modem university the most important of these was 

academic Liberty. Just as the war had imperiled the fiee university, the postwar funding 
problern aiso threatened academic keedom. Critics pointed out that univenity 

administrators focussed far too much effort and tirne on securing fun& for their 



impovenshed departments, faculties, or universities. As a result of this seemingly 

continuous search for funds. university officiais of al l  stripes neglected their fundamental 
duties as scholars. University presidents, for example, involved in the past with acadernic 

issues, were now consumed with "raising money and giving speeches'*-45 Brebner, to take 

one critic, advised that presidents ensure that their institutions keep focused on their main 

objective: scholarship. Instead of hind-raising, speechifying, and administrating, the 

president's role was to "forward and to express the invinsic function of the univenity ...'J6 

President G.E. HaU of Western proffered an even broader admonition of university 

administrators. "p]residents, deans and other O fficials in our universities." he declared in 

1949, "have had to forsake education to become executive supersalesmen, leaders of 

delegations and beggars, so that universities [could] even remain in existence"? hstead 

of k ing  the chief spokespeople of the intellechial world, authonties were leading the 
modem academy astray. True to his pre-war and wartime positions, Innis also decned the 

"business and political exploitation of universities". Universities, he complained, 

appeared to be up for sale to the highest bidder? Ultimately, the infiltration of the 

pecuniary factor into academics would have dire results. "To buy universities is to destroy 

them9*, Innis concluded abruptly, "and with them the civilization for which they stand":'9 

The increasingly intense cornpetition for government grants and private hinding 

indeed threatened the character and integrity of scholarly activity. Echoing Harold Innis's 

stricîures a decade earlier, Brebner argued that scholarship must be free fiom outside 

influences to flourish. Talents, abilities, and the social usefulness of the scholars, he 

averred in a section of writing tellingly entitled "Endowed and Free", should not be wasted 
on "applied scholarship" (scholarship cornrnissioned by government or private industry). 

Above dl,  Brebner wanted to ensure that scholars did not subrnit thernselves to the 

"compromises. adjustrnents, and expediencies which are necessary in business, politics, 

and the professions". For the association with these extra-academic groups would surely 

"impair the veiy capacity for unprejudiced scholarship" that made scholars so valuable and 

so rare." Keirstead and Clark also waded into the debate. With promises of large grants 

and ample salaries research institutes seduced scholars away from their work to engage in 

"factual research" that was of "slight theoreticai interest"? Much money and time were 

wasted as a result, resources that would be better spent on "creative scholarship". "Only a 
real passion for scholarship", Keirstead and Clark concluded, could protect scholars from 

the cormpting forces of money and notonety.'* Oniy in focussing on unbiased acadernic 

inqujr, in other words, could scholarship remain pure and the University fulfill its 

fundamental purpose. In characteristicaily aphonstic style, Innis summarized the 

academy's struggle for scholarly autonomy: "the university is essentiaily an ivory tower Ui 



which courage can be mustered to attack any concept which threatens to become a 

rn~nopoly".~~ 

Certainly, the citics of higher leaming considered fieedom fiom outside influences critical 
to the ongoing viability of universities. The struggle for scholarly liberty, moreover, 

remained as intense after 1945 as it had been during the war. But tainted scholarship and 

the undue emphasis on the hinding game were oniy part of critics' concems. Indeed, a 
wider cnsis of academic &dom became a growing preoccupation of critics. By the mid- 
1940s scholars began to d i z e  the enduring quality of academic change. The wartime 

assault on the humanities was not an anomaly, the temporary consequence of the war. Nor 

would universities necessarily revert to a prior stage of development once peace was 

restored. Rather, scholars recognized that the university had become an embattled 

institution and would continue to be held hostage by the society around it. As hnis 

claimed in 1944, higher education was "besieged on al hands by ~iUains"~~, a absmali and 

dwindling island surrounded by the flood of totalitarianism ..."55 The academy was indeed 

fighting for its very existence in the modem worId. In the chaotic environment of the late 

1940s and early 1950s the free existence of the academy in Canadian society seemed more 

than ever to be at stake. 

The academic servility that Innis and othee expounded upon was a complex 

phenomenon. More than merely the inexorable decline of the humanities and the rise to 

prorninence of the utditarian disciplines, the enslavement of the academy had wider 

implications. The most significant of these was the decline of the academy's "tnie" histone 

function as the centrai spirituai and culniral institution of society. As suggested in the last 

chapter, the critics of academic modernization coalesced as a group fmt in their assessrnent 

of the mytho-historic rde of the university. Second, they acknowledged the contemporary 

decay of academic traditions and attempted to fmd remedies for this grievous deveIopment. 

Indeed, the dernise of univenity traditions, such as academic freedom, philosophic 

contemplation, and the growth of the utilitarian university, signaled more than an evolution 

of higher leaming. In the broadest sense, the decay of these traditions mirrored a profound 

change in Canadian society, the decline ofits traditions of democracy and freedom, and an 

aitered sense of cultural and moral values. Ultimately, the decay of the university implied, 

as Innis had suggested earlier, the decline of western civilization. 

In an idealized conception of higher leaming, cntics claimed that the university's 

basic function had been to preserve knowledge and serve as a purveyor of the culture of the 

West. To use Arnold's phase, the university was to preserve the best that has been thought 

and said throughout the agesOs6 Its primary function, in the words of Vincent Massey, 



was to care for and preserve "the entire uiheritance of our civilization", to maintain, in 

brief, "the memory and evidence of ... accumulated cultural achievements, in the arts, and 

letters, in science, in philosophy and in religion'?' Universities, James S. Thomson 

claimed in 1945, "Mong to an international world of culture and knowledge. They are 

hein of ai i  ages, and claim the universal aaainments of man's mind as their biahright . . . ,958 

Higher learnhg, Donald Creighton agreed, had a conservative, Burkean function. One of 

its main purposes was to conserve the past, to record society's culturai inheritance, and 

"discuss" and "interpret" those achievements "in ways which are siecant for new 

generations". The emphasis of higher leaming, he went on to conclude, '3s necessarily in 

conservation rather than innovation; it is [the academy's] business to guard against the 

nihilisrn of rootless and disinherited marauders, [while preseming] the great traditions of a 

culture and the great traditions of a state" J9 
More than serving simply as repositories for inteflectual and cultural 

accomplishments, universities also had proactive functions. The f ~ s t  and perhaps most 

difficult to define of these was the academy's role as purveyor of moral vimie. Historicdy 

a humanistic institution imbued with Christian ideals, the academy was weU poised to 

innuence mord standards of the Canadian community. Perhaps most importantly, it was 
positioned to aid a population whose faith in humanity had wavered and a society in which 

confusion about spiritual values was rife. Indeed, critics of the modem univenity 

emphasized the role of academics to inculcate "humane" and other quasi-religious and 

cultural values to bolster flagging faith in humanity. There was a need "for the 

reacceptance of what may be described as an academic faith", James Thomson declared in 

1945, discussing the role of the academy in the postwar worlddo The last war destroyed 

faith in the hurnan spirit through such perversities as the mass destruction of humanity, the 

predorninance of fascist ideologies, and, rnost devastating of all, systernatic racial 

extermination. The university, Thomson argued, could restore faith in humanity. One of 

its greatest responsibiiities was to teach students and Canadians at large that there was 

something to live for in a cdous  erdl In an age "when mankind has ... been brought face 

to face with evil horror, ugliness and perversity", Watson Kirkconneil and A.S.P. 

Woodhouse dso looked to the academy for help6' The "ethicd aspect" of a Iiberal 
education was essential in the 1940s, they averred, if Canadians hoped to attain rnaturity 
and "apprehend moral values while confronting unfiinchingly the terror and cxuelty of 

[their] contemporary ~ o r l d " . ~ ~  The "wili to good" that was inherent to a liberal education 

m u t  be evoked so as counteract the evils of the curent age. 'The replacement of 

ignorance and brutaiity by knowledge, insight, taste and mord purpose" was indeed a 
crucial task for scholars. Just as Thomson had two years previously, a k c o m e u  and 



Woodhouse expounded upon the duty of scholars to the moral order. Simply put, they 

irnplored university men and women to recognize the moral dangers of the postwar era and 

to present hurnane alternati~es.6~ Far fiorn king irrelevant to the needs of a changing 

world, thus, academics perfonned a criticai moralizing function for a society that was in 

dire need of guidance. 

Closely related to this moraluing capacity was the university's function as social 

cntic. Academics had an obligation, cntics of academic modemization contended, to assess 
social change and understand how society evolved. They were far from aloof scholan 

whose work had little meaning to the society around them. To the contrary, they were 

obliged to observe and make sense of their surroundings. Their work. in short, judged 

societal change and provided insight into correct courses of action for the hture. More 

than social critics, then, university intellectuals had to act as social philosophers who 

became responsible for giving meaning to the social process and conveying that meaning to 

the public at large. 

At no tirne was this role more important than in the mid-1940s. In an era not just of 

material but also cultural and indeed "spiritual" reconstruction, the university cntics put a 

heavy burden on the frai1 shouiders of academics. In a social c h a t e  increasingly inimical 

to "humane knowledge" they looked to the university for remedies. Writing near war's end 

Innis irnplored the university "to play its major role in the rehabilitation of civilization" 

which had "collapsed". The duty of scholars was, for b i s ,  to "discuss the strategy for 

recovery". Universities, he concluded, offered a "platform on which [academics] may be 

able to discuss the problems of civilization"." Richard M. Saunders, editor of a series of 

lectures on higher education, shared both Innis's sense of foreboding and his notion that 

educators were leaders in the effort to reconstruct society. 'The basic aim of education," 

Saunders wrote in 1946, "has always been to convey to each succeeding generation a clear 

conception of the meaning of Life, and of its part in it." Considering the current cnsis, it 

was "clearly hcumbent" upon educational leaders, "the guides and guardians of our 

youth", to "discover afiesh the meaning and purpose of our Me . . ."66 Modem society, he 

continued, had been set adrift in a "ses of chaos". Only with the aid of thoughtfd scholars 

could it regain "intirnate touch with sources of spiritual ~apital".~' In 1947, in a 
convocation address, Chancellor Vincent Massey of the University of Toronto added his to 

the voices of Innis and Saunders. Massey wamed that "Our humane Christian tradition is 

now imperiled as it has not been for 1,500 years; imperiled not so much by physical forces 

... as by opposing philosophies, Pagan, materialistic, tyrannical, ruthless. Should [these 
forces] prevail, human fkeedom would be extinguished and what we know as Western 

civilization would disappear ..? In the defence of western culture, he added hastily, the 



acaderny was key. "Our mersities stand both as the exponent and guardians of ON 

ancient way of Life. They bear the very seeds of freedom. We look to thern for guidance in 

thïs confused and troubled age'*P8 

How precisely were scholars to aid in understanding and providing remedies for a 

society in tumultuous times? How, moreover, were they to make their fundamental 
contribution to society without Ieaving the cloistered surroundings of the academy? The 

response to these critical queries lay in the manner in which scholars approached 

scholarship; put in another way, it relied on whether or not they adhered to the 

cbphilosophicai approach" to scholarship. 
In 1949 George P. Grant surveyed the development of philosophy in English- 

speaking universities for the Commission on the Developments of Arts, Letters, and 

Sciences (the Massey Commission). In a "special study" cailed "Philosophy". Grant, 

among other things, highlighted the importance of maintaining philosophy at the forefront 

of the academic enq~iry.~' As hnis and the othen had argued earlier, Grant showed how 

universities histoncdy had allowed scholars to "contemplate" and "partake of the wisdom 

of the past" and "to transmit this great tradition" to "certain chosen mernbers of the chosen 

generation". The universities. he claimed, were society's "centres of philosophy".70 As 

such, they facilitated the rational and epistemological enquiry into human existence and 

provided dl-important insight into society's traditions and future directions. An important 

duty of humanist scholars, Grant surnmed up, was to study philosophy, understand its 

messages. and pass them on to society. "Such indeed must always be the role of 

significant philosophy - to affect the spirits of the intellectudy gified and through them to 

filter down into society as a whole"." 

Grant chose University of Toronto classicist C.N. Cochrane as an example of the 

type of "gifted individual" to whom he referred. Cochrane was an academic for whom the 

philosophical approach was central. Perhaps even more importantly, his scholarly insights 

provided information on current cultural problems. To read Cochrane's Chnstianity and 

Clarsical Culture (1940)' Grant wrote, "is to understand that the history of the ancient 

world has been illustrated for him in the predicaments of his own society, and that he uses 

the example of the ancient world to throw his light towards the solution of modem 

predicaments. Clearly, what he says about Greece and Rome has been wrought in the 

fumace of what he has seen in his own civiiization ..."" Innis implicitiy concurred with 
Grant's analysis. Indicating the value of Cochrane's study to modem social scientüïc 

research, he declared that 

the significance of the volume for social scientists is in its philosophical 
approach. In classical civilkation reason asserted its supremacy and in 



doing so betrayed its insecure position with disastrous resdts .... The 
sweep of the Platonic state in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and the 
spread of science has been followed by the horrors of the PIatonic state. 
The social scientist is asked to check his course and to indicate bis role in 
western civiiization. His answer must stand the test of the philosophic 
approach of C~chrane.'~ 

For both Grant and hnis, then, Cochrane's book was a mode1 for modem scholars. 

Christiani~ and Classical Culture showed how the study of past cultures could provide 

insight into current philosophical difficulties. As such, it was an example of the correct 

application of scholarship. Above d l ,  Cochrane displayed the central importance of the 

scholar as social philosopher in his role to eniighten and to give meaning to the social 

process. Of all the other merits of Cochrane's book, its socio-philosophicd relevance was 

of primary significance to both Innis and Grant. 

Like the philosophicai approach, acadernic critics aiso emphasized the merits of 

historical inquiry as an aid to understanding the social order. For, like the philosophical 

approach, historical inquiry further facilitated scholars' roles as social philosophers. It 
enabled them to see the present in light of the past and therefore to gain a wider 

understanding of contemporary socio-cultural tendencies. Histoncd perspective allowed 

scholars to escape "presentist*' biases, to emancipate academics, in other words, from the 

restrictions of contemporary viewpoints. Innis, himself an economic historian, extolled the 

virtues of the histoncal approach to scholarship. The study of historical "empires" (socio- 

cultural organizations), he argued, compelled scholan "to recognize the bias of the penod 

in which [they] write ..."'" Couching his thoughts in the temiinology of his later 

scholarship, Innis urged that scholars be "continually alert to the implications" of the media 

bias to contemporaneous and past societies. For through the examination of the impact of 

the media bias on past civilizations, academics might be enabled to see more clearly the 

effects of contemporary socioculturd limitations.75 Hilda Neatby , aiso an historian, 

implicitly agreed w ith Innis concernïng the merits of historicai perspective. His tory, 
Neatby suggested, enlightened as to the nature of common, accepted morai and cultural 

standards of the West. Through the study of the past, historians were able to compare past 

reaiities to the current "morai" conditions and convey their understanding to others outside 

the acaderny. Ultimately, they could provide the insight to enable modem hurnanity to 

overcome historicai fol lie^.^^ Vincent Massey also expounded upon the fundamental 

importance of history to understanding current socio-cultural diffculties. Borrowing from 

Shakespeare's The Tempest, Massey declared. '"What's Past is Prologue'. This 1 believe 

is true at any given moment in history. It is most of all tme in times of crisis", Massey 

continued. 'We are dways moved by our own past. We act rnost surely and most 



effectively when we are not slavishiy, but consciously and intelligently aware of this 
fundamental fa~t."~' History and historicai scholarship acted thus as beacons for a 
civilization that had been led astray. Expounding upon the wider rnerits of historicai 

enqujr, historian W.L. Morton contended that scholars used history not only to "reinforce 

tradition" but also to open "new paths of thought". The historian's work, Morton argued, 

cannot but contribute to "the development of the thought of its time, spring kom it, pushing 
it forward, and ~ r n i n g  it into new channels"? Historical scholarship, for Morton and 

others, sùmulated new and creative thought while at the same time it provided perspective 
and (moral) guidance. Apart fiom al1 the relative rnerits of historical scholarship per se, 

historical inqujr, Like the philosophicd approach of Innis and Grant, had a very significant 

instmmentalist purpose: it had become a tool through which academics interpreted 

Canada's place in the modem world. 

Not an academic tool in itseif, humanistic leaming contributed nonetheless to the 

critique of mid-centwy society. The humanities - philosophy, history, the classics, and 

literary studies -- not so much provided a precise methodology by which scholan could 

recognize the deficiencies of the cument age as they presented an ideal to which modems 

could ascxibe. Most significant of dl ,  the hurnanities were, for many cntics, an essentiai 

counterweight to the increasingly "inhuman" modem world. Humanistic education could 

not only counteract the perversities of war, but it also aided in neutralizing the more 

insidious yet pemicious tendencies towards materialism, consumensm, and a generai 

preoccupation with the present and the secular. Allowed to flourish, the humanities, 

according to their chief advocates, would expose the inadequacies of mid-century culture in 

Canada, thereby facilitating the development of the good society. As happened dunng 

wartime, the humanities continued their critical service to Canadian and western civilization 

throughout the postwar age. 

In response to a perceived "cnsis of values" sternming just as much from the 

decline of humanistic learning and the advent of technical instruction as from the shocking 

events of the wu, critics himed to the humanities for guidance. Amid revelations about the 

holocaust and other wartime atrocities, and in the midst of academic confusion, especially 

in the arts and humanities, they turned to humanistic learning as a way to restore a sense of 
balance and stability. Again. the assertion of "humane" values was dl-important. An 
article in the Queen's Quarterly declareci that there had k e n  a "universal breakdown of 

values" and that it was incumbent upon humanists to "rebuild these shattered values", to 

rediscover, most imponantly, "the values implicit in the humanitie~".'~ Another piece 

argued that humanities have a ''place answenng the practical problems of life and living".BO 

They provided humanity the "standards of conduct" and increased the individual's "powers 



of discrimination" so as to enable the achievement of "a synthesis of desirable goals and 

obje~ts".~' They could, in other words, ailow the individual to achieve a "fkee penonality" 

through the "contemp1ation of beauty - beauty of conduct, beauty of form, beauty of 
sound and line and colouf' and "above aU beauty of s o ~ l " . ~ ~  Closely guided by the 

strictures of Matthew Arnold, hurnanists showed how the power of "beauty" and 

"cond~c t~~ ,  intrinsic to humane learning, were not ody  the hallmarks of the civilized 

personality but also a means by which to confiont without recoil the terror and inhumanity 

of the modem ~ o r l d . ~ ~  The rediscovery and reassertion of humane values therefore had 
become crucial; in building character and in civilizing the imagination, the humanities 

facilitated humankind' s capacity to understand itself and the world outside. 

There was an even more practical, quasi-utilitarian function for humane knowledge. 

In practical terms, the humanities provided moral and "value" alternatives to the secular and 

materialist value system of the postwar age. Humane knowledge, in effect, hinctioned to 

counterbalance technical, scientific, and materiai values that had corne to pervade modem 

society. In a piece entitled 'The Conflict of Values in Education", James S. Thomson, 

President of the National Conference of Canadian Universities, warned of the dangerous 

preeminence of scientific and technical values in the postwar world. Thomson criûcized the 

prevailing intellectual milieu, one in which not only the modem rnind had become divided 

between scientific and humane values, but also one wherein "science and the scientific 

method" assumed a ''central place"?' As many others, he decned the fact that "education 

should be concerned with things useful" and that humane knowledge was considered to be 

of no practicai The humanities, to the contrary, were pragmatic. Unlike the 
sciences, they could "pronounce on values" and facilitate judgments on the human 

conditiod6 And. because the analysis of social interactions was never more important 

than during an "age of confusion", and since values were "the very stuff of civilization", 

their importance to society was difficult to dispute. "Any society must give practical 

expression to its values in its system of education", Thomson concluded, "for education is 
nothing other than the self-perpetuation of any In the 1947 NCCU Presidential 

Address, N.A.M. MacKenUe dso assessed the pragrnatic merits of humane and scientific 

knowledge. The humanities, iike the sciences and the technical disciplines, had a 

tremendously significant contribution to make to postwar society. "If man is to be a happy 

balanced and M y  developed individuai living in peace and security with his fellow men," 

MacKenzie declared, "he must find an important place in his scheme of things for ... the 

h~rnanities".~~ ''Flood fuel, shelter, clothing, power transponation" and other material 

ends of life had k e n  weU taken care of, and considerable advances had been made in the 

areas of the physicd and medical sciences.B9 The humanities must be stressed, MacKenzie 



hastened to add, so as not to compromise the role of education to train the minds of young 

and old and "so that they can undestand and know themselves, and their s o ~ i e t ~ " . ~ ~  

Assessing 'The Present Stahis of the Humanities in Canada", Malcolm Wallace also 

juxtaposed materiai advancement with the values inherent to humanistic learning. Material 

bettement, Wallace wrote in his specid study to the Massey commission, "does not lead to 

the high satisfactions of the sou1 to which the arts and letters and specdation minister. It 

gives satisfaction, but it is an inferior kind of satisfaction, which excludes us from the 

society of good and great men ... whose achievements we might enter with a 

corresponding enlargement of our lives and characters. To cater to the growing capacity of 

these things," he concluded, was the "function of the humanities. . . ."9' In a 1948 address 

University of Toronto Chanceilor Vincent Massey summarized the importance of the 

humanities in the scientific, matenalistic age. Even in the modem age of utfitarian higher 

education, univenities stiU had "a very ancient and very vital function to perform in the 

field of the humanities. Technologicai and scientific progress", Massey added, did not 

make "this function obsolete: it ... made it more necessary ... No one passing through a 
university", he averred, "should fail to corne under the infiuence of the humanities, because 

[through] liberal education .., the student is enabled to acquire a tnie sense of values, to 

understand something about the relation of man to society, to distinguish between the real 

things in life and the fakes, to put first things first, and to sharpen his mental curiosity 

. . . "" A Life influenced solely by technological and material values, Massey implied, was 

tmiy an impoverished existence. 
Finding its foundations in the humanizing fùnction of the hurnanities, the ideal 

academy thus perfomed a broader, "civilizing" role in Canadian society. Transxnitten of 

humane learning and values, Canadian universities had become responsible for b'cultural 

activity" and for the spread of Canadian civilization. In a society that had was preoccupied 

with material and technological advancement, they had become, in the words of the Massey 

Commission Report, "nurseries of a tmly Canadian civilization and culture .. ."93 

Universities in Canada continued to be focal points of culture by mid-century because 

Canadians concentrated on material developments and hence ignored the cultural growth of 

their nation. Even by the early 1950s, as Vincent Massey, Hilda ~eatby,!" and the other 

"Massey cornmissioners" noted, univenities rernained as they had always ken :  islets of 

civilization awash in a growing sea of materialism. In this atmosphere it was critical that 

they continue their historic role as cultural outposts. Higher education, the commissioners 

and other like-rninded critics stressed, enabled Canadian society "to strive for a cornmon 

good, including not only matenal but intellectual and mord elements". This over-riding 

civilizing fbnction had to be maintained, for, if govemments denied this purpose and with it 



the generai culturai education of Canadians, "the complete conception of the cornmon good 
is lost, and Canada, as such, [would become] a materialistic society"? Put in another 

way, if Canada was to grow up from a crass pioneer society into a mature civilized nation, 

govemments would have to guarantee the security of the universities as garrisons of 

Canadian culture. 

While academic critics lamented the decline of university traditions, in sum, they 

also put forth an idealized conception of higher learning which, they hoped, might replace 

the dying academy. But more than just the reassertion of historic traditions and attributes 

of the academy, critics assigned a detaiIed social hinction to this quasi-mythical entity. 

Whether enabling moral judgments, civilizing and "accdturating" Canadians, or affording 

historical or philosophical insights on contemporary culnual problems, the university had a 

vital, ameliorating function. Whereas the modern university had become responsible for 

the materid bettement of Canadian society, the humanistic academy served society in a 

much more important way: it enabled humanity to remain tied to its traditions while helping 

modems to cope with contemporary societal malaise. Indeed, critics countered notions of 

the modem, utilitarian univeaity with their own practical, socially relevant conception of 

higher leaming. In emphasizing the practicalities of humane Ieaming, in short, cntics 

endowed the idealized, "true" academy with a renewed sense of social purpose. In an age 

in which the civilizing and humanizing purposes of the university seemed to be in eclipse, 

they becarne vociferous proponents of vital academic traditions. 

Critics of the modernizing univenity thus presented an idealized conception of the academy 

as a counterweight to the technical, utilitarian university that developed rapidly during and 

after the war. And they attempted to answer the ever-pressing question, "What is the use 

of an Arts education any~ay?" '~ We have discussed in detaii the modernization of higher 

education in the wartirne and immediate postwar penods and how critics endeavoured to 

make the academy and its scholars socially relevant. We mut  now place the notion of the 
tme academy into historical context to undestand how critics' analyses developed in 

relation to surrounding historical conditions. There were three main developments that 

influenced the postwar critique of academic modemization. The fmt of these was the 

perception of cultural crisis. 

"Crisis", "chaos", and ''upheavai" to be sure are overworked terms. They were 

frequentiy used nevertheless to describe and understand the sociocultural climate of the 

1940s. In 194 1, as we noted, historian Arthur Lower announced that the old order was in 

its death throes and that a "new order" was taking shape?' Lower was refening not only 

to the modemization process but also to the disappearance of an Anglo-Canadian 



civilization and its replacement with a new sociocultural order. This sense of 

impermanence and immanent change increased during the latter stages of the war and the 
immediate postwar era. Wnting shortly after the war's end in Iate 1945, J.S. Thomson 

clairned that the war promoted an "international revolution" marked by ever-increasing 
change and violence. It was, in his words, "a f~st-rate crisis in the development of 

civilization ...", one, he warned, that did not disappear with armed v i c t ~ r ~ . ~ ~  Inspired in 

part by Oswdd spengleP9 and Arnold Toynbee, Harold Innis becarne consumed with 
understanding the rise and fall of civilizations. He argued that by the mid-twentieth century 

the culture of the West, which had developed over thousands of years, was in its fmd 
stages of decay. In Innisian parlance, cultural decline implied the emphasis of "spatial" 

qualities - a preoccupation with the present, the technoIogical and the secular - over tirne- 
biased values - an appreciation of the moral, the cultural and historical. The entrenchment 

of spatial values involved "a continuous, systematic, [and] mthless destruction of the 
elements of permanence essential to cuiturai activity. The emphasis on change," Innis 

added, was the "only permanent characte? of the decaying west.loO 

In some instances, cultural cnsis was more fabrication than reality. Supporters and 
participants of the Massey Commission and others in the so-cailed "cdture lobby", for 
example, highlighted the precarious status of culture so as to get governrnents involved in 

promoting cultural acîivities. As historia Paul Litt has argued, cultural pressure groups 
9 9  101 wanted to create an air of crisis "to spur the governrnent into action . They wanted to 

show how culture in Canada was after 1945 at a "criticai tuming point" and how the "future 

of the arts in Canada hung in the balance: they could either flourish or collapse'* depending 

on whether the federal govemment provided funding for the development of culture.'02 

"Lowbrow" culture such as hockey and mass media entertainment flourished in the postwar 

climate while such areas of high culture as Canadian publishing and, most importantly, the 

Canadian university, faltered. 

Historical realities, however, were at the base of concern about cultural collapse. 
The holocaust was perhaps the starkest manifestation of the bmtality of warfare, the 

inhurnanity of rnid-century society, and the expressions of general cultural decay. 0n.i 
becorning apparent &er the war had ended, Canadians and others in the western world 

were shocked at the extent of the campaign of racial extermination camied on by the Nazis. 

Indeed, memories of the holocaust were so powemil that they completely discredited 

theories of racial inequality as a subject of serious inteliectual inquiry. Transrnitted by 
educators and parents the holocaust would indeed make racism abhorrent to a future 

generation of  anad di ans.'^^ 



By the late 1940s, "thermonuclear holocaust" had also become a grim reality for 

postwar Canadians. First, the threat of nuclear warfare showed that the callous disregard 

for human life readily apparent in the war had not ceased with the cessation of hostilities. 
For many observers hurnanity's inhumanity continued unabated after 1945. Perhaps most 

significantly, the prospect of mass destruction made real the pedous state of western 
civilization. The sense of impending doom that the resort to weapons of mass destruction 
implied reflected profound social change and signaled great uncertainty for the future. As 

J.A. Corry later remarked, the concept of nuclear war represented "the crumbling of old 
99 104 verities and certainties . It was, as Hilda Neatby claimed, an "age without  standard^''.'^^ 

Even more than the destruction of the aaditional system of values, it also implied 

widespread hopelessness, a general sense of despondency that cultural rehabilitation had 

become impossible. Commenting on ihe plight of insightful, humanistic scholars -- those 

responsible for cultural regeneration - and indeed the moral bankruptcy of a civilization 

that countenanced atomic weaponry, Innis verbaked this sense of despondency. "The 

rniddle ages," he explained. "burned its heretics and the modem age threatens them with 
*r 106 atom bombs . There was thus Little hope for either the scholar or civikation at large. 

The problem of the univeaity had tnily become the problem of modem society.lo7 

As powerful as nuclear destruction was both as a dehumanizing force and as a 

symbol of impending cultural decay, many Canadians nevertheless looked p s t  the broader 

implications of civilizational decline. Though certainly aware of surrounding political, 

miiitary and social developments embodied most clearly in the rise of Soviet cornmunism, 

Canadians focused instead on more prosaic concerns. Young Canadians married, started 

new families, and procured the material goods necessary to the establishment of a stable 

home life, wNe govemment officiais increasingly became preoccupied with the materiai 

development of their country. The period after 1945 indeed can be characterized as one in 

which Canadian sought the security and stability that they had lacked throughout the war 
and the Depression yeardo8 Whether at the individual or national level material prosperity 

was key to the search for stability. 

Since Confederation Canadians had aiways been preoccupied with the material 

development of their nation. In times of peace, the tariff, free trade, and national policies 

that governed, among other things, the exploitation of national resources, were usually 

central political and economic issues. By the late Nneteenth cenniry, Canadians had 
decided no longer to be "simply the drawers of water and hewers of W O O ~ " ; ' ~ ~  rather, 
impatient with their countiy's slow economic advancement, they opted to take control of 

their matenal development through policies of industriakation and general economic 

modemization. M e r  initial successes before 1914, the uneven growth of die 1920s and 



the economic malaise of the 1930s meant that the nation-building process was comuig to a 

grinding halt. Would Canada be able to sustaîn the econornic momentum established 

during the wu,  economis ts, govemment O fficials. and concerned Canadians as ked, or 

would it revert to depression? Would Canada remain among the elite îndustrialized nations 

of the world, or would it lapse into second-rate status among the econornic powers of the 

western world? The postwar era was potentially a critical turning point in the matenal 

progress of the nation. 

Canada, as noted in chapter two, undenvent a period of tremendous econornic 

expansion after 1945. Rapid and sustained economic development quicWy assuaged fears 

of economists and other governmental experts that Canada's economy would again slide 
into depression. Reductions in expenditures on military supplies were offset by mega 

projects such as the construction of the tram-Canada highway, and, later, the development 

of the Sr. Lawrence Seaway and the tram-Canada pipeline. By the late 1940s, 

furthemore, a resource boom contributed to the strong economy. There was expanded 

production of pulp and paper, lumber, asbestos, gypsum, aluminum and, most notably, oil 

and gas, throughout the penod. Stùnulated especidy by the Korean War, exports of 

Canadian resource goods reached new levels and greatly contributed to economic 

prosperity through the 1950s and 1960s."" Consumer spending also assisted the postwar 

boom. After 1945, there was considerable Iatent demand for consumer items because of 

govemment rationing and the generai scarcity of consumer goods during the war. Due 

both to full employment and forced saving prograrns such as war bonds, moreover, 

Canadians had large savings available and used their extra money to buy automobiles, 

houses, refrigerators. and other consumer items that were not readily available before 

1945. There was a bLpowerful demand", one article declared in 1946, "for everything one 

cari eat, Wear, read, repair, drînk, ride, and rest in*'.' ' ' 
A shift in dernographics known popularly as the "baby boom" did much to 

reinforce existing consumer trends. As Doug Owrarn has shown, new families became 

preoccupied with the concept of home and the developrnent of family life as a means of 

achieving the stability they had lacked throughout the war. To this end  Canadians not only 

married and had children at unprecedented rates, they also bought houses in vast quantities. 

For their new houses. which normally were situated in sprawling suburbs, they purchased 

household items of a l l  kinds. Municipalities constructed new roads, sewers and other 

facilities while private fm built m a s  and other arnenities to serve the new subdivisions. 

Car ownership also increased among new suburbanites, for private transportation became 

more of a necessity than ever before in the isolated suburbs. To be sure, the economic 
value of suburban phenomenon is difficult to ~ver-estimate."~ 



More than preceding generations, the parents of the baby boom generation were 

preoccupied with the development of their children. Whatever the other implications of this 
c'füiocentrism*',' l 3  it can be asserted that parents of baby boomers provided as never before 
for the matenal welfare of their offspring. Manufacturers became rich on the success of 

such fads as hoola hoops, Barbies, and Davy Crockett hats. Othes profited through 

furnishing the more mundane needs of babies and s m d  children, such as baby formula, 

clothing, and toys. Parents also provided for leisure activities by enrolling their children in 

scouts and girl guides, taking them to movies, and buying televisions sets. Fiiocentrism, 

modem advertising and marketing, and a relative affluence, in short, ail combined to 

produce perhaps the best clothed and nourished and indeed leisured generation of young 

Canadians in history. 
Whatever the relative benefits of materiai advancement, the critics of higher 

education u n i f o d y  rebuked the growing materiaiisrn of the postwar age. A common 

cornplaint was that Canadians were so preoccupied with materiai bettement that they 

ignored the spintual and philosophical concems of their nation. Discussing the postwar 

materialism of Canada, Hilda Neatby bluntly remarked: "At no tirne in western history has 
any nation totaily ignored the importance of national recognition of, and support for, non- 
matenal ~a lues" . "~  Less given to hyperbole, George Grant was nonetheless implicitly 

sympathetic to Neatby's main point. Chronicling the deficiencies of Canada as a 

contemplative, 'bphiIosophicaI" country, Grant claimed that Canadians remained as it 

always had k e n :  a pioneer nation concemed with materialism and materid ends. As such, 

this dynamic, young country did not understand the "tragedy and cornplexity of maninty" 

and was thus "basically unphilosophical". Ultimately, Grant wrote, Canada's 

preoccupation with the material implied a "distmst of philosophy as taking men's minds 

away from the obvious practicai things that need to be done".' l 5  The neglect of the 

humanities and the humanistic traditions, Vincent Massey added, was "a symptom of an 
age lured by science into the delights of materialism". The pursuit of new houses, larger 

and more luxurious cars, and more hours in front of the television set was demonstrative of 

the wrong-headed pnonties of the Canadian people.' l 6  Adding his voice to those of Grant, 

Massey and others, Wallace also railed against the obsession with the materid. White 
material pursuits were necessary, he averred, the overernphasis of material bettement 

"does not lead to the high satisfactions of the sou1 to which a love of the arts and letters and 

speculation minister. It gives satisfaction, but it is an inferior kind of satisfaction, which 

excludes us from the society of the good and great men of the race into whose 

achievements we might enter [through the aid of a humanistic education] with a 
93 117 corresponding enlargement of our own lives and characters . In stressing matenai gain, 



the cntics concluded, Canadians promoted only one small aspect of the national identity. 

Canada was prospering in a material sense; spirituaily it was becoming increasingly 

impovenshed. 

An age in which matenai values were emphasized above aii others, the postwar 

was, in addition, a time during which Canadians, especially social observers, were 

concerned with politicai values and the socio-political development of westem societies. 

For many Canadians (and indeed their Amencan counterparts) "democracy" became a 
watch-word, a term that connoted fair and just governrnent and differentiated the political 
cultures of the West from those of totalitarian States, especidy the growing Soviet bloc. Tt 

was associateci with the political values of freedom, the mle of law, justice. and good 

citizenship, as weIl as a plethora of non-political virtues, including Christian values and the 

ideals of westem culture more generdiy. But democracy was not to be taken for granted. 

The Second World War certainly proved the superiority and dtirnate desirability of the 

democratic system. The emerging Cold War, however, showed that western democracy 

was still under attack. As Extemal Affairs Minister Louis St. Laurent noted in a 1947 

speech, Canadians realized that "a threat to the liberty of westem Europe, where [their] 

own political ideas were nurtured, was a threat to [their] own way of lifeW."* Canadians 

reviled cornmunism not only because it was the postwar manifestation of twentieth century 

totalitarianism, but most of aII because it represented a profound menace to Canada's 

dernocratic existence. 

Although Canadians on the whole were never as fervent cold warriors as were the 

Arnencans, they nevertheless denounced as evil the communist system while lauding the 

merits of democracy. Even Canadian scholars became embroiled in the ideological debate. 

A spate of articles appeared in Ieamed journals, books, and other academic writings that 

pronounced on the democracy issue. The work of Queen's political scientist J.A. Corry's 

was perhaps the most significant of these compositions. The fxst edition Democratic 

Government and Politics ( 1946) was designed to provide an introduction to Canadian 

college and university students on the subject of democratic govemment. Corry's work, 

declared one of the book's reviewers, met an urgent need of the times. In explaining 
democracy both to students and the population ai large, C o q  made it much easier for 

Canadians to appreciate and indeed defend democracy. If the advocates of democracy had 

one or two more tracts like Corry's, he concluded, then it would be much easier to defend 

the democratic faith. Like Corry, Watson Kirkconnell also wrote on the needs of Canadian 

dernocracy. His Seven Pillars of Freedom (1944) endeavoured to make prescriptions on 

how to maintain freedom and democracy. Notably subtitled An Eiposure of the Soviet 

Worki Conspiracy and Its F@h Colwnn in Canada, it attempted both to expose the fallacies 



of communist ideology while showing the importance of the western system of values -- 
including, among others things, religion, cooperation, education, and justice -- to support 
the "edifice of Canadian and world liberty The whole tenor of Kirkco~eu's work 

was a warning: world citizens, including Canadians, must be ever-vigilant regarding the 

dangers of communisrn and other threats to democratic Liberty; they must rernain ever 

dutiful, rnoreover, to fight for their own Liberty through maintaining an environment in 
which values fundamental to their liberty may be freely e ~ ~ r e s s e d . " ~  The Canadian 

dernocracy that emerged after 1945 was fd indeed and must be protected at a l l  COS&. 

Democracy was certainly a term used as a synonym for good and just govemment 

and juxtaposed with other ideologies, especially Soviet communisrn, to display their 

defectd2' It was a multi-faceted term, however; and it was not dways used in a positive 

sense. Many rnid-century social critics stressed democracy's negative connotations, 

equating it with such mass movements of the postwar era as consumerisrn, materialism, 

and, perhaps rnost significantly, the emergence of a pervasive and uniform "rnass" culture. 
The Massey Commission, for instance, was highly critical of "democratic" culture. In 

fact, membes of the Commission despised mass culture because they believed that crass 

comrnercialism rather a communal or critical spirit inspired and informed it. Democratic 

culture was to be scomed, moreover, not because of the fear of mass participation in 

sundry cultural activities but because it irnplied a degradation of standards. In appealing to 

the greatest quantity of people, it sacrificed the intellecnial irnprovement fostered by high 

culture, and, in consequence, broke the Linkages Canadian society had with its culniral 

hentage. Hockey Night in Canada, Gunsmoke, Leave It to Beaver, and other 

manifestations of "lowbrow" culture dulled one's sensibilities to the merits of high culture. 

Ultimately, democratic culture detached Canadians from their cultural inheritance by 
undermining the transference of the "best that has been thought and said". For the Massey 

commissioners, then, democratic culture was tmly a pernicious influence in postwar 

society. It was, in the words of the biographer of the Commission, "monolithic and 

menacing; it stultified and then manipulated a gullible 

Democracy also had important implications for postwar educational critics. Not 

only was democratic education, with mass culture, part of the general democratization of 

Canadian society. it also contributed to the educational crisis curent in the postwar period. 

"Democratic" or '6progressive" education, like mass culture, were pejorative descriptions 

used to indicate the decay of learning standards and educational systems. For educational 

critics, it symbolized the renunciation of an elitist, principled education and the adoption of 

one in which education standards were brought to the Ievel of the lowest cormnon 

denorninator of the masses.I2' Vincent Massey put the issue in stark terms. Speaking 



about the postwar expansion in university enrolments. Massey clairned that there were 
many students who ought not to be there. These students lowered standards. "It is surely 

inefficient and indeed undemocratic," he noted acerbically and not without irony, "to allow 

students not intellectually fitted for univenity work so to inflate Our classes as to limit the 

opportunities enjoyed by those with a serious purpose. a desire to use their education. and 

real promise of giving some leadership in after-life".' 24 Quoting educational critic H. A.L. 

Fisher, Massey summaized his position: the ''university stands for quality; to perform its 
'proper function it must safeguard itself against the admission of the ~ n f i t ' . " ' ~ ~  "Mass 

education", he concluded, was surely "a contradiction in terms ... 9,126 

The critique of mass education of Massey and others had a practical histoncal base. 

The postwar period saw a tremendous strain on the Canadian educational system at large. 

This strain came pnmariiy in the form of growing enrolments both for primary and 

secondary schools and for the universities. Canadian universities were the fist  to 

experience large-scde expansion after 1945. Assisted by the Department of Veterans 

Affairs (DVA), which provided students with tuition fees and a living allowance, veterans 

flooded into the universities. By 194546 academic year, veterans comprised dmost one- 

third of ail university registrants, helping full-time enrolment jump to 6 1,86 1 .12' The 

following year they formed almost half the aggregate student body of nearly 80,000 

students. Enrolment figures remained high until 1950-1, when only 6,126 DVA veterans 

enro~led."~ OnIy by the end of the decade did enrolment numbers recover and surpass 

those of the postwar boom in registrations. 

Just as the "crisis of numbers" in the Canadian universities subsided. primary and 

secondary schools experienced another difficulty. Largely because of the dernographic 

impetus provided by the baby boom, enrolments across Canada vastly increased 

throughout the 1950s and early 1960s. Each year d e r  1952 in fact established a new 

record for enrolments. Registrations in pnmarily and secondary schools by 196 1 grew an 

astounding 1,200,000 over the 1950-5 1 academic yeadz9 The increases were so large that 

Ontario and Alberta. two of the fastest growing provinces, opened a new school every day 

for a two-year period. Schools in southem Ontario used the innovative "split-shift" to cope 

with growing numbers. While new schools were being constmcted. some students 

attended classes from 8:00 a.m. until noon while the second "shift" of students attended 

from 1:ûû to 6:ûû p.m. Teachers also had to be found to educate the growing masses of 
students. Provinces set up recruitment committees to visit high schools and get students to 

consider teaching as a career.l3O Despite the successes of recruitment campaips and the 

employment of more and more married ~ornen . '~ '  there was still a shortage of teachers. 

Ody by rnaking it easier and quicker for teachen to enter the classroom could provinces 



obtain sufficient numbers of teachea. Educational standards dropped precipitously as a 

result. Boards of education required new teachers to study a reduced number of High 

School courses and then take a six-week summer schooi course before they could teach 

courses of their own.IS2 These less than qualified educators formed the core of the 

emerging educational system in Canada. 
In this climate. Hilda Neatby, the foremost critic of educational democracy in 

Canada, pontificated on the deviments of democratic learning. Neatby's well-know tract, 

So Little for the Mind (1953). was indeed in part a diatribe against the "democratic method 

of education". Echoing Massey and other educational critics, Neatby argued that 

progressive education led to diminish standards by bnnging the levels of overall instruction 

down to that of the poorest s t ~ d e n t s . ' ~ ~  To serve the whole child and indeed al children, 

as progressivists argued. implied mediocrity, laziness. and a lack of ~ f i l l rnen t . "~  But the 

problem of democratic education was even more fundamental than the decay of educational 

standards. Neatby rnost objected to progressive education because it was bent on 

developing a system of education in which students would develop their interests in concert 

with the common, "democratic" interests of society. She abhorred such platitudes as 

"democracy in the classroom meant democracy for the nation" and, by extension, the defeat 

of totalitarianism, and the notion that progressive education made good (Le., democratic) 

citizens. On the contrary, she argued that, in indocuinating students with the "values" of 

"democracy", progressivists prevented exactly what they hoped to gain: the search for 

liberty. In clouding young rninds with the rhetoric of democracy, they blocked the quest 

for moral virtue. culturai beauty, and. most significantly, the attainrnent of personal liberty 

that alI flowed from the traditional liberal education.I3' Far from k i n g  a liberator. then, 

democratic education was in fact a tyrant. "Progressive education". Neatby concluded, 

was not "liberation"; it was rather "indoctrination both inteliectual and moral".'36 

Discrediting the "false democracy" embodied by progressive education, Neatby was 

now prepared to demonstrate how traditional education fostered the liberation of students 

and modems more generally. In A Temperate Dispute (1954), a follow-up tract to the 

highly controversial but best-selling book of the earlier year. Neatby showed that matters of 

mind and the enduring principles of western civilization were crucial to the maintenance of 

a true and free democracy. The "fervour of religious faith, the absolutism of moral 

pnnciple. [and] the freedom of mind" were "a few pnceless things" essential to 

democracy's stmggle for suwival in a "chaotic world". Democracy, Neatby declared, was 

the "fruit of these roots", and hence these essential principles must be "renewed with each 

generation or democracy wiil be destroyed". Without them. "mere happiness, interest, 

group integration, self reaiization" -- the trappings of fdse democracy or, dternately, 



"democracy of the herd" -- prevailed and ultirnately true democracy would be 
cornprorni~ed.'~' Traditional, liberal arts education was criticai to Neatby's system because 
it proffered to students the fkedom "to speak their min& on essential matters".'" Most 

irnportantiy, it enabled modems to seek out timeless moral and intellectual v h e s  and 

hence allowed them to avoid the "slavish conformity" that was so much a part of 

democratic education and indeed the entire postwar age.'3g Where progressive education 

was a tyrant, an illiberal instrument in an increasingly unfiee age, traditional education, and 

its corollaries, contemplation, and free and critical inqujr, was just the opposite: it was an 

agent of liberty to be employed to combat the illiberalities of the period. On the centrality of 

traditional education to democracy, and the destructiveness of mass education to this 

educational principles and to democracy at large, Neatby concluded: We 

possess [a] tradition of ieaming, deiiberate, rational learning as one of the 
fint values in life, as essential to Our humanity and to Our civilization. It has 
moulded the common life of the western world- Those who weaken the 
tradition. no matter how good their motives, are indeed committing a double 
sin against democratic principles. They are taking advantage of our 
ignorance and carelessness to deprive us of something that we truly value; 
and they are attacking the principle which has given life to democracy in the 
past and which can nourish it in the future.'" 

The critique of "mass" education was not simply a response to the question of the 

uses and abuses of democracy that were au courant after 1945. Rather, it was a subset of 

larger concerns regarding societal attitudes towards scholarship and intellectualism more 

generally. Hilda Neatby's educational critique is again illustrative. A chief theme of 

Neatby's educational analysis was that progressive education was both anti-intellectual and, 

most significantly, representative of an age that increasingly ignored intellectual values. 

Ostensibly, the progressivist programme was for the dl-round developrnent of students. In 

reaiity, as Neatby explained, the progressivists addressed students' physical and 

psychological needs but ignored their fundamentai intellecnial requirements. "Xnteilectual 
training", she asserted, was "no longer the chief and special responsibility of the school". 

Instead, progressivists assumed that 'critical thinking', 'problem-solving' and other 

intellectual attributes could be reduced to the leveI of technical instruction, and therefore had 

no value per se. l4 ' These "dangerous assumptions" were significant, Neatby hastened to 

add, because they "emerged naturally from our modem way of ~ i f e " . ' ~ ~  They reflected, in 

other words, a society that favoured matenal and technical values. Indeed, Deweyite 

education at large, with its emphasis on practical applications and instrumental knowledge, 

both symbolized and was the product of the greater anti-intellectualism of modem 

~ivilization.''~ Thus, not unlike the university critics, who likened the decline of the 



humanities to greater civilizationai decay, progressive education meant for Neatby and 

others"" much more than the erosion of scholarly methods and standards; it signified the 

malaise implicit to a materialistic, anti-inteliectual society. To criticize the defects of 

Deweyite education was therefore to criticize the deficiencies of modem society itself. 

Informed by debates over values, whether democratic, material, "mass" or anti-intellectual, 

humanistic or "traditional", and taking place in an age of "academic democratization" and 

(perceived) civilizationai deciine, the postwar penod, in sum, was trdy a tumultuous one 

for the modem university. It saw the continuation of the "academy in crisis" notion that 

had corne to characterize the modem university's wartime experience. Funding difficulties, 

increasing enrolments, and growing secdar and govemmental control, as well as the 

ongoing degradation of the university ' s humanizing and civilking functions, characterized 

this conception. Amid the turmoii of the post-1945 world, educational critics such as 

Neatby highlighted the inadequacies of modem higher learninp while proffenng a notion of 

the ideal univenity, an alternative, they hoped, to academic modernkation. In spite of their 

efforts, however, Canadian universities continued to modeniize throughout the 1950s and 

1960s. As Canadians moved farther away from the cnsis atrnosphere of the 1940s, their 

voices, dthough never fully muted, became increasingly difficult to hear amid the clamour 

of the modernizing and democntizing acadernies. 

Unlike the period that preceded it, the mid- 1950s was a time of relative quietude for 

the modem Canadian university and its cntics. While there were still those who depicted 

apocalyptic scenarios for the university and modem society at large,14' informed critics of 

higher learning largely turned their attention to more prosaic con~ems. '"~ The 1956 

meeting of the NCCU exemplified the shift away from the "crisis of values" and "dechne of 

civilization" analyses of earlier critics and instead examined univenity problems in t e m  of 

practical considerations of money, nurnbers, and government and private funding. Like 
their predecessors, conference delegates were well aware of the impacts of technical 

education and the anticipated increases in enrolments - issues that had preoccupied 

university critics now for some time. They were much more willing than pre- and postwar 

critics, however, to accept rather than overtum the process of acadernic rnodenwation. 

The 1956 NCCU conference thus proffered a new breed of university critics whose 

willingness to accept the modem university showed just how far the process of academic 

modernization had progressed. 

The "crisis of numbers", as it became known, was the main theme of the 1956 

meeting of the NCCU, which had k e n  proclaimed "Canada's Crisis in Higher 

Education".'" The NCCU'S executive cornmittee caüed the conference to examine the 



implications of a N ~ C U  symposium held the year earlier on the topic of university 
expansion. At that symposium, Edward Sheffield, Dominion Statistician, announced 

alarming enrolment figures to his audience. University enrolments, he claimed, were Likely 
to double by the mid-1960s. The 64,200 univenity students currently enroiled (1953-4) 

would likely increase to more than 130,000 registrants ten years la te^'^^ Outlining the 

anticipated increases in university enrolments, Claude Bissell, President of Carleton 

University, concurred with Sheffield's admonitions. Bissell cited statistics comparable to 
those proffered by the federal bureau~rat.~'~ His paper at the 1956 conference did what it 

had set out to do: provide the statistics to substantiaie the cornmon cry that there was a 
wave of students ready to flood the universities. But neither Sheffield's nor Bissell's 

predictions proved accurate. They were in fact far too conservative. Unprecedented 

numbers of young Canadians, rising educationai expectations, and econornic prospenty ail 

cornbined drastically to augment the numbers of students who would enroll in Canadian 
universities in the corning decade and beyond. Sheffield had to revise his enrolment 

estimates upward four times in the Iate 1950s and early 1960s. In 1964-5 178,200 

students were registered in Canadian universities , nearly a ten per cent increase over the 

predictions of Sheffield, Bissell and other~.'~* Enrolments increased so dramatically that 

the numbers of universities in Ontario, Canada most populous province, increased three- 

fold in the 1960s. Simon Fraser Univenity, the Univenities of Calgary, Lethbridge, 

Regina, Winnipeg. Brandon, added the2 numbers to Trent, Brock, York of the growing 

system of higher learning in Ontario. Once primarily for privileged members of Canadian 
society, the young Canadians that filleci lecture halls by the 1960s by the tens of thousands 

no longer considered higher teaming a privilege but a bkthright. Refened to by critics and 
others since the early 1940s. the day of the "democratic univenity" in Canada had dawned 

at 1st. 

While "Canada's Cnsis in Higher Education" certainiy had as its chef underlying 

theme the issue of growing enrolments, the NCCU cornmittee that established it did not 

merely want to expound on statistical and demographic problems. Rather, cornmittee 

members viewed the enrolment issue as a "vivid background for the analysis of 
fundamental educational issues"."' Along with the prosaic concerns of staffing and 
student problems, lS2 they identified two main educational problerns that faced modem 

universities- First, and most broadly, they addressed the wide question of the "future of 

the educational structure, and the extent to which [Canadians] might expect radical 

alterations in the traditional make-up of [their] univer~ities".~~' They realized not only that 

higher education was becorning democratized but also that Canadian univenities were in a 
fmal stage of transition from liberal arts centres into modem research institutions largely 



responsible for the material weli king of the nation. It was the implicit mandate of the 

conference and delegates to expound upon this change and what it meant for the finire of 

higher learning in  anad da.'" 
In a papa entitled "Educational Structure: The English-Canadian Universities", 

Sydney Smith, President of the University of Toronto, endeavoured to elaborate on this 

transition, and perhaps most importantly, the adaptation of the traditional academy to the 

modem world. Comrnenting on the enduring structure of Canadian higher learning, Smith 

noted that even by the mid-1950s, universities were remarkably similar in that they 

consisted of a central faculîy for arts and sciences dong with one or more professional 

di~isions."~ They had therefore retained much of their histonc character, even in spite of 

the development of an industriai-technological society and the ravages of two world wars. 

Despite this continuity, however, Smith argued that change was immanent. The historic 

structures of the academy had k e n  retained, but society had become inimical to the 

traditional university. Many tell us, Smith declared, that "in the electronic age, when 

hundreds of traditional skills and attitudes are becoming obsolescent, the era of the export 

has arrived and that of the scholar has gone; that a mechanized economy has no 

understanding of, or patience with, the ivory tower; and that frustration and defeat are in 

store for us if we oppose or attempt to modi@ the trend of the times . .."Is6 ' n i e  ivory 

tower scholar", he continued, quoting Claude Bissell, '"is concerned with an intensive 

detailed analysis of something that is often remote in time, theoretical in nature, and 

apparently unrelated to any of the pressing, irnmediate needs and questions of man. He is 

paraded as the dtirnate in ineffectual, a quaint survivor into this industrious age of a 

leisured and discredited past'."'s7 "Perhaps his attitudes and skills are aiready 

obsolescent", Smith concluded despondently; "he should adjust to the pressures of 

contemporary society, abandoning the distant horizons for the imrnediate scene, the 

exactitude for the generalization, the individual insight for the Gallup poll, the silent study 

for the crowded round table or the wordy 'workshop,' the library for the television set".'s8 

Smith was indeed less than sanguine about the continued persistence of traditional 

scholarship. He believed nevertheless that an accommodation could be reached between 
the univenity and its modem environment. The university and its scholars did not have to 

succumb to the "indusuial and technological" motif. Rather, by asserting the intrinsic value 

of a liberal arts education, they could present an alternative viewpoint to modem instruction 

that was preoccupied with science and technology. They could help resist the 
"mechanization of universities" and society at large by curbing scholarly and societal 

penchants for technological, scientific, and instnunentalist knowledge. There was 

potential, Smith reasoned, for botb instrumentalkt and liberal arts learning dike. It was 



dependent upon scholars, university officiais, and Canadians at large whether or not the 

humane knowledge could continue its histonc funct i~n. '~~ 

E.W.R. ~ t e a c i e ' ~ ~  and others who discussed scientific and technological education, 

the second main theme of the conference, were even more willing than Smith to realize an 

accommodation between the two chief branches of leaming. Unlike many university critics 

before him, President Steacie of the National Research Council did not value humanistic 

learning above other types of knowledge. Instead, he set out to show the inherent 

compatibility of the pure sciences as academic disciplines. To accomplish this end, he 

differentiated pure from applied sciences. Concemed with "developrnent for practical 

purposes and the use of scientifc information", he claimed, applied science was 

instnimentaiist knowledge and therefore "merely an adjunct to technology . . . rr161 In 

contrast, pure science was akin to humane knowledge because it was concemed with the 

"purpose of advancing knowledge for its own sake" and therefore, like the liberai arts. with 

the advancement of the t r ~ t h . ' ~ ~  There was nothing therefore intrinsically flawed with 

scientific knowledge per se. Only when the "interests of individuals or bodies which 

f'umish fmancial support, or society which fumishes pressure" or other outside interests 

interfered with the punuit of scientific learning were the pure sciences comprornised. 

Apxt from instnirnentalist or utilitarian applications, the sciences could therefore be rightly 

included amongst the pantheon of scholarly pur suit^.'^^ 
Although innately inimicai to the university ethos, technicai education could also be 

"humanized" and therefore become reconcilable with the modem conception of the 

academy. In a paper on the interrelationships of the humanities and sciences, John Ely 

Burchard demonstrated not only the compatibility of the two branches of knowledge, but 

also how when combined, they strengthened each other to develop insightful, well-rounded 

humanists and scientists. Refemng to the crucial role played by scientists in Cold War 

m s  race, Burchard expressed the necessity of developing scientists and technologists with 

a humanist conscience. Unaccompanied by humane values, he claimed, scientists' concem 

for the welfare of the human state was in danger of k ing  lost. While scientists had been 
"excellent Jeremiahs", demonstrating the inadequacies of their science. they were "less 

effective as Moseses", leaders of citizens. Only through the "right education" and through 

absorbing "the great tmths of the hurnanities" was there "hope in finding a Moses among 
9. 164 scientists . Humanistic learning, for Burchard, trained scientists "to be querulous about 

everything and not only about scientific tmths". In so doing, it enabled them to become 
rr 165 "the leaders and not followers of men . Indeed, humane and scientifc knowledge 

existed in a complementary relationship for Burchard. Neither the humanities nor the 

sciences alone could protect humankind against naïveté and wrongheaded thinking. 



"Combined, they may sometime fail; but the man who has expenenced both will have a 
better chance" at approaching t r ~ t h . ' ~ ~  "1 had rather bet the security of the world on a 
substantial number of this kind of men," Burchard concluded, cornmenting on the uitimate 

necessity of a "humanized science". "than on a horde of skilied and obedient 

technicians"."'j7 

In spite of the efforts of Burchard and other critics to reconcile and accommodate 

hurnane and technological knowledge, by the late 1950s most Canadians preferred the 

"obedient technician" to the well-rounded intellectual. The modem university emerged 

fully fledged in Canada not long &ter the 1956 NCCU conference. It was marked as much 

by the rise of technical learning and the concomitant demise of the academic traditions of 

the academy as by the deche of aU but a very few fervent critics of academic 

m~demization.'~~ Even those moderate critics who dominated the conference were largely 

to be muted by the time the Nccu convened its next major c~nference. '~~ Their endeavours 

to conserve university traditions through the integration of humane values into modem 

academic structures largely f d e d  as the new structures began to achieve the primacy once 

enjoyed by the liberal arts. Symbolic of the ultimate transition to the modem university, the 

appeal for a reaffirmation of univenity traditions and a sundering of the burgeoning 

"multiversity" seemed more than ever to be empty rhetoric to university authorities and 

Canadians at large. By the early 1960s. the words of the critics had become largely 

irrelevant to a society that had little regard for the traditional function of the academy. 

The technologicai impetus created by the Cold War and the attendant a m  race figured 

prorninently in the emergence of the modem Canadian university. By the iate 1950s' the 

second stage of the Cold War had arrived during which participants vied to becorne the 

world's most prosperous nation and to develop the world's most sophisticated weapons 

systems. Because engineers and technologists were critical to the achievement of both of 

these goals, higher education was again mobiiized, as it had k e n  in the 1940s, to win the 

new war. As during the Second World War, education in the sciences and technicd 

disciplines was vital to victory in the arms race. Govemments in Canada and the United 

States feared that unless univenities upwardly revised the tirnetable for the production of 
technologists the Cold War would surely be lost. There was cause for concem as many 
within and outside academic circles felt that North Americans had Iost their intellectual and 

technological advantage over the Soviet Union. The Russian launch of Spumik in October 

of 1957 confinned this concem. The Sputnik cnsis amplified the inadequacies of the North 

Arnerican educational systems, while showing, at the same time, the supenorities of 

Russian technical education. It put tremendous pressure on university officids to revarnp 



their educational structures to produce more engineers, scientists, and technologists to catch 

up to the technologically superior   us si ans."^ Ultimately, it resuited in a renewed sense of 

urgency to develop technologists to meet the immediate demands of the Cold War. Shortly 

after the Sputnik launch, for instance, the Ontario minister of education told the presidents 

of his province's universities "to reassure those of the public who are anxious about 

present conditions that everything is being done and will be done to strengthen and support 
3, 171 the service rendered by the Ontario Universities . University reports issued diroughout 

the late 1950s. furthemore, invariably discussed the desperate need for advanced research 

in science and te~hnology. '~~ As the NCCUC President declared in 196 1, no one denied the 

need for the very best professors and equipment in the pure and applied science laboratories 

of the country's univer~ities.~'~ Nor did govemments deny the universities the support 

required to bolster the training of scientists and technologists. In the Royal Commission on 

Canada's Economic Prospects (the so-called Gordon Commission of 1958) the Canadian 

pvernment *rrned its cornmitment to establish a 'more elaborate provision for research" 

so that Canada might accelerate its "rate of technical advance" and "maintain [its] position in 
relation to other co~ntries"."~ Government support for fundamentai scientific research was 

as Iogical as it was unequivocal. In the aftermath of Sputnik, the modem university had 

become responsible once again for the survivd of the nation. 

In addition to providing the crack, front-line troops to be deployed in the Cold War, 

universities also proved essentiai in furnishing society with highly educated work-force that 

was central to an advanced industrial economy. Scientific and technicai training did not 

only have military applications but also was highiy significant to the econornic weU-king 

of the nation. As the Gordon Commission noted in 1958, "the Pace of growth and 

development depends largely on the ability to use the fruits of scientific reserve, 

technological improvements. and advanced mechanization". In the advanced economic 

world of the late 1950s, "the abiiities of scientists, engineers, administrators, and skilled 

people of ail kinds are k i n g  called increasingly into p1ay".17' More than training the 

engineers and other technical personnel, however, economic theorists considered modem 

universities focal points of economic growth. Citing Peter Drucker's Landmarks of 
Tomorrow, Claude Bissell showed how education was not an overhead cost (as 

conventional economic argument considered it), but rather a capital in~estment."~ The 
development of educated people was, in Drucker's words, "the most rneaningful index of 

the wedth-producing capacity of a country"."' In the Afluenr S o c i e ~ ,  J.K. Galbraith, as 

Bissel1 also indicated, came to the same conclusions. Galbraith argued that the universities 

were poised to produce a "new class" that was to have the knowledge and technical 

resources to strive towards economic prosperity and " ~ a c e f d  survival i t~elf ' ."~ Since 



education was the "operative factor in expanding [this] class", Galbraith concluded, 

"investment in education, assessed qualitatively as weii as quantitatively, becomes very 

close to being the basic index of social progress ... rr179 In a more practical sense. 

furthemore, there was a trernendous expansion in administrative. finance, and public 

sector positions by the late 1950s and 1960s. Canadian society required teachers, lawyers, 

doctors. and bankers dong with engineers and other trained specialists. Because of the 

large expansion in the numbers of white-collared jobs. the university was c d e d  upon now 

more than ever to satisfy the demands.lgO Ontario's Minister of education, William Davis. 

put into perspective society's reliance on the modem university. "Today as never before in 
Our history." Davis declared in 1963, "our very survival, Our future development and 

prospenty as a nation depends on the proper education of our youth ..."18' 

The birthplaces of a new, educated class, the universities were regarded 

increasingly as centres of social and econornic advancement. In assisting Canada to 

become a "noble and puissant nation", as Claude Bisseil put it in his keynote address to the 

NCCUC in 1961, society and the universities emphasized more than ever before the 

utilitarian aspect of higher education.'** Indeed. the bcculture of utility", which. as we have 

seen, reached back to the intenvar period. achieved renewed precedence by the 1960s. Not 

only did the universities convince communities of their importance to the nation, but an 

increasingly heavy reliance on provincial largesse helped place the universities squarely 

within the public domain. Once largely privately funded, increasing capital expenditures 

and the continuing explosion in enrolments meant that universities had to look to 

govemment for hand-outs. Indeed. by the mid-1960s' govemments (especialiy provincial 

govemments) covered the lion's share of university costs. Despite the protestations of 
scholars about infnngements on academic autonomy, moreover, provincial governments 
were reticent "to sit passively on the sidelines and let each institution follow its own 

autonomously conceived f an~ ies" . ' ~~  Rather, they took an active interest in systems of 

higher learning that they funded, and, perhaps more importantly, that were increasingly 

considered by voting publics as integral to the well-king of their communities. 

Aside from necessitating increased dependence on the public purse, massive 
expansions of the early 1960s implied a change in the very nature of higher education. 

This concept of change is perhaps best encapsulated in the term "multivenity~'. President 

Clark Kerr of the University of California, who coined the word, meant by the term that the 

modem univenity was so variegated that there was no "single vision" to shape it.18' For 

Kerr, the "intellectual world had been fractionali~ed".'~~ As the universities expanded, and 

interests continued to diverge, moreover, academies found that their utilitarian roles took on 

added significance. Oniy through functioning as economic and technical storehouses. and 



by providing higher leaming to the masses of young Canadians, could the universities find 
any unifjring purpose. Presidents and boards of govemon had to weigh the oft-confkting 

interests of funding goals with the educational phiiosophies, and public demands, for the 

accommodation of larger numbers of students. with educational standards. Whereas 

smdler institutions could still ciaim that the ''Liberal arts constitute the centre of their 
7 7  186 educational offenngs . univenities large or smdl nevertheless had to be "guided by 

utilitarian considerations if they [were] to receive the understanding and support required 
77 187 from the cornrnunity . Motivated by this new utilitanan purpose, the universities had 

become ensconced in the public ambit as the location of power, in Kerr's words, "moved 
99  188 from inside to outside the original community of mastes and scholars . 

Academic critics were divided on the issue of the socailed multiversity. Cntics 

such as George Grant and Northrop Frye continued to denounce the demise of the 

traditional university and cnticized the monstrosity that Kerr expounded upon. A key 

participant in the stmggle against academic modemkation dunng the war and postwar 

penods, George Grant continued to speak out against the advent of the multiversity. A 

subtext of his 1960s analyses on the predominance of technological Liberaiism was the 

decline of religious and contemplative traditions. In becoming the handmaiden of the 

technological society, modem universities had not been tme to their role as spiritual and 

philosophical centres. Grant saw that the ultimate goal of North Arnencans was to build a 

"noble technological society of highly skilled specialists who are at the same tirne people of 
't 189 great vision . He did not dispute the magnificent results of the research orientation of 

the univenities, especially in the natural sciences. But, in exchange for these great 
achievements. Grant realized that the universities lost something very important: justice; 

knowledge of the beautiful; and a notion of where people stand toward the divine. In 
short. Grant continued to lament the loss of the universities' main purpose: the duty of its 

scholars to lead society in the punuit of truth. justice and bea~ty. '~ '  

Added to Grant's imputations against the modernized university, Northrop Frye 

also provided a renewed perspective on old problems. For Frye, the univenity was not a 

mere extension of society's social-technological aspirations (as it had becorne for many 
latter-day cntics of the univenity) but instead stood outside society, analyzing it and 

assessing social interaction. It was a kind of "social laboratow that provided "insights 

into the structure of society, nature, or the human minci" and thereby facilitated an 
understanding of the modem world.lg' Higher learning's defining function, according to 

Frye, was to evaluate and challenge the accepted views of society. "If one's view of 

society has been fomed by great philosophers". he reasoned, 'one cannot be satisfied with 

the view of it taken by Iuxury advertising . . ."19' By chailenging accepted views higher 



education could assist in discerning, in other words, fdsehood from reality. In a world 

dominated by the matenal and technological, it helped "awaken minds" and liberate 

students from prominent modem fallacies: thinking of education and life more generally 

merely in t e m  of the adjustment to a cornfortable, material existence.'93 

In exposing falsehoods and thus in fulfiiIing its critical function. Frye argued 

further, universities enabled students to pursue tmth, and, ultimately, gain freedom. By 
discrediting the utilitarîan objectives of the modem world, they ailowed students to focus 

on the study of great art and literature and absorb "the discipline of the scientific method", 

and understand "the wisdom of the age~".'~' Academies were therefore society's 

"powerhouses of freedom" because they exposed fdse thinking and directed their adherents 

to the tmths inherent to the beauty of art, philosophy, and the good life.Igs But Frye did 

not iimit the emancipatory function strictly to university students and teachers. Rather, the 

"free" univenity was symbolic of the achievement of a greater, societai emancipation. The 

university meant much more to society than its physicd manifestation as a group of 

buildings, or as a main receptacle of knowledge. nie university represented, Frye wrote, 

"what humanity ... is free to do if it tries ... Wherever there is respect for the artist's 

vision, the scientist's detachment. the teaches learning and patience, the child's 

questioning, there the university is at work in the ~ o r l d " . ' ~ ~  Academic freedom thus 

meant, for Frye. much more than liberation from outside interference; rather, the pusuit of 

academic tnith implied the achievement of a greater social tmth and. ultimately, the 

emancipation of humanity. 
Academic liberty and the university's function as critic thus were both central to 

Frye's conception of higher learning. What is more, like earlier acadernic cntics, Frye 

postulated a social mission for the university. He considered the university as central to the 

adaptation of modem humanity to changing social realities. Society, for Frye, was in "a 

state of process", a revolutionary state striving towards future ideds.lg7 Through its 

function as social cntic the university was to make sense of the revolutionary process and 

therefore lead society through its perilous times. Against the backdrop of tremendous 

socio-economic change, expanding enrolments, the ongoing development of the 

multiversity, and student radicalism in the university, Frye singled out higher learning as a 

stabilizing force. In a society in a state of constant change and confusion, the university 

was a place of refuge. 'The university," Frye pronounced, "by virtue of its emphasis on 

the cultural environment, the supremacy of mental discipline over persondity, and 

academic freedom, has the resources for forming a bridgehead of flexible and detached 

minds in a strategic place in society". As for Innis and others, Frye's academy was best 

able to perform its social function by serving as purveyor of cultural, moral, and humane 



tniths. Ironicaliy, in presenting histonc perspectives on society, the university was able to 
provide insight on modem problems. It best fulfïed its function, Frye averred, "by 

digging in its heels and doing its traditional job in its traditionaliy retrograde, obscurantist, 

and reactionary way. It must continue to confront society with the imaginations of geat 

poets, the visions of great thinkers, the discipline of the scientific method, and the wisdom 

of the ages, until enough people ... realize that it is a way of Iife ..."'98 

Problems arose, however, in that society in this revolutionary age was fraught with 

misconceptions, misunderstandings about what was happening to it and, perhaps most 

significantly, to the academy. Modem humanity, according to Frye, simply did not 

understand the civilizing and humanizing mission of higher learning. The immense 

perspective engendered by experiencing imaginations of great artists and scientists. in 

consequence, was in danger of being lost. Society was likewise in penl of 

misapprehending the revolutionary process of contemporary times, and, as a result, of 

regressing as a civilization. Present society, Frye asserted lugubriously, "is not 

predestined to go onward and upward ..." Reacting against the driving elements of mass 

culture, Frye claimed that society had been transfomed into a mob culture; "hucksters", 

"censon", and "hidden penuaders" had turned "literature into slanted news, painting into 

billboard advertising, music into caterwauling transistor sets, architecture into mean 

~t ree t s " . '~~  Most importantly, the academy itself - the last refuge of civilization - had 

become a refiection of this debased culture and therefore contributed to society's dernise. 

Frye harshly criticized the modem university because it became full of itself and 

excessively proud of the essential economic-technological role it performed in society. "If 
the university", Frye warned, "Like so much of the rest of our society, falls into the habit of 

rationalizing its prosperity as a kind of virtue, it will have been kidnapped by that society 

and will have betrayed its special f u n c t i ~ n " . ~ ~ ~  Ailuding to lowered educational standards. 

the advance of technical instruction, and the triumph of Grantian technologicaI freedom 
more generdly, Frye made an even stronger statement on the deleterious effects of 

education in the age of mass democracy. The "beliefs and aims" of a democratic society, 

Frye asserted, scuttled the "attempt to give the university student a kind of perspective on 

what the whole of the learned human race" had achieved. Social pressures continued to 
endanger universities, he concluded, by forcing thern "to work out and teach some kind of 

democratic philosophy ..."*Oi 

In denouncing modem education trends and providing a justification for the 

enduring relevance of the traditional academy, Northrop Frye reacted against his social and 

inteliectual milieus. Although not hostile to material advancement per se, Frye chided a 

society that had become obsessed with the matenal and the technological and which had 



fallen prey to t ie trappings of mass culture. Intellectually, he distinguished himself from 

the growing nurnbers of academic observen who were willing to work within the limits of 

rnodemized and democratized higher education. Against advancing tendencies in higher 

leaming Frye stood firm. a strong and loyal advocate of the merits of the traditional 

academy. In advocating traditional education, m e r ,  he provided a Iùik to the academic 

critics of former times. Through Frye we see a connection to the university critics of the 

1940s and early 1950s. Even more than George Grant and the dwindling numben of other 

nonconfodsts, Frye's great success as university critic was to bring forth the tradition of 

dissent in«, a period that was increasingly inimical to the ideas and uses of traditional 

higher learning. 

Despite the efforts of Grant and Frye, however, acadernic observers were not 

receptive to a revesion to the principles of the traditional university. WMe always paying 

Lip service at least to the enduring benefits of the liberai arts and a classical education, 

cornmentators such as J.A. Corry were less wiiling than their colleagues to eschew the 

multiversity. In a group of addresses given throughout the 1960s and later published in 

1970 under the apt title Farewell the Ivory Tower, Principal Corry of Queen's University 

presented his opinions on the process of acadernic modernization. While Corry was 

unwilling to concede that the universities were mere handmaidens of the state and therefore 

bereft of vision, the leitrnotif of his addresses was that the universities found their focus 

through their service to society. Corry explained that the relation between the university 

and the state had recently changed. Whereas in a political clirnate in which laissez-faire 

attitudes and individualkm predominated, the "medieval" university, aloof from society, 

could be justifiable; in a democratic society, it was not. The university, in other words, 

had to adapt to new circumstances and realities. While Corry was not averse to the 
traditional principles of the university -- scholarly freedom, tenure, and the importance of 

humane vdues and contemplative traditions -- he did object to ivory towensm and the 

aioofness of a system from the cornmunity that paid the bills.202 Universities must be kept 

free, he claimed in 1964, for theirs was 

essentid work that can o d y  be carried on in the flexible conditions of 
freedom. Governrnents in Canada a f f m  this just as strongly as anyone 
else. Equdly, it will not be denied in any responsible quarter that 
govemments which guard the public interest and provide increasingly heavy 
support for universities out of public funds need assurances. How can they 
clairn the continued confildence of the taxpayer unless they can sayowith 
knowledge that his money is k i n g  wisely spent in the public interest? 

Linked through increasing taxpayer funds, then, the universities had a 

responsibility to the communities they served. For Corry this obligation to society was to 



be fulfilled when the universities could "interpret the felt needs of society", which included 

the "utilitarian interests" of the masses of new students. The univenities ought to 

accommodate students harbouring these pragmatic inclinations as long as "their numbers do 

not overwhelm us". ''The world's work," he continued, "must be done". "Much of that 

work requires knowledge and disciphed minds of an order that universities are best 

equipped to provide. The universities need to keep in close touch with the workaday 

world. Cornmon sense and practicality never corne amiss, even in universities ..."204 

Far from reforming society, making it aware of its inherent flaws (as Harold Innis 

and like-rninded cntics advocated), Corry thus implored the university to adapt to society, 

to fit into its fundamentai structures and to aid in the achievement of its ultimate goals. 

Corry was not alone in his denunciation of the ivory towensm of the Canadian university. 

M u r  Lower, who had frequently spoken out against cloistered scholarship, implicitly 

supported Corry's arguments. Society was now Ml of 'plain, work-a-day people", he 

clairned "getting 'equaler and equaler' as the days go by".*05 Scholars must not isolate 

thernselves frorn these individuals but rather endeavour to understand the "people they are 
206 working with, their sociai and econornic background . Canadian universities, Lower 

suggested in conclusion, must work diligently to eliminate the remnants of nineteenth 

cenniry elitism and thereby enable themselves to relate to the new and changing world. 

Claude Bissell, President of the University of Toronto, also expounded upon the modem 

university's integration into society. For Bissell, society had accepted both scholars* 

"assumptions about the importance of higher education and the necessity of meeting its 

enormous needs ..."207 The role of the university, he continued. could be "seen in different 

terms and [expressed in] a more elaborate and stimulating context. We can talk about 

universities not in t e m  of subsistence, but in terms of expansion; not as production Iines 

for business and the state, but as a principal means whereby our economy, our political 

structure and Our culture grow and change ..."208 Even Marshall McLuhan, in the context 

of his media studies, eIaborated on the univeaity's new societal function. In the 

"electronic age", McLuhan asserted, universities had relinquished their centuries old 

function as 'Vie main processing plants for young rninds". Instead, they had become the 

means by which society could understand cultural change and sociai environments, which, 

for McLuhan, had become dorninated by electronic media of communication. As highly 

decentralized institutions, able to access and understand the nature of electronic information 

transfer, universities becarne "the principal organs of perception for the entire s ~ c i e t y " . ~ ~ ~  

Neither simply a training ground for the elite of a bygone culture nor the ivory tower, the 

university had developed into the nodal centre of al1 society. 



For McLuhan, Corry and the other interested observers, then. the univeaity had 
become integrated into its social environment While still hoping for the persistence of 

humanist and other university traditions, they accepted that the modem academy had 

become a reflection of broader social change. The academy had developed into an agent of 

society and most within and outside the academic world were w i h g  to accept and 

accommodate this fait accompli. This willingness to accommodate the demands of the 

modem world and to abandon not only the ivory towerism but aiso the humanistic focus of 

past critics was a powerful manifestation of the sway of the modem university. As one 

critic declared in 1961, the days of supremacy for the humanist had passed. Hurnanist 
99 210 scholars can no longer "defend their right to a place in the sun ; radier. "science. 

technology, and the humanities must cooperate and Live in mutual dependence ..."211 While 

remaining m e  to their purpose and traditions. added another commentator, the universities 

had to address the "needs of govemment. of industry and of society over the long haul".'" 
They must "move with the times" and "adjust to the changes in ~ociety".~" Once harshly 

opposed, there was somber resignation arnong academic observers that the day of the 

modem university had arrived at last. 

By the 1960s. Canadian universities were completing a process of academic modemization 

begun several decades earlier. Modem institutions scarcely resembled their late-nineteenth- 

century forebearers, which had been cultural outposts responsible for inculcating the 

virtues of Bntish culture and for helping develop a "dutiful, morally sound social order". 

In an age of astonishing expansion, economic prospenty, and democratic ideals, they also 
shunned their former responsibility as access points for the sons of the elite to the higher 

forms of learning. Characterized by democratic education. a growing culture of utility, the 

advent of the multiversity, a more intimate relationship between universities and their 

government and private benefactors, the modem university was by the late 1950s staunchly 

ensconced in the modem reaiities of mass enrolments and million-doliar budgets. 

Inherently conservative institutions, universities did indeed retain some of the educational 

structures to meet the challenges of the new age. The arguments of George Grant and 

Northrop Frye and others are testaments to the strain of conservatism that marked academic 

life even into the 1960s and 1970s. Faced with the imrnutable forces for social change after 

1945, however, a newfound willingness to accommodate modem exigencies sundered 

academics' reactionary predilections. Critics such as Frye and Grant had k e n  marginalized 

more than ever before amid a growing tide of "academic modemists" because they refbsed 

to accept the university's modem societal role. Whereas cntics wondered imrnediately afier 

1945 whether recent trends towards academic modernization were mere aberrations, their 



counterparts a decade and a half later harboured no illusions about the fate of the traditional 
academy. The acceptance by scholars of academic modemkation was, ultimately, the rnost 
teliing of all manifestations that the end of the long evolution had been reached and that the 
modem university had been born at last. 
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Battling the Philistines: The Quest for Culture in Postwar Canada 

With academic modemization, social critics in Canada preoccupied themselves with the 

development of culture. Concem mounted among these inteilectuals that culture -- defmed 

broadly as the social, political, and artistic activities of a society, and in more narrow, 

Arnoldian t e m  as the punuit of mord and social perfection, truth, and beauty - had 

reached a cross-roads. After 1945 the nation achieved significant diplomatic recognition 

for its role in the war, and becarne one of the world's rnost prosperous countries. Yet, 

despite its rnilitary-diplornatic and economic triumphs, social observers realized that 

Canadian culture had not developed dong with the material and political aspects of the 

nation. For some critics, Canada as a cultural entity had stagnated; for others, it threatened 

to regress, reflecting the wider cuInual decadence of the western world. 

The penod 19454970 was marked by a consistent critique of cultural 

developments. This critique ebbed and flowed. It sometimes took on an utter 

despondency, reflected in cntics' perceptions of the postwar cnsis of values and in the 

eventuai triumph by the 1960s of m a s  society. In between, culhual cntics were less 

pessirnistic: they held out hope that cultural decline could be reversed and that Canada 

might become an islet of civilization among a sea of Amencan culture. The twenty-five 

year period after the war was indeed one of cultural reexamination. both of the nature of 

Canadian culture and of how that culture reflected a larger national identity. Centred about 

the Massey Commission, the cultural critique endeavoured not only to define and defend 

"culture" in Canada, but also to prornote a cultural view that was unique to the Dominion. 

Cntics thus tried to define and mould the Canadian identity from a cultural perspective. 

Against the historical backdrops of growing consumerism, materialism, and culturai 

"Arnericanization", critics embroiled themselves in what they perceived to be a death 

stmggle to preserve older cultural forms and orientations. Moreover, in a period in which 
Canada's self-perception seemed ever-changing, they saw themselves as providing an 

understanding. based sometimes in historical fictions, of a young nation. As such, they 

attributed to themselves a s i d a r  social significance to that of their intellectual compatriots, 

the cntics of acadernic modemization. For both groups, in some cases the sarne 

individuals, the bettement of society was the preeminent objective. Cultural amelioration 

was indeed a broader manifestation of humane values and the traditional university more 

generally. Along with the technological and acadernic aspects of modernization, in brief, 

postwar Canada, for the critics of modemity, faced crises of culture and of national 



identity. It was the self-imposed responsibility of the culhiral analysts to respond to these 

problems and suggest alternatives. They perceived themselves as an eiite cadre of soldien 
whose unwavering duty it was to repel the onslaught of the ignorant and uncivilized. For 

ihe cntics of mass culture. the barbarians were at the gates. 

The "crisis of values" that characterized the 1940s was an important point of departure in 

the analysis of cultural decline. Reflecting more than the embattled arts tradition in the 

academe, or the advent of a modem scient& and materiaiist society, the problem of values 
represented greater cultural decay. In a 1946 article entitled 'The End of an Age9*, for 

instance, W.H. AIexander expressed concern about contemporary attitudes towards moral 

and cultural values. Modems, he explained, were "drawing towards an end of a period of 

about two thousand years" because, instead of allowing themselves to be guided and 

directed by ethical precepts. they showed Litde regard for "mord principles of action".' 

Inspired by scientific and technological achievement, he added, they ascnbed to a new, 

though false notion of morality. Alexander illustrated his point by discussing the impact of 

nuclear warfare and the horrors of Hiroshima. Outwardly, he wrote, the nuclear anack 

destroyed the city of Hiroshima and tens of thousands of people. Inwardly, "it destroyed 

the whole b a i s  of mankind's interrelations ..."' Leaders of nations and their peoples 

ignored the moral implications of mass destruction in favour of the higher "goods" of 

national survival and loyalty to the state. The achievement of victory by whatever means 

necessary becarne, according to Alexander, the greatest moral purpose of all. This new 

"moral" focus sublimated older moral principles, however, such as the sanctity of human 

life. Indeed, the attainment of military and econornic power through scientific and 

technological expertise had replaced Judeo-Christian values as the hallmarks of m~ral i ty .~ 

For Alexander. the lamentable reality was that although false, the scientifîc-technological 

ethic nevertheless characterized modem outlooks. Ultimately, this false understanding 

implied dire consequences for aU of westem civilization. Bereft of concem for the ethicai 

and the transcendent, he concluded, modem civiiization had become moraLly bankmpt and 

was decaying more quickiy than any other culture in history.' 

The connection between cultural decadence and the advent of a technological 

consciousness that Alexander expounded upon was also a theme on which other postwar 

observers c~rnmented.~ In a paper called "The Unbinding of Prometheus". James 

Thomson also showed, among other things. the deleterious effects of the technological 

imperative on westem civilization. Thomson's piece presented a ''Promethead* theme. 

While humanity gained a measure of control over its environment through technological 

innovation (thereby achieving liberty and becoming 4'civilized"), there were limits to 



technological freedom. The gifts of civilization, in Thomson's words, ''carry their own 
problems with hem, from which as yet no way of escape has been f ~ u n d " . ~  As for 

Alexander, for Thomson the quintessence of these concems was the probiem of nuclear 
destruction. Through nuclear science humanity had discovered the ultimate means of 

controliing their environment. Yet, through weapons of mass destruction, atomic 
technology also irnpiied a breakdown of morality and humanity. "A fearfd conflict", 

Thomson wrote, discussing the current war and the prospects of nuclear annihilation, "now 

engages the energies of almost the entire hurnan race. The tragic spectacle*', he went on, 

'3s rendered more t e m i n g  by the scientifïc skill employed in the vast holocaust of 
destruction". Even the coungeous and heroic activities of humans could not relieve 

modems "from a sense of foreboding in the contemporary impasse". Modem humanity 

was "haunted by a conviction that war is an Apocalypse of civilization's diseased state now 

crying out for d o u s  thought and drastic remedy".' Underlying the tragedies of nuclear 

warfare, however, was the most tragic reality of dl. Humankind was unable to 

cornprehend the need to reevaluate its current state; it was incapable of rectioing its own 

folly by understanding that it had become obsessed with science and technological 

ad~ancement.~ NucIear warfare was simply a manifestation of modem humanity's ultirnate 

foolishness. It was the last in a chah of tragedies that began when Prometheus stole f ~ e  

from the gods. Modem humanity, Thomson concluded, had begun to pay the penalty for 

its Promethean f01ly.~ 

As for Alexander, the technological ethic had thus become for Thomson a defining 

ethos of the modem west. It presented itself as the only true course to freedom and cultural 

progression, and, in so doing, deflected attention away from alternative cultural values. It 

thereby distoned the modem view of cultural advancement. in "The Influence of Science 

on the Cultural Outiook", S. Basterfield, Iike Aiexander and Thomson before him, also 

elaborated on the interrelations between science and cultural development. Basterfield 

claimed that while the advance of science made for a financially "richer culture", it dso 

narrowed the vision of modems and catered to "a largely adolescent view of the ~ o r l c l " . ' ~  

He asserted that the technological ethic (the achievement of power and control, especidy 

over nature), to which both Alexander and Thomson referred, negatively affected the 
appreciation of cultural and moral values. "The unprecedented success of technology, the 
anticipated power over nature, and the vast weaith from natural resources", he wrote, "have 

dimmed the vision of moral and aesthetic values to such an extent that while we may pay lip 
service to the matter of custom and tradition, we regulate Me essentially by material values 

and those activities to which applied science so obviously minisiers".' ' North Arnericans 

exalted consumensm, technological gadgetry, and the "magic of science" to provide 



"know-how" and to enhance materiai development at the expense of cultural and spiritual 

values. Religion, Basterfield claimed as an example, was "no longer a matter of sincere 

belief' nor a matter of ""personal experience and spintual fellowship". Rather, it had k e n  

transformed into "mainly a social activity and a cornmunity enterprise centred in a church 

. . ."12 In contributing to the eclipse of the humanities, the sciences had also undemiined 

traditional values and ethics. They had corne to embrace their role as initiators of material 

and technological progress.13 Once great philosophers, Basterfield asserted, scientists had 

estranged themselves from philosophy and attendant moral questions and therefore shirked 

their responsibdities to the social order. 

The sundenng of philosophical and other cultural values, however, had grave 

consequences for modem society. While Basterfield hoped that traditional values could be 
preserved by resurrecting the philosophical-humanistic approach, he was prepared to 

contemplate the worst. If left unguided by moral and cultural virtues, Basterfield warned, 

modems might "prostitute science to the most evil purposes" and allow it to Iead to 

civilization's u l h a t e  demise." Unless they recognize the implications of the assault on 

values for which "prophets, poets and artists have stnven through the centuries", the world 

"may decline into a technological barbarism"." Simpfy put, aesthetic and mord virtues 

were key to the enduring vitality of western civilization. 

While commentators such as Basterfield and the others focussed on the effects of 

science and technology on cultural development, other cntics used related, though slightly 

different explanations for the apparent decline of cultural values. In an article written for 

the Dalhousie Review, K. Rayski-Kietlitcz of Acadia University examined the impact of the 

North Arnerican "'utilitarianism" on cultural advancement. In Canada and the United States, 

Rayski-Kietlitcz claimed, the emphasis on practical fields of education was out of 

proportion to other branches of knowledge that offered no "irnrnediate and visible materiai 

oain~".'~ This over-active pragmatism, moreover, directly influenced widespread 0 

indifference on the part of North Americans to culturai values. In focussing on material 

development and practical achievements, North Americans largely ignored cultural 

developments that were likely to have littie practical use. Evidence of this lamentable 

reality, Rayski-Kietlitcz added, existed in the esteem in which most Canadians held the 

"heroic business man" and, altemately, the "occasional contempt in which the intellectuai 

professions [were] helb'. Lacking a proper balance between practical and intellectual or 

cultural virtues, it was not surprising that North America had languished culturaily 

compared to Europe and other "older" civilizations." 

Discussing the true nature of liberty in modem civilizations, Peter Viereck also 

railed against Canadians' over-abundant concem with things practical and material. As 



well, Viereck claimed that morality, and not a simplistic view of material progression, was 
the key to liberty and therefore the advancement of culture. In a piece entitled 'Two 

Aspects of Freedom", he argued that "freedorn rests not solely on the material basis of 

merely econornic prosperity and merely political constitutions. Freedom, including the 

most material economic and political freedorn rests ultimately on ethical values".18 A 

standard of morality was a precondition for the establishment of social and economic 

advances. Society could only achieve economic gains, Viereck explained, "by a credo that 

subordinates economic gains to individual freed~m*'.'~ Based solely on the idea of 

economic bettement, and therefore compromising fieedom and justice "for the sake of 

organizing total tyranny", by contrast, society lost not only freedom but economic advances 

as well.*O Without ethical and moral absolutes, both replaced with the transient "goods" of 

materid growth, Viereck suggested. society was neither free nor capable of ameliorating? 

Also discussing the signifcance of ethical standards, philosopher John A. Irving 

asserted that the "problem of values" was the "central philosophical issue of the twentieth 

~entur~" .~ '  The basic purpose of Irving's anide, aptly entitled "Moral Standards in a 

Changing World", was to comprehend why modems had corne to question etemal moral 

standards. Rapid technological and scientific development, growth in the medical 

sciences, and the "bitter controversies between capitdists and comrnunists", Irving wrote, 

were arnong the important socio-historical factors that "produced the moral restlessness of 

our times"." In such an environment, modems had begun to question 'iiltimate values". 

"Confronted with changing conventions in a changing world", he explained, "many people 

have corne to feel that there are no universal moral standards at a K z 4  The confusion of the 

modem age had led to moral relativism. Modems replaced universal values with moral 

standards that were fumly rooted in the world of science and the mate~ ia l .~~  In shunning 

transcendent values, h i n g  hastened to add, they have brought thernselves to the "rirn of 

the abyss".26 For, although deteriorating due to conditions of unprecedented change, 

universal morai standards were nevertheless essentid to dealing with the cuirent crisis of 

culture. In failing to realize this fundamental reality, Irving and the others implied, modem 

hurnanity contributed to its own demise. 

For Irving as for Viereck, Rayski-Kietiitcz, and the others, then, the sundering of 

values necessarily implied socio-cultural deterioration. Harold Innis was another of the 

social observers who became preoccupied with the vitality of western culture. Like his 
rnany CO-critics, Innis considered "values" to be a key component in the disintegration of 

civilization- He cited the demise of the humanistic and arts traditions within Canadian 

universities as having "ominous implications for the whole future of civilization", as 
several critics of academic modemization had done." He also wrote at length about the 



dernise of spiritual values within the increasingly materialkt culture of postwar CanadaL8 

As we have seen, the analysis of the decay of "philosophic" values was central to hnis's 

social criticism of the later 1940s and early 1950s. The consideration of the importance of 

moral and spirituai values was never far beneath the surface of any of Innis's later wntings. 

Innis, however, went further than his colleagues in his critique of modem society. 

Although important as a concept per se, the decline of values was, for Innis, a way of 
broaching a subject of greater significance: the degeneration of modem western civilization. 

Whereas fellow critics preferred to expound upon the cnsis of values rather than 

elaborating on the connection between values and cultural decay, hnis was intrigued by the 

intricacies of cultural development. An important paper entitled "Minerva's Owl" (1947) 

illustrated Lnnis's newfound preoccupation with cultural decadence. 

Read before the 1947 meeting of the Royai Society of Canada, the piece expounded 

upon the processes of cultural transference and decline. Minerva, the Roman goddess of 

war, and her attending owl, representative of wisdom and intellectualism, symbolized the 

relationship between force and the fiight of culture through tune and over geographical 

space. Minerva's owl took flight once conditions detenorated and the protection of 

scholanhip and cultural activity had k e n  undermined. It sought out "new areas with 

possibilities of protection" so that cultural activity, reliant on organized force, could 

continue to f l o ~ r i s h . ~ ~  Once scholars and other cultural figures no longer received the 

protection they required from political or ecclesiastical organizations (centres of power), 

the new civilization declined and the symbolic bird of passage began its joumey anew. 

Civilizations, Innis claimed, collapsed due to the "weakening of [the] protection of 

organized force"." They were reestablished once the culture-force relationship had been 

revived and the nexus behveen cultural and politicai entities was renewed. 

Originally, Innis went on with his analysis, Minerva's owl took flight from 

classical Greece, where political and cultural forces fmt allied themselves. It then 

continued its joumey through the ages, tracing a path through Europe, fmaily reaching the 

New World and the modem industrial period. At this point, however, Innis became 

concerned about the survival of things culniral and intellectual. Political organizations and 

other societal manifestations of "force" no longer concerned themselves with the protection 

of inteilectuals but instead were cbactively engaged in schemes for [their] destr~ction*'.~' 

Obsessed with consumerism and technological advancement, Innis suggested, North 

Arnerican society had become hostile to intellectual and culhu;il activities. Once patrons of 

the arts and an intellectual life more generally, the holders of power within modern society 

ignored as irrelevant long-standing cultural and intellectual traditions. As such they 

undermined the crifcaily important accommodation between force and wisdom." 



Ultimately, in Innis's scheme, they threatened the safety of Minerva's owi and with it the 

survival of the ancient scholarly and culturai inheitance. 

As discussed in chapter two, InMs detded the effects of technology, and 

specifically of media of communication, on culnual change. We w u  not elaborate 

therefore on his notions of the emergence and decay of histonc LLempires". What is 

important here, however, is that Innis's was not a Ione voice on the topic of cultural 

degeneration. Innis's ideas, to the contrary, fdl within a broader socio-intellectual context. 

Along with the critics of modem values, Innisian thought reflected a growing body of 

Litemture on cultural development. Innis himself admitted that his essay 'The Bias of 

Communication" relied heavily on the insights of A.L. Kroeber' s Configurations of 

Cultural Growth (1946).33 Elsewhere, he noted the influence on his wntings of Oswald 

spengler7s" theones of cyclical cultural development. Arnold Toynbee also informed 

innis's workV3' as he did many of Innis's contemporaries. Indeed, Toynbee's 
"metahistorical" approach to the past (employed in A Sfudy of History, reappearing in an 
abndged edition in 1946) proved to be very popular among postwar hi~torians.~~ 

Toynbee's approach appealed to intellectuals such as Innis and others who viewed the past 

not as a simple linear progression from primitive to advanced forms, but rather as a cultural 

process that had its vicissitudes, none more discouraging than those expressed in the 

contemporary peri~d. '~ Civiliration on Trial ( 1948) and The Prospects of Civilization 

(1948) reinforced Toynbee's chief message for the modem world that forces such as 

democracy, technology, and matenal growth, interfered with the age-old struggle to 

develop an intellectual and spiritual life. Aphonstic. prophetic, and largely pessimistic, 

Toynbee's history captivated contemporary social observers who themselves were trying to 

make sense of the deepening cnsis of civilization. 
Even more influentid than Toynbee was the thought and social cnticism of Matthew 

Arnold. Aithough Arnold wrote in the mid-nineteenth century, the cntics of the postwar 

era found his ideas to be pertinent to curent circumstances. Like Spengler and Toynbee, 

Arnold was a prophet of cultural decline. The "anarchy" he referred to in his most famous 

tract, Culture and Anarchy, suggested two kinds of cultural malaise. First, rnid-nineteenth 
century British society was mired in spiritual anarchy. The burgeoning middle class had 

developed, for Arnold, an untranuneled preoccupation with the socio-economics of laissez- 

faire and also became increasingly disdainful of mainstream religious and intellectual 

activity. Amold also connected spiritual anarchy with the inevitable advent of modem 

democracy in its various f ~ r m s . ) ~  Indeed. Arnold deplored the materialistic outlook of his 

culture's "philistines", the nouveaux riches of the Industrial Revolution, and the vacuous 

self-indulgence of the "barbarians". the aristocracy. He dreaded the consequences of 



current socio-historicd realities. Democratic initiatives, such as the widening franchise and 

the introduction of a system of universai elementary instruction. preoccupied Arnold 

because they implied the massive disruption of Britain's politicai and educationai systems. 

Most of dl, Arnold thought that the growing rnaterialist orientation of society meant an 

increasing disregard for the presewation of things spiritual and cultural. Mid-Victorian 

times were "anarchic" precisely because they failed to take account of the overarching 

significance of spirituality, and, just as importantly, of "sweetness" (beauty and artistic 

perfection) and "light" (critical thought and intellectual pursuits). Thus, democratic and 

populist tendencies, an anti-inteiiectual bent, and a pronounced disdain for cultural 

traditions, al1 combined for Arnold to produce a morally and intellectually vacuous culture, 

and signified in starkest terms the advent of a civilization in peril. In the end, culture and 

al1 its trappings had given way to anarchy. 

The parallels between Arnold's observations and those of his mid-twentieth c e n t q  

progeny are unmistakable. The sundering of traditional, timeless virtues, and the 

expression of newer, but transient material values that J.S. Thomson and the others 

discussed, rnirrored Arnold's trepidations about growing philistinism. One aiso notes the 

sharp cnticism of anti-inteiiectualism cornmon to both Arnold and his intellectual 

descendants. The fdure to appreciate culn~ai  and philosophical values sigmed for 

Arnold and later critics a profound disregard for intellectualism. Most striking, rnoreover, 

is the notion of the present as an age of enduring social change. For Arnold, the mid- 

Victorian period was one in which civilization languished amid the amival of democratic 

education and a materialist, anti-intellectud culture. The modem materialist, consumer age 

was also "anarchic". Indeed, both critiques put fonh the idea that the present was besieged 

by moral relativism and cultural philistinism. Forces of history had intervened to disrupt 

the perilous equipoise between culture and anarchy and thus to undermine the civilized way 

of life. 

The notion of cultural decline must also be histoncaily contextualized. Although 

increasingly prosperous economically, Canada, for the c u i ~  critics, readily displayed a 

"cultural poverty" after 1945. Despite considerable artistic achievement in the past, the 

accomplishments of the Group of Seven, and the triumphs of such authors as Frederick 

Philip Grove, S tephen Leacock, Hugh MacLennan and Frank Scott, among others, 

Canada, to the critics, had remained a cultural backwater. Culture (Arnoldian culture) was 

a matter of bookstores, a very few theatres, and literary salons. Canadian and American 

philanthropie organizations had constmcted concert halls, libraries and other cultural 

amenities, and had provided aid to a few scholars through grants and scholanhips. Yet in 

many regards, the cornplaints of culhm critics were justSed; cultu.ral accouterments in 



Canada compared poorly with those of the United States and countries in Europe. 

Canadian govermnem also had little to boast of in term of promoting culture. In spite of 
aiding the development of the National Gallery. the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 

(CBC), and the National Film Board (NFB), they had IargeIy stayed out of the field of 

culture. Udike their counterparts elsewhere in the western world, they were niggardly in 

funding cultural organizations, and focussed instead on more concrete initiatives such as 

immigration policy and maintainhg full employment. Indeed, cultural policy not only 

belied Canada's origins as a pioneer colony but also reflected Canadians' pra,gmatism and 

penchant for material success. Summing up Canada's cultural plight in 195 1. historian 
Arthur Lower asked: "[Clan anyone deny that ... Canada is still not far from a culturai and 

spiritual desert? Cm it be denied that its people in the m a s  are highiy Philistine, despising 

the intellect, able to understand only action, opaque to thought and to imaginative creabve 

ern~tion?"~' 

Editor, playwnght, and humourist, Robertson Davies did not contest the thrust of 

Lower's quenes. Davies, in fact, was one of the growing number of Canadian inteilectuals 

who criticized Canada's cultural achievement. Uniike many of his fellow academic critics, 

he chose to express his criticism through the fictional realm of the theatre. Written during 

the fmal stages of the Second World War, Hope Deferred (1945) is the first of Davies's 

plays that deals with the topic of cultural impoverishment. 

Davies's play is based on a historical situation in which Count Frontenac, the 

Govemor of New France, attempts to bnng to the New World some of the refinement of 
the French court by planning a production of Molière's Tartuffe. It develops when Laval 

and Sainte-Vallier, high-placed clergymen of New France, persuade Frontenac to abandon 

the production." They argue that the "humble people of new France", and especially the 

Indians, would not understand that the piety Molière mocks is really false piety? They 
intensio their opposition by calling for the abandonment of al1 plays. It is at this point that 

Davies, through his fictional-historical characters, makes his most telling comrnents on the 

significance of culture to Canadians. The bishops want the inhabitants of New France to 

develop a religious piety fxst and foremost because this piety will make them a great 

pe0ple.4~ They care Littie for artistic and cultural development; in their view, New France 

was to develop culture on its own over time. Frontenac and Chemène4), the other main 

character of the play, vigorously oppose the bishops* position. Frontenac asks the bishops 

(without receiving a response), "Are you asking me to reduce the intektual tone of this 

whole country to what is fit for the Indians and the shopkeepers?" Chemène also queries 
the objectives and outlooks of the clergymen. "Goodness without the arts", Chemène 

claims, "demands a simplicity bordering on the idiotic. A simple man without the arts is a 



clod, or a saint, or a bigot: saints are very rare: [sic] clods and bigots are many. Are you 
trying to put my country into their hand~?"~ Like Frontenac's question, however, 

Chemène's query is also left unanswered. 
In Hope Deferred, Davies cornments on the values and inclinations of the postwar 

even though the play is set in the late seventeenth century. Frontenac's "shopkeepers" are 

reminiscent of the modern-day middie class who were concemed much more with matenal 

prosperity than intellectual pursuits. The Indians, for their part, the most populous group 

living in New France, remind the reader of the indifferent masses of modem times. 

Further, the efforts of Frontenac and Chemène against Laval and Sainte-Vallier symbolize 

the struggle for cultural development in a society that is colonial and primitive. Their defeat 

signals the sundering of cultural values and the enormous difficulty of establishing an 

appreciation of the arts in Canada. As Susan Stone-Blackburn has pointed out, moreover, 

Davies also makes direct references in the play to Canada's contemporary malaise. 

"Statements such as 'we are always twenty years or so behind the old world in our 

thinking, and 1 dare Say we always will be' and 'it wiU be a thousand years before this 

country has such a quantity of brains that it can export them without causing a famine at 

home* point from the past to the present without seeming [to bel fiagrantly anachronistic. 

This defeat for the forces of culture suffered early in Canada's history", she concludes, 

"appears to be an ill omen of things to corne rather than a temporary Ioss on the way to 

victory ... rrJS 

Davies continued his criticism of the Canadian indifference to cultural values in 

Overlaid, the second of his one-act plays. Completed by the spring of 1946, ûverlaid 

establishes a dramatic tension between two main sets of values: the pragmatism, 

Puritanism, and anti-intellectualism of Ethel (the daughter of an Ontario farmer) and George 

Bailey (an insurance salesman) versus the cultural vitality and joie de vivre of Pop, Ethel's 

father. In the play, Pop receives a twelve hundred dollar windfall, and he and Ethel 

discuss what to do with the money. A seventy year old m e r ,  Pop has worked hard to 

eke out a meagre living. He yearns for a greater existence than farm life could ever 

provide, however. Like his deceased wife had been, his entire community is "emotionaily 

undemo~shed";  its people, Pop claims, lack "food for their immortal seuls'* and thus have 

"little shriveled-up, peanut size souls"? He wants to use the windfd to travel to New 

York City to flee the narrow pragmatism and antipathy to beauty of his community. Most 
of d l ,  Pop wishes to partake of richness of the cultural Me that had been left wanting 

throughout most of his existence. Ethel, a "hard-faced woman of forty", is appalied by the 

blatant waste and fnvolity of her father's plans. She cannot comprehend at al1 Pop's desire 

to expand his experiences. She feels strongly that the money should be put to a more 



practicd use. She wants to use the windfall to purchase a large granite headstone to mark 

the grave of her mother. Above dl ,  she desires to be remembered as a respected member 

of the comrnunity and the headstone is just the way to accomplish this objective?' Overhid 

ends when Pop, responding to Ethel's emotional pleas, relents and grants his daughter her 

wishes. 

Ethei's triumph, and her persona more generally, have considerable symbolic 
significance. Representing more than simply the parochialism of a d community, 

Ethel's character reflects Canadians at large. She represents the penchant of Canadians to 

subordinate things cultual and spiritual to a life dominated by the practical. Like the 

cornpatriots she personifies, Ethel does not seem to be aware of any other mode of living. 

As Davies comments elsewhere, "Canada is a vast collection of Baileys and Ethels", overly 

concerned with the signif~cance of living earnest and morally responsible lives." Ethel's 

ulumate victory also represents the conquest of pragmatism over a Life of cultural 

Mfihen t .  As in Hope Deferred, Overhid also ends with the frustration of cultural 

aspirations. Although Davies endeavours to give voice to the merits of emotional and 

spiritual eniightenment, Overlaid ultimately reminds its readers of the intense difficulty of 

achieving a spiritually enriched life in Canada. Like its predecessor, Davies's play is 
ultimately concerned with the defeat of the forces of cultural edification. 

Penned in 1949, Fortune, My Foe was Davies's most sophisticated treatrnent to 

date of the ongoing theme of cultural poverty. The play displayed an "overt Canadianism" 

in that its charactes included new immigrants, long-tirne residents, and native Canadians 

who are al l  embroiled in a discussion of the merits of Canadian ~ociety.'~ Cultural 

destitution and artistic depnvation are again the themes of Fortune, My Foe. The play is set 

in a university town in the modem day and therefore speaks directly to the plight of culture 

in modem, urban Canadian. If culture could flourish in any area of the Dominion then 

sureIy it would prosper in an urbane setting, presided over by numerous intellectuals. That 

it does not demonstrates. for Davies, the pervasive indifference of Canadians everywhere 

to cultural activity. 

There are two plots in this full-length piece. The main story-line is set in Chilly Jim 

Steele's establishment. The key interplay is between Nicholas Hayward and Idris 

Rowlands. Hayward is a young and promising English professor who is contemplating a 

move to the United States where his talents would be better appreciated and rewarded. 

Rowlands is a middle-aged professor from Wales, whose failure to foster in his students 

the same love he feels for the arts has made him cynical and bitter about canadaPo The 

play centres around Nicholas's decision to abandon Canada and take a job in the United 

States. Rowlands chastises his younger coiieague for thinking about leaving a nation in 



grave need of scholan and cultural leaders so as to make more money and achieve greater 

acclaim. While Canada's "raw, frost-bitten people have numbed [his] heart", and therefore 

left him a cynical and bitter man:' Rowla~~ds nonetheless atternpts to persuade Nicholas 

not to quit his country in search of greater recognition and better remuneration. Canada, 

Rowlands argues, desperately needs its scholan and artists even if it does not appreciate 

them. Without these inteiIectuaIs to teach other Canadians the value of art and scholanhip. 

there would be no hope for a better Canada. Ultimately, Rowlands hopes to convince 

Nicholas to make the same sacrifice he made for the greater good of expanding the 

country's spiritual and cultural outlooks. While the central conflict in the play is Nichoias's 

intemal struggle to decide what course of action to take, ihus, Rowlands nevertheless is 

important as a kind of aiter ego through whom Davies expresses the plight of the 

intellectual and Canadian cultural activity more generally." 

The secondas, plot revolves around Franz Szabo and his story. Szabo, a recent 

immigrant from Prague, is a puppeteer who has recently fallen on hard times. Instead of 

prospering in his chosen field, he works at Chilly Jim's as a dishwasher. Szabo's story- 

line is much iike that of the main plot. Cornmon to both characters is the problem of 

finding in Canada an environment that will nurture artistic achievement. Indeed, Szabo's 

wondemil marionettes are as unappreciated by the unschooled masses as is Nicholas's 

literature. Davies demonstrates the antipathy to Szabo's art in a scene in which Szabo 

presents a part of a puppet show to Mattie Philpott and OMUe Tapscott. Philpott and 

Tapscott are a locally influentid duo who could gain funds for Szabo's productions if 

favourably impressed. But they are semi-educated and raise numerous infbriatingly 

mundane objections to the show. Rowlands, who is also present at the performance, cm 

no longer bear Philpott's and Tapscon's insensitivity to Szabo's art. In a climactic 

moment, Rowlands, in a drunken rage, destroys the puppet show and drives the pair of 

"donkeys" out of "the temple of art".53 While Rowlands, greatly embittered by the 

incident, wams Szabo that ''Canada will freeze your heart with folly and  ignorance"^' 
Szabo is less pessirnistic than the old professor. Szabo argues that he is an artist and that 

artists "are very very tough". "Canada is rny country now", he declares, "and 1 am not 

afraid of it". While there may be %ad thes" and "rnisunderstandings", he resolves to be 

"tough" and "hopeful t o ~ " . ~ ~  

The scene provides considerable commentary on Davies's view of the cultural 

prospects of Canada. First, it is symbolic of the low regard in which the Canadian middle 

class, represented by Philpott and Tapscott, held highbrow culture. It also shows the 

growing impatience and fnistration of the intellectual with the unwashed masses. 

Ultimately, however, Davies's message is one of toleration and restraint. Through Szabo, 



he r e & m  his most important theme, brought out by Rowlands earlier in the play: 
Canadian scholars and anis& must be committed to their country even in spite of the 
inhospitality its citizens have shown them. Canada, Davies suggests, continues to be a 

land of cultural philistinism. Yet in Fortune. My Foe, he acknowledges an increasing need 
to counter philistinism with a determined attempt to foster cultural growth. Through 

Szabo, Davies teaches that Canadians should be resolved to thwart the Baileys, Ethels, 

Philpotts, and Tapscotts of the world and instead continue the struggle for spiritual 

fulfdlment. He sums up this sentiment in a tinal soliloquy by Nicholas, who is heartened 

by Szabo's resolve to endure cultural philistinism and help numire Canadians' artistic 

sensibilities. "Everybody says that Canada is a hard country to govern," Nicholas 

pronounces, 

but nobody mentions that for some people it is also a hard country to live in. 
Still, if we dl run away it will never be any better. So let the geniuses of 
easy virtue go southward; 1 know what they feel too well to blame them. 
But for some of us there is no choice; let Canada do what she will with us, 
we must stay? 

At its base, then, Fortune, My Foe was a play that countenanced dogged 

peaistence in search of cultural e ~ c h m e n t .  It is hence unlike Overlaid or Hope Deferred, 

which were much more pessimistic about the capacities of intellectuals and artists to 

overcome Canadian philistinism. Nevertheless, Fortune, My Foe advanced the leitmotif of 

cultural deprivation that characterized Davies's postwar plays. This theme was also readily 

apparent in the ideas emanating from the Royal Commission on the Development of Arts, 

Letters and Sciences, the so-calIed Massey Commission. Called in 1949:~ the 

Commission was to examine broadcasting, federal cultural institutions, govemmental 

relations with voluntary cultural associations, and federal university scholarships. It had a 
more general purpose, however. The Massey Commission was to investigate the current 

state of Canadian culture. Consistent with the widely-held notion that cultural values were 
in eclipse, it endeavoured to assess the reasons for cultural degeneration. The basic 

assumption of the commissionerss8 was that long-suffering cultural institutions, 

intellectuds, and advocates of culture more generally had to endure a period of heightened 

indifference to highbrow culture.59 Like Innis, Davies, and others who cornmented on 

cultural decline, the propagation of the perception that Canada was embroiled in an acute 

stniggle for culture was a main goal of the cornmis~ioners.~~ 

There is little doubt that cultural impovenshment was one of the central themes of 

the Commission. After discussing the goals of the inquest, the Massey commissionen 

tumed to a discussion of the impact of geography on Canadian cultural activity. The 



"isolations of a vast country", they claimed in the Commission Report (195 l), "'exact their 

price".6' Art was a form of communication. Through it, artists came together, maintained 

contacts, and hence facilitated culturai attainment on a national scale. National gathenngs 

of voluntary societies engaged in the fostenng of cultural activities were essential indeed. 

Problems arose, however, because ofien modes of nation-wide communications were 

prohibitively expensive. "Canada has bound herself together with expensive links of 

physical communication," the commissioners argued, and "these exact a tax which the artkt 

c m  bear Iess easily than c m  trade and ind~st ry" .~~ Geographical isolation, they added, 

dso deleteriously affected national cultural institutions. The problem was most acutely 

experienced in the f x t  that such nationwide institutions as the National Museum were 

located in Ottawa, far afield from most of the Dominion's regions. Again, the forces of 

geography conspired against the cdiural development that other civilized nations of the 

western world took for grantedP3 

Aside from the handicap of geography and a small and widely dispersed 

population, the commissioners and their associates examined Canada's cultural pedigree to 

gain dues into Canada's cultural plight. In a "special study" on Canadian letters, Edward 

McCourt addressed the problem of literary development. Canadian writers, he asserted 

bluntly, had failed to "create a national literature of much significance to Canada or the rest 

of the world ..?'> Four factors, he went on to argue, accounted for the paucity of literary 
works. The fint of these was Canada's colonial spirit. McCourt claimed that Canadian 
artists up to contemporaneous times "slavishly imitateci" other greater works. "Such an 

attitude", he warned, worked to the "discouragement of a l l  creative writing; because 

creative writing, in its very narne, implied a process which c m  have no truck with mere 

i~nitation".~~ The Canadian publishing industry, McCourt asserted secondly, was also 

responsible for arrested Litemy development. Almost completely consumed by 

profitability, it was loath to "take a chance" on work that it deemed iikely to be 

unprofitableP6 Next, McCourt reproached the Canadian reading public. Canadian readers, 

he noted acerbically, were "ignorant"; they had "no tastes or opinions of [their] own" and 

were unable to bbdiscover geni~s".~' Even in the mundane practice of purchasing books, 

Canadian fell far behind their counterparts in Europe and the English-speaking world. 

Because of "small size and wide dispersion" of Canadians, the reading public did not ""buy 

enough books to make it even nearly possible for the Canadian writer to live on the 

proceeds of his work, or the Canadian publisher to profit much from the publication of 

Canadian books ..." Hence McCourt identified the "impossibility", "under existing 

conditions, of creative writing becoming a NI - the  profession in  anad da*'.^^ Lastly, the 

critic bore responsibility for the neglected state of Canadian Letters. McCourt argued that 



aside from university quarterlies and "one or two newspapers and avant-garde 

publications", "most literary cnticism in Canada is beneath ~onternpt".~~ Reviewers of 

prose and poetry alike only gave attention to those works touted elsewhere, and their 

reviews were generalIy unsophisticated and formulait. The retarded development of 

literary crîticism did not surprise McCourt, however. The intelligent critique of literary 

works, he claimed, was usually the "concomitant of a mature culture". Since cnticism 

"grows on what it feeds on", he concluded, it was inevitable that "in Canada its growth 

should be somewhat s t ~ n t e d " . ~ ~  

With McCourt, other contributors to the Commission's special studies volume aiso 

acknowledged the "unripe state of national culture"? Along with Canadian letten, 

Canada, according to the critics, had lapsed behind other civilued nations in a diversity of 

' 'cul~rd" fields. In his special study for the commission, Robertson Davies commented 

on the status of Canadian theam. Using theatrical dialogue to convey his ideas, he argued 

that Canadian theatrical development was in a perilous state. Serious theatre simply could 

not compte with newer entertainrnents such as the movies, and the failure of many a 

traveling Company provided grim evidence of this reality.'* While acknowledging that 

there was an audience for familiar, "fust-rate theatre", Davies doubted the capacity of 

Canadians at large to appreciate ''unfarniliar" classics. Canadians were an "illiterate people" 

in this regard, for they "fear[ed] the unknown as only the ignorant and tnily lazy ... fear it 

..." In this matter, he asserted, Canadian society "desperately need[ed] refor~n".'~ 

Malcolm Wallace added his voice to those of McCourt and Davies on the matter of cultural 

development. Echoing the sentiments of the cntics of academic modemization, Wailace 

claimed that the humanities had iost their "pride of place" in Canadian cu~ture.~' The 
humanities were not yet moribund, however men of intellectual inclinations were 

increasingly losing interest in the study of humanity. "The study of man, his origins and 

destiny, the values he should approve in life", Wailace declared, "Ieave most men cold. 

They [sic -- these men] have no time or desire merely to stand and stare wMe they 

speculate on the meaning of the universe, its beauty and tragedy, its infiite complexity. 

Foolish thoughts of good and ill", he ended, "seem to have lost their appeal".'' For 

philosopher George Parkin Grant, moreover, modem Canadian society had ail but ignored 

the significance of contemplative and spintual traditions. For Grant, as we have 

discovered, Canada was an "unphilosophical" country because it was concemed chiefly 

with "the practical business of a pioneering nation? In stressing the practicalities of 
nation-building, it had eschewed the contemplative and therefore comprornised an 

appreciation of the beautiful, the cultural, and the transcendent." Canada. in consequence, 

had failed to develop the philosophical maturity of older societies. Hilda Neatby implicitly 



agreed with Grant on Canada's culturai irnrnatmity. The basic Canadian problem for 

Neatby was the absence of a national consciousness of the past. Canada was an 

inexperienced nation that had not yet "contrived to explain itself to itself The reason for 

this Iack of national self-appraisal, she continued, was that rnost Canadians were 

"indifferent to any history" and were content rather to live in the present and the 

This ahistoncal tendency was troublesome because, without a historical sense, Canadians 

would find it difficult to understand the hndarnental character of their nationality. Under 

these circumstances, cultural development would be problematic indeed. No "community", 

Neatby concluded, "can achieve maturity without a sane and intelligent awareness of its 

pa~t''.~O 

The theme of cultural impoverishment fumly established in the minds of critics, the 

Massey cornmissioners proceeded to assess the reasons for Canada's s p i r i ~ ~ a l  immaturity. 

Three interrelated forces affected the development of culture in Canada: the mass media, the 

rise of popular or mass culture, and, relatedly, the persistent "Arnericanization" of 

Canadian culture. In facilitating the rise of lowbrow culture, these factors, the 

commissioners argued, contributed greatly to the crowding out of senous culture. More 

fundamentally, they created an environment inimical to cultural activity. They so negatively 

affected cultural values that Canadians not only began to ignore and even revile high 

culture,8' but they also increasingly considered such fare as sporting events and radio soap 

operas as staples of their daily cultural diet. In accepting without criticism the trappings of 

mass culture. Canadians. the commissionen suggested further. were becorning more and 

more "Amencan" in their cultural outlooks. In the face of the invasion of pervasive new 

communications media, they were losing a sense of who they were as a people at a tirne 

when the Canadian identity was just beginning to be fully expressed. Through the mass 
media, culturai Arnencanization caused Canada, as a cultural entity, to find itself in great 
peril. 

In the introductory to the Report's section on the "mass media*', the Massey 

commissioners discussed the potentiaüy harmfid impact of modem communications on 

cultural development. To illustrate their points, the commissioners juxtaposed the 

contemporary world to the world of Canadians "bom earlier than 1923". One half of 

Canadians, they wrote, passed "their formative years in a society where radio was 

unknown, where the moving picture was an exceptional curiosity rather than a national 

habit, and where as a consequence the cultural iife of most of the communities centred 

about the church, the school, the local library and the local ne~spape r ' ?~  Aided by the 

church, there was a considerable musical tradition extant in the society of this period. In 



Literary matters, schools, teachen, libraries, and librarians "did much ... to create and to 

satisQ a taste for good b0oks".8~ 
Contemporary society provided a stark contrast to this bygone era, however. 

Dorninated by the mass communications media, the commissionen suggested, the modem 

world contributed to the demise of the cultural traditions of the older period. While radio, 

film and the weekly periodical brought "pleasure and instruction'* to remote locations, and 

"added greatly" to Canadians' enjoyment, there was "some danger" that Canadians might 

forget that "music and drama and letters c d  for more than passive pleasure .. ."84 

Canadians, in other words, might forget that culture was not an idle or fnvolous activity, a 
matter of mere entertainment They might neglect the fact that traditional cultural activity 

was a serious business and that it ought to remain the lifeblood of contemporary age just as 

it had in the past. It seemed to the commissioners that music, theatre. and other senous 

culture had Little chance of influencing the present age as they had past eras. Currently, 

radio shows, movies, and other entertainrnents passed off as bbcuiture" precluded 
participation in m e  cultural activities. Nowadays, the report complained, "opera has a rival 

in 'soap opera', and perhaps a 'pin-up girl' gnns from the exact place on the wall where 

used to hang a portrait of a shy young woman of twenty . . ."85 "It will be unfortunate", it 

concluded with a considerable sense of foreboding. if 'in this new world of television, of 

radio and of documentary films .., we hear no more our choir and Our organist in valiant 

and diligent practice of the Messiah ..."86 

The new mass society had done much. thus, to challenge older cultural values and 

to replace those virtues with new ones of dubious rnerit. But how precisely did the mass 

media contribute to cultural decline? Unlike Harold innis, who, writing at the same time 

that the Commission sat, elaborated on how communications media influenced political and 

social structures, the commissioners were much less theoretically innovative. Unlike Innis, 

moreover, they believed that the content of the mass media, as opposed to the technology 

itself, was dl-important. Indeed, Vincent Massey, Hilda Neatby, and the other 

commissioners did not object to the mass mediaper se. Rather, they deplored the fact that 

modem communications were king used irnproperly to fiuther commercial and 

entertainment purposes and that, as a result, the dissemination of serious culture had k e n  

severeiy cunailed. The example of radio broadcasting is instructive. Appraising the 

history of broadcasting in Canada, the Commission Report remarked that the Canadian 

Broadcasting Corporation (CBC, established in 1936) had had "tolerable success in 

combating commercialization and excessive Amencanization of Canadian programmes". 

On the whole, the CIX had "performed its duties satisfactorily" and had Mfilled its original 

tripartite function: "an adequate coverage of the entire population, opponunities for 



Canadian talent and for Canadian selfexpression generaily, and successful resistance to the 

absorption of Canada into the cultural pattern of the United   ta tes".'^ 
There were, however, a few major criticisms of the CBC. Not opposed to 

broadcasting's entertainment function per se, the cornmissionen nonetheless countenanced 

a reevduation of commercial programming. In the opinions of the cornmissionen, the cBc 
had become too reliant on entertainment oriented commercial broadca~ting.~~ What was 

more, this overemphasis on diversional programming implied a diminution in air tirne for 

culnual and educational programmes, the mainstays of public broadcasting. 

Comrnercialism, the Report argued, tended "to have an unfortunate effect on the content of 

many programmes. Commercial radio. it went on, stifled "original creative writing*' and 

imposed "a dead level of mediocrity" on its broadcasts. It asserted, rnoreover, that very 

little "Canadian expression*' could occur through commercial radio.89 Tndeed, the Massey 

commissioners associated commercialism with LbAmericanization" and argued that 

commercial broadcasts lefi little oppomuiity for the development of indigenous 

programming. Further, the commissioners considered "soap operas" as particularly 

offensive forms of American-style commercial programming. Re femng to cri ticisrns from 

"authoritative sources", the Report decried that most of the serials reviewed were 

unsatisfactory, "guilty of melodramatic exaggeration, unreality and an excessive use of 

comrnonplace and stereotyped f ~ r m s " . ~ ~  Too many local stations, the Report indicated, 

refemng to soap operas and other commercial shows, offered these types of unworthy 

broadcasts, "programmes", they concluded, "which must be described as regrettable"? 

The commissioners were also concerned that the new medium of television might 

inundate Canadians with commercial programming. Taking advantage of a break in 
commission proceedings in the spring of 1949, Hilda Neatby went to New York to study 

the merits of television. After watching several hours of broadcasts. she reported to 

Chairman Massey that television was an unrewarding occupation because it was Iargely 

dorninated by commercial prograrnrne~.~~ "Television in the United States", the Report 

cornmented, refiecting Neatby's influence, "is essentially a commercial enterprise, an 

advenising industry. The sponsors, endeavouring to 'give the rnajonty of people what 

they want'," it continued, "frequentiy choose programmes of inferior cultural standards, 

thinking to attract the greatest numbers of viewers. And as television greatly intensifies the 

impact of radio. so television commercials intensify the methods of appeai to materid 

instincts of various kinds, methods which now disfigure many radio commercials . . ."93 

Neatby suggested, however. that Canada need not succumb to "the television tyrants 

[private commercial broadcasters] of the United States". Aided by "public support", its 

stations did not have to be "on the air thiaeen hours a day", showing a succession of soap 



operas and other commercial broadcasts. Rather, Canadian television broadcasten could 

"follow the example of the BBC with fewer shows, more careNly chosen, rehearsed and 

produced". For Neatby, in brief, the "great problem" of television was how to curtail 

commercialism and "to make television what it rnight be at its best - a remarkable means of 

instruction and entertainment for the whole family together at 

Commercialism was problematic, then, because it overemphasized broadcasting's 

entertainment aspect and therefore excluded the other, more meritorious informational and 

didactic functions. Along with commercialization, the Massey commissioners also 

criticized national broadcasters for not exploring "more W y  Canadian capacity and taste in 

purely intellectual matters"P5 According to the cornmissioners, the C B c  gave inadequate 

attention to "the serious intellectual needs of adults"? It had not expended enough money 

or effort on worthwhile music and other intellectual pursuits. The commissioners also 

chided the CBC's "radio talks" policy. This policy, they charged, often encouraged 

speakers to participate who had "no special knowledge or reputation in their fields". 

Indeed, CBC authorities often chose speakers "because they [had] a naturai faciiity for 

broadcasting" and "because the popular approach of the amateur [was] thought to have 

speciai appeal to the average ~istener".~' They objected to this poiicy because they thought 

that the Canadian listening public ought not to be sheltered from inteilecnial arguments and 

rarefied discussions. Canadians, on the contrary, ought to partake of the pnvileges of their 

French and British counterparts. who had the regular opportunity of Listening to "tdk 

shows" of "scholarly quality". It should be a set principle, the Report asserted in 

summary, that ail CBC taiks. "even the rnost popular", "should ... be acceptable to the 

expert and enjoyed by the ~ayrnan"?~ 

Repeatedly affirming their desire not to foist ref'nement on the masses,99 the 

commissioners nonetheless wanted to ensure that broadcasting became a tool to promote 

serious culture. There was no reflexive disdain for communication technologies, even for 

the newer media of radio and television. Instead, the commissioners considered the 

electronic mass media as crucid to the betterment of Canadian culture. The mass media 

were, after dl,  the conduits through which cultural interests could reach the masses. They 

provided the means by which to disseminate information, while facilitating widespread 

education and cultural irnprovement. The Aird Commission (1929) on broadcasting 

becarne for the commissioners a template on how to employ the electronic media In radio, 

the Aird Commission saw "a great potential instrument of generai education and national 

unity". To achieve this laudable end, the commissioners recommended that a national 

company "be founded to own and operate ail radio stations" in Canada, that pnvate 

commercial stations corne under the control of this company or be eliminated, and that 



eventually, high power stations be estabLished to cover the whole Making no 

direct connections between the objectives of the two inquests, the Massey cornmissioners 

nonetheless implied that the Aird Commission recommendations might be applicable to 
c m n t  circumstances. The broadcast media could kcome in the 1950s what the Aird 

commissioners of 1929 had hoped that they would be: instruments in the employ of the 

federal govemment to foster culture and the development of a national spirit. At a rime 

when commercialism and lowbrow culture flooded the airwaves, the Commission 

recommended that govemment wrest control of broadcasting away from commercial 
interests so as to safeguard the proper educational and cultural function of broadcastinp. In 
stymieing cornmercialism. the proliferation of inappropriate popular programming, and 

other pemicious manifestations of modem broadcasting, it would be able at 1 s t  to harness 
the inestimable benefits of the modem media.''' Broadcasting was, &ter all, a "public 

service", and not a commercial industry. 

Like the commerciaiized, mass media, mass culture also threatened Canadian 

cultural development. While generally using the term culture in its positive, Arnoldian 

sense. essentiaily as an interchangeable tenn for "high culture", the Massey commissiones 

also recognized a new fom, mass culture. Mass culture differed from popular culture. 

which the commissioners associated with pastimes, folklore, customs and other cultural 

trappings, and which they considered positive and non-threatening. While popular culture 

was a manifestation of indigenous, ofien local, cultural expressions, mass culture was 

mass produced, packaged. and carefully marketed. It was a form of widely dispersed and 

consumed popular entertainment. Disserninated by the mass media, and inspired by ever- 

expanding commercial interests. it included such popular entertainments as movies. gossip 

columns, television shows, and the reviled soap operas, ail made available in m a s  
quantities to millions of people. 

Whereas the cornmissioners tolerated popular culture as expressions of genuine 

cultural experiences, they reproachcd mass culture as a new and dangerous element in 

modern society. From a practical point of view, they thought that the majority of 

Canadians spent much more of their leisure time than ever before in listening to Charlie 

McCarthy, going to movies, or engaging in other fmitless pursuits. There was, as a result, 

much less time for the opera, the theatre, "serious music", or other high culture activities. 

Mass culnire caused even greater problems, however. In appeaiing to the greatest nurnbers 

of people it encouraged homogenized viewpoints and impaired critical thinking. Mass 
culture was repugnant to the sense of independent, individual exploration that characterized 

high culture because it repressed human tendencies towards intellectual growth. Most of 

ali, it undennined the chief objective of high culture to foster individual intellecnial self- 



impro~ernent.'~~ In presenting a new set of noms to which the "cornmon man" was 

compeiled to ascribe, mass culture distorted and devalued the existing set of cultural and 

intektuai virtues. In Amoldian parlance, it hindered the pursuit of sweetness and light. 

For a country such as Canada stniggling to attain a culnual identity, m a s  culture presented 

a grave threat. As one Commission bief summarized, in pursuing "'escapist" 

entertainment, Canadians did nothing "to satisQ creative instincts, stimulate the 

imagination. or cultivate the mind ... The result [was] mental and spiritual lethargy[;] an 

empty life".Io3 

Mass culture was thus, for the cornrnissioners, monolithic, manipdative, and 

enfeebling. It symbolized a society that valued rnindless entertainment over intrinsically 

meritorious intellectud and cu1tura.I pursuits. As such. it acted Iike a prisrn through which 

were refncted the attitudes of the commissioners toward greater socio-historical issues. 

The first of these was the perception that the fundamental values of dernocratic civilization 

were in crisis. 

By 1945, the AUies had fmaiIy defeated the threat of fascism. Yet. alrnost 

imrnediately after the end of the war, a new form of totalitarianism, communism, had 

emerged to endanger western democracy. Democracy seemed yet again to be under siege. 

This tirne, however, it becarne embroiled in a battle of ideas, a war of ideologies. To win 

this new conflagration. citizens of the West had to reassess their very way of Life. For 

many inteIIectuaIs, as we have seen, this reassessment involved a reassertion of age-old 

cultural values. Ody through die rediscovery of these traditional virtues could the 

"scientific materialism" of postwar age be combated. As Anton C. Pegis asserted in a brief 

submitted on behaif of the Pontifical Institute for Mediaevai studies at the University of 

Toronto, modem civilization's greatest problem was not merely to Save itself from nuclear 

destruction. Rather, it was "to discover its own spirituai character or to discover, in other 

words, what it is to be a civilization . . . t r ~ ~ d  In a staternent reminiscent of the strictures of 

the prophets of cultural decline, Pegis pronounced that "the conditions of existence and the 

spirit which should animate [culture], and the meaning of law, and the meaning of 

govenunent, and meaning of man [sic] ... are the questions which are . . . in the balance 

today Expounding upon the relationship between the humanities and govemment 

and the role of humane values in the fnghtful age of power politics, historian Donald 

Creighton implicitly concurred with Pegis. At a t h e  when "international poiitics seem to 

have degenerated into a species of brutal and provocative gangstensm", he wrote, 

... the real function of the humanities is the production of civilized men and 
trained and cultivated rninds. Never before in the history of the world have 
there k e n  such enormous accumulations of appaIiingly destructive power; 



never before have international politics been carried on in such direct, 
simple and uncomprornising relationship with power. And yet, at the same 
t h e ,  never before have there k e n  so rnany, and such emotional appeais to 
vague and grandiose collective faiths, to so-cded ideologies which are 
invested with all the sanctity of a revealed religion and to which we are all 
expected to yield a biind and unquestioning adherence. The humanities may 
help save us both from these delusions of moral graneur [sic] and these 
brutal appeals to physical force. They serve constantly to rernind us that Our 
culture is not a creed which we are divinely justifiied in imposing force on 
other[s] ... 1 O6 

Intellectuals such as Pegis and Creighton stressed the spintual and humane origins of 

western civilization. Ultimately, they urged, the West had to reexarnine iüelf to have a 

chance at spintual and cultural fulfiIIment. 

The emergence of mass culture, according to the Massey cornmissioners, hindered 

the process of cultural self-examination, however. For them, mass culture was repugnant 

to the achievement of spiritual edification. They reviled mass culture precisely because it 

interfered with the spiritual introspection that the western wodd so badly required. Most 

dangerously, mass culture proffered a set of "false" values that crowded out essential 

cultural and humane virtues. As noted in chapter three, Massey and other intellectuals 

became concemed about the emergence in the postwar period of a consumer economy and 

an associated proliferation of materialist values. They womed chat Canadians had become 

so preoccupied with matenal growth that they had ignored the transcendent spiritual and 

cultural values. Along with growing materialism. mass culture provided an added threat to 

this important objective of cultural selfexamination. Through advertising, and an 

emphasis on cornrnerciaiism and consumerism, it accentuated the development of the 

materialist society that Massey and others feared. As Hilda Neatby explained, mass culture 

was the handmaid of consumerism and commercialism. The mass cultural content of 

private broadcasts, she argued, tended to be "a mere by-product of the advertising 

industry". "Radio", she went on, "is not a public service: the radio man is not, and does 

not profess to be the counterpart of the journalist or the editor. He is an advertiser, 

employed by commercial companies for advertising purposes. The final critenon for his 

programme*', Neatby ended, "must be 'will they sel1 the prod~ct?'"'~' 

In The Mec/zunical Bride, Marshall McLuhan also connected "mass" and 

"consumer" cultures. He showed, in addition, how advertising, merely another of the 

mynad forms of mass culture, gave genesis to a set of new and spurious consumer values. 

McLuhan pointed out, for instance, how magazine advertisements nied to show their 

audiences that consumerism was the soie defmer of social status. Those who consumed 

certain products at the prompting of marketing executives, in other words, were perceived 



as more "cultured" than those who did not,lo8 Status was conferred on them not because of 

who they were as individuals or because of what they thought; instead they gained status 

because of what they purchased and how their consumer appetites qualifed them to fit into 

a larger culhire of consumers. Along with miilions of other people, advertising agencies 

taught them that "culture and distinctionT7 were matters of consumption a l ~ n e . ' ~ ~  Similarly, 

McLuhan continued, the Hollywood film industry encouraged consumerism. Hollywood's 

"Love-Goddess Assembly Line", he suggested, "educated" women on how to look and 

what to Wear. Again, modems achieved status by consuming a product, this time the ideal- 

types depicted in Hollywood films. Like the marketing agencies. Hollywood influenced 

modems to conform to "universal" standards and to assert their identity not by being 
individuals but instead by harmonizing with the larger group. As such, it intepted 

women into a larger, increasingly homogenized culture."* 

As McLuhan suggested, the rise of mass culture involved more than the acceleration 
of matenalism or the establishment of a new set of consumer standards. It also impinged 

upon the debate on the inteliectual values of modem civilization. As with the other critics 

of modernity, the Massey cornmissioners deplored the homogenizing effects of mass 

culture. Vincent Massey and Hilda Neatby especially disdained the conformity that "mass 

society" produced. Like Marshall McLuhan's consumer, modem man, for Vincent 

Massey, had "lost ail sense of individuality". "His personality", Massey wrote, was 

"allowed to express itself in customs, badges, metals or degrees ... but strong and 

disturbing characters [were] discouraged. Non-conformity [was] unwelcome: eccentricity 

[was] banned ..." With the hallmarks of individuality destroyed. Massey ended, the 

common man, to his great detriment, had k e n  "gently absorbed [into] the rna~s".~l' 

Hilda Neatby, who had a close inteliectual collaboration with Vincent Massey,'12 

also commented on modems* "neglect of the individual" and their "preoccupation with the 
93 I I 3  mass . She agreed that modems had been losing their identity and individuality in the 

mass age. In accepting common points of view and adopting increasingly uniform 

outlooks on the world, they had succumbed to "group confomiity". Acceptance within the 

group, not "freedom or independence" from the collective, Neatby explained. was "now 

thought of aimost as a positive good"; "wiihdrawal from the group or rejection by it is a 

corresponding e ~ i l " . " ~  Oddly, for Neatby, modems had shunned self-discovery and 

instead had come to seek identity in conformity. They repudiated "formally imposed d e s  

or duties" and resisted socio-cultural obligations and other manifestations of "extemal 

conformity". Yet, at the sarne time, they desired an "essential unity" that was to be gained 

"through the cornrnon life of the g r o ~ p " . ~ ' ~  In other words, they sought their "individuai" 

identity through group interaction. In so doing, however, Neatby warned that they had 



eschewed one form of confonnity for another. Ultimately, modems denied thernselves 

their inherent nature as individuals. More importantiy, they undermined the individualkt 

values that had been so much a part of the western tradition.'16 Charactenstic of the mass 

age, group conformity had, for the critics, yet again exacted a minous toll on modem 

humans. 
CIosely comected to "group conformity" was the idea of inteiiectual homogeneity. 

Like individuality, critical free thought also seemed, for the commissioners, to be in 

eclipse. As Vincent Massey explained, modems had little regard for the "critical faculty" 

and had generally rejected "the guidance of reason"."' They instead developed "irrational 
mental habits" consistent with what had been known as "the rule of the tribe", but what 

rr 118 was now euphernistically caUed '"group integration' or respect for the consensus . 
Hilda Neatby also scomed intellectual homogeneity. As for Massey, the aEfmity for the 

"mass" had had, for Neatby, a profound effect in diminishing humans' rational and criticai 
faculties. Modems valued neither the capacity to think and reason nor the distinction of the 

individual within the group, both of which Neatby claimed to be defining features of 

humanity. Rather, arnid the growing tendencies towards mass culture, modems had 

become increasingly "driven by common instinct or mass ern~tion"."~ Lacking a critical 

sense and rationai capacity, Neatby concluded, humanity's fundamental nature had k e n  

undemiined. "Rejecting the guidance of reason," as Massey put it, modems have become 

"automata, ready to give an instant and uniform mechanical response to the man who 

presses the right b~tton".l*~ Harold Innis put the matter in a slightly different way. 
"Modem civilization," he argued, "characterized by an enormous increase in the output of 

mechanized knowledge with the newspaper, the book, the radio and the cinema, has 

produced a state of nurnbness ... and selfcomplacency perhaps only equaled by laughing 

gas".'21 For Lewis G. Thomas, Canada and the westem world had been "'overwhelmed by 

a homogenizing process that was reducing everybody to similarity and pushing down 

things of the mind rather than raising the ability of people to appreciate things of the 

rnind".122 The individual in this modem, OnveUan age seemed to have become merely one 

of the herd. 
Hindering individual thought and human expression, the so-cdled "herd instinct" 

also had deleterious social and political ramifications. Ideologically, the twentieth century 

had been characterized by the emergence of totalitarianism and by a cornmensurate nse in 

ideological threats to liberai democracy. Propaganda and the mass media had greatly 

contributed to the rise of fascist govemments and had continued after the war to strengthen 

worldwide cornmunist movernents. The holocaust and other barbarities of wartime further 

signified the masses' susceptibility to carnpaigns of mass persuasion. Modems. it 



seemed, had been vulnerable more than ever before to participation in mass movements. In 

a climate of "group thinking" and homogeked viewpoints, the cornmissioners feared that 

they were prone to false ideas and pernicious political doctrines. The masses, in Neatby's 

phrase, had exposed themselves "to manipulation and to rni~ery".'~~ George Grant was 

particularly forthright on this point. 'The effects of this surge of propaganda over the 

world", he argued, had "devastated the human mind. Satiated with this cheapened dmg", 

Grant went on, "the appetite of the public becomes so deadened thaf it is unable to 

distinguish between the truth and lies concocted for political purposes. The process 

whereby the individual submerges himself into mass movements becomes accelerated". 

Propagandists negated modems* individuality and their 'Ymer sense" "so that their aims 

remain identical for long periods of time in those of their fellows" and so that "they accept 

easily the political ideas of their leaders". "Propaganda, far more effective and far more 

insidious than physical force," concluded Grant, became the "rneans whereby civilization 

may lose its finer instincts and political freedom may become the despised product of a past 

age".12' "Few Canadians go to coiiege", added one submission to the Commission, 

comrnenting on the effects of the herd instinct on democracy. "mhe majonty of them", it 

went on, 

do not attend high school ... They have fdlen into the habit of accepting 
with too rnuch credulity and too little criticai evduation the fare which the 
publishing houses, the press, the films and the radio send them ... Such an 
attitude of willing suspension of disbelief towards whatever a p a l s  to their 
desires is dangerous to the success of the democratic state ...'- . 

Without "intelligent critical evaluation on the part of ... citizens", the brief claimed in 

conclusion, liberal democracy would be in peri1.'26 
Exposing the masses to ideological fallacies, group thinking thus had actualiy 

endangered democracy. For the culture crïtics, there was another, more insidious assault 

on democratic principles, however. The rise of mass culture was tantamount to the 

development of a "fdse" sense of socio-political freedom. True democracy, the 

commissioners noted, did not imply, as was cornrnonly held, unmitigated majoritarianism. 

Nor did it involve the sundenng of individual or intellectual values. Instead, influenced by 

environmental conditions, modems had misapprehended the meaning of liberal democracy. 

They had mistakenly identified group thinking, the participation in consumer and leisure 

activities and mass culture generally, as expressions of liberty. Yet, for critics, freedom 

clearly did not mean obeying the orders of consumer suggestion, nor the "right to be and to 
9, 127 do as everybody else . It could not be achieved by king one of the herd. Rather, as 

Hiida Neatby stated, the principles of tnie liberty could be gained only through "the fervor 



of religious faith, the absolutïsm of moral principle. the freedom of the mind".128 These 

principles were those on which western democracy had been founded. Ody through their 

preservation and the resistance of the spurious values of mass culture. she ended. could 

civilization endure.'29 

People living in the mass age had hence k e n  deceived, according to the critics. into 

thinking that mass culture offered m e  liberty. Importantiy, this rnisapprehension had 

potentially perilous consequences. By adhering to a false idea of liberty, modem 

humanity, the commissioners clairned, had put democracy in peril. Group thinking and 

consensus generation entded the abandonment of intellectual achievement and cultural and 

spiritual fulfillment, the mie hallmarks of freedom. The triumph of the practical and 

present-minded over the contemplative and mord meant the sundering of liberty. 

Accepting "ignorance with complacency", renouncing "the contemplation of greatness for 

the worship of the common-place", and finding time "for everything except solitary 

thoughtT. Massey declared, modem society had devolved into a "democratic barbar i~rn" .~~~ 

In submitting to false democracy, Neatby added, modem humans jeopardized "the fervor 

of religious faith, the absolutism of moral pnnciple. the freedom of the rnind" -- the roots 

of which democncy was the fruit. In a tumabout tinged with irony. furthemore, mass 

democracy fostered the authoritarianism it so stridently opposed. Uniformity of thinking 
and action were more than inteilectually and culturally stultiming; they also implied, for the 

critics. a conformity reflective of modern totalitarianism. "If we content ourselves with 

mere happiness. interest, group integration. self-realization." Neatby explained, "we are 

not bringing up free men and women. We are conditioning units for mass servitude . . . " 1 3 '  

Commenting also on the pseudo-freedorn intrinsic to mass dernocracy. Donald Creighton 

wrote: democracy had become "a vaporous, pervasive incense, floating in a supposedly 

edifying fashion over nearly everything, and yet, oddly enough, arousing its devoted 

woshippen to truculence abroad and iliibrality [sic] at home".132 It had become, in 

Massey's mind, "that most abused of aii w ~ r d s " . ' ~ ~  once denoting individual and social 

liberty, mass democracy had become repressive and monolithic. the epitome of 

illiberality . ' 34 

Challenging democratic and other core values, mass culhue thus implied for the 

commissioners much more than simply the rise of popular forms of entertainment. What is 

more, it was joined by "cultural Amencankation" as a leading factor imperiling Canadian 
culture. A good philanthropist, helping Canadians develop universities and other 
institutions, the United States had d s o  become a leading world exporter of culture, 

inundating Canada with radio and television programmes, films, music. and other mass 

culture offerings. The influx of material of this sort concemed commissioners and me- 



minded critics, however. The culture cntics thought that it hampered the growth of an 

indigenous and autonomous Canadian civilization. More irnportantly, "cultural 

Arnencanization" meant the subsuming of cultural values and traditions. Since American 

culture was quickly becoming indistinguishable from mass culture, cultural 

Amencanization implied a homogenous, mass civilization devoid of distinctiveness and 

connections to the cultural ps t .  American culture therefore hindered the critical effort to 

maintain traditions as a means of building a strong civilization. Along with mass culture 

and the mass media to which it had been inextricably bound, it presented serious threats to 

Canada's cul turai future. 
The Massey Report expounded upon the Amencan fact early on. The 

cornmissioners highlighted Canada's presence in North Arnerica as a chef factor 

influencing its cultural growth. "Canada", the Commission Report noted, had a "smali and 

scattered population'*; Canadians were "clustered dong the rim of another country many 
times more populous and of far greater economic strength". The majority of Canadians 

spoke a language shared with the Americans, leading to particularly close ties. This senes 

of conditions was significant because it made the Dominion especially susceptible to 
cultural invasion from south of the border. B.K. Sandwell encapsulated the culture critics' 

position in his special study to the Commission. Canadians, "especially those of the 

English tongue", Sandwell wro te, "must inevitably be highly receptive to every kind of 

communication from the United States". Owing to Canada's geographical proxirnity to the 

United States, and the size and wedth of Arnerica, it was equaiiy inevitable that such 

communications should be very numerous". Canada, Sandwell declared. "was the only 

country of any size in the world whose people read more foreign periodicals than they do 

periodicals published in their own land ...*'f35 

ParticuIarIy irksome to the commissioners were the effects of cultural 

Amencanization. While some of what the Arnericans exported was positive, considerable 

Arnencan cultural produce had "no particular application to Canadian  condition^"."^ The 

commissioners singled out "children's programmes of the 'crime' and 'horror' type", as 

being "positively hamihil". "News cornmentaries" and "ive broadcasts" emanating from 
the United States, they argued, were "designed for Arnencan ears", and almost certainly 

had "an American slant and emphasis". And, while stressing Canadians nght to enjoy 

Arnerican cultural offenngs - "[c]ultural exchanges are excellent in themselves" -- the 

cornmissioners held deep reservations about the long-term merits of the flood of American 

culture into Canada. The "vat and disproportionate amount of material corning fkom a 

single aIien source", the Report announced, "may stifle rather than stimulate our own 

creative effort". Passively embraced "without any standard of cornparison*', it added, 



making oblique reference to the shilfifjing quaiities of mass culture, this influx rnight 

"weaken cntical faculties". Whereas the cultural comection had, on the whole, aided 
Canada, the Report stated in conclusion, Canadians "rnust not be blind ... to the very 

r* 137 present danger of permanent dependence . 
While Canadians were mostly oblivious to Amencan influences, the culture critics 

were keenly interested in the origins and spread of Amencan culture. They deliberately 

overlooked Canadians' participation in Iowbrow culture and instead indicted the Americans 

for the growth of the mass society. Not ody did the United States give genesis to mass 

culture, but it aiso foisted lowbrow culture on unprepared citizens in Canada and elsewhere 

in the western world. B .K. Sandweil, to take one example, blamed Americanization for 

the demise of high culture. Opera, serious music, theatre and other examples of high 

culture. he claimed, had declined because they were activities that appealed only to a 

segment of the populous. Amid pressures to gain the largest possible audience and 

therefore to generate the greatest arnount of advertising revenue, broadcasters favoured 

lowbrow, popular entertainment over high culture alternatives. The American-inspired 

"tendency to cater almost exclusively to the mass9*, Sandwell asserted, was "hardly 
favourabie to a high cultural level in entertainment . . . rr138 Canadians, he argued further, 

lived in a period "in which the number of [cultural] impressions received from a distance is 
vastiy greater ... than was the case a generation ago .. . *T139 These cultural incursions had 

dangerous implications. Owing to Arnerican mass cultural influences, Canadians had 

become practicdy indistinguishable from Americans in their culniral tastes. Through the 

homogenizing effects of mass communications, SandweIi concluded. their "mental attitude" 

had become so close to that of Americans that they received "American broadcasts and 
9 ,  140 cinema productions with no sense that they [were] 'foreign' products . For Sandwell, 

the infiltration of American culture into Canada meant the alteration of Canadians' culnual 

sensibilities.'" In a brief to the commission, the Mainland Branch of the Canadian Authors 

Association put the matter even more bluntly. "For years", the brief argued, "Canadians 

have been flooded with American moving picnires, Amencan radio programs, American 

magazines, American books ... We have become unsure of anything Canadian in concept 

.... Something should done", the bnef concluded, "before the Canadian viewpoint is lost 
9, 142 entireIy . 
Of ail the commissioners, Vincent Massey, a former ambassador to the United 

States, was most passionate on the issue of ~mericanization.'~~ Aithough the Canada of 

the postwar period had a stronger sense of national identity than in the past, Massey 

argued, extemal pressures, primady from the United States, had dso  become stronger. At 

best, benevolent Amencan influences - mainly the generous support of universities and 



other cultural institutions - s-ed Canadian initiative and the potential for growth. At 

their worst, American cultural activities saturated Canada's popular culture and transformed 

it into a duplicate of the American variant'" In a BBC broadcast dealing with the contents 

of the Commission Report, Massey surnrned up Canada's "'extemal problem". There was 

"a danger", Canada's former High Cornrnissioner to Great Britain announced to his British 

Listeners, '"of arresting the development of the Canadian national charactef'. Only through 

the promotion of a "national, Canadian consciousness" could the harmful effects of the 

American culturai connection be allayed.'" Phiiosopher George Grant used much more 

powerfûl rhetoric to denounce cultural aggrandizement of the United States . Id6 Canada, 

Grant declairned, was "'being chdlenged to defend itself against a barbaric Empire that puts 

its faith in sdvation by the rna~hine".'~' Canadians, Massey's nephew irnplored, must "not 

simply accept their assumptions about human Me from more important nations of the 

western world 2'; they must "realwe ... how much of that tradition has already k e n  

trodden under foot because of their] concentration on ... the mass so~ie ty" . '~~ Indeed, by 

threatening traditions, the cultural imperialism of the United States had transformed 

Canadian society. Canada's "spiritual climate" was "largely formed by ... partaking in the 

ideas" of Amencan civilization, which, "during the years of Canada's development, was 

being transformed by the new mass industrialism. With that industrialism", Grant 

continued, "went certain dominant ideas that effected an almost incalculable spintual change 
9, 149 in the West . American culture thus had altered ideas and modes of living. Ultimately, it 

weakened "bonds of tradition". American-inspired mass society had, in short, 

hndamentally c hanged the cultural direction of the Dominion. 

The media, cultural Arnericanization, and mass culture, then, all posed serious threats to 

Canadian cultural development for critics. While a main purpose of the Massey 

Commission was to expound upon these menaces, the commissioners also took it upon 

thernselves to define culture and to aid in the process of cultural maturation. High culture 

was especially important here. Acting as a link to cultural traditions, it operated, in the 

min& of critics, as a countenveight to American cultural activities. Its prese~ation 

therefore became vital to a society increasingly enticed by mass culture. High culture also 

fostered the critical abilities that would help expose as false mass movements. Most 

importantly, it enabled an appreciation of moral and aesthetic values and the capacity for 

individuai cultural improvement. As such, it was an ail-important remedy to the modem 

crisis of values. The Massey commissioners and other critics of culture, in short, 
endowed high culture with a new moral authority that rivaled the importance of Christianity 
to p s t  societies. 



High culture had becorne for culture critics a panacea with which to address the iIIs 

of modem life. It helped shape tastes and inforrn opinions of "Cdtured" individuals. Not 
only that, it was the Lifeblood of a nation's culnual existence. As N.A.M. MacKerizie 

explained, "the refining of the emotions, the intellectual, and taste" was essentiai to the 

preservation of a country's "cdtivated life". The best way to ensure that Canada's cultural 

life grew in "the worthiest tradition" waç to encourage individuais to be "cultivated people" 

- "people in whom the habit of self-cdtivation has created the capacity to respect and 

admire". Responsible for transfemng creative traditions and fostering cultural activity, 

MacKenzie argued, society must allow the cultured person to flourïsh, especiaily at a time 

when cultural traditions were at risk.'" Unlike the cdture of the masses, furthemore, 

high culture favoured quality and edification over sheer entertainment and universal appeal. 

"Canadian achievement", the Massey Report asserted, depended mainly on the "quality of 
the Canadian mind and spirit". This quality was determined "by what Canadians think, and 

think about; by the books they read, the pictures they see and the programmes they hear. 

These things", it added, "whether we c d  them arts and letters or use other words to 
9 9  151 describe them, we believe to be at the root of our life as a nation . 

High culture was indeed a foundation Stone for the edifice of Canadian culture. In 

addition, advanced education, literature. the arts, and other foms of high culture 
performed, according to the critics, a didactic role in modem Canadian society. Through a 

varïety of means they inculcated ideas, habits, attitudes, and sensibilities determined, over 

the ages, to be intrinsic to culture. In Arnoldian terms, they encouraged an appreciation of 

sweetness - beauty, goodness, and other transcendent virtues - and light - enlightenment, 

education, open-mindedness, the acquisition of knowledge and insight. Partaking of high 

culture facilitated individual exploration, contemplation, and intellectual growth. The 

cultured individual, as Neatby indicated, was especially concemed about intellecnial and 

contemplative matters. Self-realization, she argued, came not from group integration but 

from 'ïosing oneself for a thne in contemplation of sornething greater than and beyond 

o n e ~ e l f ' . ' ~ ~  Agreeing implicitly, Grant championed the benefits of the "rational 

contemplation of the Good - simply for its own sake " . Is3 Participating in the 

contemplative life, for the philosopher Grant, enabled modem individuals to undentand 

thernselves more completely and to gain insight into the traditions and future directions of 

their society. Massey, for his part, argued that the "cultivation of the mind [was] to be 

valued for itself'. The "respect of ideas, inteiiectual honesty; mental alertness; clarity of 

thought and precision of expression; critical sense to detect the  al from the spurious; 

awakened imagination; and the ability to discem beauty", were all hallmarks of the 

cultivated imaginati~n.'~~ Malcolm Wallace perhaps best captured the resounding 



significance of intellectual and spintual edification. Humanity found 'Ztltimate satisfaction 

... in the world of beauty and of thought", Waiiace told the Commission in his speciai 

s tudy . 

Not to enter this world is to remain forever a child. It is to neglect the rich 
inheritances of the ages, which must be claimed before it can be possessed, 
the possibility of putthg away childish things and sharing in the larger life of 
the race. It is to be content with stagnation in place of growth, to lose the 
seat for new experience in absorption in material p~easures."~ 

Only through intellectual self-exploration, in other words, could modem humanity regain a 

sense of its past, its traditions, and its endunng identity. Cultural improvement thus led, in 

the words of Watson Kirkcomeii and A.S.P. Woodhouse, to the "fiill rneasure of 

humanity". ' 56 

As Kirkconnell, Woodhouse. and others suggested, cultural development also 

implied the expression of "humane*' values. For these and other inteiiectuals, individual 
edïfication irnplied the realization of the preeminent human purpose to search for tmth and 

spiritual fulfdlment. Hurnanity had to nse above the instincts it shared wiih the animal 

world. Instead, it must assert spiritual, intellectual, and other traits that made it unique in 

creation. Neatby, for instance, spoke of the need to maintain a "rational objective truth" 

and the "reverence for human personality as such" through "a continuhg and increasing 

respect for matters of ~nind".'~' Fervent religious faith, the belief in absolute moral 

principles, and free inteilectuai inquïry were ai l  cenual components of the human 
~haracter."~ They transcended t h e  and location, and, as such, formed the core of the 

western system of values. 

Christian humanism was thus emerging as a main feature in the cultural critique of 

Neatby and the other anti-modemists. In an age that seemed increasingly hostile to 
individuality and humanity's spiritual and cerebral objectives, the culture cntics clung to 

humanism not only as a way to counteract materialism, consumerism, and other destructive 

forces, but more importantly as a means of self-realization. "The Humanities", Malcolm 
Wdace  proclairned in his speciai study, gratifi~ed "some of the deepest hurnan cravings -- 
to see and hear beautifid things, to understand the complexities of personal relations, and to 

speculate on the baffing ongin and meaning of men's lives ..." They were concerned, he 
went on, "with beauty in ail its forms, and with speculations regarding human relations and 

meaning and values in human e~perience"."~ The humanities stirnulated the individual's 

sensitivity to the human values in art, morality, and re1igi0n.l~~ They were the chief 
purveyors of the values intrinsic to the human condition. Hilda Neatby agreed 

wholeheartedly. A liberal education had as its highest goal the "gainhg of a humble 



conception of the greatness of human nature and hurnan society, and of vastness and 

complexity of the univene .. ."'6' It "convey[ed] to ail", she continued, "the intellectual, 

cultural and moral training which represents the best in a long and honourable tradition of 

Western ~ivilization".'~~ 

Like that of the critics of the modem university, moreover, Neatby's educational 

ideal eschewed mere fact-finding and was concemed instead with developing well-rounded 

individuals. The preservation of ancient values and the development of the human 

character were indeed central to Neatbyts educative c~nception. '~~ Vincent Massey dm 

championed humanistic education. Instead of being preoccupied with know-how, the 

liberds arts sought after the cultivation of the individual's "mental powers" and 'Vie 

development of certain habits of r n i n ~ . ' ~ ~  Facts and figures, he clairned, "mut not be 

crammed into young minds, to be only of temporary use". Rather, the individual should 

never be "taught more than he can think about".'65 Contemplation and consideration were 

thus for Massey the most important aspects of the liberal education. In characteristically 

blunt fashion, Harold Innis encapsulated the basic purpose of liberal arts leaming. 

Educationai institutions, he wrote, should not consider students as "sausages to be stuffed" 

with facts and information. Rather, they must place less emphasis on "content and more on 

the character of in~truction".'~~ Modem educators, Innis concluded, must be 

'Yundamentally concemed", like the ancient Greeks, "with the training of ~harac te r " .~~~  

Inextricably tied to human individuality and the expression of human nature more 

generally, high culture, and specifically, the "cultured individuai" contributed to the good 

society. High culture led not only to the development of good and mord individuals, but it 

also produced, according to the critics, good citizens who would make positive 

contributions to the social order. A farniliarity with the various forms of high culture was 

the way to produce an aware and tnily democratic citizenry. As Neatby remarked, 

civilization depended in large measure on the "creative minority", who made "proper use of 

its leisure time'*.'68 The responsibility of dweloping the good society, in other words, 

rested with the scholar, the artist, and other cultured individuals. In an age of "democratic 

barbarism" and "scientific rnaterialism". oniy the truly civilized, the culture critics argued, 

had the wherewithal to undestand their everchanging environment. Blessed with a iiberal 
education and a civilized outlook, they were best able to comprehend the effects of an 
increasingly uncivilized age. As Neatby remarked, the "inner meaning" of education was 

to "create desirable social attitudes and intektual appreciations" so as counteract the 

"moral confusion and intellectual barbarism" of present t i m e ~ . ' ~ ~  The cultured individuai, 

she noted, was the social figure who had "vision and insight" and who was, by definition, 

"a seer". "He convey[ed] the tmth by which, literally, men and nations live. He shows 



what life is in a l l  its aspects".'70 Lacking anis&, philosophers, and scholars, westem 

society risked "premature decadence and a relapse into barbarism". '' ' 
For Massey, as weU, the liberally educated individual was well poised to lead. His 

education ailowed hirn to comprehend and cnticize the world in which he lived. Through 

it, Massey averred, he was enabled to "acquire a tme sense of values, to understand 

something about the relation of man to society, to distinguish between the r d  things in life 

and the fakes, to put fmt things fust, and to sharpen [his] mental curïosity . . . ""* He was 

able to comprehend therefore the pemicious effects of mass society and form "'a bulwark 

against standar~iization~'."~ Cultured individuals, Massey asserted, employing militaristic 

imagery, were the "spiritual weapons" with which to defend against "pagan, materialistic, 

[and] tyrannical" assault on westem culture.' 74 

Discussing the social contributions of intellectuals. the most important of society's 

cultured persons, the Massey commissioners wrote: "The philosopher with his 

contemplative and cntical tradition may serve as a useful brake on the rightly irnpetuous 

man of action, a brake often needed in the world of today. Moreover, the man of letters 

can help to produce the atrnosphere in which he can do his best work ..." "The study of the 

arts and letten," the Massey Report concluded, as though to stress Massey's own views, 

helped "to form 'the citizens with trained minds, Iiberal and inforrned opinions, good taste, 

and critical judgment without whom a national civilization is impossible' ."17' While the 

masses had become increasingly confounded by the exigencies of mass society, creative 

individuals not only had comprehended their modern milieu, but also worked to create an 

environment in which cultural activity could flourish. As such, they had become, for the 

culture criiics, the leaders of the modern world, indispensable agents in overcorning the 

pemicious effects of the mass age. 

T;ken out of context, the culture critics' blandishments on the cultivated rnind and 

cultured individuals seem to be stark anachronisrns. In an age dominated by matenalist and 

pragmatic concerns and in which there was little use for inteilectual values, they appear to 

be romantic yearnings for bygone eras and bettes times. There was, however, 

considerable affinity after 1945 for the "socially relevant7' intellectual. As for the critics of 

modem academics, the culture analysts took pains to underline the social relevance of the 

humanist, the enlightened social prophet. The question now is, why were they so intent on 

advancing the cause of the "civilized" inteiiectual? Indeed, what was it about their social- 

histoncal environment that impelled them to undertake such a measured, articulate, and 

often highly passionate defense of humanists and other high culturalists? What, most 

significantiy, made them, as humanists themselves, feel so marginal or even irreievant? 



The answers to these questions are manifold. DoubtIess, critics were sincere in 

their ultimate objective to lead modems to the g d  society. Their critique was nonetheless 

a response to prevailing social and historical circumstances. From a personai perspective, 

the culture critics were thernselves the seers and artists tbat they descnbed in their wntings. 

Hence, in extolling the meri& of academics and high culture, they were calling attention to 

thernselves and, more impoaantly, their place within society's hierarchy. The increasingly 

vocal defense of high culture and humane values must be seen in light of a social climate in 

which the hurnanist was sordy underpaid and lacked the status of scientists and 

technologists. Relatedly, the effort to raise public awareness of the social utility of humane 

learning reflected a period of crisis for the humanities. As we saw in chapter four, the war 

and postwar eras were times of great distress for the humanities in Canada. They were 

periods, most of ail, in which govemmental and university officiais and indeed society at 
large questioned the social ment of the liberal arts and, by implication, the creative 

intellectuai. In extolling the v h e s  of high culture and defending humane values, the 

critics were reacting against this callous mw world. Explaining the merits of high culture, 

they attempted to show that Like practical leaming, high cuiture values too had an 
irreplaceable social worth. Like technological know-how, humane leamhg was mly ,  in 

Massey * s phase, "useful kn~wledge"."~ 

The culture critics thus reacted against a social order that they perceived to be anti- 

intellectud and anti-cultural. Along with the demise of the humanities and university 

"traditions**, the advent of a democratic, "mass9* society reflected modem trends. Certainly, 

the emergence of the mass society was an evolution, a protracted process that took place 

over decades. The reaction against mass movements likewise went back before the war 

and beyond. North Amencan social cntics, especially Amencans, responded to the 

"Babbitry" of mass society onwards from the late nineteenth century. For Canadian high 

culturalists, however, the post-Second World War penod was exceedingly important in the 

rise of the mass society. For cntics, especially the Massey commissioners, the postwar age 

evidenced an unprecedented growth of the materialism, consumerism, and anti- 

intellectuaiism that marked mass culture. Most irksome, a pervasive American culnual 

imperialism hung like a massive black cloud over an unsuspecting population. More than 
any other pend in the past, Amencan culture reached into Canada to influence the lives of 

more and more Canadians. Facilitated by the electronic media and an enfeebled populous, 

the era after 1945 thus promised to see the cuirnination of a trend generations in the 

making. Notwithstanding Canada's colonialism and hence the penchant of Canadians to 

borrow and absorb other cultural forms, cultural Arnencanization was, for the culture 



critics, as uncompromising as it was inevitable. Only the supreme efforts of a few high 

culturaiists could, in their minds, help redress this monstrous development. 

The reaction against mass society was largely grounded, then, in the perceptions of 

critics. There are, however, a few tangible historical developments to substantiate the claim 

of a society that became increasingly inimical to high culture. There was, as we have 

indicated, the advent of the utilitarian university and democratic education. Exacerbated by 

the "veteran's boom" and the threat of exploding secondary and post-secondary 

enrolmenis, critics feared that the academy, the 1st bastion of cultural refmement and 

philosophic analysis, would succumb to the dictates of the mass world. Just as 

importantly, modem Canada was ovenvrought with matenalism and crass consumerism. 

Canada had achieved unprecedented economic development in the years after the war. And 

prosperity was spread over the vast majority of the population. Always a country that 

prioritized materiai development. to the critics Canada now seemed to be captivated by 

material progress and the growth ethic. As with the development of the mass society, the 

postwar era seemed a culmination to the long-term matenal development. As an economic 

world power, Canada had come of age. 

Aside from histoncal conditions, the critique of culture must be grounded 

intellectually. Put simply, the culture critics owe much to the thought of Matthew Arnold. 

In Culture and Anarchy, a gospel for many culture critics,17' Arnold explained that the chief 

defects of rnid-Victonan society could be remedied by redressing the balance between 

material and commercial and cuitural aspects of life. There were two ways to restore the 

equilibrium. First, one could try "to give the masses ... an inteilectual food prepared and 

adapted in the way they [thought] proper for the actual condition of the While 

laudable, this attempt to indoctrinate the populous in the ways of culture was nonetheless 

intrinsically flawed. Culture, Arnold claimed, did not attempt to "teach down to the level of 

inferior classes"; nor did it "try to win them for this or that sect of its own, with ready- 

made jud,gnents and watchwords". Rather, it sought to make ail citizens regardless of 

social distinction "Iive in an atmosphere of sweetness and light, and use ideas ... freely, to 

be nounshed and not bound by them ..."17' Society's cultivated persons. not 

representatives of specific classes or social-politicai interests, Amold added, had the 

greatest role to play in promoting this "social idea". Society's cultured individuals were not 

merely those who possessed certain knowledge, or those simply aware of the importance 

of culture pursuits. Instead, they were defined in part by their affjinity for spreading 

sweetness and light. "The great men of culture", Arnold explained, were "those who have 

a passion for diffusing, for making prevail. for carrying from one end of society to the 

other, the best knowledge of their tirne; ... to humanize it, to make it efficient outside the 



clique of the cultivated and learned, yet still rernaining the best knowledge and thought of 

the tirne, and a true source, therefore, of sweetness and light".180 The creative individual 

was for Arnold, as for bis inteliecnial descendants less than a century later, essential to 

social advancement. In estabiishing a milieu suitable for cultural flourishing, he facilitated 

humanity ' s march tow ards social perfection. In fostering cultural activity , itself the chie f 

bulwark against anarchy and tantamount to "the pursuit of perfection", the cultured 

individual performed his most vital social role: the punuit of the good society. "[Hie who 

works for sweetness and light," Arnold declared in conclusion, "works to make reason and 

the will of God prevail".18' 

Amoldian high culture, for the culture cntics, was central to the achievement of the good 

society. As important as liberal humanist values were, however, they realized the 

unpopularity of high culture among the Canadian population at large.lg2 Realists, they 

recognized the seductive qualities of science and materialism and the quasi-hypnotic effects 

of mass culture on the Canadian popuIous. They understood, consequently, the difficulty 

of creating a society in which the cultured individuai figured prominently, one which was 

as preoccupied as they were thernselves with the attainment of "sweetness and Light". 

The cntics proffered two remedies to the cultural quandary that faced them. First, 

they proposed the heretofore uncornmon remedy of state intervention in cultural affairs. 

Knowing the ravages of a commercial. foreign-based mass culture. the commissioners 

made, as their chef recornrnendation, public support of culture. Indeed, the majority of 

Part II of the Massey Report dealt with the commissioners' "view on how the national 

govemment may appropriately advance [Canada's] cultural and inteliectud life".lg3 The 

Dominion government, the commissioners stressed, must follow the example of European 

countries and even Bntain, which had recentiy allowed cultured individuds the financial 

freedom to pursue their work.Ig4 Canada had to endure strains imposed upon it by 

demographic and geographical factors. Govemment provided aid in commercial. 

transportation, and other fields of endeavour CO overcorne these limitations. Similar 
assistance ought to be given to "companies of players", "orchestras", and "concert artists", 
"whose regular and frequent appearances in the great and smdl communities of Canada 

[were] of importance to our well-king as a civilized ~ommunity"."~ The commissioners 

urged furthemore the federal aid of radio and television broadcasting. Essentiaily a public 

service and therefore in need of considerable increases in funding, the CFK ought also to be 

in receipt of public funds.ls6 That broadcasting would function as a powerful tool in the 

promotion of Canadian culture was adequate justification for the use of public revenues. 

Along with museums, librarïes, archives, and other national culturai organizations, lastly, 



the commissioners advocated public hinding for the most important of cultural institutions: 

Canadian universities and a proposed council for the promotion of the arts, letters. 

humanities, and social sciences. Reflecting the common cry of the university "funding 

crisis" of the Iater 1940s, they proposed that the federal govemment "make annual 

contributions to support the work of the universities" on the basis of provincial 

popu~ations.'~' Equally important to the funding of univenities was the creation of the so- 

cailed "Canada Council". The Report made clear that the council would need considerable 

federal support to h a n c e  its operation. Money grants were required to diffuse the arts, 

letters. and sciences at home, and promote knowledge of Canada abroad. The 

commissioners, in their own words, "were under no illusion that the results that ... may be 
achieved from the creation of the Canada Council c m  be obtained cheaply ..."188 The 

critics understood that the expansion of culture was an expensive proposition. It was 

nevertheless an activity crucial to the well-king of the Canadian nation. As such. its merits 

far exceeded the monetary values that the commissioners and others placed upon it. "If we 

in Canada are to have a more plentifil and better cultural fare". the Massey cornmissioners 

reasoned, "we must pay for it. Good will alone c m  do Little for a starving plant; if the 

cultural life of Canada is anernic, it must be nourished, and this will cost money ... tri89 ~h~ 

investment was "modest'*, they ended, "in relation to the retums which ... [Canadians] 

could reasonably expe~t ." '~~ .  

More intangible than govemment interventionism, the Massey comrnissionen 

enlisted the support of cultural nationalism to achieve their ends. The commissioners 

dovetailed the growing sense of Canadianism of the post- 1945 period with their own ideas 

on Canadian identity. Specifically, they integrated concems for national development with 

dieir own preoccupations about the Dominion's cultural state. In consequence, they grafted 

ont0 Canadian nationalism issues of persona1 edification and cultural development. In the 

words of the Massey Commission's biographer, 'Liberal humanism and nationalism 
9 9  191 combined to f o m  a high-minded and defensive strain of Canadian cultural nationaiism . 

The first notion basic to cultural nationalism was a sense of cultural uniqueness. In 

a climate wherein pemicious ideas and social influences easily crossed frontiers, especidly 

undefended ones, culture critics found it necessary to articulate and thus bolster Canadian 

values and cultural charactenstics. Canada's distinctiveness vis-à-vis the United States was 

among the most important of these cultural attributes. Vincent Massey, the most vociferous 

proponent of "Canadianisrn", was the commission member who most eloquently expressed 

Canada's cultural distinctiveness. The effort to keep Canadianism in tact, he wrote, "could 

only be successfu1 ... if [we Canadians were] aware of the differences which 

distinguish[ed] us from the United States and [gave] us Our significance here in North 



America ..."lg2 While there were similarities between the two cultures, he continued there 

were "certain pnnciples" that contributed to Canada's uniqueness. Canadian society, for 

instance, did not share in the intolerance of an American society that countenanced "racial 
discrimination and third degree police rneth~ds". '~~ More fundarnentdiy , Canada aiso had 

patterns of ideas and culture of its ~ w n . ' ~ '  Owing much to the British connection, Canada 

was culturally distinct fiom the United States and other foreign states. Politically, 

Canada's tolerance, liberal-mindedness and its respect for the rule of law al1 emanated from 

the political values of the ~rn~ire.'~' In "chensh[ing] law and Liberty", Massey declared, 

Canada held the same basic political values as the United States. Its "manner of 

cherishing", its "constinitional and symbolic expressions", Massey hastened to note, were 
different. Rather than through republicanism, Canadians "express[ed] the comrnon good, 

the public welfare in parliamentary institutions" that had always derived their authority from 

the crown.Ig6 The interactions between the Crown and parliament showed how "Liberty 

can be enjoyed without disorder, and that authonty c m  be exercised without tyranny".lg7 

In addition to British politicai values, Canada benefited intellectually and culturaily 
from its historic nexus with Britain. Britain was, for Massey, the conduit through which 

humane values were passed to Canadians. Cultured individuais in Canada had greatly 

benefited from British acadernic and spiritual traditions. Unlike their American 

counterparts, Massey wrote, quoting Dr. Dodds, the President of Princeton, they 

appreciated "the 'power of ideas and spintuai values in history, literature, and philosophy 
~ w f 9 8  ... They have received "from across the water the belief that education is primarily a 

spiritual matter; that it must be concerned with the individual; that the humanities must hold 

their old pride of place in its pattern; that the univeaity is no place for the pedant, for it has 

always k e n  the glory of learning in the British Isles that its virtues have been closely 

woven into the stuff of daily Life. AU this," he stated in conclusion, was "part of a great 
*r 199 inheritance . 

Massey and his fellow commissionen aiso endeavoured to explain how, through 
cultivating things of the mind and spirit, Canada might develop as a united culture. They 

acknowledged Canada's cultural dudity as a factor that ranked with mass culture as an 

obstacle to accomplishing this objective. There were two Canadian cultures, B. K. 
Sandwell declared in his special study for the Commission. They were "almost wholly 

separate one from the other ..." "[Olnly after making very large allowances for this 

limitation", he continued, echoing the "two solitudes" thesis that was gaining currency after 

1 9 4 5 , ~ ~ ~  was it ccpossible to speak of a Canadian culture at Massey agreed that there 

were "naturd differences between Canadians of French and Anglo-saxon origin ..."202 He 

stressed however that Canada's dual culture was a strength and not a Liability. The French 



and English languages had given "the world its present civilization". A Canadian with both 

languages, Massey continued, "not only cont.ribute[d] to the unity of his country, but he 
i i  203 add[ed] to his equipment as a civilized person . 

Despite differences, Canada's two cultural groups had much in common. Most 

significantly, they shared a comrnon system of values that was especially important to the 

modem age. English Canadians, Massey wrote, had "come to respect more and more the 

standards and values" which they found arnong ~ u e b e c k e n . * ~ ~  "In a world which seems 

given more and more to materialism", he added, "they hold to religion as the guiding force 

of life. As education appear[ed] to become increasingly mechanistic they stiil give culture 

and the humanities an honoured place in their schools and colleges ... [Slurely there is 

much that each of us can l e m  from the other ..."20S 

Neatby concurred with her fnend and mentor conceming the transcendence of 

cuitural values across linguistic, religious, and cultural boundaries. She focussed, 

however. pnmady on religious v h e s .  In a letter dated 13 August 1953, she asked fellow 

commissioner Reverend Georges-H~M Lévesque to expound upon the spirihid &nities 

of the two cultures. In a breathless barrage of questions, she queried how an accord 

between French- and English-speaking Canadians on spiritual values would be an 

invaluable tool to fight the abuses of modernity: 

Would it be right and suitable to suggest that there is in Canada a most 
hopeful and heartening tendency for serious members of the Protestant and 
Roman Catholic communions to come together in the realization that the 
whole fate of society depends on the application of Christian principles and 
Christian dogma to current problems and that we may hope to suggest that a 
Protestant dernocracy which is degenerating into license can l e m  much 
from a Roman Catholic society which has never lost sight of the divine 
principle of authority and that, on the other hand, the Roman Catholic 
society rnay, in association with Protestants, gain a fresh recognition of one 
of your favorite maxims, that liberty as well as authority- cornes from 
~od? 'O~ 

For Neatby and Massey, thus, Canada's two cultures had many similarities and, 

most importantly, mutualiy reinforced each other and the goals of liberai humanism. As 

such, they contributed to the emergence of a single civilization within the Canadian state. 

There reaily could be "unity in diversity", as one brief from Quebec pointed out.Lo7 

Sumrnarizing the idea of a common culture out of which developed an interest in a shared 

cultural life, the commissioners declared: 

We thought it deeply significant to hem repeatedly from representatives of 
the two Canadian cultures expressions of hope and of confidence that in our 
cornmon cuitivation of the things of the rnind, Canadians --- French and 



English-speaking -- can find m e  'Canadianism' . Through this s hared 
confidence we can nurture what we have in cornrnon and resist those 
influences which codd impair, and even destroy, our integrity. In our 
search we have thus been made aware of what can serve Our country in a 
double sense: what can make it great, and what can make it one.208 

The optirnism that underpinned the notion of cultural unity arose in the unique 

circurnstances of the postwar age. The post-1945 period was an era during which 

Canadians had become more aware of their accornplishments as a nation. Canada had 

emerged victorious from a war in which it made a fundamental contribution to the Ailied 

cause. It had emerged economicdy prosperous and had gained increased recognition 

arnong international powers for the critical role it had played in achieving peace. For the 

culture critics in particular, Canada was in a state of becodng, almost a blank date upon 

which to inscribe recornmendat.ions for the achievement of cultural improvernent. In its 
broadest sense, the Massey Commission wished not only to defend civilization, but to 

build up Canadian culture ahos t  ex nihilo. It engaged ultimately in the intrinsically 

positive task of constructing a national good society. Despite fears of nuclear annihilation, 

burgeoning totalitarianism, and cultural impenalism, then, there was considerable optimism 

about the future of Canadian "civilization". For most Canadians, the critics of cuIture 

included, the Dominion was coming of age. 
The idea that, as a nation, Canada had reached a critical mass was also reflected in a 

larger intellectual context. Put simply, the postwar period was one in which Canadian 

intellectuals at large, and especially historians, becarne preoccupied with defining and 

expounding upon the Canadian identity. For Harold Innis, the development of Canada as a 

national cultural entity hinged on the Canadian relationship with Great Britain and the 

United States. In "Great Britain, Canada, and the United States" (1948), Innis argued that 

Canada had shunned its British affiliations and feu into the Amencan military, economic, 

and cultural spheres of influence. Parodying A.R.M. Lower's ment work, b i s  wrote 

that Canada had 'moved from colony to nation to colony" during the prime ministenhip of 

W.L. Mackenzie Kng?09 Nevertheless, Innis implored Canadians to overcome Arnerican 

imperialism in seeklng out a "third bloc", separate from the American Empire and Soviet 

cornmunism. Canada had the potential of acting as a marginal entity because it existed on 

the periphery of the United States. It could therefore produce, in Innisian terminology, a 
monopoly of knowiedge to counter that of the two main power blocs. Canada, E s  
added, further benefited from its ties to Europe and Great Britain, areas that were, like 
Canada, penpheral to the American Empire, yet had corne under the increasing threat of 

Arnerican domination. Histoncal cdtural-political connections could d a y  the effects of 

burgeoning cultural realities. 'The future of the West depends on the cultural tenacity of 



Europe", Innis concluded, in characteristic dramatic terms. "Canada must caii in the Old 

World to redress the balance of the New, and h o p  that Great Bntain will escape Amencan 

Unperïalism as successfidly as she herself has escaped British irnperiali~rn"."~ 

In censuring Amencan imperialism, Innis advanced ideas on the dangers of cultural 

dependency that resembled those put forth by the Massey cornmissioners. In 7ke Strategy 

of Culture (1952), "A Footnote to the Massey Report*', f i s  showed how Canadians were 

in a death struggle to preserve their culture amid the "pernicious influence of Arnerican 

advertking" and the "omnipotence of American commer~ialism~'.~' ' Cultural 

continentdism. he suggested, threatened Canada both with the destruction of British 

cultural ties and the demise of cultural independence. Canadians were indeed "fighting for 

[their] ~ ives" .~ '~  Like the Massey commissioners, Innis beseeched Canadians to respond to 

American irnperial incursions. Specifically. he advocated an "energetic programmeT' 

designed to offset "dangers to [Canada's] national existence". He applauded such national 

cultural efforts as the establishment of the National Film Board ' Io weaken the pressure of 

American f h "  and the efforts of universities and other educational and cultural 

organizations to advance Canadian He praised the bcappointment and report" of 

the Royal Commission on National Development in the Arts, Lettes and Sciences. The 
Massey Commission was vital to the culturai life of Canada because it gave voice to cultural 

concems and it strengthened the position of cultural instit~tions.~" Above all, Innis lauded 

govemment broadcasting policies that were intended to mitigate the influences of Arnerican 

radio and television prograrnming. One of the very few tools available to Canadians, he 

claimed, was a nationalized system of communication. "By attempting constructive efforts 

to explore the culnirai possibilities of various media of communication, and to develop 

them dong the lines free from commercialism, Canadians might be able to make a 

contribution to the cultural life of the United States ..." and, perhaps, to that of the world at 

To put the matter in Innis's theoretical parlance, to escape the pervasive influence 

cf advertking, popular culture, and the electronic media not only irnplied the avoidance of 

the modem, "American" monopoly of knowledge, but it also irnplied an opportunity for 

cultural development. Only by defiecting American cultural imperialism could the Canadian 

identity survive and potentidly flourish. Thus, for Innis, as for the Massey 

commissioners, the struggle for cultural autonorny in North Arnerica was the sine qua non 

of Canadianism; it had become indispensable to the development of a distinct Canadian 

identity . 
InnisTs close fnend and fellow historian Donald Creighton was also preoccupied 

wiîh Canada's dations with the United States. By the late 1940s and early 1950s, 

Creighton, like Innis, womed that Canada was awash in an eniarging sea of Arnerican 



irnperiaiism. In an age of close military and diplornatic ties with the United States, 

Canadian foreign policy was the focal point of his critique. Since the Ogdensburg 

agreement of 1940 and the establishment of the Permanent Joint Board of Defense, Canada 

had Ïncreasingly succumbed to continentalist pressures and had evolved American-oriented 

defensive and foreign p~licies."~ Its deference to Arnerîcan foreign policy decisions 

increased under the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and during the Korean War. 

Canada, in consequence, was in danger of becoming a mere colony of the Americans, ' a  

kind of northern 'banana republi~'".~'~ "In the north", Creighton wrote to emphasize 

Amerîcan defensive supremacy in Canada, "Arnericans build and man Our radar 

installations ..; in the east ... they hold and occupy military bases. The foreigner si& f d y  

astride the eastem approaches to our country; and the base, a primitive f o m  of military 
irnperialism, grirnly questions Canada's clairn to control her own destinyW?* 

Like Innis, Creighton implored Canadians to find an alternative to this acquiescent 

relationship. "Good relations with the United States must continue to be an important 

objective of Our foreign policy," he stated in 1953, '%ut good Canadian-Amencan relations 

will not necessarily enable Canada make its own contribution to the solution of the world's 
9, 219 crisis, and may actudy prevent it from doing so . Canada, he added, had "outgrown 

North Amencan solidarity as an end in itself '.220 Again like Innis, he urged Canadians not 

only to evade the perils of the Arnerican connection, but also to steer a coune between 

comrnunism and Amencan imperialism, avoiding the shoals of either revolutionary system. 

Autonomy in foreign policy meant for Creighton that Canada should accept and seek 

accommodation with communist regimes. while, at the sarne tirne, working with NATO, the 

Commonwealth, and the United ~ations."' Canada, in bief, had to counterbalance its 

continentalist orientation with an extemal policy that both recognized the destructive 

character of the power blocs and worked towards the unification of cultures and ideologies. 

To overcome a shortsighted extemal policy Creighton urged Canadians to look to 

the past for guidance. Only through a better undestanding cf Canadian history and a 

renewal of the principles that guided past leaders could continentaiisrn be identifkd and 

defeated. Specifically, Creighton saw the nation-building and foreign policies of John A. 

Macdonald as having a resounding relevance, especialiy for Canadians of the 

For Creighton, Macdonald realized the threats of continentalism to Canadian sovereignty 

that manifested themselves once again in the postwar period. His basic objective was to 

establish a transcontinental nation which wodd have an autonomous existence in North 

Arnerica "His fundamental aim", Creighton continued. "was to protect Canada from the 

dangers of continenialism; and it is the dangers of continentalism, econornic, political, 

rnilitary, which now seem to be pressing in upon us steadily and from every  ide".*^' 



Creighton hoped for the resurrection of the spirit, if not the substance, of Macdonald's 

approach to Canadian-American relations. He hoped that Canadians would understand that 

Canadian autonomy implied not merely a separation from Great Britain, but, most 

importantly, independence in North Arnerica Above dl, Macdonald's approach would 

demonstrate the "essential charactef* of Canada, a country that had gained independence 

from the British peacefdly, and that continued to denve strength from its traditional 

affiliations with Bntain and the Empire-Commonwealth. Ultimately, Macdonald's work 

had shown that "for a whole generation Canada had k e n  fighting the wrong kind of 

imperiali~m"?~~ As b i s  had argued previously, Canada's struggle for distinctiveness 

was in reality, for Creighton, a stniggle for sumival on the North American continent. 

Reflecting the travails of the Cold War and concems about continentalism and 

Amencan impenalism, Creighton's musings on postwar Canada also reflected a deeper 

desire to contribute to a stillevolving sense of nationdity. Even as late as the mid- 1950s. 

Canada. for Creighton, as for others, was in a state of becoming. Canadians stood in the 

mid-twentieth century where they had a half-century earlier. Materiaily, the postwar boom 

in minerais, petroleum, and other natural resources paralleled the prosperity of the Laurier 

wheat boom. And Creighton queried how these resources should best be used. "Upon 

what national plan should [Canada] try to develop this second huge bounty of good 

fortune?', he a~ked.~*' More fundamentaliy, Creighton realized that Canada was at a 

cross-roads not only because of burgeoning continentalism but also because it was 

stmggling to find its own identity. Unsure of itself, its character, and the principles that 

should underpin its future development, Canada, for Creighton, was a nation in danger of 

drift. Recently emergent into nationhood, yet threatened by continentalist colonialism. it 
97 226 was indeed a "young country" "clamouring for interpretation . 

Recognizing the nation's plight, Creighton set about explaining the Canadia. 

psyche. Characteristically, he turned to history for answers. Canada, Creighton taught, 

had developed in contradistinction to its geographicai proxirnity to the United States. 

Historically, Canada was different from the United States. It lacked a revolutionary 

tradition and tried to remain entirely separate from America culturaliy as well as politicaily. 

"British North Arnerica had sought to achieve a distinct and separate political existence in 

the Western hemisphere", Creighton declared in 1957; "she had tried to preserve her 

identity against the leveling, standardizing impact of American continentali~m.~~~ The 

British connection was key to Canada's struggles, moreover. Only through "the 

maintenance of her vital comection with Europe", Creighton averred, could Canada 

succeed in this effort.228 Initially, &er 1867, Canada relied on Britain for military and 
diplornatic support. By the late nineteenth century, she depended on intangible cultural and 



spiritual connections to the Empire. The Anglo-Canadian alliance served Canadians just as 
well after Confederation as it had before 1867. It enabled Canada to develop on an 

autonomous course, for it forestalled the ever-present sway of Amencan continentalism. It 

had helped to achieve the singular great goal of the Canadian nation: the maintenance of a 

separate political and cultural existence in North Arnerica. "For Canada", Creighton 

concluded, "the imperid comection was not a parent-child relationship which ended in an 

appalling row, but an adult partnenhip which was prolonged more at the instance of the 

junior than of the senior partner".229 
Far from king  a historical process remote in time and contemporary relevance, 

Creighton wanted to show Canadians the enduring pertinence of the Canadian identity. 

The postwar age was, for Creighton, not only a penod of growing American infiuence, but 

it was also an era in which policy makers, intellectmis, and many Canadians at large had 

lost an understanding of the m e  nature of Canada. This trend towards the sundering of the 

Canadian character was encapsulated in the "authorized version" or "Liberal Interpretation" 

of Canadian history, te- of dension Creighton used to refer to what he saw as Liberal 

apologists and Gnt historians and their wntings. According to the authorized version, 

Canadian history was not a struggle for autonomy on the continent, but instead an effort to 

gain independence from Great Britain. For historian Arthur Lower and others, Canada, as 

a nation, was defined in terms of the abandonment of British ties. As Creighton lamented, 

there was no recognition of the cntical role that the Empire played in curbing Arnerican 

infiuence; rnost pemiciously, there was no appreciation of the dangers of creeping 
continentalism. The necessary corollary of severing ties with Britain was, moreover, a 

growing affinity to the United States. The Liberal historias had simply replaced one brand 

of imperialism with another. Indeed, for Creighton, the authorized version had got it all 

wrong. It completely misconstrued the nature of the Canadian nationality. It denied 

Canada's fundamental links to the British Crown, and misunderstood Canada's evolution 

towards autonomy. As such, Creighton suggested, the Liberal view misrepresented 

Canada's relationship among the English-speaking peoples of the North Adantic, denied 

Canada's traditions and hentage, and, ultimately, wilIfulIy mislead an entire generation of 

 anad di ans.^^' 
Despite the discouraging vicissitudes of Canadian-American relations, Creighton 

and others remained sanguine about opportunities to interpret and defme the Canadian 

identity. Creighton believed that a good many Canadians began to Ralire what Innis and 

he himself had recognized: the deletenous effects of American economic and military 
preponderance in Canada and North America generally. Arnid the climate of political 

change of 1957-8,23' a few even began to realize that Canadian "misconception[s] had 



[their] origin[s] in a totaily rnistaken historicai theory , the Liberal Interpretation, which 

rnisrepresented Canada's essentid character, ignored her basic necessities, and altered the 
direction of her principal trend ..."232 Indeed, Creighton took solace in the fact that the 
influence of the pemicious doctrine of Canadian history was corning to an end. Although 

Canada's "tribulations" were not over, the "delusions which created them [were] gone, and 
" 233 "A definite ... the authors of the delusions [were] no longer unquestioned oracles . 

epoch in the history of Canadian history [had] come to an end", he continued. "A new 

generation of professional historians [had] arisen", one that would have "more respect for 

the manifold facts of the Canadian e ~ ~ e r i e n c e ' , . ~ ~ ~  Freed fiom the fetters of Liberal myth- 
making, the work of defining the Canadian character and making the nation could proceed. 

Wiarn Lewis Morton was one of the new generation of historians to whom 
Creighton referred. By the late 1950s, Morton's conception of the Canadian character 

reflected many of Creighton's biases. Morton agreed with Creighton that the Liberais, 

especially Mackenzie King and O.D. Skelton, had destroyed Canada's relationship with the 

Empire-Commonwealth. Canada's position in the North Atlantic triangle had been "so 

irradiated by the Amencan presence", Morton wrote, employing graphic imagery, ''that it 

sickens and threatens to dissolve into a cancerous ~ l i r n e " ? ~ ~  In response to this deplorable 

state of affairs, Morton urged the resurrection of the imperial connection. Like Creighton 

and Innis some time before, Morton considered the association with Great Britain vital to 

Canada's effort not only to define a national identity, but also to defend Canadian 

autonomy. He emphasized that ties to Britain allowed Canada to be distinct from America 

and, therefore, to maintain a separate national existence in North Arnerica Politicaily, 

Canada denved its distinctiveness from its monarchist inheritance. For Morton, the 
monarchy provided the checks and balances necessary to avoid the inadequacies of 

Jacksonian democracy and to afford, moreover. a more advanced conception of political 

freedom. Whereas repubiicanism tended to level citizens, to individuaiize and free them, 

Morton argued, it bound them nonetheless through "social conformity" and "an inherent 

social into~erance".~~~ In ensuring that legal sovereignty rested on foundations independent 

of the results of the 1 s t  election", the monarchy ensured that "however political sovereignty 

rnight be diffused through the electorate". "the last essentiai of government, the 

maintenance of peace and order, would be independent of popular impulsey'?' To Morton, 

there were higher p ~ c i p l e s  to which the monarchical system aspired - narnely, peace, 

order and good governrnent -- which were not necessariiy guaranteed by the republican 
system. From these political precepts Canada ultimately denved its political liberty.238 For 

Morton, as for Creighton, in brief, Canada's freedom emerged because of, not in spite of, 

colonial ties. 



Owing to Canada's political traditions - "frezdom through evolution in ailegiance", 

not c'revoIutionary compact" - the nation was in a state of evolution. Canada, Morton 

explained, sprang forth from harsh geographical and climatical conditions, in accordance to 

French traditions, "nourished by British freedom", and "fortified by Arnerican 
Pr 239 experience . Yet, unWEe the Republic, its destiny was siJi to be worked out. The 

Canadian expenence was different from the American in that it was a "Burkean partnership 

of the generations". Instead of a revolutionary compact on which to build a sense of 

liberty, Canadian society depended on "the histoncal and objective reality of law 

personified by the monarchy and modifed as need arises by the Crown in ~arliament".~'~ 

Based on these few important politicai principles, Morton observed, Canada was ever- 

developing, ever in search of fulfùling iis destiny."' This basic fact was tnie even in the 

postwar age, an era during which globalization threatened Canada's future. Indeed, in 

response to continentalism, Morton implored Canadians to rediscover their political 

traditions and to extend them to current relations with the United States. Canadians, he 

argued, "must bring to the working out of the Amerïcan alliance the same persistence in 

freedom and the same stubbom ingenuity" that gave genesis to the nation's free institutions 

and characterized the free association of Canadian Ultimately, he advised 

Canadians to build on the sense of identity and purpose established through the long 

association with Great Britain. Although the national destiny was as yet undetermined, 

Canadians could help ensure the future of their nation by remaining true to their traditions 

and inhentances. Like Creighton, then, Morton looked to the past not only as a source of 

national i d e n t i ~ : ~ ~  but also as a beacon to guide Canada past the numerous perils of the 

second half of the twentieth century. 

For Creighton, Morton, and others of the new breed of h i s t o r i a n ~ , ~ ~ ~  thus, 

conserving traditions and learning the lessons of history were critical both to defining 

Canada's culturai identity and to contributing to the future of the nation. Contextually, the 

work of these intellectuals developed in relation to a changed political milieu; the reaction 

against American imperialism (in al1 forms) was certainly strengthened by the development 

of postwar political conservatism. Morton and the others also extended the work of the 

Massey commissioners. Their histoncal writings and nationalist myth-making responded 

not only to the menace of Arnericanization. but also constituted, iike the Massey Report, a 

corpus of writings that provided insight into Canada's nature as a nation and civilization. 

Just as importantly, their writings were concemed with building "spirituai" (cultural) 

structures that seemed to be Iosing ground to materialism. Canada, by the laie 1950s. was 

rapidly modemizing. The country's gross national product had grown from almost twenty- 

five billion dollars in 1954 to over thirty-one billion dollars just three years ~ater .~~ '  With 



the tremendous surge in new wealth arose once more the issue of the country's cultural 

progress. Would Canadians parlay their increased prosperity and leisure time into cultural 

activities and ''culnual nation-building" as the culture critics had hoped, or would they 
ignore culnilal issues and focus instead on material advancement? The attitudes of the 

Massey commissioners, the historians, and other culture cntics, had been abundantly clear 
on this point. Of course, they a i l  believed that the development of cultural f o m  -- 
structural. intellectual, or otherwise - to be vital to the progress of the nation. This 

objective underpinned the Massey Commission and was the implicit purpose of the 

writings of Morton, Creighton, and other conservative cultural nationalists. The federal 

govemment's position, by contrast, was uncertain. Despite the positive initial reaction to 

the Massey Report, the Liberal govemment delayed in implementing alrnost aU of the 

Commission's recomrnendations. Pipelines, highways, seaways, and economic nation- 

building took precedence over cultural developments. The government's attitude towards 

culture seemed ambivalent at best. 
Oniy by late 1956 did govemment policy on culture seem to leap forward. In an 

address to the National Conference on Higher Education entitled "Cultural Progress in 
Canada", Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent announced his decision to recornmend to 

Parliament the creation of the Canada Council. The Council was to help adrninister grants 

and scholarships in the fields of the arts, humanities, and social sciences, to foster 

Canada's cultural relations abroad, and to establish a national commission in conjunction 

with UNESCO. Just as significantiy, however, St. Laurent discussed his governrnent's 

newfound cornmitment to cultural advancement in reference to the broader scheme of 

nation-building. "In the culnual f ield,  he noted, Canadian development was "much 

slower than in the economic field". Like other modem nations, Canada had become 

preoccupied with materiai and technological growth. It had subordinated spiritual 

development to economic advancement. Echoing the deeply-held sentiments of the culture 

critics, St. Laurent advised that Canadians redress the balance. The tirne had amived, he 

declared, for national development "to pparallel what has taken place in the economic field 

. . ."ZJ6 In achievement of this important goal, Canadians must foster the development of 

cultural institutions both at home and abroad. Canada, St. Laurent advised, ought to 

become a source of culture, of spirit, and a haven for a world that was in need of cultural 

regeneration. "With that purpose in min&', he concluded, "[Canadians] must M e r  
develop and enrich our national soul; [they] must achieve ... that broader outlook and that 

deeper insight into the things of mind which will enable them better to deai with problerns 

of the present .. ."247 Not only was spinnial growth as important to national developrnent 

as matenal advancement, cultural edification allowed the insight to identiQ and, ultimately, 



to come to terrns with the problems of modem society. Culture, in the Prime Minister's 

view, was the very lifeblood of the modem Canadian nation. 

Despite the Prime Minister's assurances to the contrary, doubts remained as to 
whether culture had really become a national priority.248 St. Laurent and the Liberals' 

became enthused about the Canada Council only on the eve of a general election and ody 

when a windfaii of several million dollars became available to the federal g~vemment."~ 

Without political pressures and financial resources, it is doubtfil whether St. Laurent 

would have made his pro-culture speech at dl. Whatever the motives of the Liberal 

government, the creation of the Canada Council nonetheless was highly significant both to 

the culture critics and in objective terms. Culnirally speaking, the Council was of great 

symbolic as well as practical importance. Fiancially, it had been a "revolutionary 
departue" in Canadian intellechial li fe. Through the Council, intellectuals and artists 

received the state suppon for which they had longed for decades.'" The establishment of 

the Council was important to cntics, moreover, because it brought the issues raised by the 

Massey Commission into sharp fo~us.~" No longer was culture the concern of a few out 
of touch professors or longhaired artists. Through the Canada Council, culture was to 

become a matter of national concern. Indeed, through the federal government, the culture 

cntics believed that they had achieved a major triurnph. They could now use the state to 

further the ends of culture and promote the development of Canada's spirituai ~ i f e . ~ ' ~  Afier 
a long wait, it seemed as though Canada's cultural progress rnight indeed keep Pace with 

material development. 

Significantly, the Canada Council had achieved what the culture critics had wanted. 

It presided over a good percentage of viable projects, and there can be no doubt that it 

succeeded in its mandate -- to "foster and promote the study and enjoyment of, and the 

production of works in[,] the arts, humanities and socid sciences". Through the remainder 

of the decade and throughout the 1960s, the Council played a large role in the country's 

growth in the arts, academic developments, and the persistence of such cultural institutions 

as the National  all let.^^' 
Despite these triumphs, however, the concems of the culture critics were not 

allayed. By the late 1950s, the second stage of the Cold War had come into effect. The 

period, initiated by the flight of Sputnik in 1957, was one that emphasized global 

competition in which "alI the prizes went to the most prosperous country and the most 

sophisticated weapons system . . ."254 Winning the arms race meant gaining the crucial 

advantage in the Cold War. Accomplishing this feat, meant that North Americans had to 

place even greater emphasis on the advancement of science and technology. Education, as 
indicated in the last chapter, was essential to this objective. Indeed, the production of 



engineers, scientists and technically educated workers -- not the establishment of theatre 

companies or the endowment of scholars - was critical to the weU-king of the nation. The 

Canada Council was certainly a ~ i ~ c a n t  accomplishment. In the rarefied atmosphere of 

the Iate 1950s and early 1960s, however, it could not compte with the exigencies of 

modem warfare and the rhetoric of Cold War politicians. Guns and technology. not 

culture, had captivated the public's imagination. 

Sensitive to Cold War propaganda, culture critics denounced what they considered 

one of its most pemicious products: the acceleration of the technological imperative. 

George Parkin Grant, as we noted in chapter two, was a vociferous critic of the 

"technological society". He acknowledged the impact of the nuclear amis race on the 

attitudes towards technology of North Americans. "It is only necessary to see how rocked 

our society was when the Russians got that piece of metd up into the sky", he declared in 

1959. "They had beaten us at our own game [the advancement of technique] - a game that 

we consider important". in response to this deplorable set of circumstances, he continued, 

business and rnilitaq leaders cried for tougher "history makers". Those individuals were 

charged with the responsibility to build more efficient weapons of mass destruction and to 

develop the technology to defeat the Soviets. "It is of supreme importance that we k a t  the 

Russians to the moon"? Grant reaiized, however, that the North Amencan "wiU to 

technique" was not a recent phenomenon, a mere product of the ideoiogical and imperialist 
rivalries of the Cold War. Rather, for Grant, the technological imperative characterized the 

entkety of the modem history of the West, and of North America in particular. The arms 
race simply gave emphasis to what had existed al1 dong - the development of the scientific 

society. Although it seemed as if the Soviets had "caught up with and in certain fields 

surpassed" North Amencan society, Grant claimed "modem scientific civilization has k e n  

most extensively realized in North ~ r n e n c a " . ~ ~ ~  What is more, this scientific culture 

entailed far more than the use of advanced machinery and the existence of a large corpus of 

technically educated individuals. It implied, on the contrary, an entire culture entranced and 

indeed dominated by the wiii to technique. Above al1 it led to the emergence of a 

conformist civilization, devoid of independent thought or individuality. "Ours is a world of 

mass production and its techniques", Grant explained, "of standardized consumption and 

standardized education, of wholesale entertainment and almost wholesde medicine. We are 

fomed by this new environment at aii the moments of o u  work and leisure -- that is, our 

total live~".*~' As Grant would later remark, Canadian society in North Ameka had 
9, 258 evolved into the "universal and homogeneous state . 

Grant's message was thus not only that technology had come to predominate in the 

contemporaty world, but also that technique had gravely affected western culture. Seduced 



by the glories of "big department store civilization", Grant argued, modems Iost interest in 

important philosophical concems. Instead of contemplating the true effect of science and 

technology on the modem world, they were content to live a life of material Willment and 

increase their wealth and power through technique. Homogenization - the greatest effect 

of the will to technique - stymied cultural creativity and impaired the expression of 

individuality. So great was the "'power that society can exert against the individual", Grant 
9 ,  259 asserted, "that it even subjects to dominance those very elites that seem to d e  . Few 

escaped the conformity of mass culture for Grant. Modems, indeed, had little hope of 

comprehending what was happening to them because they were so bound up in the 

increasingly enfeebling milieu that was developing around them. Modem society, 

according to Grant, was beginning to lose a sense of itself, and, in consequence, was 

heading towards disintegration. 

Nowhere was cultural homogenization more evident than in the emergence of the 

American Empire. And nowhere were the effects more perilous for the Canadian culture. 

Grant interchanged bbAmericanization" with modernization, homogenization, and the mass 

society. He blarned Canada's demise as a "local culture", moreover, on the rise of the 

American cultural monolith. Amencan culture had penetrated Canada through the "movies, 

the newspapers, and television, through commercialized recreation and popular 

advertising". The media "described and exalted" Arnerican life, "which is so perfectly 

adjusted to the world of life insurance, teen-age dating, and the supermarket ... Here is the 

way aiI decent Americans live and here is the way that ail mankind should live ..."260 In 

this climate of mass communications, conformism, and consumer values, Canadians were 

losing their sense of distinctiveness and were becoming a part of an dl-encompassing 

American value system. aU in an attempt to modernize. Modernization, Grant concluded, 

entailed the demise of the Canadian nation. "Our culture floundered on the aspirations of 

the age of progress", he announced, explaining Canada's "three-step" cultural decline. 

First, men everywhere move ineluctably toward membership in a 
homogeneous state. Second, Canadians live next to a society that is the 
heart of modemity. Third, nearly aII Canadians think that modernity is 
good, so nothing essentially distinguishes Canadians from Americans. 
When they oblate themselves before 'the Amencan way of life,' they offer 
themselves on the alter of the reigning western g~ddess.'~' 

Like the Massey commissioners, Morton, Creighton, and the other nationalist culture 

critics, then, Grant drew attention to the minous effects of American culture. Unlike these 

critics, however, Grant saw Little hope for Canadians to overcome Americanization. The 

"technological society'' was inimicd to cultural development; it was an inexorable process 



that destroyed the values on which the Canadian nation had k e n  buiIt, Modernization had 
become a fuit accompli by the mid-1960s. Canadians, even if they tried, would have 

diKculty resisting its lure. Thus, for Grant, the Canada of the postwar age was to be 

lamented, for, by the mid-1960s, it was, as a nation, already dead.262 

Although not as pessimistic as Grant, Northrop Frye echoed the philosopher's 
concerns about technological modemkation. Frye, Like Grant, saw the technological 

imperative and the "progress myth" as centrd to the modem societal quagmire. Progress, 

for Frye, was a constant unveiling of the individual and communitarian identity. It was, in 

a word, the progressive uncovering of truth. In the technological age, however, progress 

had been misapprehended and had become increasingly bound up in the destruction of the 

human identity. A progress myth emerged, according to Frye, based on the notion thai 

progress involved materid and technical advancement. Spiritual and intellectual 

developments, in the modem system, were secondary to matenal growth. Ultimately 

crowding out the world of the intellect and the spirit, the myth of technological progress 
became dl-pervasive. Frye used the educational experience of modem students further to 

illustrate his points. Educational institutions. he claimed, performed a conflicting role in 

the social development of modem individuals. While enabling an understanding of where 
the student fit in society, they also were increasingly preoccupied with conditioning 

modems to cope with the demands of modem society. On the one side of the student 

existed "the ordinary social environment, the world of his television set, his movies, the 

family car, advertising, entertainment, news and gossip. On the other side," Frye asserted, 

was "the school, and perhaps the church, trying to dislodge hirn from this lotus land and 

prod hirn into M e r  voyages of discovery. On the one side of him," he went on, was "a 

dificult theoretical world of art and science, the principles of which he has not begun to 

understand; on the other side [was] a fascinating world of technology and rhetoric, which 

he can already handle with some cornpetence, and in which he must iive in any case ... As 

a rule, therefore, the world of technology and rhetonc [won] out ..?"' 
The wili to technique thus interfered with the capacity of individuals to think 

broadly and instead seduced modems into living in an intellectually impoverished 

environment of convenience and gadgetry. For Frye, the restrictive effects of the 

'btechnological consciousness" on the modem mind were most disquieting. The 
technological imperative was at odds with the creative or "educated" imagination, the very 

lifeblood of any culture, for it inhibited the expression of cultural creativity both at the 

individual and societal levels. Nowhere was this distressing reality more apparent than in 

the world of the arts. The "arts reflect the world that produces them", Frye declared in 
196 1. Ironicaliy, the modem arts represented a society that had become hostile to the spirit 



that underpinned the creative process. "Painting, music and architecture", Frye explained, 

"not less than literature, reff ect an anonymous and cold-blooded society, a society without 

much respect for personality and without much tolerance for difference in opinion, a 
sociery full of slickness, smugness and spiritual inaoit~''.'~~ Thus, the modem arts 

reflected a society bent on the destruction of the western imagination. 
In andyzing Frye's view of the dernise of the West, the decline of the "educated 

imagination" is critical. Society's fundamental problem was that increasingly, it failed to 

provide the conditions conducive to creative activity, the "depowered site where 'the poets 

c m  be heard'."26s As Frye later explained, modem civilization suffered the ilI effects of an 

imbaIance between the "myth of concem" - the "conservative myth" on which the 

traditions and customs of society relied -- and the "myth of f r e e d ~ r n " . ~ ~ ~  A rnyth of 

concern, dealing with science and technology and a gradudist, progressive mythology that 

surrounded it, characterized the twentieth cenhry. It was growing so large and unwieldy, 

according to Frye, that it threatened the existence of the mph  of freedom. The 

technological myth so blunted perceptions of the world that modems ignored the impacts of 

the modem mythology. The perception of "the world out there", Frye wrote, became 

"habituai", and "hence a pernicious mental habit develop[ed] of regarding the unchanging 

as the unchangeable, and of assimilating human life to a conception of a predictable 

order'?' Inured to the technological society, modems ignored the creative sides of their 

psyches. Most famentably, they disregarded their creative abilities and hence lost their 

power to alter their environment, for the "imagination is the source of power to change . . . 
so~iety". '~~ Of al1 the deleterious effects of the technological order the harshest, for Frye, 

was that the contemporary myth of concem had become so entrenched that it had become 

extremely difficult to supplant. 

Although hopefui that the technological mythology might be defeated, Frye was 

greatly impressed by the pervasiveness of the modem myth of c~ncern."~ And while 

expressing general concem about the sway of the technological irnperative, he was 
especially preoccupied with the "onsiaught of the myth of concem" on the Canadian 

mindset. Canadians* relationship with the natural environment is vital here. Canadians, 

Frye claimed, had corne to dominate nature. In Canada, there had k e n  "little adaptation to 

nature: in both architecture and arrangement Canadian cities and villages express rather an 
arrogant abstraction, the conquest of nature by an intelligence that does not undentand 
itm . 270 Expressed through literature, Fxye showed how the Canadian imagination developed 

an awkward, even strained relationship with nature. The Canadian imagination, Frye 

wrote, developed in bbsmaU and isolated communities sunounded with a physical and 

psychological 'frontier', separated from one another and from their American and British 



cultural sources ..." Strongholds of human values and laws, these communities were 

"confronted with a huge, unthinking, menacing, and formidable physical setting". Such 
communities, Frye concluded, employing his most famous phase, were "bound to develop 

99 271 ... a garrison mentality . 
Canadians organized into a "closely knit" societies, Frye continued, to develop the 

moral and social values necessq to cope with their foreboding surroundings. Yet, such 
communities, he hastened to add, were hostile to the development of the Canadian culture. 

In providing the safety of the group, security from individuality and distinctiveness, they 

were the embodiments of the "herd mind", which stymied toleration and dissent and 

therefore kiued the intellechial environment that the creative imagination required to grow. 

Indeed. they furnished the solitude of rnind in which condition "nothing original cm 
272 grow . With the spread of garrisons, the results of hostile relations with nature, 

"something anticultural comes into Canadian Me". The alienation from nature reflected, 

for Frye, the sepadon from the imaginative process. Garrisons deprived the f~edom 

inherent to individualism, and hence the creativity of individual thought. The chief banle in 

North Amencan society -- the stniggle between "the domination of the individual by the 

technological materialism which has led to the conquering of space, and the attempt to order 

an inner space in the individual through the power of the imaginative vision" -- was k ing  

won by materialist forces.273 1t seemed to Frye that the technological imperative had 

undennined the world of the poet and the artist, leaving iittle opporhmity for the creative 

process to develop. Although culture was the ultimate authority in society, it was impotent, 

according to Frye, to assert its supremacy in a civilization that shunned it. In culture's 
battle against the philistines the Canadian garrison proved unyielding indeed. 

'The mood in which Canadians reached and passed the mid-point of the 1960s was 

troubled, disilIusioned, and baffle&', Donald Creighton wrote in 1970, looking back on the 

latter stages of "Canada's ~enniry".~'~ For Creighton, as for Frye and Grant, Canada had 

languished as a cultural entity owing chiefly to the growth of the heretical notion of 

progress. Creighton agreed that the "rapid growth of industrialism and urbanism in Canada 

and the increasing dependence of the Canadian people [would] gradually weaken and break 

down the native Canadian moral standards and cultural values, and undermine the inherited 

Canadian belief in an ordered and peaceful society and simple way of life7'.275 Like Grant, 

he believed that the Arnerican civilization had been responsible for the pervasive materialist 

ethos of modem times. The Americans had abandoned "mydiical and reiigious 

explmations for existence", and had developed a religion of their own, founded on the 

belief that "progress is the only good in life, and that progress means the liberation of man 



77 276 through the progressive conquest of nature by technology . The decline of Canada 

involved, for the culture critics, much more than poor policies and a wrongheaded 

degiance to Arnerican imperialism. Canada's demise stemmed from the adoption of a 
modemist mindset and the acceptane of Amencan values. Canadians had accepted the 
Amencan credo of "continual economic growth". '7'0 achieve economic growth", 

Creighton concluded, "they are prepared to sacrifice their independence, pillage their 

naturd resources, contaminate their environment, and endure a i l  the hideous evils of 

modem industnalization and urbanization. The Arnerican Empire is taking over the 

birthnght of Canadians; and its imperial religion has taken over their minds"."' 

Creighton7s pessimistic musings about Canada's bleak future were perhaps 

extrernist, but they conveyed nonetheless the mood if not the substance of the culture critics 

by the late 1960s. For most, Canadians had failed to meet the challenges of the postwar 

e m  The 1960s were the critical years in which the drarna of Canadian destiny was played 

out. "The decade which began in 196 l", W.L. Morton wrote, "tested every assumption of 

the Canadian identity and tried eveq fiber of the national body".278 Of the three great 

challenges to the national identity. including the growth of Quebec nationaiism and the "end 

of Britain as the exernplar and inspiration of Canadian life", continentaiism was for Morton 

by far the most dangerous. "American protection, investrnent, and friendship", he 

asserted, "carr[ied] with thern a price. neither stated nor demanded but inevitable, of the 
r7 279 complete Americanization of Canadian thought. govemment. and national purpose . To 

survive, Canadians must "reforge their unity" and repeat once again "the historic Canadian 

rejection of extemal control. imperial and continental ,.. putting forth Iimits on a 
continentaiism ... which bade al1 too easily to become unlimited". If Canadians failed, and 

hence if the "frictions of the past decade continued and combined", Morton closed, 'Viey 

might weIl destroy Canada'*.280 

For Morton and the others. then. the cautious optimism of the 1950s had ended in 

Canada's centennial decade. Canada had endured the discouraging vicissitudes of the 

nation-building process, and had ernerged after the nation-building era in a dire state. As a 

cultural entity, it had yielded to the attractions of the mass media and Iowbrow culture. 

Failing to realize the stultifying effects of consumerism and cultural Americanization, 

Canadians aIlowed themselves to succumb to the lues of the technological society. The 

greatest objective of the Massey commissionen -- to build the spiritual identity of the nation 

on the basis of the Arnoldian ideal -- had disintegrated in a milieu increasingly hostile to 

order, stability, and beauty. A new age of Arnoldian anarchy was prevailing. In it, the 

banle against the philistines had been lost. For the cultural nationalists, Canada suffered 

the supreme indignity of losing a sense of its history, its tradition, and its destiny. The 



Canadian identity had been challenged on alI fronts. As an autonomous nation-state, and as 

a distinct cultural entity, Canada was a nation in decline. For the culture critics, the bitterest 

reality was that, while Canada showed enomous promise, the forces of modemity proved 
too strong to resist. CulturaiIy, Canada had lefi behind its conservative inclinations and 

had been transformed into a modemist state. 

The quest to formulate a Canadian cultural identity had thus ended in failure. 

Culture critics identified Canadian cuiturai poverty, and through instruments such as the 
Massey Commission, presented their findings to the Canadian public. Embroiled in other 

concems, however, Canadians seemed largely to ignore the overtures of the high 

culturalists. With the triumph of the mass society and the will to technique, blandishments 

on the importance of high culture seemed quaintly anachronistic. And although the cultural 

nationalists succeeded in raising awareness concerning the inherently "tory" and anti- 

American identity of the Dominion, their efforts were largely Iùnited to the cloistered 

environment of the Canadian intelligentsia. As we will discover in greater depth in the next 

chapter, the Canada of the 'sixties had little sympathy for the tory interpretation of Canada. 

Rooted in the past, the strictures of tory scholars were anathema to an age ernbroiled in 

intense social and political change. Conservative cultural nationalism simply did not accord 

with the increasingly plural outlooks of Canadian politics and Canadians at large. 

Confronted by a modernized world-view, anti-modernists became more acutely aware of 

their own rnarginaiity. As Davies's character lamented, Canada uuly was a "hard country 

to live in". 
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The World We Have Lost: Conservatism and the Revolutionary World 

What 1 am going to Say is the result of prolonged exposure to the continuing 
crisis of our western society - to the crisis of the democratic governments 
and fiee institutions during the wan and revolutions of the twentieth 
century. Now it does not come easily to anyone who, like me, has breathed 
the soft air of the world before the wars that began in 19 14 - who has 
known a world that was not divided and fnghtened and fÛU of hate - it does 
not come easily to such a man to see clearly and to measure cooily the h e s  
we live in. n i e  scale and scope and complexity of Our needs are without 
precedent in Our experience, and indeed, we may fairly Say, in aü human 
experience. - Walter Lippmann, 1954. ' 

To societal critics such as Walter Lippmann the age after 19 14 was a era of revolution 

unparalleled in the history of the West. The Second World War and the postwar periods, 

moreover, culminated the epoch of unprecedented social chaos and strife. Juxtaposed 
against the old order the modem age was, as we have witnessed, an era of human tragedy 

and moral malaise. The world that had emerged after the Great War had indeed proved to 

be liale like the world it succeeded. It constinited a sharp break with the traditions and 

outlooks of the old order and proffered instead a new world-view that bared little 

resemblance to that of former times. For Lippmann and others, the social order of the pre- 

19 14 penod seemed like a world lost for d l  time. 

Facing the extraordinary exigencies of the twentieth century , social critics and like- 

minded intellectuals looked to themselves as those most capable of addressing the problerns 

of rnodernity. Their self-appointed task was to assess reasons for cultural decline. It was 
aiso to aid a society that had been besieged by revolutionary forces. To achieve this most 
important objective, the social critics endeavoured to conserve the old order whose 

remnants were rapidly disintegrating. Not reflexive reactionaries who disdained change 
and a l l  that supplanted the ancient, they nonetheless wanted to preserve the values and 

traditions that they believed formed the core of western civilization. They wished, 
furthemore, to counterbalance the curent world-view that was utterly ensconced in the 

modem age with views of universal and enduring significance. Above d l ,  they desired to 
stabilize the social order by adhering to the Burkean precept that progress is achievable only 

in reference to past successes; advancement, in other words, relied on the slow, but 

inexorable building on past accomplishments, physical, moral, philosophical, and 

intellecnial. Their ideal social conception. in short, looked as much to the p s t  as it did to 

present and the future. 



Fundamentally, then, the critics of modemity were conservatives. Their social 

criticism, their view of the prospects of their culture, and their conception of the ideal social 

order, in which the scholar-cum-social philosopher played an integral roIe, were ail 

informed by their inherent conservatism. Their perception of the mid-twentieth c e n w  as a 

revolutionary period and a time of ceaseless change, moreover, demonstrates their respect 

for the cultural and intellectual characteristics of the past as much as it displays their anti- 
modemist predispositions. The criticism of modernity, in other words, irnplied aiso the 

reassertion of the attributes of the old order in place of the new. It entailed, at bottom, the 

attempt to foresta the demise of the old structures in favour of novel ones. The focus 

here, therefore, is not just on the critique of the various aspects of modemism, but also on 

the societal critics' intrinsic conservatism. The effort to preserve the "good society" unified 

the critics of modernity as much as  did pessimistic attitudes towards science and technology 

or views on cultural and acadernic modemkation. The repeated reference to the "living 

past", though often mythoiogized, was the main response to the question of modeniity. 

EquaUy important to socid order was the role of the inteliecnial. Through the 

capacity to take the long view of cultural problems, the scholar was key in solving the 

riddle of modernity. Implicit to the conservative response to modernism, thus, was the 

cntic's effort to exalt the intellectual and himself as enlightened citizen. Societal cntics 

endowed themselves with the quasi-Platonic responsibility of acting as prophets of the new 

age. They wanted to reassert the relevance of the social philosopher and show how, as 
intellectuals, they occupied societd positions of crucial significance. Above ail, thein 

was an attempt to restore intellectuals to a rightful place within the social hierarchy. The 

conception of the intellectual's role in society, in short, was vital to the conservative 

response to the modern world. 

Ultimateiy, however, the modem age marginaiized and eventuaily displaced the 

enlightened intellectual. For the anti-modedsts, the greatest irony was that the individuals 

best capable of allaying the effects of modemity were those whom modems disdained and 

eventually peripheralized into irrelevance. The ûiurnph of modernity, in other words, was 

embodied not merely in the arriva1 of the mass society or the predominance of the will to 

technique. It was also encapsulated in socieq's disregard for truth and conservative 

values. Most of ail, it was symbolized in the displacement of the enlightened intellectual. 

Although characterized by objective developments and historical reaiities, modemity was 

linked inextricably to anti-modemists' perceptions of their own social demise. 

For many cntics of modernity, the rnid-twentieth century was an era fraught with paradox. 

There had been vast advances in science and technique, abundant material wealth, and 



higher standards of living than ever before. Yet, at the same time, the penod after the war 

was one of great distress. It was not surprising, British political economist Harold Laski 

wrote in 1952, that "in a period We oun of insecurity, of violence, and of deep distmst, 

the prevalent mood everywhere should be one of somber pessirnism and bittemess . . . 
There is a fear of communism, fear of war, fear of depression, fear of a growth of doubt 

about the values inherent in [our] way of life".' For Laski, there was a growing chasm 

between "traditional values" of the former social order and the way in which modems 

currently lived.' This rift was the cause of the tensions and insecurities of the modem 

world. Vincent Massey also identifed the stunning incongruities of the modem penod. 

"On the one hand", Massey declared in a 1953 address, "we seem to have at our disposal 

power and wealth, knowledge and freedom hitherto undreamed of; on the other hand we 

see, if not arnong ourselves, arnong other peoples ... mass ignorance, mass slavery, mass 

poverty, rnisery and cruelty on which even in imagination we cannot bear to look . . ."4 In 
the midst of the confusion and anxiety of the modem era, one thing for critics such as 

Massey and Laski had k e n  abundantly clear: something had gone tembly arniss in the so- 

called "age of progress". 

Several factors accounted for the rise to prominence of a mistaken notion of 

progress, the concept, that is, that advancement was reducible to material and technological 

growth. Perhaps the most fundarnenial of these elements, according to the cntics of 
modemity, was the dernise of freedoms invinsic to the advent of mass or "false" 

democracy. We have already discussed the role of democracy in educational refom." 

And, in the last chapter, we also explained cntics' views on the deletenous effects on 
Canadian culture of "mass democracy". It remains for us to undentand the role of modem 

democracy, in the minds of cntics, to function as an illiberal and destabilizing force. 

From the early 1940s on a growing debate emerged as to the nature and impact of 

democracy, and, even more importantly, the essence of true democratic freedom. For 

many social observen, democracy had devolved into unrepentant egaiitarianism. As such, 

it undehned the aristocratie conception of democracy: the notion that freedoms were not 

oniy unfettered by a hierarchical social order, but that they were fostered by an inegalitarian 

social framework. Social observers, moreover, agreed that mass democracy cultivateci a 
close-rninded, uncritical stance conceming fundarnental social problems. It produced 

another potent societal paradox; purporting to be a crucial source of freedom, modem 

democracy actualiy stifled human creativity and hindered individuality of thought and 

character. Democracy, it seemed, was contributing to a period already marked by 

propaganda, rhetoric, and dangerous totalitarian ideologies. Only through educating the 

masses as to the inveterate character of democracy, the cntics argued, could the freedom- 



destroying affinities of modem ideologies be curbed. The common man had to be guided 

from the folly of his own socio-political beliefs. It was the duty of the enlightened 

individual to perfom this vital task. Indeed true freedom relied both on the inteliectual and 

the application of intelligence to the social process. 

Although by the interwar period debate over mass democracy had aiready begun, 

the cnsis atmosphere of the 1940s stimulateci discussion over the basic socio-political 

features of western societies. By the rniddle phase of the war onwards, a spate of 

publications appeared in Canadian learned joumals and elsewhere, aU concemed with the 

fate of "derno~rac~".~ While the tracts responded to the growing political-ideologicd cnsis, 

they wished to do more than merely criticize totalitarianism and point out the inestimable 

merits of democratic societies. The Second World War and, subsequently, the Cold War, 
were not merely confiicts for temtory, or efforts to "make the world safe for dernocracy". 

Instead, the major conflagrations were more important, authors argued, in terms of their 

effects on western civilization. They marked an end-point in the centuries-old development 

of what Hilda Neatby called the "democratic cyc~e".~ The student of western history, 

Neatby cornrnented in 1942, "finds himself faced with a strange and startling contrast. The 

eighteenth century was an Age of Reason, or the Age of Enlightenrnent. We do not yet 

know what tide postenty will bestow on our age", she continued, but "it can hardly be 

flattering. We seemed to have passed from the age of reason to the age of madness, 

barbarism, and anarchy".' 

What Neatby rneant by this ''unflattering" epithet was that the fundamentai 

pnnciples of democracy -- individualisrn, freedom from governmental arbitrariness, and a 

rational world-view - had al1 been threatened in the age of world wars. By the 1940s. the 

scientific, economic, and political developments that contributed to a fiee and peaceful 

order in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries seemed to be irrevocably imperiled. 

Supposedly gone forever, the worst abuses of the ancient régime had reappeared, for 

Neatby, by the middle of the twentieth century. The western world's most enlightened 

men had ceased their search for a resolution of the greatest philosophical malaise of the 

century. Instead, "the rnind of the age" had evolved into mere technical knowledge, 

engaged in the ''production of instruments of death and destruction"? Even more 

woms~me was the fact that the fundamental precepts of democracy had been undermined. 

By the close of the nineteenth century, Neatby argued, the democratic "ideal of reason" was 

"rapidly giving way to the ideal of force".'* 

The dernise of democracy continued, Neatby went on, even in spite of the western 

democracies' triumph in the Great War. The war in fact accelerated the process. It was the 

"fmt round" that pitted "the new doctrine of force and race and the old one of reason and 



humanity9*." Subsequently, the victors attempted and faüed to "organize society on the 

principles in which they professed to believe". They were unsuccessful, Neatby hastened 

to add, due to an overarching complacency. Leaders of western nations watched in apathy 

the rise of totalitarian States, the growth of the masses, the sundering of the individual, and 

the "degeneration of eighteenth cenniry ic?eali~rn'*.'~ In a tirne of renewed conflict, it 

seemed that they were now active participants in the decline of democracy. The democratic 

cycle had passed from a faith in human reason to a form of organized mob d e .  

Not content merely to chronicle the decline of democracy, Neatby ended her article 

by proffering insight on the decay of democratic principles. The reasons for decline were 

quite simple. The introduction of democratic precepts had not come gradually, allowing the 

integration of older ideas into the new society. It had come. on the contrary, in 
"revolutionary fashion". The old régime had been violently ovemirned. Through the 

revolution, Neatby stressed, not only tyranny but also discipline, religion, and respect for 

order and hierarchy had k e n  destroyed." The democratic upheaval was thus not entirely 

"progressive". While Neatby did not dispute the fundamental soundness of democratic 

theory - she deeply appreciated the merits of individualism, especially in the "mas age"14 - 
- she objected to the revolutionary penchant to discard all that passed before in the name of 

progress. Only through a combination of the best of the old and new orders, by contrast, 

could humanity hope to extricate itself from the perils of the democratic cycle. At its best, 

she explained, the 

old régime stood .... for absolutism dong with common moral standards 
accepted and enforced; the nineteenth century antithesis was liberty, with the 
assertion of the dignity of the free individuai. The danger of one is tyranny , 
and of the other, anarchy. If twentieth century democracy cannot produce a 
synthesis in the form of freedom and individual worth translated in t e m  of 
cornmon moral standards accepted and enforced, it WU suffer annihilation, 
and justly.15 

In spite of Neatby's admonitions, however, it appeared as though modem 

democracy had failed in this quest for balance. For many, it seemed as though the tme 

democratic spirit, which Neatby sought after, had been lost. Force and power and man's 

penchant to dominate seemed to have prevailed over ideaiism. These realities becarne 

especially apparent during the Second World War. In 1% 1, historian Arthur Lower argued 

that there was a great increase in political control made manifest in restrictions of individual 

freedom, organization, assembly, and due process. A new type of control-oriented state, 

Lower averred, was coming into existence in canada? As Harold Innis put it simply, 

"centralization and force" had come to bbdominate the Anglo-saxon ~or ld" .~ '  As noted in 



chapter two, Lower, Innis, and others deplored the rise of wartime controls and the 
sundering of free institutions. Even more disquieting, however, was the modem state's 

inclination to use democracy as a means of hiding the illiberalities of the age. Modem 

govemments endoned propaganda, censorship, and a more general restriction of free 
thought and belief dl in the name of "winning the war". For Lower, the greatest irony of 

the war, a confrontation designed to guard freedom, was that it  led to the deniai of 

freedom. Echoing Neatby, Lower argued that the war threatened the emergence of a new 

state with little coocem for the liberties on which Canadian society had been built. War is 

the "most awesome" of all man's "mas actions", Lower declared. It bboverwhelms us by 

the maa&tude of the expenence it threatens to impose upon us and prevents objective 

thinking". l8 

H.W. Wright put the plight of modem democracy even more cogentiy than did 
Lower. In a 1940 article entitled ' n i e  Values of Democracy", Wright showed how many 

modems claimed that, given the 'present emergency", "democracy" "would be justifier in 

employing unusual means to protect itself from the perils of the wartime world. It could 

resort to "every device of early education and adult propaganda supplemented by dnstic 

censorship", he continued, "which would implant in the minds of its citizens that form of 

religious belief, of social philosophy and of nationdistic sentiment allied to, or consistent 

with, its aims".19 Importantly, Wright identified a critical inconsistency with the wartime 

purposes of democracy. In establishing an ideology, modem democracy not oniy 

abandoned its hindarnental values of free thinking, but it also threatened its citizens with the 

rigidities and confodties of the totalitarian régimes. "If the purpose of democracy is to 

establish freedom of individual thought and utterance, of individual initiative and enterprise 

in the practical sphere, and of individual taste in aesthetic enjoyment and recreation", 

Wright reasoned, "it is impossible to see how democracy could impose, or even undenake 

to teach any specific religious belief, cosmic philosophy, histone or economic theory, 

standards of artistic excellence or social propriety. without stultifying its own aims and 

betraying its own values".20 

A restrictive yet norninaily "democratic" socio-political order was thus anathema to 

observers such as Lower and Wright. This criticism of wartime democracy also resonated 

throughout the work of Harold Innis. As indicated in chapter two, Innis's concepts of the 

"monopoly of knowledge" and media bias referred as much to current govemmentai trends 

and the suppressive ciimate in Canadian universities as they were central aspects of his new 

cornmunication theories. As with Lower and Wright, Innis was concemed to the point of 

obsession with the maintenance of the indispensable elements of democratic societies: free 

thought and criticai enqujr. The concept of bias, and, more accurately, the identification 



of the limitations of thought, was vital to his social critique. Understanding bias and 

maintainhg free thought were the means by which individuals and societies codd help 

preserve liberal values. They were key, most of dl, to avoiding the transgressions of 

"wartime democracy". "Oral and written words", Innis wrote in 1946, "have been 

harnessed to the demands of modem industrialism ...''2' "IW]ords [i-e., propaganda] have 

carried a heavy additionai Ioad in the prosecution of war and have k e n  subject to unusual 

~t ra ins" .~~ "The fiat essential task" of modems, Innis resolved, responding to the 

extraordinary exigencies of the rnid-1940s, was "to see and to break through the chahs of 

modern civili~ation".~' 

Doubtless the effects of the war greatly influenced critics' perceptions of liberal 
democracy. The end of the war, however, did not result in a cessation of scepticism and, 

indeed, outright hostility to modem democracy. The postwar in fact evidenced a 

heightened anxiety about the plight of democratic principles. The power and force inherent 

to totalitarian régimes abroad and control-oriented democracies closer to home continued to 

plague the postwar world. As Lower indicated, humanity's "desire for power" did not die 

out with the end of hostilities; people could tight each other through "advertising carnpaigns 

rather than bullets". The satisfaction of their "primitive urges, whether [they] win or lose, 
is just as great".24 For Lower and others, modem humanity seemed predisposed towards 

the expression of force. 

Postwar society was marked by an even greater threat to Iïberal democracy, 

however. In addition to the political-ideologicai organization of force, the advent of "mass 

democracy" posed, for the anti-modemists, a daunting challenge to traditional democratic 

ideals. For many critics, democratic societies degenerated not merely because of the rise of 

authoritarianism and other extemal forces; rather, civilization had k e n  uprooted from 

within. The nse of the philosophy of "mass man" contributed greatly to this upheaval. As 

Walter Lippmann argued, problerns arose with the new, "democratic" image of hurnankind. 

The modem "conception of human nature - one in which desire is sovereign and reason is 

the instrument for serving and satisfying desire", Lippmann wrote, "has become 

increasingly the accepted image of man in the modem world. It is upon this image of 

man", he added, "that our secular education had been based, and Our social philosophy and 

our personal codes. Our world today is in the hands of masses of people who are fonned 

in this image and regard it as indubitably the tme and s ~ i e n ~ c a i l y  correct conception of 
human nature . . . "" The "fashionable image" of humankind, Lippmann announced, was 

"the image of an unciviiized barbarian"? 
While seerningly benign, the advent of barbarism actually posed a grave menace to 

society. This threat arose, Lippmann argued precisely because modems wished oniy to 



see themselves in ternis of their newfound acquisitive image. They rejected the spintual 
and contemplative side of the human psyche and instead reduced human happiness to a 
Hobbesian quest for the satisfaction of an endless list of wants and needs. n i e  "secular 

man", Lippmann declared, is the individual who "obeys his impulses and knows no reason 

that transcends his wishe~".~' Disquiethg in and of itself. this monolithic and indeed 

distortive view of humanity implied m e r  problems. Most problematic, according to 

Lippmann, was the penchant to avoid the deeper issues of human existence and instead to 

seek solace en mass in the acquisitive ethos. The sundering of individualism and the 

advent of a herd mentality were, for Lippmann, basic to the destruction of the West. 

Entrapped by a narrow d e f ~ t i o n  of material progress and lacking a refbge in individual 

contemplation, modems sought sancniary in "the masses of their fellow beings, becoming 
anonymous, faceless, and no Longer persons . . . "" 'They are a horde," Lippmann 

concluded, discussing the contribution of mass men to societal decay, 

arising within our civilization radier than invading it from without. They are 
a horde of beings without autonomy, of individuals uprooted and so 
isolated and disordered that they surrender their judgment and their freedorn 
to the master of the horde ... The dissolution of Western society - as we 
have seen it demonstrated in the lands where it is totaiiy advanced - in an 
organized barbarism which makes the lives of ail who f a  within its power 
'poor, nasty, brutish, and short'.29 

Lippmann's strictures presaged a postwar onslaught against mass man.30 Writing 

soon after the war's end, for exarnple, H.W. McCready contended that a lack of regard for 

the values of individualism marked the curent "crisis of tradition". The tradition of 
individualism, McCready asserted, that "had built our western civiiization certaidy appears 

to be moving fast towards extinction. The fundamental value of the individual person", he 

went on, "and his welfare, rights and liberty . .. are increasingly surrendered to the new 

gods of the mass age -- Comrnunity, Nation, Efficiency, Power and ~lan"." Malcolm 

Muggeridge, the editor of Punch, echoed Lippmann's and McCready's concems on the 

demise of individualism. In a piece entitled "Farewell to Freedom?: The State , the Penon, 

the Faith" (1954). Muggendge claimed that the individual, in both totaiitarian and 
democratic communities, had "withered away9'.'* He argued that in the "Free Societies", of 

which politicians and common folk were so proud, "the same drift of servitude is apparent 

as in the Slave Societies across the Curtain". Indeed, the "great Leviathan" was "waxing 

ever fatter" al1 over the globe.'3 

Muggendge identZed a more fundamental reason, however, for the attack on the 

individual and person liberties: the press. Reflecting the criticisms of Innis, Marshall 



McLuhan, and othen, the press, for Muggendge, had "increasingly become more a 

purveyor of orthodoxy than an expression of individual views". It was "in the process of 

succumbing to the collective ~eitgeist".'~ Accounting for the emergence of the mass society 

in Canada, W.B. Munro blamed the rise of American rnass culture. '"American' influences 

on Canadian ways of life have been expanded by the vogues of the automobile, the motion 

picture, and the radio", Munro wrote to Donald Creighton in 1948. "These influences are 

not usually apparent in the laws of the land or in the formaüy-announced procedures; they 

creep in boom below and affect the tasts [sic] of the people without their knowing it . . . And 

the strength of these influences, for good or evil, is not surprising when you remember that 

such a substantial fraction of Canada's population lives within fifiy miles of the border"? 

Whatever the causes, the culture of the common man, in the words of Muggeridge, 

"incorporate[d] [modems] in a herd", made them follow "the herd destiny", and, 

ultimately, "destroy[ed] the p q o s e  of [their] king"? 

The critique of the "culture of the masses" reflected the ideological battle of the 

1940s and 1950s. Nazi Germany and Stalinist Soviet Union demonstrated for the critics of 

modernity, among others, just how fragile modem democracy was. As noted in chapter 

five, cntics were preoccupied not only with the effects of ideologies of mass persuasion. 

but also with the rise of new doctrines of "false" democracy. These dogmas pervaded the 

postwar period. Postwar Canadians becarne ensnared, for instance, in the quest for 

material improvement and consumer enjoyment. As George Grant observed in 1955, the 

act of consurning had become an "end in it~elf'.~' Canadians of the postwar age identified 

themselves as 'bconsuming animals". As such, they became enslaved by a materiaiist 

society for which spintual goods had little meaning. Materiaiism, Grant declared, "so sets 

the tone and pattern of Our society that the standards it imposes close people off from 

knowing what life is for ... The boom world creates like an aura its own standard of 

success - of what really matters in life - and that aura lies over everything, choking people 

with the fear of failure in terms of those standards, and cuts us off fiom any mer  vision of 

life".38 

The standardizing effects of consumerism were matched, moreover, by the 

democratic ideal in education. With Hilda Neatby, Vincent Massey, and others, Grant 

argued that mass education was integral to "mass democratic society". Parents and 

"progressivists" alike were not interested in the education of children, but rather that 

students "should be fitted for success and adjustmentT'. Most of dl ,  they "accepted the 

philosophy of worldly success and adjustrnent as a tnie account of what the schools are 

for"19 Modem education, thus, for Grant, adapted the masses to the exigencies of the 

postwar world. Ultimately, it was a means of making "democratic" citizens. 



For many Canadians, the democratic ethos even extended to the family. Postwar 

authorities warned that Canadians must practice the values of democracy if Canada were to 

ward off the errors of totalitarianism and build a strong and free society. They emphasized 

that as a pioneer society, Canada was different fiom its European predecessors.40 Indeed, 

the Canadian family derived strength nom the fact that it lacked the patnarchal structures of 

its European counterparts. Canadians must capitaüze on their advantages, the experts 

reasoned, by further democratizing farnily iife: budgeting and activity planning should be 

open to ail family members, while famiy councils should be encouraged to promote a 
cooperative familial environment.* ' The family , in other words, must rnirror the 

egalitarianism and toleration of society at large. That hierarchy and overt control had liale 

place in the democratic farnily reflected the postwar predisposition against authoritarianism. 

Like education, then, the democratic family became essential, for Canadians d e r  the w u ,  

to a postwar world order beset by totalitarian heresies. 

Many Canadians thus emphasized the merits of democratic leveling. This 
democratic ethos was not simply a response to authoritarianism, however. It was also a 

response to the insecurities of the postwar age. For Canadians, postwar society was mired 

by a multitude of lurking threats: inflation, unemployment, juvenile delinquency, Soviet 

expansionism, and most lamentably, nuclear annihilation. The 'cult of domesticity", 

suburbanization, materialism, and mass consumption -- al1 assertions of modem democratic 

values -- were ways of assuaging the uncertainties of the postwar age. The democratic, 

progressive life was a means to achieve the control and stability that the modem age lacked. 

Indeed, it provided Canadians an escape from a manipulative and unstable world. Far from 

merely being a libertyengendering political doctrine, then, democracy touched every aspect 

of modem Canadian life. Ultimately, in proffering the means of liberating modems from 

uncertainty and instability, it seemed to hold the key to broader societal freedom. 

As we have seen, the cntics of modernity vociferously denounced modem 

democracy. They believed that modems were led astray by false notions of progress and 

erroneous doctrines of freedom. They realized that the obsession with "dernocracy", in its 

many forms, prevented modems from seeing the world as it truly was. If modems were 

consumed with buying cars, moving to the suburbs, and denouncing the unredeemable 

evils of communism, then how could they transcend the narrow Lirnits of the modem value 

system and thus see the true problem of modernity? Indeed, a main reason that critics 

despised m a s  democracy was that it was inimical to a measured, humanistic critique of 

modemity. It precluded, in other words, the sage advise of humanists and therefore 

margindked some of society's most important individuais. Under these conditions, it is 



not surprising that the cntics saw themselves as increasingly peripheralized, even klevant 

in the "democratic" society . 
Cntics also reviled mass democracy because it upset the balance of modem 

societies. In considering aii humans equal, modem democracy failed to account for the 
different roles of the various strata of society. Above dl,  it ignored the value of the 

intelligentsia to the social process. Showing their tory &inities, the anti-modemists were 

convinced of the enduring social benefits of privilege. Hence, it was theii self-appointed 

duty to reassert the social relevance of the intellectual to society, even if that meant inflating 
the importance of the inteilectual class. Indeed, cntics advanced an aiternate view of the 

free and democratic society, based in part on historical precedent and in part on an idealized 
conception of the inteliechial as citizen. Their purpose was both to overcome the 

unmitigated leveling of the modem world and thus to restore intellectuals to their 

appropriate social standing. Countenancing the creation of a hierarchical, quasi-Platonic 

social structure to which the social philosopher would make key contributions, they hoped 

to secure for themselves a place in a hostile democratic world. 

There were severai uses for the inteilecnial in the social process. In an era of 

unprecedented socio-political strife, the most pressing of these was the role of intelligence 

in achieving peace, liberty, and social stability. According to many social observers, the 

world must be re-educated for peace. In an article written for the Canadian Forum, Nora 

McCullough argued that there was much more to the reconstructionist phase of postwar 

development than a balanced economy and full employment. She argued that modems 

lacked a "real knowledge of our own society" and indeed of the entire world. This dearth 

of information combined with a growing apathy towards the exigencies of the postwar 
world. Both drawbacks had to be remedied before modems could be prepared for the 

challenges of peace. Educators, McCuilough indicated, had an important role to play in 

effecting these changes, and indeed in laying the groundwork for peace? 

Other observers envisioned a more integral purpose than did McCullough for 

educators and the educational process. In "Education for an Enduring Peace", for instance, 

philosopher John A. Irving claimed that "educators should lead in creating the intelIectual 

atmosphere conducive to social change"?' He advocaied the creation of "a new educational 

outlook", which wouid help develop not only "facility in the investigation of social facts, 

but also the capacity to formulate rational value-judgments based ... on sound philosophicai 

analy~is".'~ The social sciences, which were central to understanding the postwar age, 

must be tempered with an emphasis on social ethics and social philosophy. As such, social 

scientists rnight foster the social awareness and responsibility necessary to deal with the 

tumuituous change of the post-1945 epoch. In Irving's view. thus, educaton had a 



responsibility both to students, and, rnost importantly, to the society in which they worked 

and thought. The achievement of peace and stability was perhaps their most important 

obligation to the social order. Writing about the place of education in a democratic society, 

Roben Wallace agreed with much of the substance of hing's strictures. He argued that a 

democratic and peaceful society was realizable only through the attainment of cornmon 
societal values and ideals. Education and the zchievement of an intellectual Life were, in 

tum. indispensable to the fulfflment of these objectives. Wallace touted the benefts of 

liberal education to present "knowledge as a unity", and to develop "intellectual interests 

which may persist though life"." For these elements not only contributed to the 

intellectual existence of western man, but they dso strengthened LLcommon experience", 

and with it, the "forces that make for freedomTT? The "real WT of democracies, Wallace 

concluded, "consist not in things with which we are smounded, but in Our efforts ... to 

reach out to the highest truths we knowTT, and to realize "the great end which mankuid may 

serve"?7 Liberation, both on a personal and societal level, was the ultimate result of this 

quest for truth. 

The search for values clearly had implications tbat resounded through the ages for 

Wallace and others. Although always related to this quest. the liberal education had a more 
direct role to play in the lives of individual citizens. In Twilight of Liberty (1 94 l), for 

exampie, classicist Watson Kirkcomell discussed the role of educational institutions to 

develop a responsible citizenry. He derided modem education because it debased standards 

and endeavoured to fit society's youth into the industrial-democratic order. This system of 

education, Kirkconnell remonstrated, provided students with "a minimum of knowledge, 

skiil, and manners". Students received "some rudimentary training in the use of tools and 

baking-dishes. They are also taught to cooperate with the laws of the state ...'** 
Contemporary education, KirkconneU concluded. was merely a means of adapting 'Young 

barbarians" for life in the social order "of which they fonn a part".'9 

More than simply denouncing mass education, however, Kirkconnell provided 

insight into the higher functions of education. Tme education, he argued, attempted to 
develop "in the minds of young men and women ... that the true end of existence Lies ... in 

personal self-realization, partly through the social services of their employment, pady 
through the happy cultivation of their [inteilecnial] powers, and partly through a devotion to 

domestic and social re~ationships".'~ In other words, it enabled students to transcend the 

minimalist goals of democratic education and to see instead the "greater signifcance of life 

in its intellectual, aesthetic, and moral aspects"." In developing the whole individual, it 

followed that education and the intellectual life more generaily facilitated the creation of a 

knowledgeable and dutifid citizenry. Quoting Julius Caesar, Kirkconnell stated that it is "'a 



nobler thing to remove the barriers of inteknial life than to extend the boundaries of an 
empire* .'*52 

Other observers agreed with the spirit of Kirkconne~'~ pronouncements. Hilda 

Neatby, for instance. argued that education was central to the creation of a me democracy. 

Like KirkconneU, she attempted to expose the failaciousness of "democratic 

equalitarianism" in education. Foreshadowing what she was to write a few years, Neatby 

denounced democratic education's "stress on group activity" and its comrnendation of 

"team work and c~o~erat ion"?~ These fallacies ignored the tmth that 6'democracies live by 

the achievernents of solitary original thinkers. Without these". she added, dernocratic 

societies were "bound to collapse into the mass hysteria that throws up a Hitler". Indeed. 

Neatby argued for a reassertion of the 6'essentiais of a liberal education7', and a "new 
interpretation*' of these attributes "in relation to democratic ~ife".'~ Above dl ,  she 

advocated a comprehension of democracy as a reflection of the "development of ali human 

faculties not excepting the highest of aU -- the power of creative tho~ght*'.~' In enabling 

creativity and cntical thought, and, by implication. in creating a responsible and intelligent 

citizenry, education helped create a tnily free democracy. 

Even more foahnght on the role of a Liberal education in establishing a democratic 

citizenry was Northrop Frye. Like Kirkconnell and Neatby, Frye castigated "progressive 

education" primarily because of its stifling effect on modems. For Frye, the Deweyite 

ideals of "invulnerable wisdom and backslaphappy sociability" simply prepared individuals 

for complacency and mediocrïty. Most of dl,  "progressivism", whether it be embodied in 
education theory or in the materialist ideal of modem society. ignored the greater objective 

of establishing "[high] standards of human mentality"? It disregarded, in other words, 

the fact that social improvement came not from adjusting humankind to its social 

surroundings but rather from the liberation of human thought and creativity. A iiberal 
education. Frye argued, as Kirkconnell and Neatby had done before him, was instead 

"designed to produce the democratic gentleman". Rightfuily conceived, education exposed 

individuals to "the great works of culture". and created the realization that in these great 

works resides the "mainspring of ai l  liberai thought"." Through Liberal education, then, 

individuals gained access to the modes of critical and creative thought. As such, they 

became, for Frye, endowed with the capacity to identiQ and avoid progressivist and other 

failacies of the modem age. Those with a Iiberal education were hence the m e  democratic 

citizens of modem society. The "purpose of liberal education today". Frye claimed "is to 

achieve a neurotic maladjutment in the student, to twist him into a criticai and carping 

intellectual. very dissatisfied with the world, very fuiicb about accepting what it offers 



him -2' 'The man with a liberai education wili not have an integrated penonality or be 
educated for the living: he wiii be a chronicaiiy irritated man ...*"8 

Harold Innis echoed Frye's view of the liberai education and its relationship to the 

democratic social order. Modem society, Innis asserted, ought to be "concemed with 

strengthening intellectual capacity, and not with the weakening of that capacity by the 

expenditure of subsidies for the multiplication of fac ts..." Educators should be "concemed 

like the Greeks with making men, not with overwhelming them with facts ... Education9*, 

he continued, "is the basis of the state and its uitimate aim and essence is the training of 

char acte^.'^ To Innis, the purpose of education was to cultivate integrity and dedication 

and to encourage modems to serve society. Education was not intended merely to prepare 

the learned for scholarship in specialized fields of knowledge; rather, it encouraged 

personal qualities of wisdom and judgment, balance and perspective. It therefore aiiowed 

modems to contnbute to the culture of which they foxmed a part. Instead of merely 

moulding individuals for acceptance among the masses, liberal education, for Innis, 

recognized the value of personal character and thus enabled humankind to resist the 

drudgery and standardkation of everyday industrial-democratic life.6' Liberal education 

was vital for hnis, Frye, and the others, to the preservation and perseverance of the fiee 

civikation- 

Liberal learning was thus key to creating an "antienvironment" to the modem 

industrial-democratic order. Critics also advanced a vision of the rightful social order, one 

which stressed the critical importance of intelligence and an "intellectual class". In this 

conception, the intellectual played the role of sage pauiarch to the unwashed masses. The 

inteiiectual had become the savior of postwar society. Through his understanding and 

benevolence western culture had the opportunity to progress and overcome its current 

travails. Through his wisdom, society would Save itself from itself, and regain the values, 

ideals, and freedom that had gone absent. For critics, the intellectual held the answers for 

the problems of social instabiiity that mass democracy and other mistaken ideologies had 

med to address. The eniightened individual, in consequence, must occupy a place of 

importance in modem society. More than the aristocrat, the businessman, or even the 

scientist, he was, for the critics, society's most capable leader. He took on quasi-mythic 

proportions. As such, his social significance, and indeed that of his entire class, ought to 

be guaranteed. 

In a tract entitled "Are Men Equal?', Robert M. Ogden captured the essence of this 

idealized vision. Ogden argued here that humans were simply not equai in terms of their 

"potentialities of ~ervice".~' Some were more apt than othen to lead. In the past, those 

who "fortuitously achieved rank, wealth, or intellectT', were the ones who led s0ciety.6~ In 



the modem era, by contrast, the "true aristocrats" were those "whose service [hadl eamed 

for them the nght to be so called". 'The tnie aristocrat'*, Ogden continued, "is a cataiyst, 

and his service is a meliorating influence among those with whom he works"!' The 

modem age, he declared, must be one in which emerged an "Aristodemocracy'*, a society 

in which prevailed "a few persons whose intelligence has brought them rank and wealth to 

catalyze the ways of common men into friendly charnels of behaviour". While the 

"masses" must be "adequately fed and housed", and have "the freedom to move about", 

society must be led by those individuals capable of "'correct' leadership" -- those who are 

motivated by a "bid for perfection" 'and therefore in working for the best interest of their 

fel10ws.6~ 

Poet T.S. Eliot concurred with this notion of a hierarchical social order. Writing in 

1948, Eliot discussed the "doctrine of élites" and how it constituted a "radical 

transformation of s ~ c i e t ~ " . ~ *  He advocated the establishment of a society in which "ali 

positions ... should be occupied by those who are best fitted to exercise the functions of the 

positions".66 Indeed, Eliot defended aristocraties and argued against the creation of a 

classless society. Echoing Plato, he claimed that the t d y  progressive society was one in 

which "an aristocracy should have a peculiar and essential f~nction".~' Like Ogden, he 

believed that an elitist society was the precondition of a free society. 'What is important", 

he reasoned, 

is a structure of society in which there shall be from top to bottom a 
continuous gradation of cultural levels; it is important to remember that we 
should not consider the upper levels as possessing more culture than the 
lower, but as representing a more conscious culture and a greater 
specialization of culture. 1 incline to believe that no tme democracy cm 
maintain itself unless it contains these different levels of culture ... [I]n 
such a society as 1 envisage, each individual would inherit greater or lesser 
responsibility towards the comrnonwealth, according to the position in 
society which he inherited -- each class would have somewhat different 
responsibilities. A democracy in which everybody had an equal 
responsibility would be oppressive for the conscientious and licentious for 
the rest? 

Abhorred by the idea social leveling, Eliot believed instead in the fundamental importance 

of a hierarchical society, particularly one in which the intellectual élite played a vital role. 

The notion of a quasi-Platonic society had adherents among many of the critics of 

modemity. Donald Creighton, for exarnple, illustrated the relationship between humanistic 

education and the leadership role in western societies. In Britain, at the beginning the 

nineteenth century, he wrote, the "humanities remained subjects of central importance", and 

"were now accepteci as the appropriate training grounds for statesmen ... A fmt class in 
'literae humaniores', in 'greats"', Creighton continued, "was a ciinching demonstration of 



talent which opened di careers in politics and administration, as weii as in the church, the 

law, literature and the press"Pg "Mt is not too much to say", he added. "that the Modem 

Commonwealth, east and west, and [Canada] as one of its greatest realms, are the creations 

of men who were trained in language and iiterature, in history and philosophy".'O Indeed, 

some of the great govemors of the Dominion - Bond Head; the Marquis of Lansdowne; 

Baldwin, Draper, Howe, Brown, Macdonald, and Laurier - were "University men" 

brought up on the classics.7' Watson Kirkcomeu agreed with Creighton on the importance 

of liberal arts learning to leadership. "If the civilized values of the race are to survive", he 

asserted in 1952, "we shall need to have a fair number of men in our communities who 

have a strong grasp of moral principles and whose minds ... can rise above those details to 

a sense of their broad human ~ignificance".~' "Much of the greatness of Britain's political 

Iife," I(irkcomeli stated, "lies in the fact that so many of the nation's leaders - men iike 

Burke, Fox. Peel, Gladstone, Asquith, Grey and Balfour -- have been classical scholars or 

philosophers, or have, like Bright and Churchill, steeped thernselves in the finest of 

Englis h literature" Y3 
The liberal arts did not simply prepare individuals for political leadership of society, 

however. Instead, the intellectual played an even more important role, according to cntics, 

as a cultural beacon. As Harold Innis argued, as we have noted, western cultures ought to 

value humanist inteilectuals because they were those individuals capable of leading society 

out of socio-cultural malaise. Humanists were able to discriminate between tirneless 

values, and values that were bound to specific "empires" or cultural-histoncal contexts. In 
Innisian parlance, they were able to expose and perhaps correct the effects of bias and 

monopolies of knowledge. Through the acknowledgrnent of cultural biases hnis believed 

that intellectuals could transcend their iimiting effects and go on to attempt to resolve the 

pressing philosophical problems their society faced. Humanists, society's "creative 

individuals", were, in consequence, vital contributors to the social order. Innis cited 

classicist and mentor C.N. Cochrane to iilustrate this point. "Men will fail", he wrote, 

'"unless they prove themselves capable of energy and initiative, of intelligence and moral 

daring, comparable with that displayed by [inteiiectuals] of the pa~t'."'~ The intellectual, 

for Innis, was the inheritor and indeed purveyor of the two great forces of European 

civiiization: the Christian religion, for the development of the individual, and the Greek 

tradition, "for the mind and intellect". Society must remain vigilant, he concluded, in 

"emphasizing the importance of the individuai and of attempting to effectively maintain [sic] 

the spark of civilization ..."" 
American political philosopher Peter Viereck also discussed the wider import of the 

intellectual. In The Unadjusted Mm: A New Hem for Amen'cans (1956). Viereck 



ennobled the "unadjusted man" - "the humanist, the artist, the ~cholar".'~ Unlike the 

44well-adjusted" or the so-called "cornmon" man, the unadjusted individual was distinct in 

that he did not conforrn to the modem industrial-democratic order. Rather, he was the 

"£inal irreducible pebble" that "sabotages the omnipotence of even the smoothest-running 

machine". His values were not determined by LLdemocratic plebiscite" but rather were the 

product of his classical education, his wisdom, and his philosophical understanding of the 

world. The unadjusted man was indeed the "new Arnerican hero" precisely because he was 

"the prophet and seer, the u ~ d d l e r  of the outer universe"." As for hnis, thus, the 

intellectuai was for Viereck indispensable to comprehending and rectifying the defects of 

the modem world. 

In a letter to Hilda Neatby, Massey commissioner and President of the University 

of British Columbia N.A.M. MacKenzie best surnmarized the chief "worth" of this 

unadjusted individuai. "1 believe very strongly", he wrote in 1950, "that if the humanities 

are to count for anything in this day and generation they WU have to be associated directly 

with the lives that we Iead and with the lives of our citizens in dl waiks of life. The 

ancients whom we now study and admire lived in and made their contribution to 

contemporary society ... 1 would like to think that our humanists, including those in our 

universities, were doing the same for their ~ociety".'~ Through these contributions, 

MacKenzie stressed in concluding his letter, inteiIectuals denved their fundamental social 

import. Humanists, he urged, must be encouraged "to keep in touch with their society and 

with the forces of a culturaI kind, even though these be vulgar that are shaping it and 

influencing if'. For, through this effort, "the rest of the comrnunity will reaiize that they 

exist and will attach some importance to them, even though they disagree violently with 

some of the things they Say and do".'g For MacKenzie, Viereck, and the others, in short, 

intellectuals, by virtue of their humanist training and cultural outlooks, had an undeniable 

and enduring social relevance. 

The heightened awareness of the role of intelligence came against the twin 

backdrops of academic modernization and the quest for the revitalization of Canadian 
culture.80 It was also the product of the disdain that intellectuals felt for the masses and 

mass society more generdly. Intellectuds reviled "mass men" because cornmoners foimed 

a social constituency very different from that of the intelligentsia. They feared the masses 

because of their function to disturb social equilibria and to disrupt the orderly unfolding of 

history. Critics viewed the mass society as a force with profound revolutionary 

implications. Their effort to reassert the social importance of the inteikctual was in part an 
attempt to ailay the effects of mass culture and thus to stabiiize civilkation. More 
fundamentally, their conservative predispositions reflected a greater desire to reassert the 



aristocratie significance of the intelligentsia The postwar age was one that presented, for 

critics, a grave threat to the social positions of the inteilectual élite. In a word, the ail- 

pervasive doctrine of democracy and material process threatened their social status. Thus 

the period after the war was one in which critics endeavoured to subdue the masses and to 

reestablish themselves as vital components of the modem order. As Neatby argued, there 

was a need "to lay down a programme for the elite and the many", and to issue "a blue print 
for a platonic society with gold, silver and bras carefully distinguished from each other'?' 

The dire need for stabiiity was to be met through reafFlrming the foundational hierarchical 

bais of western societies, and, most significantiy, through placing the intekctual at the top 

of a new socid order. 

Socio-culnual patemalism was just one aspect of the consemative impulse. The Canadian 

critics of modemity responded to the exigencies of the postwar age dso by proposing 

cultural-inteilectual constmcts that challenged those of the modern period. The re-emphasis 

of the Crown, the Commonwealth, and the Anglo-Canadian constitutional inheritance, 

dong with other elements of the British cultural nexus, characterized their efforts to contest 

Arnencanization, the Liberal interpretation of Canada's past, and other aspects of 

modemity. Cntics endowed Canada with conservative quaiities to strengthen the nation as 

a cultural entiv and also to allay the pervasive influence of modernization. Their 
underlying purpose was to contribute to a national culture resistant to revolutionary 

transformations, and capable, at the same tirne, of sustaining consemative values and 

outlooks. Not simply a means of creating a national identity, thus, Canadian conservatism 

was a powerful ideological tool used to stabilize a national culture in a time of profound 

change. 

The war sparked considerable debate on Canada's relations with Great Britain, and, 

specificaily, with the EmpirelCommonwealth. Many question the endurance of the 

Commonwealth as an important international organization. Given the weakened condition 

of postwar Britain and the dubious prospects of the Commonwealth in an era of declining 

imperialism, there seemed Little hope that Britain, the Dominions, and her colonies codd 

recapture past glories. Yet, for the anti-modemists, much rested on the continuing 

significance of the Commonwealth. They believed that the Commonwealth was critical to 

the development of Canada and a Canadian national identity. The connection to Britain and 

her dominions served the tirne-honoured function of combating the Amencan influence on 

Canada. In the end, it was the key to the Dominion's autonomous development on the 

North American continent. 



George Grant's 1945 pamphlet The Empire, Yes or No? typified this pro- 

irnperialist bent. Here, Grant assessed Canada's prospects in a world dominated by a 

burgeoning American impexialisrn. Canada, he reasoned, could only survive as an 

autonomous country within the Commonwealth. Otherwise it would "soon cease to be a 
nation and becorne absorbed into the u.s.A."*~ Canadians had succeeded in establishing 

an independent state only by balancing their "geographic North Americanism" with their 

'political Britishness". In the postwar age, Grant counseled, Canada would maintain her 

independence by retaining her iinks to the Commonwealth, thereby avoiding integration 

into the two great continental empires. As b i s  was to remark tbree years later, Canada 

must encourage a politicalcultural association separate fkom Arnencan or Soviet 

imperialism. This "third bloc" was to be based on Canada's European cultural inheritance 

and was embodied in the concept of the ~ommonwealth?~ For Grant, Innis, and others, 

the Commonwealth was central to evading American impenalism in aiI foms. Britain, in 

shon, must fùnction as she always had: as a crucial counterweight to inexorable 

continentahm. 

The Anglo-Canadian nexus was a complex phenomenon, however. Its 

preservation implied, for critics, more than simply avoiding American political, culturai, 

and economic influences. Radier, it was inextricably linked to the growth of the Canadian 

national identity. As Grant claimed in a tract entitled "Have We a Canadian Nation?", there 

were positive reasons why Canada ought to cultivate relations with Bntain. Canada, after 

ail, was histoncally a "British nation", and it ought to remain so. Canadians could no 

longer defend the British hentage by appeaiing to tradition alone, however. Instead, Grant 

urged that they discover the foundations on which Canada's Bntish hentage rested. The 
nation's identity was based "on certain conscious ideas", one of the most important of 

which was that unlike the United States, Canada never severed its ties with western 

~ u r o ~ e ? '  It was a conservative country, in other words, whose connections to Europe 

were vital to its identity. In addition to its anti-revolutionary tradition, Canadian 

conservatism implied a notion of responsible freedom in which persona1 liberties ought not 

confiict with the freedom of others nor disturb the social order. Regard for law and order, 

Grant noted, was f d y  rooted in Canadian political culture. It was a natural element of the 

Canadian concept of liberty. These '%dues and traditions of decency, stability and order", 

Grant declared, "have been the best basis of our national life". They must be preserved if 

Canada was to continue as  a nation.85 

For Grant, then, Canadians had qualities that made hem special because of their 

British hentage. Perhaps most representative of Canada's distinct tradition was the British 

rnonarchy. The Anglo-Canadian Crown was a powehl  symbol for conservatives. Set 



against the historical backdrop of the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953, for 

instance. Vincent Massey explained the importance of the Crown to Canadians. In his 

Coronation Day Broadcast, Governor Generd Massey dernonstrated the uniQing purpose 

of the monarchy. "A Coronation*', he announced to his audience, "is the greatest and most 

moving historicai pageant of our tirne". But to Canadians, he hastened to add  "it is 

something more even than that". "It was part of ourselves*', and "represents in a very 

special way our national lifeOg6 It stands for qualities and institutions which mean Canada 

to every Canadian", he went on, echoing his nephew Grant's observations of a few years 

earlier, 

which for ai i  our differences and ail our variety have kept Canada Canadian. 
How much the Crown has done to give us our individual character as a 
nation in the Americas. It shapes our contribution to Western democracy. 
The Crown itself, as a golden object, rnay repose in London, but as a 
cherished symbol it plays and has played a unique role in Our national Me 
long before Our Sovereign became offîciaIIy the Queen of Canada. Great 
truths have been brought home by what we have seen and heard today - the 
sense of continuity, of oneness with the past derived from our ancient 
monarchy; the unibing force which cornes from that something in our 
Constitution which stands above all Our differences and dissensions, and 
which everyone of us can respect. The Queen wears 'the Sign which unites 
US ail'." 

According to the conservative critics, then, the Crown was a potent. unifying 

symbol for Canadians. Aside from its symbolic function, however, the monarchy also 

characterized the greater British tradition in North America. As Massey remarked, the 

Crown was cenual to the emergence of a free and tolerant society. Since the Glorious 
Revolution, Massey stated. it had k e n  associated with parliamentary government, and had 

"achieved its greatest dignity and power through ~arliament".~~ Canadians retained this 

link. They have embraced the principles of constitutional monarchy, and with these, the 

notion that the rule of law was the means of gaining freedom.Bg Canada therefore had a 

very different conception of freedom from that of the United States. Canadians, Massey 
added, did not oppose the American conception of liberty that was bound up in "the ideals 

of human dignity, hurnan equdity, and human well-being in a rnaterial sense". Yet, their 

political values revoived around toleration, peace, order, and good govemment, and other 

principles of the constitutional monarchy. For Massey, in shoa, this political inheritance 

was the chief contribution of the English to Western civilizati~n?~ 

Elaborating on the importance of the Crown to the Dominion, economist John 

Farthing concurred with rnany of the govemor generd's contentions. In a book 

provocatively entitled Freedom Wears a Crown, he showed how the Crown was 'hot 



rnerely a far-off institution ... but [rather] holds a place of primary ~ i ~ c a n c e  in our own 

established order of democratic govemment"?' That Canada had a royal as opposed to a 

republican dernocracy was "no idle distinction" for Farthing. Being loyal to the throne was 

more than a "mere matter of sentiment*'. Instead, "it had to do with a basic ideal of social 

life, and with a M y  enlightened attachrnent to the highest ideal of democracy that the Me of 

man has ever known 2'' In the "British monarchical order", Farthing concluded, this 

"universal ideal has k e n  preserved and most highly deve~oped"?~ 

Fnend and erstwhile scholarly collaborator Eugene Forsey enthusiasticaily agreed 

with Farthing's assenions.94 Forsey. a former politician and party ideologue. scholar, and 

political activist, declared that the Crown was the "centre and syrnbol" of the %al heritage 
of ail Canadians": parliarnentary responsible govemment? The monarchy was 

indispensable to the British democratic order, and was the guardian of the Constitution. As 

such, it represented the sole protection of the people.96 The Queen, Forsey wrote, 

encapsulating his  view of the Anglo-Canadian monarchical tradition, "is the guardian of our 

democratic constitution against subversion by a Prime Minister or Cabinet who might be 

tempted to violate that Constitution and deprive us of the right to self-government ..." At 

the sarne time, the Crown ensured that people "are not prevented from goveming" 

themsel~es.~' The Crown acted as a key counterweight to executive power, thus enabling 

the proper and free functioning of the constitution. For Forsey, as for Massey and 

Farthing, liberty did indeed emanate from authorityg8 

Along with the monarchy, conservatives stressed the significance of the 

Commonwealth of nations. Despite long-term decline and partial d i s s o l ~ t i o n ~ ~  the 

Commonwealth nonetheless had much to offer the Dominion and indeed the entire postwar 

world. The Commonwealth was a template for a new and peacefûl world order. As 

Donald Creighton remarked in a letter to the president of the Ford Foundation, it afforded 

"a unique example of the working of democracy through cooperation. Intemally and 
externally", Creighton went on, "the Commonwealth has developed democratic institutions 

and advanced international peace. Studies of the cultural, social, economic, müitary and 

political relations within the Commonwealth are studies of democracy in the strategy of 

peace".'" There was a need therefore to "make known" "the genius for CO-operation" and 

the other freedoni-engendering attributes of the Commonwealth throughout the world. ' ' 
The socio-political and cultural organization of the Commonwealth was thus, for 

Creighton, truly sublime. 

Vincent Massey also praised Canada's membership in the Commonwealth, calling it 

"our greatest achie~ernent*'.'~~ Massey emphasized the role of the Commonwealth as a 
"countervailing force against the erosion of our sense of identity".lo3 Commonwealth 



association. he argued, was a way to maintain the already strong attachent most English- 

speaking Canadians had to the ideals of the mother country. It fostered unity, moreover. in 

countering the arguments of those "suspicious of the irnperial connection - ardent 

Canadian nationaiists of the 1930s active on the western prairies, and some of the 

intellectuals of French   ana da".'^^ 
More than hnctioning merely as an agent of true Canadianism, however. the 

Commonwealth had a wider, international purpose. Following Creighton, Massey 

demonstrated how it had become an exernplar to the international order. It was a diverse, 

ye t tolerant and coo perative organization that provided important policy al ternatives in an 

era of growing power blocs. "[AIS a grouping of fnendly nations making widely differing 

responses to the Cold War", Massey explained, Commonwealth nations have "cut across 

the frozen configuration of international politics ..." Member nations, he added, have to 

consult each other and have "regard for the interests of the w h o ~ e " . ' ~ ~  This sense of 

internationalkm was indispensable to a postwar world in which bridges between nations 

had been destroyed. The Commonwealth was emblernatic of international toleration and 

entente. Against a background of international, even racial strife. Massey declared that "the 

ideal of a multiracial Commonwealth offers ... an object lesson in tolerance and 

understanding between white and non-white peoples. Canadians in ail walks of life are 

attracted to this aspect of the Commonwealth, even if they know (or should know) that in 

practice the ideai has k e n  sadly tamished".'06 

Massey. Creighton, and the others, were thus very concemed over the fate of the 

Anglo-Canadian alliance. While informed by the economic and political circumstances of 

the post-1945 period, their preoccupations must be first seen as outgrowths of the pro- 

British, proampire sentiments that characterized the history of Canadian "t~ryisrn".'~' 

Specifically, the nationalist views of the postwar conservatives closely parailei those of the 

Canadian imperislists of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. George Parkin, 

George Munro Grant (both G.P. Grant's grandfathers), George Denison, Stephen 

Leacock, among other imperialists, reaiized that as a national entity, the Dominion had 

languished since Confederation. It was one of their main purposes to revitalize Canadian 

nationaiism by explaining and establishing a conception of Canada of their own. Central to 

their view was that Canada derived its strength, its cultural identity, its entire "sense of 

power"'08 from its association with Great Bntain. More than that. Canadian imperialists 

believed that due to its northem climate and vast resources Canada was to becorne in the 

near future the seat of the Empire. The last Anglo-Saxons to toil in a harsh northem 

climate, out of which dways emerged superior civilizations, English-speaking Canadians 

were prepared to lead the Empire into the next century. By assisting the Empire, and 



strengthening not lessening ties to Great Britain, the Dominion would, in essence, be 
helping itself. Indeed, the imperialists thought that imperial unit- would be a cure-all for 

the problems of economic downturn, ethnic tension. provinciatism, and, most womsome 

of ail, Arnerican continentalism. 

As Car1 Berger has shown, ideas on irnperial federation and Canadian imperialism 

more generally died out after 19 14. The anti-materialism and jingoistic pro-British ideas of 

the imperiaiists simply became irrelevant in the industrial age.log The imperialist idea took 

much longer to decline, however. Specificaliy, while the agrarianism, Social Danvinism, 

and intense British nationaiism were eliminated, there remained a core of toryism that 

peaisted well into the twentieth century. The imperialists' toryism - "a total acceptance of 

assumptions which underlay their admiration for the British constitution and the agricultural 

economy. their belief that in national and individual affairs the acceptance of duties was 

more important than requesting privileges, and their insistence on abiding by tradition and 

pre~edent*'"~ -- continued to be the guiding pnnciples of the latter-day conservative 

nationalists. Indeed, Massey's, Creighton's, Farthing's, and the others* reverence for the 

Commonwealth and the British politicai tradition bore a close resemblance to the 

Anglophilia of the Canadian imperialists. The notion that Canada was, and should remain, 

a "British nation" was hndamental to both groups of ideologues. The imperialists' 

contempt for democracy and their respect for the role of pnvilege was also passed on to 

later tory critics. George Grant's Lurnent for a Nation, fiirthermore, in the words of 

Berger, was merely a "depressing footnote" to imperialist thought. Thus, while much tirne 

had passed and the histoncal circumstances were different, there was in the core ideas and 

key outlooks of both groups considerable continuity. The British nexus remained central to 

the conservative vision of the nation. 

Contemporary historical conditions also influenced the view of the conservative 

nationalists. By the 1950s. Canada had modernized both econornically and poiitically. 

Since the early twentieth century, the Dominion had become increasingly dependent on the 

United States as trade partner and foreign investor. The interwar period amplified this 

long-term trend as American investment in Canadian industries reached unprecedented 

levels. Canada's "branch plant" economy continued to be Arnericanized throughout the 

Second World War and postwar periods. In 1940 trade with Britain exceeded trade with 

the United States."' By 1948, however, exchange with the United States had increased to 

$1.5 billion, h o s t  fifty per cent of the Dominion's annual trade. Two years later 

Canadian-American commerce accounted for sixty -four per cent of ail Canadian trade. 

Trade with Britain, by contrast, decreased to twenty-two and twenty per cent of the 

nation's total tracie for 1948 and 1950. In 1957, furthemore, the United States invested 



$8.4 billion of $10 billion foreign direct investment into Canada. As economic activity 

with Britain waned, the Dominion increased its reliance on the United States. 

EconomicaUy and fmancially, Canada had f d e n  into the Amencan orbit? 

Perhaps more important than the nation's economic dependency, the Canadian 

govemment also gravitated, for cntics, towards an "Arnencanized" external policy. Durhg 

the war, Mackenzie King's administration, pady of necessity, had become closely tied to 

the United States in the defense of North ~ m e r i c a " ~  This close military relationship 

continued under Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent. The North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) exemplified this persistent tendency. OriginalIy conceived as a means of lessening 

rnilitary dependence on the United States,"' NATO expanded the mfitary predominance of 

the United States in the North Atlantic and much of Europe. Instead of allowing Canadians 

freedom to pursue foreign policy alternatives, however, it bound Canada to an American- 

led anti-communist bloc."5 As historian Kenneth McNaught decried, NATO rneant for 
~r 116 Canada "acquiescence [to] Washington's ideological anti-communism . A year afier 

NATO had been signed (April 1949)- moreover, Canada became embroiled in the Korean 

Wu.  Ostensibly under the auspices of the United Nations, Canada's participation in Korea 

was, in reality, a response to the American presence in East Asia. As Creighton remarked, 

"the action of the United Nations in Korea [was] a very imperfect disguise for American 

military intervention in the Far East".'" The advent of the North Amencan air defense plan 

(NORAD) and the Distant EarIy Warning Line (DW) Iater in the decade simply continued 

the Americanization of Canadian defense pol i~y."~ As the decade wore on, the prospects 

of an autonomist defensive and foreign policy seemed improbable. The Canadian 

govemment appeared to have abdicated control to its American counterpart. 

Conservative critics implored Canadians to look beyond American imperialism as 

the sole explanation of Canadian dependency. They thernselves blamed Liberal leaders for 

Canada' s pro-American policies. George Grant, for exarnple, chided the Liberals for 
failing to understand the importance of the British nexus. The Liberals denied Canada's 

British character and wanted to sever ties with the Commonwealth, he remonstrated, and 

therefore were "bad Canadians". They had contravened the work of Macdonald, Laurier, 

and Borden, ail of whom had fought hard to make Canada a separate entity."g 

Furthermore, they had allowed Canada to become "a mere satellite iike Bulgaria on the 

borders of a great ~rnpi re" . '~~ Yet, they still deceiveci the Canadian public in saying 

"sovereign, independent nationalist Canada is playing its fine and noble role in the 

U.N."'2L Grant best sumrnarized the mti-Liberal position in a letter to his mother. "[Oln 

the level of Canadian foreign policy", Grant declared, hardly concealing his vitriol, 



I have nothing but contempt for the successors of Mackenzie King. Pearson 
now gets up and says that we must guard against Canadian dependence after 
years of the party he serves s e h g  out this country to the Americans by 
weakening the only alliance that we could possibly have that would give us 
even a modicum of independence 1i.e.. alliance with Britain]. The Li'beral 
Party has gained votes in this country by appeais to nationalism for two 
generations fmt by a refusai to be close to the power that once could have 
maintained peace and now by amking the Empire that has taken its place. 
Oh how 1 fmd democratic nationalism contemp tible. ' 22 

Grant was not alone in his contempt for "democratic nationalism". Harold Innis 

distrusted the motives behind the American involvement in Korea. He aiso scorned the 

whole idea of the NATO alliance. He wrote that "Pearson seems to be as active as possible 

in s e m g  us down the river to the United S ta te~" . '~~  Donald Creighton was just as 

vociferous as Grant and Innis in his denunciation of the Liberal party's pro-Amencanism 

and the Grit's distrust of the British nexus. More than any other Liberal Wfiarn Lyon 

Mackenzie King was the subject of Creighton's vituperation. Writing in 1954, shortly after 

the former Prime Minister's death. Creighton attacked King and his external policies. At a 

personal level, Creighton charged that King was without passion of any kind. He wrote 

that "[King] united a grey colournessness of style, a grey ambiguity of thought, and a grey 

neutraiity of action. He became an acknowledged expert", Creighton reproached, "in the 

difficult business of qualiQing, toning down, smoothing out, and explaining away . .. 
With his squat, solid, unremarkable presence, and his earnest rather whining voice he 

became the ventable embodirnent of the uncertainties, the mental con8 icts, the parochial 
terrors of the Canadian people between the w a r ~ " . ' ~ ~  

In addition to his penchant for obfuscation, Creighton went on, King drew up 

damaging extemal policies. Specifically, he presided over the dismantling of the Anglo- 

Canadian connection. Up until 19 19. Creighton explained, Canada and the other members 

had worked hard to maintain the diplomatic unity of the Empire. After King's accession to 

power, however, Canada set about formulating and implementing "her own foreign policy 

separately from the United ~ i n g d o r n * ' . ~ ~ ~  King and the Liberals were bent on achieving 

complete autonomy within the Empire, a pursuit that ended successfully in the "resounding 

declaration of the Balfour Report of 1926, and the Statute of Weshninister of 1931".'~~ 

Under King's directorship, in short, Canada gained full autonomy within the Empire. 

Despite the seeming triumph, Creighton urged caution. Achieving independence 
withui the Empire was in fact King's most egregious contribution to the Canadian nation. 

Instead of developing new initiatives, King's Liberals established an external policy that 
3, 127 was "derivative, imitative, and lacking in conviction . The PJBD, NATO and other 

defense agreements of the 1940s, exemplified, for Creighton, King's penchant to unite 



Canadian interests with those of the United States. Under King's guidance, Canada had 
become a de facto colony of the United States, "accepting a position not very different from 

that of Panama or ~uba" . ' *~  Creighton reviled King and the Liberals for allowing Canada 

to fdl into the Arnerican orbit. He also vilifi~ed the Liberals for enabling the British 

connection to lapse. Without Britain's guidance, Creighton asserted, "Canada instinctively 

feil back on the old habits of col~nialism".'~~ Without the British counterweight, it feu 
prey to the "continental imperialism of the United  tat tes".'^^ In sevenng impenai ties with 

the United Kingdom, King ensured that Canada failed to establish itself as a "separate and 

distinct" identity on the North American continent. Ultimately, the Liberals had contributed 

to the disintegration of the Canadian nation, and had done a grave disservice to ai l  

Canadians. 

Liberat complicity in the destruction of the Canadian nationhood was, for 

Creighton, confïned not merely to extemai policy. Rather, it extended to the so-called 

"Liberal" interpretation of the Canadian character. As noted in the preceding chapter, what 

Creighton derisively termed the "authorized version" cf Canadian history was deceptive 

because it portrayed Canada's struggle for nationhood sirnply as the gaining of autonomy 

from Great Britain. Tt therefore obscured the very reai "British" origins of the Canadian 
nation. iMore than that, it concealed the enduring devance of the British connection for 

Canada in the postwar world. The Liberal nationalist ideology of historians such as Lower 

and Underhili, and pseudo-academics such as Skelton and Dafoe. were for Creighton and 

the others stultiQing, monolithic, and false. It presented a fallacious picture of the 
emergence of the Canadian nation and created a mythology that did not befit the needs and 

circumstances of Canadians. Most of dl, it destroyed a true understanding of the Canadian 
nationaiity, to which Creighton, Grant, Massey, and the others made fundamental 

contributions. For this reason it was despised. John Farthing captured the essence of the 

impact of Liberal nationalism. "A very reai distinction exists between Our present pure- 

Canada nationalism and a true Canadian nationhood". Farthing wrote."' "At the root of 

the distinction", he continued, 

lies our attitude to what had been known in Canada as the British tradition. 
According to Our new nationaiists this tradition is something that belongs 
only to the British Isles and is therefore an alien influence in the life of the 
people who should have their own traditions and should admit nothing in 
their national life that is not wholly and purely of Canada.IJ2 

Along with identiwing the perfidy of the Liberal nationaiists, cntics also wanted to 

express the righteousness of a consemative-nationalkt mythology. The consemative 

saictures of the postwar period were designed in large measure to counterbalance 



wrongheaded Liberal ide~logies.'~' They were meant to disseminate truths about Canada's 

historic relations, and therefore to provide insight for a nation mired in an identity crisis. 

ültimately, Canadian conservatism was a means of counteracting such disturbing 

modemizing trends as American imperialisrn by articuiating and recording the ?rue" nature 

of the Canadian experience. Just as signûicantiy, conservative doctrines intended to 

contribute to a "tnie" social order built on tmth, freedom, and social justice. As Farthing 

declared, affiliation with the British monarchy gained for Canadians access to the "highest 

ideals" of democracy ever k n ~ w n . " ~  British democracy was not rnerely a means of 

deflecting the influence of American political dogmas; it was a means to a positive 

definition of political freedom. Indeed, the expression of Canada's conservative nature 

was essentiai for Farthing and others to the achievement of the good life. 

Whatever their motivations and aspirations, then, conservative intellectuals did 

precisely what their detested Liberal counterparts had done before hem: they established a 

rnythology that was congruent with the perceived needs and circurnstances of the present 

age. Like the Liberals, they set about defining the Canadian experience both in historic 

terms and, more significantly, in reference to the needs of the Dominion in the postwar era. 

Both mythologies, in short, purported to proffer the truth about Canada's historic 

expenence and the nation's tnie character. The main difference was that the conservative 

myth-makers endeavoured to undermine the reigning Liberal mythology and replace it with 

their own version of the Canadian reality. In this objective, they achieved a degree of 

success. As the 1950s progressed and as the conservatives themselves gained confidence 

through the triumph of Diefenbaker conservatism, their mythology grew in stature. By the 

end of the decade, Canadian conservatism appeared to have corne of age. 

Probably the most articulate myth-maker, W.L. Morton made it his purpose to define and 

apply the idea of Canadian conservatism. As explained in the previous chapter, in such 

works as The C d i a n  Identity, Morton elaborated on Canada's British character, her 

conception of freedom, and other aspects of the Canadian experience. Integral to his view 

of Canadianism, however, was politicai conservatism. The Dominion, Morton stressed, 

was "not founded on a compact". As such, "the final governing force in Canada is 

tradition and convention. Self-government came to Canada", he continued, %y 

administrative change graduaDy worked out rather than by the proclamation of principles ... 
[N]o one could declare what the Canadian destiny was to be ..." Rather, Canadians 

wished to develop their country in relation to past triumphs. For Morton, Canada was not 

a revolutionary nation, but rather one that maintained a deep, quasiBurkean respect for the 

successes of pnor generations. "mf among the spiritual forefathers of America were John 



Calvin. Robert Browne, and John Locke*', he ended, 'those of Canada were Bishop 

Bossuet, Edmund Burke, and Jeremy  ent th am".'^' 
In the spnng of 1959, Morton encapsdated his thought on Canadian conservatism. 

in "Canadian Conservatism Now", he set out the fust principles of the conservative 

phenomenon. First, he emphasized the need for "law and order" and "civil decency, 
9, 136 without which society dissolves in anarchy . Next was a respect for tradition. Morton 

urged deference for the ''experience of the race" or 'the wisdom of our ancestors". He did 

not countenance "ancestor worship", but instead "the realization that, important as the 

individual is, he is what he is largely in vimie of what he is in blood and breeding, and of 

what he has absorbed, consciously or unconsciously, forrnally or infomally, nom home, 

church, school and neighbourhood. He subscribes," he went on, "to Burke's d e f ~ t i o n  of 

the social contract as a partnership in dl vimie, a partnership between the generations, a 

contract not made once for all tirne, but perennidy renewed in the organic processes of 

society, the birth. growth and death of süccessive generations".'37 Loyalty and the "need 

for continuity in human affairs" were the next fust principles. Echoing Edmund Burke, 

Morton showed that conservatives appreciate elements of permanence in their lives. And 

while they did not disrniss change outright, transformation "should corne by way of 

organic growth, no t deliberate revolution or skillful manipulation". "S uch change leads to 

the continuity that makes permanence possible". Lastly, conservatism implied for Morton a 

cornmunitarian spirit -- an appreciation of farnily, kinships, neighbourhood life -- that were 

vital to the "'organic" nature of the s~ciety."~ 

Moving from the generalized descriptions, Morton next expounded upon the origins 

and, most importantly, the relevance of Canadian conservatism. He fmt stressed the 

significance of French-Canadian conservatism. He showed how many observers failed to 

recognize the continuing impact of the Roman Catholic tradition in Quebec and the whole of 

 anad da."^ Nevertheless, Morton placed greater emphasis on the "Loyalist strain of 

Canadian conservatism", chiefiy because of its "extraordinary [relevance] to the 

circumstances of Our ... day".'" The Loyaiists brought to Canada a tradition of 

constitutionalism. Their political heritage. he claimed, accepted the role of the monarch as 

weli as the people; it involved "three divided powea of king. courts, and parliament each 

checking and baiancing each other so that the authority of the govemment was maintained 

while the liberty of the subject was assured, the greatest miracle wrought by English 

political genius". Loyalists, Morton stressed, were not only champions of the balanceci 

constitution, but they also stood against the greatest abuse of the emerging Arnerican 

political order: mass democracy. Herein Iay for Morton the historic and indeed the 

conternporary pertinence of loyalism. Loyalists "refused to see the king sûuck from the 



constitution, to be replaced by an elected democrat", Morton announced; "they refused", he 

went on, citing Chief William Smith, "to see 'ail America abandoned to democracy'. How 

right they were", he concluded ~imply. '~'  
The loyalist inheritance was certainly important to combating the misapprehensions 

of American politicai dogrna. Yet, Canadian conservatism had for Morton an even greater 

contribution to make to mid-century society. The utiiity of conservatism, he explained, its 
contribution to the good society, was predicated upon the conditions of modernity. Society 

at mid-century was in a state of flux. Urban-industriaiization, the rise of b'scientific 

research", the "enormous acceleration of the Pace of social change", and the demise of 

"philosophic individualism", aU characterized this period of transfor~nation.~~' 

Conservatism, and specificaiiy, "a conservative philosophy for our times and 

circumstances", Morton argued, would aüay the effects of modernization. It was to 

provide a remedy for the impermanence, confusion, and instability that infected westem 

societies. A purveyor of "absolute values" and "the established norms of our westem 

tradition", Morton explained, it was to work against the "reIativism of liberal thinkers" for 

the "infection it i ~ " . ' ~ ~  Based on humanist ideais, he went on, making reference to the 

inhurnanity of the machine age, conservatism would never forget that "people are 

themselves of absolute value", and that "they are ... the test of justice, of the good life, and 
r7 144 of al1 social and econornic values . Following Hilda Neatby and the other "restorers of 

leaming", it insisted that "among men as endowed by nature, there is no equality", and that 

"there is Liberty in men to realize what is in them". It restored, in other words, the primacy 

of the individual, the personaiity, and the intellectual as the core of the collectivity. 

Conservatism, Morton suggested, was to champion the individual, and, particularly, the 

intelligent individual to combat an age of standardization and anti-intellectuaiism. It was, in 

short, the invaluable alternative to the ever-growing scourge of modemity. To lose the 

"contest" for conservatism, he ended drarnaticdy, c'would be not ody a tragedy .., (i]t 
would be a betrayd, of past, of future, of the sou1 of rnan".I4' 

Other conservative inteUectuals did not advance such a detailed conception of 

Canadian toryisrn. Nonetheless, Morton musc be seen as part of a srnali group of thinkers 
who denounced Liberalism and put forth instead a "tory" vision of the nation.146 Although 

the views of Morton and Creighton sometimes deviated on issues of national unity and the 

Canadian identity,1i7 Creighton was a foremost rnember of this coterie. He was a key 

contributor to the burgeoning conservative rnovement of the 1950s. Creighton's toryisrn 

came out in his historical wntings, and, specifically, in his work on John A. Macdonald. 

h the late 1940s and early 1950s' Creighton was consurned with a biographical 

reassessment of Canada's preeminent statesmen. As he Iater admitted, such works as The 



Young Politician (1952) and The Old Chiefain (1955) were efforts to rehabilitate 

Macdonald, whom "Liberal" historians, in Creighton's words, had denigrated as "easy- 

going, convivial, bibulous, none too scrupulous .., [a] master of the dubious arts of 

politicai e~ped ienc~" . '~~  For Creighton, however, Macdonald was liale like the Liberal 

caricature. Instead he was a master politician, statesman, and, most importantly, a paragon 

of Canadian toryism. Macdonald's conservatism, Creighton explained in 1957, was a 

"moderate or liberal Conservatism". "He believed f d y  in the monarchy, the British 

connection, the parliarnentary system, [and] responsible govemment . . . . "lJ9 Indeed, 

Macdonald was the politicai embodiment of the loyalist principles of which Morton spoke 

so highly. 

More than a theoretical conservative, Macdonald's toryism was embodied in a 

vision of Canada's nationhood. Most fundamentaily, it was expressed, for Creighton, in 

one supreme political purpose: the creation of a transcontinental union in North America. 

Macdonald's initiatives -- the protectionist tariff, the construction of the Canadian Pacific 

Railway, and the National Policy generally - extended the historical geo-econornic realities 

of Canada: the Laurentian and Saskatchewan River systems. Canadian federation in 1867 

constituted the logical conclusion to this process of development. It involved, most 

significantly, the preservation and expansion of the Canadian fact in North America. 

Historically, Creighton contended, Canadians "persistentiy foIIowed policies devised to 

strengthen our unity from ocean to ocean and to maintain our separateness in North 

Amenca. Our defences against the 'continentalisrn', which has so often threatened us from 

the South, have been based on the east-west axis provided by nature ... Confederation 

gives us our transcontinental political union. Sir John A. Macdonald's national policy", 

Creighton stressed, "provided the frarnework for an integrated transcontinental 
9 ,  150 econorny . Through union and the national policy, then, Canadians could realize their 

cornmon traditions and inheritances; they could work to "expand, develop, preserve, and 

de fend" their distinc tiveness in North ~ m e r i c a  ' ' Macdonald' s programs were indeed 

much more than notable political accomplishments; they were enduring national triumphs, 

core elements, according to Creighton, in achieving the Canadian destiny. 

For Creighton, Macdonald was a great leader, a man not only for his 

contemporaries but also for subsequent generations to appreciate and emulate. He had the 

rare quality of greatness, Creighton suggested, because he understood the essential 

conditions of the Canadian nationaiity. Through his actions, he taught Canadians to be tnie 

to their character and their pst. He showed that Canada's destiny was achievable only by 

realizing Canada's defining quaiities. Indeed, Macdonald was, for Creighton, a paragon of 

Canadian conservatism. He subscnbed to Burkean precepts in agreeing that progress could 



only be attained in reference to the past and in relation to those charactenstics, such as 

Canada's British heritage and its geoeconomic characteristics, which made the nation 

distinct. He saw the St. Lawrence systemN2 and the British nexus as  the ancestors of 

modem Canada. Importantly, he made it his main purpose to put forth policies that would 

preserve the Canadi= character. Macdonald's nation-building policies, Creighton 

asserted, and his Conservative approach to the future, were his enduring Iegacies. It was 

Ieft for future Canadians to understand their nationality in the way that Macdonald did. It 

was their chief duty, Creighton claimed, to build on the work of Canada's great f ~ s t  prime 

rninister. lS3 

While rooted in mid-Victorian Canada, Macdonald's conservatism indeed had a 

transcendent quality. Macdonald was, in Creighton's words, "as vividly contemporary as 
any Canadian politician now living"."' His vision of the nation transcended time and 

therefore applied as much to the historical conditions of late nineteenth century as to those 

of the late 1950s. Creighton expressed the relevance of Macdonald in an address to Prime 

Minister John Diefenbaker on the importance to Canada of a national broadcasting system. 

"Canadian strength and Canadian unity", Creighton began, citing Macdonald's great 

purpose, 'iiltimately depend upon Canada's maintenance of her autonomy and spiritual 

independence on the North Amencan continent ... A national broadcasting system can do 

for us", he went on, "in the realrn of mind and the spirit, precisely what ... oid and tested 

national policies [of Macdonald] have done in the political and econornic sphere. A steady 

flow of live programmes dong the east-west life line wili express Canadian ideas and 

ideals, employ Canadian taient, and help unite Our people from sea to sea and from the river 

unto the ends of the eartfi"."s Elsewhere, Creighton commented on Macdonald's nation- 

building qualities of the CBC. "The cultural and intekctual advancement of our people", 

Creighton wrote in 1957, "is surely just as essential to the national weU-king as are our 

political sovereignty or our economic prosperity. The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 

not only gives scope to the talents of Our musicians, actors, playwrights, authors, 

cornmentators, and scholars: it also enables Canadians to maintain their intekctual freedorn 

and to express their own interests and their own points of view in the realrns of politics, 

economics, and society ... Canada", Creighton summed up, "should surely hold fast to 
every means of maintainhg its inte11ectuai independence and promoting its cultural 

mahirity. Surely these things are essential to the populous, prosperous, and successful 

Canada of which Sir John A. Macdonald dreamed nearly a hundred years ago."lS6 

In addition, Creighton emphasized the necessity at mid-centuiy of a Macdonald-like 

approach to defense and extemal affairs. As noted in the last chapter, Creighton was 

preoccupied with the menace of continentalism. In particular, he loathed the continuing 



subjugation of Canadian foreign policy to that of the United States. He urged Canadian 
decision makers to relinquish reliance on Amencan policies and develop instead an 
independent approach to foreign relations. "Canada's f i t  duty is to remember that she is a 
separate and autonomous nation in Noah America*', Creighton announced at the 

Couchiching conference of 1954."' 'Her most important contribution" in international 

politics 'kiil be to speak her own mind politely but f d y  on ai l  occasions ..." "North 

America is not the world", he added resolutely; "and the world will not willingly accept 

North Amencan Aithough the nation-building and the Cold War eras were 

worlds apart, continentalism was still a threat to be identified and overcome. The lessons 

of Sir John A., for Creighton, never lapsed. Whether in broadcasting or defense or foreign 

policy, indeed, Creighton measured Canada's success in relation to the inestimable 

achievements of Canada's greatest statesman. Aithough dead for nearly three quarters of a 

century, Macdonald continued to embody in the second half of the twentieth century the 

essence of the Canadian identit.. 

Creighton's view of Macdonald's vision inspired the historian and influenced his 

own view of the nation. In a word, it inspired Creighton's conservatism. Nthough 
distinct, Creighton's toryism, like Morton's, was part of a p a t e r  whole. Creighton must 

be considered with feUow historians Morton and John Farthing, joumalist Judith 

Robinson, constitutional expert Eugene Forsey, and philosopher George Grant, as 
intellectuals who cnticized the Liberals for their contribution to the sterile political milieu of 

the early 1950s. The cmx of these cntics* cornplaints was that the Liberais under King had 

undermined traditional Canadian institutions and had abandoned traditional orientations. 

As Forsey took pains to point out, for instance, King had linle regard for parliamentary 

responsible govemment. Through his use of plebiscites and his "presidential" practices of 

govemance he had subverted the Anglo-Canadian parliamentary tradition. Further, in 
artacking the monarchy in Canada, as Morton, Farthing, Creighton and others emphasized, 

the Liberals had undermined the British co~ect ion and threatened potent national symbols 

and identities. As Foney noted, Canadians debated the retention of such affectations as 

"Royal mail" and b4Dominion". The British tradition was "attacked venomously", he 

declared, "by people who thought it was dying and wanted it dead". Prompted by the 

Liberal government, "[they] demanded a dean break fkom the past*'.lsg More than simply 

initiators of iil-conceived policies or compt govemmental practices, then, King and his 

colleagues committed a much graver set of transgressions; the Liberals, for their 

conservative critics, had done the unthinkable - they had sundered the conservative 

heritage of the country. 



Ensconced within the tradition of tory thought (as we saw with the imperialists), the 

conservatism of Creighton and the others was ako finnly rooted in the political history of 
the 1950s and early 1960s. Politically, the Liberal party dorninated the 1950s as it had 

presided over the 1940s. When it came tirne to c d  another election, the St. Laurent 

Liberals seemed the likely choice for another terrn in office. Yet, the 1957 election did not 

provide the expected result. The Canadian electorate tumed out the Liberais and voted in a 

Progressive Conservative government under new leader John G. Diefenbaker. Afier 

twenty-two uninterrupted years of Liberai rule, Canada's politicai landscape had at once 

been drasticaily dtered. 

Although the defeat of the Liberal party came seemingly without waming, the 

dernise of Liberalism can be mced back a few years before the election defeat. Debate in 

the House of Commons in 1955 over the renewal of the Defence Protection Act of 195 1, 

for instance, reveaied the stubboxn arrogance of the govemment. Perhaps more 

imponantly, it exhibited the increasingly effective opposition of the Conservatives. 

Devised during the Korean War, the Act gave C.D. Howe, S t. Laurent's "minister of 

everything", extraordinary potential powers over the economy. In 1955, Howe vied for 

the Act's restoration even though the war had ceased and despite the fact that these powen 

seemed excessive. The Act stirred Opposition reaction and public concern. So too did 

Howe's public defense of the Act and of his own rninisterîal powers. Through leader 

George Drew, and frontbenchers Donald Fleming, Davie Fulton, and Diefenbaker, the 

Conservatives harassed the govemment, delayed other government business through 

filibuster, and made public the Liberals transgressions. The first cracks in the foundation 

of the fashionable Liberal house had appeared?' 

While discussion over the Defence Protection Act exposed Liberal hubris, the so- 
caiied "pipeline debate" of 1956 was even more damaging to St. Laurent's govemment. 

With an affinity for mega-projects, Howe became convinced of the need to built a pipeline 

to carry natural gas from Alberta to centrai Canadian markets. The first problem was that 
an Americancontrolled Company was to construct the pipeline. This issue was particularly 

irksome in a period when Canadians were becoming concemed with growing Amencan 

investrnent into Canada. Further, Trans-Canada Pipelines, the corporation charged with 

building the pipeline, was near bankniptcy. It needed governrnentai financiai assistance if 

the project was to be realized on time. Most Canadians did not understand the intricacies of 

pipeline building. What they did understand, however, and what the opposition 

Conservatives and CCF'ers made them understand, was that the Liberals were using 

improper methods to expedite the passage of the pipeiïne bu. To protest Liberal duplicity, 

the opposition parties delayed a variety of legislation. Despite the efforts of the Progressive 



Consenratives and the CcF, however, the Liberais invoked closure and handily won a vote 

on the bill. C.D. Howe and the Liberals had prevailed. 

The Liberals' victory was a pyrrhic one. Their highhandness shocked the country. 

Embodied by Howe, they seemed to abuse power and injure the democratic process.16' 

Most pemiciously, the Liberds showed themselves as fnends of American interests. For 

their detractors, moreover, the pipeline debate was a tuming point not only in the fortunes 

of the Liberal pany, but also in the course of politicai events in the postwar era. It 

"revealed to an astonished nation", Creighton later rernarked, "just how far the St. Laurent 

govemment was prepared to go in subsidizing American corporations and transfemng 

important Canadian public utilities into their ~ontrol".~~* More than that, it revealed to 

Canadians the injustices of Liberal rule. Most of dl ,  for Creighton, it showed the 

wrongheadedness of the Liberais approach to nation-building. During the pipeline debate, 

he clairned that "A great many Canadians came to the angry conclusion that their leaders 

had betrayed them ..." "mntimidated by the strength of the public protest", Canadians 

'began to show a new concern for the protection of Canadian interests and the preservation 

of the Canadian identit~". '~~ Ultimately, they tumed the treacherous Liberals out of office 

and elected a govemrnent that seemed more amenable to the goals of the nation. Implicitly 

agreeing with Creighton, Morton also argued that Canadians felt mistreated by the Liberals. 

The election showed their distrust for a government that had taken national sovereignty 

issues for granted and that neglected Canadian interests more generally. "Everything from 

the Arctic bases and the Tram-Canada Pipeline to the Suez crisis," Morton asserted, "was 
taken as proof of negligence by the Liberai govemment in protecting Canadian intere~ts".'~~ 

The Liberals had failed the Canadian people. The time was ripe, in Morton's phrase, for 

Canadian conservatism now. 

The 1957 election intempted the gnevous d e  of the Liberai govemment. Just as 

significantly, it augured in what Morton, Creighton, and others hoped was a new age of 

conservatism. At least at the beginning, leading tory thinkers expected Diefenbaker's 

Consematives to correct the wrongs of the ~ibera1s.I~' They hoped furthemore that the 

Tories would reestablish and strengthen Canadian traditions and reaffirm the Canadian 
identity. The 1957 election was a significant phase in the development of the postwar tory 

mythology. It was a flashpoint in the history of the country for the conservative critics, 

because it marked the triumph of the tory vision of the nation. Canadians had finally 

chosen correctly. For one brilliant (albeit brief) moment in postwar Canadian history, it 

seemed, to the tory cntics, that the forces of good had prevailed. 
John Diefenbaker was so important to consematives because he embodied several 

of the key principles of Canadian toryism. The frst of these was Canada's British 



~rientat ion. '~~ An ardent monarchist. Diefenbaker made it the responsibility of his 

govemment to reinvigorate the imperid connection. One of his f m t  acts was to attempt to 

increase trade with the British. On 7 Iuly 1957, he announced his govement 's  intention 

to divert fifteen per cent of Canada's imports from the United States to the United 

Kingdom. Aithough the plan was ill-~onceived,'~~ it indicated Diefenbaker's desire not 

ody  to increase interactions with the British and the Commonwealth more generally, but 

aiso to use the imperial nexus as a way to counterbdance Canada's increasing dependence 

on American goods and markets. True to the tory credo of Macdonald, Creighton, and the 

other modem conservatives, Diefenbaker employed Britain and the Commonwealth as a 

means to deflect the ever-present threat of continentaiism. 

Just as significant as Diefenbaker's Anglo-affinities was his notion of northem 

development. The new prime rninister was enthused about developing the Canadian North 

because he saw Canada's northem reaches as the source of Canada's future economic and 

national growth. Echoing the tory nationalism of tum-of-the-century Canadian 

imperialists, and, more recently, historians C r e i g h t ~ n ' ~ ~  and  ort ton,'^^ he presented a 

view of the country that intended to transcend the narrow-minded nation policies of the 

Liberais - prosperity through economic continentdism. He "advocated a twentiethcentury 

equivalent to Sir John A. Macdonald's national policy", he Iater wrote; "a uniquely 

Canadian economic dream"."* The Liberals offered poiicies which stated that "what was 

good for General Motors was not only good for the United States but good for Ca~~ada". '~ '  
"In contrast," Diefenbaker continued, "we offered a policy of positive government*' that 

had as its "historical origins" "in the first Conservative ministry in ~onfederation". '~~ 

Indeed, the Diefenbaker govemment intended to emulate the positive state action and 

nation-building that were intrinsic to the polirical programmes of Macdonald. It "offered a 

new national policy of regional and northem de~elopment".'~~ Its main "objective", 
ultimately, was "to continue Macdonald's historic task of nation-building within the context 

of modem requirements and circ~mstances".l~~ Of al1 the govemments after 1918, one had 

finaily emerged, in the minds of the tory critics, that recognized the ~ i ~ c a n c e  of 

Macdonald's approach to building the nation."' 

Despite the Tories' best efforts, however, Diefenbaker's govemments failed, by 

and large, to implement conservative pnnciples. Diefenbaker's British trade scheme was a 

non-starter. His attempt, furthemore, at reviviQing Canadian participation in the 

Commonwealth likewise achieved little success. Trade between the United Kingdom and 

other Commonwealth members was threatened as Britain looked more and more to Europe 

for its economic future. Without Britain as it focal point, the Commonwealth was doomed 

as an influentid economic unit. In addition, Diefenbaker's endeavours to establish a more 



independent defensive stance also failed. Intended to give Canadians equal voice in the air 

defense of the continent, the North American Air Defense agreement (NORAD) proved 

inadequate in guaranteeing Canadian interests during the Cuban Missile Cnsis ( 1962) .'76 

Endeavouring to be resolute, even defiant, Diefenbaker came off as weak and indecisive on 

the issue of nuclear weapons. hstead of engendering widespread support, Diefenbaker's 

tough stand on atomic weapons not only decreased his popularity, it proved to be his 

undoing. Lester Pearson, now the leader of the Opposition, capitaiized on the issue of 

nuclear annaments on Canadian soi1 and defeated the Conservatives in the election of 1963. 

Diefenbaker's tenure as the leading advocate of toryism had corne to an end. 

Leading conservative thinkers acknowledged that Diefenbaker had erred during his 

time in office. As early as October 1959, Morton, a long-time Conservative and supporter 

of John Diefenbaker, bemoaned the inabilities of the new Tory governrnent. 'The country 

seems to be prospenng while its political life goes to the dogs", he wrote to Murray S. 

Donnelly, Provost of United Coilege at the University of Manitoba. " ... 1 think 
Diefenbaker is proving most inadequate as a prime minister, if only because he cannot 

shake the fear of defeat. We are going to pay long and bitterly", Morton closed his letter, 

"for the 22 years of Liberal nile .. ."177 Donald Creighton, for his part, described as "ill- 

fated" Diefenbaker's efforts "to escape from the domination of American defence and 

foreign policy, and to make an independent Canadian decision in the controveniai issue of 

nuclear d i ~ m a r n e n t * * . ' ~ ~  On the overd1 achievement of the Tories, Creighton declared: 

''The Progressive-Conservatives had fought Howe's Pipeline Bill to the last; but though 

much was expected of the Diefenbaker government, it failed to adopt a positive policy of 
9 ,  179 economic nationalism . George Grant also criticized the Tories. He beiieved that 

Diefenbaker proffered muddled approaches to Canadian-Amencan relations. Further, the 

prime rninister was, for Grant, unsure of what Canada ought to be. Hence his vision of the 

nation foundered. More thm proving deficient in economic and defensive policies, 

Diefenbaker confounded rhetoric and policy. Most problematic, he continued to use 

rhetonc even when it failed to produce favourable r e s u l t ~ . ' ~ ~  Like Morton and Creighton. 

then, Grant understood that Diefenbaker the politician and the policy-maker proved 

incapable of meeting the exigencies of the modem Dominion. 

Although critical of Tory failures. conservative inteUectuals nonetheless applauded 

Diefenbaker's unswerving advocacy of Canadian interests. Creighton, for instance, 

celebrated Diefenbaker's guile. He called him "The only Canadian in power who dared 

senously to question the wisdom of American leadership in defense and foreign policy 

. . . "18' He lauded Diefenbaker's defiance amid the cnsis environment of October 1962. 

The prime minister "declined to make the automatic response to American initiative in the 



Cuban crisis ..; he dared to postpone the adoption of nuclear weapons against the wishes of 

the Kennedy administration . . . "l 82 Unlike Pearson and the Liberals, he was no lackey of 

the Americans. Creighton thus acknowledged the enduring message of the Diefenbaker 

régime. lg3  

Perhaps even more than Creighton, George Grant also emphasized Diefenbaker's 

resolve. Grant, for example, was f d y  behind the Progressive Conservatives during the 

nuclear arms controversy. He wrote to Tornmy Douglas, imploring the New Democratic 

Party (NDP) leader not to combine with the Liberais, defeat the govemment, and vote 

"Diefenbaker out in the name of a servant of the United States like Lester ~ e a r s o n " . ' ~ ~  

Whatever the inadequacies of John Diefenbaker, Grant had "never felt such political loyalty 

for Extemal Affairs Minister Howard] Green and ~ i e f ' . " ~  He praised the nationalism of 

these Tory statesmen. Green and Diefenbaker, in Grant's words, took the position of 

"neutralism, a simple refusal to accept any demand from the present imperiali~rn'*.'~~ 

Indeed, Grant looked beyond Diefenbaker's political style and his ill-considered decisions. 

Instead, Diefenbaker's conservatism was to be commended; it was essential, after dl, to 

Canada's struggle against the onslaught of "imperialism". The Tory leader's inabiüties 
notwithstanding, Diefenbaker was the bbapotheosis of straight l~yalty".'~' Ultimately, he 

remained the best hope for Canadian independence in the universal and homogeneous state. 

The 1950s thus were an era of conservative myth-making. Blandishments on relevance of 

the Crown and the British connection combined with strictures on the nation's consemative 

heritage to produce a modem tory fmament. Postwar conservatism culminated late in the 

decade in the defeat of the Liberds and the nse to power of Diefenbaker nationalism. For 

the movement's intellectual leaders, Canadian toryism seemed at last to have arrived. 

The tory triumph was al1 too bnef, however. Whereas the late 1950s was a penod 

of promise, the 1960s proved to be just the opposite. The 1960s was a t h e  of profound 

transformation for Canadian and western societies. The decade was indeed reminiscent of 

the tumultuous 1940s. It was for many a revolutionary age in that, unlike the years that 

preceded it, it brought agitation, excitement, challenges to authority, and quests for 

ideologicd renewal. The era was fraught with social reevaluation: student protests, 

burgeoning feminist and environmentalist movements, and profound social upheaval 

embodied by the development of the Lccounterculture". With students demonstrations, 

Vietnam and nuclear weapons protests, and, in Canada, the anival of the Front de 

Libération du Q u e k  (FLQ), it was a particularly violent penod. Compared to the staid 

L950s, the sixties were a time of socio-political fractiousness and dismay. 



A crisis of authority in western social and political institutions was the root cause of 

the tumult of the 1960s. '~~ The quest for stability, embodied in the cult of domesticity, 

materialism and democracy, provided for a period of c h  in the 1950s. Politically, the 

Cold War climate marginalized the radical movements of the intewar era, and the St. 

Laurent Liberals provided a business-like sort of govemment. Socially, Canadians were 

still reacting against the disquietude of almost forty years of war, depression and then war 

again. For the most part, they were too caught up in raising families and improving 

material conditions to embroil themselves in larger political and ideological issues. Most 

bought into the rhetonc of democracy and anti-communism, although this visceral and 

largely unreflective participation in world politics was as far as they went- 

The 1960s disrupted the stolid d m  of the fifties. In foreign policy. more and more 

citizens across the continent questioned the policy directions of the Cold Warriors. In 
Arnerica, nuclear strategies and East Asian polices came under increasingly close public 

scrutiny. In Canada, many joined the s m d  circle of critics (including Creighton and the 

other conservatives) who criticized monolithic approaches to international politics. 

Established in November 1959. the Combined Universities Campaign for Nuclear 

Disarmament (CUCm) represented new attitudes towards the Cold War. AIthough small in 

membership, the CUCND (with the Voice of Women) managed to get 142,000 signatures on 

an anti-nuclear petiti~n.'*~ The newly formed NDP, moreover, took as its foreign policy 

stance a basicdly anti-nuclear position. 

Added to growing political dissent was the reaction against the social authority of 

the 1950s. As Doug Owram indicates, the civil rights movement of the United States was 

vital in shaping the sixties. It made an "indelible mark on the postwar generation" because 

it demonstrated that "a belief in racial inequality was so unacceptable as to not be [sic] a 

subject for serious intellectual discus~ion".'~~ Thus, in the context of socio-ideological 

upheavai of the 1960s, the impact of the civil rights movement was two-fold. First, it 

showed that the old political order, embodied in the fascist-like tactics and segregationist 

politicians of southern govemments, was simply out of touch with current movements 

towards racial hamony and equality. As such, it legitimized resistance to civil autl~ority.~~' 

Second, and relatedly, it greatly reinforced the postwar ethic of democracy. It affiirmed that 

all citizens, regardess of colour, creed, or ethnicity, ought to be treated the same. In 

pointing out glaring socioeconomic and racial disparities, the movement made clear that 

much work needed to be done to safeguard the democratic society. Indeed, the democratic 

spirit of the civil rights movement combined with such later movements as Women's 

Liberation, urban poverty, native rights, and, of particular note to Canada, the Quiet 

Revolution to reinforce the democratic-egalitarian tenor of the decade. 



Lacking the same explosive and violent tensions, Quebec's Quiet Revolution corne 

closest to the civil nghts movement in its idealist grandeur and high moralism. At its basis, 
the Quiet Revolution was about modernization and refom. One the one hand, it involved 

overturning the highly consemative and sometimes repressive Union Nafionale govemment 

of Maurice Duplessis. The Duplessis régime was symbolic of al1 that was corrupt and anti- 

progressive about Quebec. Replacing it, dong with church-dominated social and 

educational institutions, meant that Quebec had rejected a highly conservative socio-political 

structure, and could therefore completely modernize. The Quiet Revolution was as much 

about forsaking old institutions and indeed an entire conservative era as it was becoming 

maitre chez nous. 

More than social and political modemkation, the Quiet Revolution was bound up in 

the ideological rhetoric of reform and oppression and implied the need for social equaiity 
and econornic parïty. Like the civil rights movement had done for the United States, a 

modemizing Quebec gave Canadians a cause. As separatist Pierre VaIlières claimed, the 

Quebeçois were the 'White Niggers of Arnerica". Vallières was trying to clairn the moral 

high ground for French-speaking Quebeckes as had k e n  done for the blacks in the south. 

That he succeeded among the many Canadians who were sympathetic to the moderniùng 

plight of Quebec indicates the importance of the "Quebec issue" to the 1960s. Indeed, led 

by Prime Minister Lester Pearson, most English-speaking Canadians wanted to understand 

the Quebeçois in the hope of resolving the Quebec problem Their end goal was to address 

the needs of an important minority and thus to achieve the objective of national unity . In 
the spirit of the democratic age, they believed that the Quebeçois deserved to gain the 

equality that had k e n  denied them for generations. 

With the Quiet Revolution and other social-political movements, the 1960s had 

become a democratic-reformist age. Hence, even more than the 1940s' the 1960s 

engendered bitter disillusionment for consemative inteIlectuals. Rather than expanding on 

the tory mythology or proffering advice on how to apply conservative pnnciples, 

academics such as Creighton and Grant renewed their critique of the country's 

development. If not utter despair then alienation and disappointment characterized the 

mood of conservatives. The tory ideologues considered thernselves marginalized in an 
increasingly egalitanan society (one that applauded "democratic nationalism" in ail its 

forms, especiaiiy the accommodation of Quebec). If the Iate 1950s was conducive to the 

development of the tory mythos, in brief, then the decade that followed contributed greatly 
to the sundering of Canadian conservatism. 

Extant before the Diefenbaker years, the critique of modemity and the attendant 

dirge for Canadian conservatism empted after 1963. George Grant's Lament for a Nation 



was perhaps the most devastating comrnentary on these baneful developments. 

MeaningNly subtitled The Defat of Ccmadian Nationalism, Luntent for a Nation was a 
9, 192 political lamentation, a mourning for "the end of Canada as a sovereign state . Written 

in the months after the 1963 Tory defeat, Grant demonstrated the symbolic value of the 

Diefenbaker administration. He admitted that inconsistencies and confision bedeviled 

Diefenbaker's govemment. To be sure, his long essay indicted the policies and approaches 

to governing of the Diefenbaker Conservatives.lg3 Nevertheless, Grant stressed the 

nobiiity of Diefenbaker's political objectives: the winning of Canadian independence and 

the strengthening of Canadian nationalism. In spite of Diefenbaker's defects, the Tories 

were Canada's last hope. 'The 1957 election", Grant explained. "was the Canadian 

people's last gasp of nationalis~n".'~~ With the defeat of the Tories, so too came the demise 
of Canadian sovereignty in North America Most pemiciously, Diefenbaker's downfali 

signaled the death of the Canadian idea, which was "grounded in the wisdom of Sir John 

A. Macdonaid ... that the only threat to nationalism was from the south ...", and was 

embodied in the notion that "to be a Canadian was to build, dong with the French, a more 

ordered and stable society" than the United t ta tes.'^' This reality had passed; Canada, 

Grant claimed, was at a new stage of its existence. 

Diefenbaker's fall was thus of tremendous symbolic significance for Grant. Grant 

lamented more than the advent of continentalisrn, however, and the decline of the British 

nexus -- the nationalist-politicai components of the Canadian conservatism. Lament was 
also a commentary on Canada's fate -- the inexorable and irrevocable integration into the 

American empire. This integration meant more than the union of econcmk, defensive, or 

foreign policies; it implied Canada's merger into what Grant's termed the "universal and 
196 homogeneous state . Grant showed that it was absurd to expect that Canada, a nation 

that existed next to an empire that was the core of rn~dernity,'~' could avoid absorbing 

Arnencan attitudes and ideological trap pings . Canada's assimilation into the Amencan 

empire was represented not merely in the tnumph of continentalism, but also in the 

acceptance of the doctrine of Liberdism. As evidenced in chapter two and five of bis book, 

the liberalkm that had engulfed ail of North America was the c m  of modernity. North 
Arnencan iiberalisrn entailed above aii the pursuit and augmentation of individual freedom. 

As Grant wrote, it allowed no "appeal ?O the human good" "to i h i t  [individuals*] freedom 

to make the world as they ch~ose"."~ "Social order", he continued, "is a man-made 

convenience, and its only purpose is to increase freedom. What matters is that men shall be 

able to do what they want when they want ... 'Value judgments' are subjective", he 

argued; the human good is what we choose for our g o ~ d " . ' ~ ~  Liberalisrn was thus 

completely subjectivist and relativist except for one ovemding bonum -- the unremitting 



stniggle to safeguard individual Liberty against the combined tyrannies of revealed tnith. 

philosophical constants, and enduring moral verities. It offered a tightly circumscribed and 

indeed erroneous view of the "good iife". As such, it chmcterized, for Grant. the 

turpitude of modernity. 

Bereft of moral standards and objective judgments, liberalism was not simply a 
depraved ideology. It was also a profoundly deleterious aspect of modemization, for it 

interfered with modems' understanding of themselves, their worldly objectives, and their 

place in the universe. In a word, liberalism undermined an independent, philosophical 

understanding of the world. With no conception of the good life, nor any preconceived 

system of values, modem liberalism implied the "end of ideology" for Grant. The quest 

for progress alone - material and technological progress - characterized the dogma, 

making irrelevant ail other approaches that did not include a similar vision of reality. 

Liberalism marginalized and subsumed other appeais to human freedom. It taught that no 

freedom could exist outside its bounds. Its only "good", Grant claimed, was to increase 

individual liberty as it saw fit.''' Modem liberalism sniltified modems' perceptions of 

society because it crowded out cornpethg views, denied the existence of absolute values, 

and presented itself as the only viable approach to individual and collective freedom. With 

mass culture and modem technique, it contributed the ideologicai core of Grant's universal 

and homogenous state. 

A profoundly influentid and burgeoning ideology, liberalism also impinged upon 

conservatism. For Grant, the growing predorninance of liberalism meant the demise of the 

doctrine of conservatism. The "impossibility of conservatism as a viable political 

ideology", Grant wrote, marked the modem ers."' Modem conservatives. he explained 
further, faced a dilemma: "if they are not comrnitted to a dynamic technology [i.e., to the 

concept of technological freedom], they cannot hope to make any popular appeal. If they 

are so comrnitted, they cannot be conservatives". Beset by the inexorable forces of 
rnodernity, thus, "conservatives" cannot conserve; they can be no more than "defenders of 

99 202 whatever structure of power is at any moment necessary to technological change . 
Indeed, there was no such thing anymore as an integral conservative. Contemporary 
conservatives, Grant noted, "are not conservative in the sense of k i n g  custodians of 

something that is not subject to change. They are conservatives, generally, in the sense of 

advocating a suficient amount of order so that the demands of technology do not carry 
9% 203 society into chaos . 

Thus, no longer true to its original purposes and objectives, aaditional 

conservatism had disintegrated. Its demise, Grant added, was particularly lamentable for 

Canada. While Diefenbaker attempted to realize Canadian tory traditions and orientations, 



for instance, he uitimately succumbed to the ineluctable allure of mid-twentieth century 

Liberdism. Like so many other conservatives, he was fated to perform the emasculated 

role of the modem conservative. The Diefenbaker débâcle, moreover, was simply a 
rnicrocosm of the sundering of Canadian conservatism at large. Like Diefenbaker, Canada 

codd not meet the expectations of its tory heritage. The vast majority of Canadians, in 

consequence, were destined to live entirely within the f o m  and assumptions of liberdism. 

Canada as a corporate entity was fated to be a second-rate member of the liberal-industrial 
order centred in the United States. For Grant technological IiberaIism destroyed the 

Canadian nation just as it had moral philosophy. With the disintegraiion of nationalism, 

ultimately, came also the demise of Canada's distinctiveness, its outlooks, and 

perspectives. Canadian toryism, for Grant, was deadO2O4 

Less given to philosophical observations, Donald Creighton concurred nonetheless 

with the general tenure of Grant's arguments. As the 1960s wore on, Creighton devoted 

more of his energies to andyzing in a bitter tone the defeat of Canadian conservatism. The 

dismantling of the Canada's tory identity was understandable, for Creighton, in the decline 

of the ''Empire of the St. ~awrence"*~~ and the concurrent rise of continentalism. Unlike 

Grant, who highlighted 1963 as a year of tremendous symbolie signifieance, Creighton 

clairned that the deche of the "mpire" -- the apotheosis of Canadian econornic and 

political integraiion - dated from 1 940.*06 Since that momentous year, "Canada has been 

exposed to the irresistible penetrative power of American military and economic 

imperialism". Beginning with the Ogdensburg Agreement of 1940, Canada's 

"subordination to American foreign poiicy and American capital had continued 
9, 207 progressively with scarcely a senous interruption . Its participation in NATO, its 

acceptance of Amencan leadership in the Korean War, and its willingness to permit its 

defensive policy to be determined by Amencan anti-Communist mania, al l  indicated the 

tendency towards a more complete continentalism. By the post-Diefenbaker era. Creighton 

claùried, Canada's continentalist orientation was M y  realized. The real leader of the 

Liberals during the party's re-ascent to power was not Lester Pearson but John F. 

Ken~edy.~" American press agents and presidential advisors worked closely with the 
Liberals, according to Creighton, to defeat the Progressive Conservatives, and to daim 
Canada as the northenimost extension of the American realm. "About the only 

manifestation of Amencan power that was spared Canada in the [defense - Bomarc] crisis 

[of 1963]", he remarked acerbically, "was the sight of tanks rolling up Parliament Hill in 
~ t t awa" .~*~  Canadians, in short, had surrendered to the Arnerican eagle. 

What was worse about Canada's growing subservience was that it appeared 
irreversible. Due in large measure to Canadian neglect, the British Empire had dissolved 



after 1945. Not only was its military power gone forever, but its "moral influence" in 

international f ia irs  and its considerable putential economic clout had also ended. The 

Korean War and the Suez Cnsis crises, Creighton proclaimed, "dealt it blows from which 

it could not rec~ver".*'~ The upshot was that Canada now stood alone. Shom of its 

historic partnerships, the Dominion lacked the means of counterweighing the growing 

influence of the American Empire. 
Perhaps even more irksome than the decline of the Empire-Commonwealth was 

Canada's integration into the American ideological rem. Echoing Grant, Creighton 

explained the penchant of Arnericans to conquer nature and harness natural resources for 
unending human consumption. Creighton agreed that North Americans had come to 

ascribe to what Grant caüed technological liberalism. "The United States", he wrote in 

197 1, "has become the most advanced technological society of modem times. The 

Amencan people subscribe, with fewer reservations and qualifications than any other 

people on earth, to the belief that progress means the liberation of man through the 

progressive conquest of nature by technology. The possibilities of the future, it has always 

been ~ o ~ d e n t l y  assumed, are infinite; there must be no limitations on the satisfaction of 

whatever human wants industry decides to create by modem advertising ..."" ' This line of 

thinking proved particularly problematic, according to Creighton, because it had now 

became the credo of Canadians. Not only have the Americans "stripped what the most 

richly endowed haifcontinent in the world can provide", but they also infiuenced 

Canadians' view of progress and imbued them with a stridently modem vision of freedom. 

"Canadians, like Americans", he explained. "have been brought up to believe. as a cardinal 

article of national faith, that their natural resources were unbounded and inexhaustible 
~ 2 1 2  . . .  Although this "dictum" had proven false, many Canadians still believed it. 

Canadians compromised their values, their very identity to the Arnencan way of life. ''If 
Canada had decided to reserve its inheritance for its own people," it might have had an 

alrnost lirnitless supply of resources. "But we have now denied ourselves this choice", 

Creighton lamented; "it will never be open to us again. We have come close to ailmitting 

that Canada is expendable in the service of the Arnencan technological ernpire"?I3 
Continentalism was a formidable, perhaps even an insurmountable, foe in Canada's 

history. There was dso  an intemal threat, for Creighton, to the Canadian tory character. 

By the mid- l96Os, Creighton began to rail against a growingly prominent and, what he 

considered, erroneous, view of the nation. He denounced as sheer fantasy the notion that 

Canada was a bicultural country and that the Dominion's fathes had created the nation out 

of a biculnual compact. In an article tellingly entitled "The Myth Of Biculturalism" (1966), 

Creighton took pains to undermine the position of those Canadians who put forth a 



faiiacious understanding of the nation's heritage. The Confederation conferences, he 

explained, "were not organized on ethnic or cultural lines, and their purpose was not a 

bilateral culturai agreement. On the contrary, their purpose was a politid agreement 

between Canadians, both English-speaking and French-speaking on the one hand, and 

Maritimen on the other. It must always be remembered", Creighton advised, "that the 

great aim of Confederation was a strong federal union of aII the British provinces" in North 

~ m e r i c a ~ "  ''Plhe discussion of ethnic and cultural questions occupied a vely minor part 

of the proceedings ... There was nothing that remotely approached a general declaration of 

principle", he declared emphaticaily, "that Canada was to be a bilingual or biculniral 

nation".21s The implications of Creighton' s statements were clear. While Canada had 

always k e n  linguistically and ethnicdy diverse, that diversity did detract from its singular 

purpose and its common destiny. Far fiom k ing  legal recognition of Canadian diversity, 

Confederation was in fact, for Creighton, an acknowledgment of the new country's 

Laurentian heritage and ifs British traditions. It was a highly signifcant precondition, in 

short, in the realization of Macdonald's vision of the nation. 

Creighton's pronouncements on Confederation, then, were efforts to clarify history 

from a consemative perspective. His suictures were also vividly contemporary. 

Confederation, for Creighton, gave force to his own vision of Canada. His interpretations 

were also designed to discredit a movement gaining prominence in the 1960s. Creighton 

castigated French-Canadian nationalism precisely because nationalists reinterpreted 

Canada's past for their own political purposes. For the nationalists, Creighton argued, 

Confederation was not a rnatter of good government, or of econornic growth; it was instead 

an instrument to satisS Frenc h-Canadian cultural needs and to fulfill Frenc h-Canadian 

cultural aspirations. They "grotesquely exaggerated the importance of language and 

cultureTT in Canadian history. Owing to Canada's newfound biculturai and bilinpal 
hentage, they emphasized that Canada's "real essence" "must henceforth lie in the formal 

recognition of Canadian cultural d~a l i ty" .~ '~  Predicated on a skewed vision of Canadian 
history, Creighton declaimed. they attempted to redefme the essential components of the 

Canadian nationality. The recent obsession with reforming Canada according to its 

bicultural and bilingual pedigree was nothing more than a slick propaganda carnpaign to 

mislead a @ble p ~ b l i c . ~ "  The Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism, 

rnoreover, refiected the widespread sympathy, especidly on the part of the mling Liberais. 

that the promotional campaign had garnered. French-Canadian nationaiists had thus, 

according to Creighton, misrepresented history and used the past to hoodwink a growing 

number of Canadians in the present. Above dl, they distorted Canada's origins and 

destinies and thus had betrayed the Canadian identity. 



Canada had evolved by the late 1960s and 1970s into what Creighton termed a 

"Divided and VulnerabIe ~ation".~'* The incessant continentaikation of Canada's 

economy and culture and the growth of liberalism combined with intemal strife to engender 

a country unsure of its beginnings and its friture direction. As for Grant, the 1960s were 

for Creighton a decade of decline for the Canadian nation. What was more, there was littie 

hope for the resurrection of a tnie and honest Canadianism. Canada's future prospects for 

both cornmentators were indeed bleak. Perhaps not as pessirnistic, W.L. Morton 

nevertheless agreed with the substance of Grant's and Creighton' s message: Canada had 

experienced enormous strains in the 1960s. "Canada", Morton wrote in 1964, "is at a 

crossroads. Either we go forward in the community that has corne into k ing  over three 

and a half centuries ... or we disappear as Canada and as   ana di ans".^'^ As the decade 

continued, however, he became fess sanguine about Canada's future prospects. As 

Creighton argued, Canada, for Morton, ernerged in the 1970s as a weakened, insecure 

nation. 

Morton claimed that there were three great challenges to the Canadian identity in the 

1960s: the Quiet Revolution and the growth of Quebec nationalism; the decline of Great 

Britain as a Great Power and the "end of Britain as the exemplar and inspiration of 
Canadian life"; and "the realization of Canadians that Amencan protection, investment, and 

friendship, cany with them a price. neither stated nor demanded but inevitable, of the 

complete Arnericanization of Canadian thought, govemment, and national purpose".220 

First, conceming French-Canadian nationalism, Morton put forth a critique similar to that 

of his colleague ~re i~h ton . '~ '  Morton disdained Quebec nationalists' misuse and distortion 

of Canadian h i s t ~ r y . ~ ~ ~  Like Creighton, he argued that Quebec nationalists ignored or 

willfully distorted historical fact. As a consequence, they advanced a misleadhg notion of 

cultural duaiity. "They are asking us to resume the dualism", he explained, "the duality of 

political sovereignty that ... was deliberately and emphaticaily discarded by both English 

and French in the confederation scheme of 1867".223 Whiie Morton was more w f i g  than 

Creighton to recognize rninority r i g h t ~ , ~ ~ ~  the two historians concurred on the "cultural" 

implications of Confederation. The fathers of Confederation "iiquidated" dualism, Morton 

declared in favour of "a vast new combination of the Canadas and the ~aritimes".~~' Any 

claim to the contrary was clearly a distortion of the past. Although a historic fallacy, 

Morton condemned dualism not just for historic rasons. Like Creighton, he feared that the 

assertion of the myth of Canada's cultural duality would poison the contemporary climate 

and undermine the Canadian identity. Cultural and linguistic duaiity, he wrote in 1964. 

"destroy the civil and econornic significance of the Canadian unity. nhey] blight the 

significance of the Canadian e~perirnent''.~'~ Intended to strengthen the Canadian nation, 



dualism instead obscured histoncal realities and hindered the development of a strong, 
centraiized nation with common goals and purposes. To include dualism as a tenet of 

modem Canadianism was 'Yolly" for   or ton.^^^ 
Morton's and Creighton's comments on Quebec and national unity carne within the 

context of the Quiet Revolution and the federal govemment's response to the Quebec issue. 

Sensing a great danger to national unity, the Likral government of Lester B. Pearson 
reacted quickly to the Quiet Revolution. Upon iaking office in 1963, Pearson cded a 

Royal Commission to investigate the status of bilingualism in the federal government 

bureaucracy as well as in the provinces and the min& of Canadians at large. The 

preliminary report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Bicuituralism was not 

promising. Canada, in the words of Davidson Dunton, chainnan of the Commission, was 

passing through the greatest cnsis of its history without k ing M y  conscious of the fact. 

The Commission found funhermore that Quebeckers had senously rejected for the fmt 

time the agreement of 1867. And it made two important preliminary recommendations: it 

advised that English-speaking Canada abandon its attitude of supenority towards Quebec; 

and it advocated instead a "equal partnership" between the two majorities of Canada. 

Despite these dire realizations and recommendations, however, there was some 

optimism. The Commission reported that unlike in the recent past, Canadians outside 

Quebec were no longer oblivious to Quebec issues. As the Quebec issue gained 

momentum in Quebec, Canadians throughout the country seemed concemed about what 

Quebec wanted and about what it would take to accommodate Quebec to rnake the 

Quebeqois feel at home within Canada. There were additional reasons for optimism. 

Reaction to the report was generaüy favourable. There was certainly denunciation of the 

Report -- some newspapers and citizens complained that French Canada had yet again 

governed the national agenda. It seemed also that the farther one got from Quebec that 
cnticism for the Report grew. But rnost Canadians seemed to understand Quebec's plight 

and accepted that change was needed. They realized, moreover, that Quebec was the key to 

national unity; if Quebec was not brought in as a full partner in Confederation, then national 

unity would suffer, and, ultimately, the country might be tom as~nder .~~ '  

Morton and Creighton numbered among the Royal Commission's chief detractors. 

As we have noted, they chided the Commission for presenting a bastardized view of 
Canada's p s t  and current constitutional status. Most of dl, however, the Commission 

was important because it placed Quebec at the top of the national agenda Indeed, the 

conservative-nationalists objected to the Commission not simply because of its inaccurate 

views and tainted recommendations; they despised it because it took precious attention 

away from the imperial nexus, Macdonald's nation-building, Canada's tory hentage, and 



other aspects integrai to the conservative vision of the country. The Quebec issue had 

derailed the momenturn of the tory freight train of the late 1950s. Through the iiberal 

nationalists, Quebeckers were holding the nation hostage with grave consequences, namely 

the demise of tory nationalism. Against the backdrop of the Quiet Revolution and the 

liberal nationalism of the 1960s, feelings of fmstration and alienation grew among the 

conservative nationalists. In a few short yean Quebec had not only radically altered the 

issue of national unity, but dso  stifled the prospects of tory nationali~rn."~ 

The Quebec problem was womsome, for the conservative nationalists, in large 

measure because it deflected attention from vital issues such as the dernise of the British 

connection. The decline of VBrih'' Canada was indeed as important as the Quiet 

Revolution. As noted, Morton was an unabashed supporter of the imperid tie. The British 

nexus, he argued, 'had dways added to the momentum of [the] Canadian nati~nality".'~~ 

Britain had k e n  "the brightest of Canada's windows on the world. It was a prime 

Canadian interest to keep that tie strong, the window cleaf', Morton continued, extending 

the metaphor. Yet, after a brief period of regeneration during the war, "the tie had 

weakened, the window darkened".'" l e  British Empire had becorne for Canadian 

nationalists such as Morton "Iittle more than an acadernic concem" and "a vague racial 

~entirnent".'~' 

For Moaon, then, the ending of the British Empire affected Canada in an 'U tha te  

[and] fundamental ~ a y " . " ~  1t meant above all that Canada was aione in North America. 

Uncontested Americanization was indeed the chief impediment to the development of the 

Canadian nation. As Morton pointed out. continentalism was a constant feature of 

Canada's national existence.23' The pressures of Amencanization continued to build into 

the postwar era. "After 196 1 ". Morton explained, Canada experienced "ever-growing 

dependence on Arnerican investrnent, accompanied more and more by direction of the 

Canadian economy by Americans and the steady vitiation of American technology and its 

inevitable mnning dog, Amencan ad~ert is ing".~~~ The unabated continentaiism of the 

1960s. Morton went on to argue. manifested itself in "a crescendo of apprehension about 

the fate of Through James E. Coyne, govemor of the Bank of Canada, Walter 

Gordon, and economist Melviue Watkins, Morton claimed, Canada's plight was realized. 

Gordon and Watkins, for instance, had exposed "the extraordinary degree to which 

American capital had .. corne to dominate Canadian life".237 George Grant's h e n t  for a 

Nation and Donald Creighton's Canada's First Hundred Years (1970), moreover, were 

weU-rounded commentaries on the plight of modem Canada. 

Morton's own essay, "Canada Under Stress in the Sixties" (197 l), among others, 

can also be added to this list. Less pessimistic than Grant or Creight~n:~~ Morton emerged 



from the 1960s hopeful that Canada's destiny was redizable. He hoped thaî 

continentaiism, separatism, and other modem "frictions" might be c ~ n t r o l l e d . ~ ~  Morton 

was a realist, however. Like Grant's and Creighton's, his work in the 1960s was also a 

somber warning that continentalism and other forces threatened the Canadian identity. As 

for other Canadian nationalists, Canada, for Morton, was at a crossroads. To survive, 

Canadians must realize their corporate identity and undestand the threats to that nationality. 

"Either we go forward in the community that has come into k i n g  over three and a half 
* i  240 centuries", he remarked, "or we disappear as Canada and as Canadians . Morton, in 

short, understood the realities of the last third of the century. If the irnpediments to 

Canadian nationalism persisted unchecked, Canada would suffer grave consequences. If 

the discords of the 1960s "continued and combined", he stated forebodingly. "they might 

well destroy 

The 1960s were thus inimical to the development of the Canadian identity. The 

decade did more than undermine Canadian traditions, however. It also represented for 

conservative cntics the emergence of the fully modernist consciousness, a new world-view 

that embraced change as a definhg characteristic. As such, the age was hostile to the 

values of permanence and stability. For the conservative critics. the 1960s were indeed an 

age of revolutionary transformation, a profound rejection of values, traditions, and 

continuities. They represented not only a break with the past, but more importantly, the 

sundering of preservationist tendencies and traditional orientations. They demonstrated that 

the transition between the Victorian order and the new world had finaily come to a close. 

In a word, the 1960s represented the triumph of modemism. 

That the decade distressed the critics of modernity like no other is clear. W.L. 

Morton, for instance, although engrossed in the task of nation-building, had the 

opportunity io refiect on the greater implications of modernity. In 1964, he discussed a 

"time of great depression" that was as much a part of his growing disenchantment with the 

modem era as it represented his concem over the plight of the nation. "[S]uddenly 1 

realized with the msh of an avalanche", Morton intimated, refemng to the despair that 

overcarne him afier the symbolic defeat of 1963, "and with all the clarity of loss that the 

world in which we live, the world I had bothered with and had tried to keep in modest 

repair, that world no longer existed. It was no longer there", Morton went on, -- 'Tt had 

vanished. I was like a man alone in the Artic [sic] waste, in the twilight and with no 

landmark".*'* A "collapse of assumptions", a "desiccation of values*', characterized, for 

Morton, this dolorous period. Indeed, the 1960s signaled the end of the Victorian world of 

Morton's upbringing. Most significantly, they symbolized the rupture of outlooks and 

socio-cultural values centuries in the rnaki~~g.'~' 



Even more direct than Morton on the tumulhious nature of the 1960s was Northrop 

Frye. For Frye, the "sixties'* was an era of unrnitigated change, "an age of undirected 

revo~ution'~.'~~ "AU kinds" of revolutionary movements distinguished it: blacks, women, 

students, unions, or any group distinct from the "e~tablishment'~, Frye claimed, developed 

movements."* The revolutionary age penetrated deeper, however; it ako impinged on the 

intellect, and, specificdy, on one's perception of reality. The sixties were "the McLuhan 

age"; they were a period of Wcorning adjusted to new techniques of communication, more 

particularly the electronic one~" . '~~ The "new s media" were particularly important to Frye 

in this new technological period. They exemplified the turbulence of the age. Whereas Me 

consists generally of routine and continuity, Frye explained. "news" is that which breaks 

the routine. Through the fabrication of "issues", the news media polarizes debate and 

forces people to corne down on one side or the ~ t h e r . ' ~ ~  "Thus", Frye explained further, 

"the new media have, already built into hem, as a necessity of their existence, the quality 

of undirected rev~lution".'~~ Along with the rnyriad socio-political reactions against the 

established order, they contributed to the anarchy of the age. 
Frye went even further, however, clairning that the revolutions of the 1960s had 

become a defining featue of the age. To illustrate his point, he likened the nimult of the 

decade to a war. The penchant to pit the b'countercuIture" against the "establishment", he 

explained, resembled a battle as between two nations or two fighting factions. Previous 

generations had the First or Second World War that defmed their formative periods; the 

generation growing up during the sixties also had its own defming event: the 

"revolutionary" struggle against the oppressive establishment. This "war". he added, also 

took on "wwarlike manic depressive qualities". "As in war, where carnage and exhilaration 

can stand side by side, in the 1960s it [was] permissible to tout the moon landing as the 

greatest event since creation, and yet still have the depressive side of self-destructive 
r, 249 activities of the youth . The 1960s, for Frye, thus made manifest the incongruities of 

war. For the "combatants", however, the age afCorded no such clarity of vision. Instead, 

it only demonstrated the v h e  of the fight and the importance of revolution. The period 
had indeed a powerful hold on the minds of those who lived through it. 

Perhaps not as reflective as Frye, or even Morton, others cornrnented nonetheless 

on the distinct, volatile nature of the 1960s. Hilda Neatby, for example, saw the decade as 

a culmination of several iong-tenn trends. By the late sixties, civilization, according to 

Neatby, was in grave danger. Western civilization, which Nazism and Iater communism 

had irnperiled from without, and which scientism and false ideas of democracy had 

endangered from within, now faced it greatest challenge because of "a failure to teach the 
9, 250 young to love religion, learning and books . As her biographer writes, Neatby "had 



k e n  warning of the possibility of coiIapse of civilization for thucy years. The rise of 

student power now seemed to be a clear sign of the coming end -- the rising up of the 
unlearned against those who were fading to tea~h".~'' Like Neatby, Creighton considered 

the sixties the culmination of an epoch, the epitome of modernity. The decade evidenced an 

acceleration of modem materialist tendencies: industrialization and uhanization "moved 

fonvard with increasing speed"; '%e building of houses, 'high rise' apartments, hotels 

shopping plazas, and city-centres never seemed to catch up with the demand": technology 

"lightened the business of living to an extent which would have seemed miraculous only 

thirty years before"? 'The average Canadian of the 1960s". Creighton concluded, '%ad 

the benefit of services which, in ancient tirnes, could have been provided only by about 
Y *  253 four hundred slaves . Expressed in a different manner, Claude Bissell concurred with 

Neatby's and Creighton's views on the sixties' changeability. For Bisseli, President of the 

University of Toronto, change at his institution and Canadian univenities generally 

re flected greater social transformation. The Canadian university , he asserted, continued to 

be "feudalistic" in structure into the early part of the decade. Despite intrusions of the state 

and private business, the university's hierarchical structure had been maintained so that 

"initiatives could be strongly exercised at the top", while the faculty could retreat to the 

"safety, security, and the illusion of freedom in a separate, protected kingd~rn".~" After 

1968, however, the edifice collapsed: 

the hierarchical separation was challenged, fust by the staff and then by the 
students; the alliance of the university with business and government was 
attacked, on the left from staff and students, who saw it as corrupting, and 
on the right by govemment, who rejected an alliance of partners and called 
for a master-servant relationship; the sanctity of knowledge was questioned 
and new quaiïties were exaited -- sensitivity, involvement, a feeling of 
community soiidarity. University education was thought of not as 
something to be eamed by the sweat of the brow or by superior 
performance in examinations; it was a nanird right, and, therefore, shouid 
be s u b s i d i ~ e d . ~ ~ ~  

Sit-ins, students disorder, and occasional violence on campuses, hrthermore, reflected the 

demands of an increasingly vocal youth and the growingly politicized environment of 
decade. The venerable academy had become a sounding board for the stresses and strains 

of life in the Iate 1960s. 

Whether manifested in student unrest, matenal and technological advancement, or in 

national-cultural change, the sixties were a period of transformation. As such, they 

provided the backdrop for the decline of Canadian conservatism. Conservatives 



theinselves suggested that the age contributed to the demise of conservatism in its many 
guises. They were right Conservatism simply could not withstand the cenaifugal forces 

of the decade. With the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  the cntics saw the development of trends inimical to the 

concept of "aristodemocracy*". Indeed. the sixties evidenced the fnlltion of a democratic 

culture that had Little association with intellectmi democracy. Concem for the Arnerican 

civil nghts movement, a growing concern for gender parity, and, specifcdy in the 

Canadian context. syrnpathy for goals of linguistic and cultural equality, ail characterized 

the modernist concept of democracy and freedorn. Dissent movements of all kinds added 

to the burgeoning democratic culture. Protests such as those over the Vietnam War, 

nuclear armaments, student power, the role of women and othen engendered discord. Yet, 

they also symbolized the willingness of Canadians to voice concem over pressing issues. 

Perhaps most indicative of this tendency towards democratization was the advent of the 

democratic universities. As explained in chapter four, the university moved from king an 

institution for the education of the elite to a comunity-oriented facility designed to provide 

a training that most young Canadians had now corne to expect, even demand. With 

growing numbers of Canadians attending universities, the prospects of establishing a 

Platonic hierarchy were becoming remote indeed. The fight for educational democracy, 

which had been initiated with Deweyite educational concepts, had now penetrated ail levels 

of the system. From the perspective of conservatives, the universities had k e n  lost to the 

masses. 

The notion of intellectual democracy thus could not survive the hostile sixties. It 
languished in the hothouse environment of modem democracy, equalitarianism, and most 

of dl, the "revolutionary" movements of protest, student discontent, and separatist 

nationalism. The tory-nationdist mythology suffered a sirnilar fate. As we will see next, 

the later 1960s saw a resurgence of nationalist sentiment. The New kft and other 

nationalist groups embraced the nationalism of Harold Innis, Donald Creighton, George 

Grant, and others. Thus they seemed to resurrect a dying tradition. Yet, the new 

nationaiism stressed primarily the anti-American implications of tory nationalism. As such, 

it largely ignored Canada's tory heritage, its enduring conservative character. or its inherent 

"Britishness". There was thus very little sense of a positive Canadian identity based on the 

traditions of Canadian toryism. The remnants of tory nationalism had k e n  CO-opted to 

service the needs of a class-based ideological movement. The death of the new nationalism 

by the 1970s was nonetheless the fmal blow for the conservatives. Aithough different 

from the tory vision of Creighton and the others, it represented an opportunity for 

conservative nationaiists to influence Canadians and to show them the importance of a 



conservative-nationalist vision, As national fervour faded, however, the last chance of the 

inteiiectual elite for real relevance to the new generation aiso diminished. 

The sixties were, in sum, markedly different from the age that preceded them. The 

postwar penod was to be sure a tumultuous time. Yet it seemed to have connections with 

past values and orientations that made possible the rise of such mythologies as inteliectual 

democracy and the tory identity. With the 1960s, these links seemed to be disappearing for 

good. Canada was in stage of cultural and inteliechial redefinition and re-formation. Amid 

the chaos and intelIectual ferment of the age, Canadians became inured to values rooted in 

history and tradition. Ties to the past had been severed and new identities and orientations 

were k i n g  established. With the triumph of modemist outlooks came the ultimate 

sundering of traditional perspectives. By the 1970s. as we wiU see next, rarely did 

inteiiectuds criticize society and proffer conservatism as a means to counteract the abuses 

of the modem age. When they did, they could be sure that their voices were marpinalized 

and, worse still, that their thoughts were not taken senously. The ascendancy of modemity 

was thus complete. As its naturd and inevitable corollary was the demise of Canadian 
conservatism. 
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attacking the encroachments of the United States from a nationalist point of view rather than by seeking to 
appeal to the benefits, either economic or political, of the old Anglo-British alliance. The importance of 
British markets and of British diplomatic and military support has undeniably declined, but, on the other 
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is important to note, however, that unlike Creighton, Morton "welcomed heartily" the Quiet 

Revolution, but only inasmuch as it enabled Quebec to release itself from the medieval fetters of the past - 
the socio-political consvaints of the Roman Catholic church and so forth. What he disliked about the Quiet 
Revolution was that it undermined Canadianism. Morton, 'Towards a New Conception of Confderatiod?"?', 
8-9. See below. 

" ~ e  wrote: "1 repudiate the seeming belief on the part of many of my contemporaries, of the 
separatists in Quebec, like my friend Professor Michel Brunet, of the supporters of the new flag of the 
composition and spirit of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism as first conceived, that the past can be 
ignored. 1 deplore this frantic pretense that the past if it exists is regrettable and best forgotten. the frantic 
pretense that history can be swept aside and forgotten". (Ibid., 9) 

=1bid., 10. The new arrangement "would be tolerable", Morton explained, "because it would not 
be a final majority or minority of French or English but a changing and varying, and therefore tolerable 
majorityW.(ibid.) 

"'Confederation, Morton wrote, involved "the bdancing of guaranteed provincial and minority 
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associate, separate, or special political status for any province, or any cultural nationality. None can be 
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dudity in any form is denied and rejected in these remarks; cultural duaiity is urged both as a matter of 
doing justice to French Canada, and as needed for the maintenance of the political unity of the community". 
See W.L. Morton, "Brie€ to Royal Commission on Bilingualism and BiculturaIism", draft copy, W.L. 
Morton Papers (MML) Box 1; Bilingualism and BicuIturalism, 2. 

1n-addition to denying the doctrine of cultural duaiity, Morton spoke against the divisiveness and 
the chauvinism of the Quiet Revolution. The propagandist tactics of the Quebec nationalists hstrated 
Morton as much as they had Creighton. Not only had the nationalists misapprehended their history, 
thereby misrepresenting the nature of Canada, they also made English-speaking Canadians scape-goats for 
the interna1 socio-political problems. Anglophones, the line of reasoning went, failed to honour their 
commitments and create a nation that safeguarded minority rights and that entrenched the principles of 
biculturaIism and bilingualism, They also interfered with the social development of Quebec. They kept 
Quebeckers ignorant, denied French Canadians the opportunity to conuol their economic and cuItural affairs, 
and, ultimateIy, made the Francophones subservient to English Canada. Morton had little syrnpathy for 
this mythologized account of the development of modern Quebec. He denounced Quebec nationalists for 
blaming the ills of French-Canadian society on English-speaking Canadians. In a letrer to Michel Brunet, a 
histonan and leading Quebec nationalist, Morton urged French Canadians to take responsibitity for their 
current plight. 'The circumstances of Quebec before 1960". he wrote to Brunet in Iate 1964, "were almost 
wholly the consequence of French Canadians wishing it so and keeping it so. French Canadians simply 
failed to use the weapons that were theirs at any time since Confederation. It is nonsense". he stated firmIy, 



"to suggest that a democratic majority with an unrestricted franchise is not master in its own house except 
by its own faulfV.(W.L. Morton to Michel Brunet (28 December 1964) Monon Papers, Box 2; Brunet, 
Michel (1956-1973). 2. On the Quebeçois rejection of English Canada, Morton wrote: "This rejection, as 
it seems, of what we value and to which we are committed, is what causes Our reserve towards the Quebec 
revolution today. We have been ignorant of the realities of French Quebec, of course, and are at fault in 
being ignorant. But that at least is equaled by the French ignorance both of EngIish Canada and of our 
common history. What does imtate us and cause us to lose patience now - a process that has gone vecy 
far, 1 am afraid - is the implication, some time made explicit, that Engiish Canada [wiIlfully] perpetuated 
the pre- 1960s régime in Quebec".(Ibid.) 

The implications of Morton statements a~ clear. To deny Quebeckers' complicity in the socio- 
poIiticaI and economic development of their province was, at best, inaccurate. At worse, the indictment of 
English-speaking Canadians for the problerns of modem Quebec fostered ill-wili among Canadians. The 
Quiet Revolution, was darnaging and divisive. Instead of forging greater understanding, the Quiet 
revoIutionaries succeeded in isolating Canadians- The Quiet Revolution was, for Morton, a marked tragedy 
for Eng Iish-French relations. 
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Divided and Vulnerable Nation", 1) There are hopeful signs for a strengthening of unity (Quekc's ment 
election 1970). "but for ten long years [Quebec] monopolized the attention and aroused the concern of a 
great rnany Canadians. It diverted them from the task of national defence and weakened their defensive 
powers at the very moment when external pressure from the United States was increasingly threatening the 
independence and integrity of Canada. When the decade of the 1960s opened, American influence on almost 
every phase of Canadian Me, a h d y  great, was rapidly growing. In 1957, Canada had accepted a 
subordinate position in a continental defence system, The progressive takeover of Canadian resources and 
industry by Arnerican capital has placeci Canada very firmly in a continental economy dominated by the 
United States. The persistent, unintempted hamrnering of the American mass media - radio, television, 
motion pictures and periodicals - was gradually but surely transforming the nation into a cultural colony of 
the Republicw.( l-2) 
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awakened nationalist sentiment. Morton clairned that "... exercises in continentalism helpd provoke the 
resurgence of national feeling [of Watkins, the Walfle movement. and others] and an analysis of 
continentalism for what it was, a beuayal of Canadian destiny and identity1*.(Ibid.. 133-4) See the epilogue. 
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manners, the centre of scandal. The table dishes were British made, both the cheap and the dear, the 
jackknives, the tea caddies, the aperients, the best boots, the heaviest coats, the finest hats, The yearIy 
calendars tended to picture a heroic Iion or an intirnidating battleship. And over the Iittle while schoolhouse 
was the Union Jack staunchly flew - a provincial statute had a few years before said it must, as it's done 
until this yearV*.(Ibid., 3-4) 
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?t also was "the age of intense preoccupation with the effect of communication on society. and 
with the aspect of life that we cal1 news". Ibid., 8-9 
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Epilogue: 

The Sundering of the Conservative-Nationalist Vision of Canada and the 
Triumph of Modernity 

When in 1965 Dalton Camp became president of the Progressive Conservatives, the end of 
the old-style conservatism of the party was near. Camp was elected on the strength of his 

desire to review the leadership of John Diefenbaker. At the subsequent leadership 

convention, held in Toronto in September 1967, Diefenbaker went down to an ungracious 

defeat. M e r  ranting at his detractors and vigorously defending his policies and political 

visions, he finished a humiliating fifth on the fmt ballot. Diefenbaker continued to sit in 

the House of Comrnons as a bitter critic of Liberalism and in defiance of his own party and 

its new leader Robert Stanfield. 

In spite of this political tenacity, however, Diefenbaker's ousting from the party 

was fraught with significance. Camp's trîumph resulted in a deeply divided Party. More 

than that, it ushered in a new era for the Progressive Conservatives, one in which the party 

embarked on a new direction, a fm departue from the policies of the past. Stanfield 

endeavoured to develop poiicies to move the party away from Diefenbaker's curious 

arnalgarn of prairie populism and traditionai conservatism. In doing so, he tried to court the 

young and the urban-dweller.' More iundarnentaiiy, Stanfield initiated important changes 

in party doctrine. He moved the party away from Diefenbaker's 'h-hyphenated 

Canadianism". Instead, StanfieId tried to ensure that his party would refiect current 

political realities and address the concems of a wider sweep of the Canadian populous. In 

a few short years, then, he extricated the party from the policies and outlooks of 

Macdonald, Borden, Meighen, Diefenbaker, and their like. 

In a much larger sense, thus, S tanfield's emergence syrnbolized the demise of the 

Canadian tory tradition that had been decades in the making. It also mirrored the 
fundamental changes that were occuning in Canadian society. The transformation of the 

tory national-political vision - in part, the beLief in the Dominion's inherent British 

charactes and in an unified, pan-Canadian culture -- showed how issues of pluralism and 

Quebec's place in the federation had come to overshadow conservative-nationalism. More 
distressing, it indicated how the Conservative Party, the histone bastion of tory values: 

had succumbed to the pressures of modem social and political realities. For the tory critics, 

the Conservatives were becoming like their despised Liberal rivals. The early Diefenbaker 

penod had brought considerable promise; the p e n d  that foUowed brought despair and 

succeeded in further marginaluing the voices of the spokesmen of Canadian toryism. 



The death of the old Conservative p a q  dealt a severe blow to traditional 

conservative nationalism. Afier the party's dernise. this form of nationalism continued on 
ody in hgmented form in the theory and rhetoric of the New Left. Despite certain 

affinities, the new nationalism of the radical youth was not compatible with the values of 
the old movement. Whatever the similarities between the two types of nationaiism. by the 
mid- 1970s the nationalism of the New Left also waned. When it failed, the remnants of 

traditional nationalism failed dong with it. Ultirnately, the tory vision of Canada was 

vanquished while the Liberal service state prevailed. 

Vital to the new direction of the Conservative party was an acceptance of Canada's 

bicultural nature. Unlike under Diefenbaker, when the question of French-Canadian 

nationalism was largeiy ignored. Stanfeld's Conservatives made Quebec an important 

issue. As the 1968 party platform indicated, while "Canada is, and shouid be, one nation", 
it was nevertheless foundationaliy a bicultural entity. The country was comprised of "two 

founding peoples with historic nghts to maintain their language and culture". Party 

platfom and electoral strategies were supplemented with political action. Stanfield's 

selection of Marcel Faribault as his Quebec lieutenant in 1968 was an acknowledgment of 

the electoral importance of the province. It also demonstrated the Tories' rejection of the 

pan-Canadian cultural nationalism of Diefenbaker and that of the p q ' s  forebearers. For, 

as Faribault hirnself stated, the deux nations idea was a historic reality and "should always 

be remembered, the more for k ing  so often ignored in the past"? In an Apd 1972 speech 

delivered in Toronto. the heart of old "British" Ontario. but now a symbol of the ethnic 

divenity of the new Canada, Stanfield reaffirmed his rejection of a monolithic national 

vision. Canada, he claimed, was not a nation that "believed in the philosophy of the 

melting pot*'. Nor was it a country "where it is necessary to submerge your national 

ongins, or forget the language of the country of your birth in order to function as a good 

citizen".' Unhyphenated Canadianism and an overarching Britishness were dead as f ~ s t  

principles of Canadian Conservatism. 
The marginalization of old policies and party attitudes symbolized the country's 

newfound mood. The Conservatives' new Quebec poiicy reflected the country's generally 

accommodating attitude towards French Canada. The Royal Commission on Bilingualism 
and Biculturalism, as we noted in the last chapter, had made English-speaking Canadians 

aware of the issues of the Quiet Revolution. As the centennial decade moved on, the 

political mood favoured a resolution to the increasingly troublesorne Quebec question. 

1967, Canada's centennial, was a particularly important year. Under the leadership of 

Ontario Premier John Robarts, for instance, representatives of provincial govemrnents 



were summoned to Toronto to try and resolve the Quebec question. The meeting, more a 
think-tank, was calleci the Confederation for Tomorrow conference. At the conference, 

which took place in November 1967, the premiers were able to convince Quebec Premier 

Daniel Johnson that the Canadian house could indeed be refurbished and modeniized so as 
to accommodate a wayward son. Pearson's govemment followed Robarts's example. It 

cailed a constitutionai conference for February 1968 to gather information on how to 
change the BNA Act. This meeting was tacit acknowledgrnent that the structures of the 

country required fundamental change if Canada was to s w i v e  into its next century. The 

election of a new prime minister in June was perhaps most significant of all. As historian 

Ramsay Cook has argued, the election of Pierre Trudeau was the culmination of a growing, 

though very fiagile, national consensus. T~deau's  promise to reform the federal system to 

allow for a t d y  equal partneahip between French and English Canada was palatable to 

rnost segments of Canadian society. With Trudeau's electoral triumph, the federal 

govemment had for the fmt  tune in a long while legitimate clairn to the broad support of 

Canadian opinionO6 

Through the beginning of the new decade, additional constitutional dialogues, such 

as the Victoria conference in 1971, provided further testimony to the willingness of 

Canadian politicians to resolve the Quebec question. The English-speaking provinces 

continued to be open to a pluralistic view of the nation. The Quebeçois, for their part. were 

also pressing for change. Much had changed in the province in last decade and a half. As 

late as the Tremblay Report (which reported to the Quebec govemment in 19561, the hoary 

pre-modeniist, pre-indusuial character of the Quebec people was emphasized. Specificdly, 

the Commission Report railed against industrialization. "If the Conquest put French 

Canadians out of tune with the political institutions", the Tremblay commissioners 

reasoned, "the industrial revolution put them out of hannony with social institutions".' 

Here the Commission echoed the arguments of the old French-Canadian nationalists: 

modemism, in the forrns of the materialism, born of industrialization, it contended, 

detracted from the fundamental spiritual virtues of the French-Canadian people. The 

industrial process, it asserted, was "in complete disaccord with the Catholic French 

Canadian culture"? It fostered materialism and individualism over spiritualism and 

communalisrn; it was technical and scientific rather than humanist. Quebecken, the 

Commission concluded, had to choose between "the Christian concept and materiaiism, 

either in its pragmatic or philosophic form"? The options were clear: to choose the modern 

world was to ensure the demise of the race; to opt for traditional French-Canadian values 

would help safeguard la survivance. 



In the years foUowing the Tremblay Commission, however, the province 

undenvent a tremendous transformation. The urban-industrial process, which had begun 

decades earlier, intensified throughout the late 19SQs and 1 960s. More importantly , 
French-speaking Quebeckers experienced a revolution in outlooks and attitudes. 

According to historian Michael Behiels, they underwent a "revolution of mentalities". l0 

Led by the intelligentsia, the Quebeçois (as they were now cding themselves) began to de- 

emphasize the ail-encompassing role of the church and spintuality in their lives. Instead, 

they began to place emphasis on the material conditions of French-speaking Quebeckers 

and agitated in favour of becorning the financial "masters of their own house". In addition 

to material bettement, they sought such liberal and modem reforms as the separation of 

church and state and increased democratization. Thus, new values and outlooks combined 

with the nationalization programmes of the Lesage goverment to ensure that by the late 

1960s, Quebec had become fully modem. 

This "quiet revolution" was, as we saw, indicative of the change of the 1960s. 

More fundamentally, it proved to be a microcosm of modemization for the country at large. 

Within a decade Quebeckers had undergone the ideological (if not the scientific and 

industrial) transformations that English Canada had been experiencing for decades. Events 

in Quebec were, in consequence, fraught with meaning, especidly for the cntics of 

modernity. At best, critics considered pre-modern Quebec a bulwark against the intrusion 

of modemity. George P. Grant, for instance, considered Roman Catholicism and the 

social structures of French Canada as barrien to the development of the universal and 

homogeneous state. Through the conservatism of Catholicisrn, Grant explained, French 

Canadians could fmd their salvation." Adding her voice to Grant's, Hilda Neatby 

stressed the cultural values inherent to the French Canadian civiiization. "Lookhg at each 

culture [French- and English-speaking]", Neatby asserted, "the English have much to leam 

from Quebec on appreciation of intellectual and artistic values, of general culture as 

distinguished from specialization, of the value of family ties, of a community as well as an 
individual expression of religious belief '.' At worst, critics saw Quebec as a quaint, pre- 

modem society that had withdrawn into itself and therefore posed little threat to the 

development of a wider, pan-Canadian nationdism. Indeed, Donald Creighton intimates 

throughout his wntings of the postwar period the subservience of French Canada and the 

French Canadian identity to the greater goal of national unity.I3 Even as his colleagues 

began to become sensitive to the issue of the Quiet Revolution, Creighton's position 

remained unchanged: Canadians must avoid bilingualism and biculnualism and remain true 

to the great nineteenth century nation-state. The establishment of a pan-Canadian identity 



was, for Creighton and the other conservatives, central to the development of an enduring 

canadianism. ' 
Given these views of Quebec, the dis~ptions of the 1960s were highiy simcant. 

First, they symbolized, for the anti-modernists, the end of an alliance to past traditions and 

values. The advent of a modem, technocratie state exemplified the triumph of political 

modemkation. Second, the Quiet Revolution challengeci the conservative vision of the 

nation. The new Quebec nationalism simply could not be reconciled with the older strain of 

Anglo-Canadian nationalism. As such, modernized Quebec detracted from one of the most 

fundamental objectives of the conservative nationalists: the development of "one Canada", a 

vision based in historical formulations and steeped in traditional national outlooks. Along 

with continentalism and an accornrnodating national mood towards Quebec, then, Quebec 

modernization erected a massive, perhaps even insurmountable, barrier to conservative 

nationalisrn. 

Aside from the problems posed by Quebec and the Quiet Revolution, developments 

in English-Canadian nationalism also contributed to the demise of Canadian toryism. 

Whereas in the 1950s and early 1960s conservative-nationalist history had been vibrant 

under the guidance of Creighton, Morton, and Grant, by the mid-1960s. this approach was 

disappearing. The reonentation of the Progressive Conservative party accelerated this tend. 

Once the domain of consentatives, nationalism and nationalist history were CO-opted by the 

New Left. 
Compnsed chiefly of students and young professors, the New Left was an 

arnorphous rnovement preoccupied with students' issues, the Vietnam war, civil rights, and 

the bureaucracy of the multivenity. Arnong the intellectual leadership of the movement, 

however, foreign investrnent, and specifically, increased Amencan involvement in the 

Canadian economy, became key issues. At the end of the 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  corporate Amenca had 

penetrated deeply into the Canadian economy. 1972 was the peak year for foreign 

ownenhip in Canada, with the petroleurn industry (ninety-nine per cent foreign ownership) 

and the manufacturing industry (seventy-two per cent foreign ownership) leading the way. 

Furthemore, "foreign", predominantly Arnerican, investment continued to flood into 

Canada. Even Canadian univenities, which had grown so much in the previous few years, 

were comprised of many Arnerican scholar~.'~ 
The New Leftists responded to these distressing developments. Using Marx, they 

argued that Canada had historically developed as a "continentalist" and "liberal" entity, 

dependent on Amencan capital. More significantly, they employed the theories of the 
conservative nationalists to explicate the plight of modem Canada. Through the latter half 
of the 1960s, New Left theorists carefully studied the strictures of the tory nationalists. 



From Harold Innis, who had laid bare Canada's character as a marginal economy, they 

showed how Canada lived in a subservient, peripheral arrangement vis-à-vis the United 

states.I6 From George Grant, they stressed that Canada was developing, under the 

influence of its technologicalIy advanced southem neighbour, into the universal and 

homogeneous state." Using Innis, Grant, Morton and Creighton, they provided a 
devastating critique of the historic liberal hegemony in canada.'* Like their intellectual 

antecedents, they railed against the pro-AmerÎcanism of the Liberal Party. And, as the 

cntics of acadernic modernization had done, they even denounced the growingly 

tec hnocratic, Amencanized, and anti-humanist bent of the rnultiversity .' 
Gad Horowitz went m e r  than merely CO-opting the ideas of the conservative 

nationalists. He endeavoured not only to def ie  Canada's "un-Arnericad' political culture, 

but also to make a theoretical iink between Canadian toryism and socialism. In W i a n  

Labour in Politics (1968), Horowitz argued that unlike the politicai culture of another new 

society, the United States, Anglophone Canada did not develop a monolithic liberal 
mythology that was exclusive of other ideologies. Instead, toryisrn and socialism were 

very much aspects of Canada's political traditions. He contended that English-speaking 

Canada is characterized by non-liberal elements -- Le., tory and socialist "touches".20 One 
of the most important un-Arnerican characteristics of English Canada, he wrote, was the 

"... failure of English-Canadian liberalism to develop the one true myth, the nationalist cuit, 

and the parallel failure to exclude toryism and socialism as 'un-Canadian'; in others words 

[it did not exclude] the legitimacy of ideological diversity in canada"? 

Having established Canada's tory and socialist elements, and hence Canada's 

political distinctiveness in North America, Horowitz went on to demonstrate the 

interrelationship between the two ideologies. He argued that the "corporate-organic- 

collectivist ideas" inherent to toryism were vital to the development in Canada of socialism; 

they combined with the "radical rationalist-egalitarian" component of liberalism to establish 

the preconditions for socialism. In short, Horowitz claimed that in toryism, itself a 

remnant of pre-Eniightenment political culture, were contained the very seeds of the 

modem ideology of s~cial isrn.~~ 

More than a theoretical relationship, however, Horowitz demonstrated the socialist 

precunors of Canadian conservatism. As one exarnple, he cited the wiiiingness of the 

Conservative Party -- a main repository of Canadian toryism -- to "use the power of the 

state for the purpose of developing and controlling the e~onorny".~' Unlike American 
conservatism, which had no tradition of using public power in aid of national purposes, 

Canadian Conservathes were wiIling to restrain individual rights to serve the cornmon 

good. The best example of the interplay of the tory and socialist ideologies, however, is 



the phenornenon of "red toryism". Horowitz defined the red tory as an individual who has 
affinities both to conservative and socialist ideas, whether in a vague or casuai sense, or as 

a "conscious ideological Conservative with some 'ocid' socialist notions (W.L. Morton) or 

a conscious ideological sociaiist with some odd tory notions (Eugene   or se^)".'' More 

than this, red toryism implies the sharing between "tory and socialist mincis" of "some 

crucial assurnptions, orientations, and values" to such an extent that the two ideologies 

seem "not as enemies but as two different expressions of the sarne ideological o u t l o ~ k " . ~ ~  

It entails a world-view that shares tory and socialist elements so thoroughly that it is 

impossible to Say that its proponents prefer one ideology over the other. For Gad 

Horowitz, George Grant epitomized this highest conception of red toryism. Indeed. Grant 

political ideas, his associations both with the Conservatives and the NDP. his defence of 

Diefenbaker and the British tradition, and his attack on liberal individualisrn and 

Americanization were al1 proof, in Horowitz's mind, of the intercomectivity of toryism and 

socidism- 

As Gad Horowitz and others attempted to show, there seemed to be considerable 

intekctual a f f ~ t i e s  between the old conservative nationalists and the New Leftists, 

between toryism and socialism. Both groups were drawn together not only as a result of a 

shared world-view, but also due to a common reaction to certain historical reaiities. They 

both profoundly distrusted Liberal foreign policy and the technocratie state. In the mincis 

of the members of both groups, the Liberal technocrats were the real enemies of Canada. 

Further, old and new nationalists aiike shared an aversion to the values and ultimate 

objectives of the "American Empire". They despised the fact that Arnerica had becorne 

Canada's national ideal. What is more, they both wanted much more than simply to 

explain the historical conditions of Canada or to theorize about current predicaments. They 
desired, on the contrary, to counter the unprecedented influence of the United States in 

Canada. Above all else, like the tory cntics, the New Left wanted to extricate Canada from 

the clutches of American cultural and economic irnperialism. As for Creighton, Morton and 

the others, nationalism was the way to resolve this most pressing problem. Thus, despite 

the differences of the intellectual movements, many of the key tenets and objectives of 

traditional nationaiism lived on in the new variant. The New Left provided consolation for 

a failing tradition; it provided a glimmer of hope in a desperate age. 
Traditional nationalism, especially its anticontinentalist, anti-liberal aspects, was 

popular among members of the New Left for a variety of reasons. Amencan foreign policy 

seerned increasingly disquieting, especiaiiy in light of Amencan involvement in Vietnam. 

Domestically, urban riots, campus violence, and a spate of political assassinations, all 

showed that the American concept of democracy was not one to imitate. More importantly, 



members of the New Left were attracted to nationalism because the expression of a national 

identity was a way in which to ailay the intrusion of American capital as well as pemicious 

Arnerican political and philosophical doctrines. As one proponent of the New Left put it in 
1970, the purpose of Canadian nationalisrn must not be doctrinal, but rnust oppose the 
liberai individualism and the "democratic capitalisrn" of the United States. "m ts purpose", 

the author continued, "must be to preserve on the northem half of this continent, a society 

which does not share the liberal conformitarianism, the isolationism and the messianism of 
the United  tat tes"? 

Like conservative nationalists, nationalisrn for the New Leftists had a very specific 

role to perform. It functioned as the main means by which Canada had staved off the 

continentaIizing United States. Thus it was vital to maintainhg the integrity and indeed the 

very independence of the Canadian nation. Even a cursory reading of any one of a variety 

of issues of The Canadian Dimension, the New Lef't's main forum, revealed this basic 

utilitarian purpose. While dubious of the outcornes, George Grant, the old tory nationalist, 

urged advocates of nationalism to "preserve ... what is left of Canadian sovereignty" in an 
articie in The Canadian ~imension.~'  For Grant, as for the New Leftists, econornic and 

ideological continentalism was a blight on modem Canada, a condition for which 

nationalism seemed to be the only cure. 

Despite considerable similarities and some common purposes, however, there were 

fundamental differences between the conservative and New Left nationdism. The most 

important of these is the two groups' divergent defdtion of the character of Canadian 

nationalism. Whereas the Canadian tory identity was crucial to conservative-nationalism, 

socialism was the sine qim non of the New Left nat iondist~.~~ While humanist traditions, a 

British hentage, and tory values differentiated Canadians from Arnericans for the 
conservative nationalists, the New Leftists quantifïed Canada's distinctiveness chiefly in 

terms of its socialist affinitie~.~~ Canadian nationalism had little to do with Canada's tory 

orientations and its colonial outlooks. Instead, Canada, the New Leftists insisted, was 

offset from its American neighbour because of a history of state involvement in directing 

the economy and in building the nation more generdy." State interventionism must 

persist, they advised, into the 1970s and beyond. For through a "new National policy not 

of cultural tarrîffs [sic], but of cultural bounties and subsidies", Canada might defend itself 

against cultural imperialism." Likewise through the restriction of Arnerican investment and 

the "Canadiankation" of industries and businesses, Canada could evade continental 

assimilation. In a word, socialism was CO-extensive with nationalisrn, for the New Left, 
and Canadian socialists were, b y de finition, Canadian nationalis ts. As Gad Horowitz 



remarked, 'We are nationaiists because, as socialists, we do not want our country to be 
absorbed by the citadel of world capitali~rn".'~ 

There were m e r  differences. Radical social activïsm and civil disorder were 

anathema to traditional toryism. The revolutionary clirnate in which the New LRft was 

ensconced was the very environment against which the conservative cntics reacted. 

Conservatives simply codd not countenance the social utopia that was centrai to the New 

Left. Similarly, the New Lefi's sympathetic attitudes towards Quebec were repugnant to 
the old nationalists, especiaiiy hard-liners such as Creighton. Lastly, the New Lefi's 

"socialist egalitarianisrn" did not accord with the anti-modernists' indictments of democracy 

or the idea of an aristodemocracy. The youth-academic movement of the tate 1960s was 

never truly representative of the values of traditionai nationaüsm. In spite of cornmonalties, 

thus, the movements' incompatibilities proved to be too formidable to overcome. And 

despite New Lefüsts' ongoing reliance on traditional nationalism as the inteilectual core of 

the movement, the New Lefi proffered a fundamentally different national vision from that 

of the tory nationaiists. 

By the late 1960s. this new vision, shom of its colonial orientation yet preserving 

an anti-Amencan, anti-Liberal perspective, was beginning to build momentum. New 

nationalism became increasingly important outside the New Left, among students, 

academics, and urban, middle class supporters of the New Democratic Party (NDP). For 

these groups socialism, radicalism. and left-wing nationalism ail merged as a means by 
which to forestdl the inexorable Arnencan advance and thus safeguard Canadian 

independence. The Waffle movement epitomized burgeoning anti-American nationdism. 

A Marxist-nationalkt movement, the Waffie developed as a subset the NDP. Growing in 

support, it almost overwhelmed the forces of moderate social democracy in the party. 

Waffie owed its widespread apped to its basic socialist and anti-American position: Canada 

could not develop unless it promoted governrnent control over its economy and thus 

avoided the allure of Arnerican bourgeois capitaiism. In addition to youth and university 

radicals, Canadians at large seemed receptive to Waffie's message. In a poll taken in 1967, 

for exarnple, sixty per cent of Canadians indicated that foreign ownership endangered 

political autonomy. Ahost  half of those poIied thought that foreign control of Canadian 

industry was an issue of major concem?' 

Although Waffle leader. James Laxer, failed in a bid to becorne leader of the NDP, 

and although in June 1972 Waffie members were expeIled outright from the Party, the 

movement's eventful history reflects the popdarity of a virulent strain of anti-Amerïcan 

nationalism. Also indicative of Waffle's most popular cause was the spate of Marxist- 

nationalist publications that appeared in the penod. John Porter's The Verti'cal Mosoic 



(1965), Kari Levitt's Silent Sumender (1970), and Malcolm Reid's The Shouting 

Signpainrers (1972) were some of the more prominent exarnples of this trend? In the 

wnting of Canadian history, to take another instance, some historians and many graduate 

students discovered the merits of neo-Manrian analysis and the applicability of Marx to the 

Canadian condition? socialism and nation-building seemed a natural fit for this 

generation of students and academics, just as had been the maintenance of colonial ties for 

the previous generation of tory nationalists. 

Despite the Waffle's rapid rise and a widespread recognition of the merits of anti- 

Amencan nationalism, the new nationalism failed to endure as a central, Canadian 

mythology. The rhetoric of anti-Amencan nationalism and the rhetoric of the New Lefi 
more generally certainly persisted into the mid- 1970s. As a former President of the 

University of Toronto acerbically put it, these years continued to be "drenched in the jargon 

of the New ~eft"? Nevertheless, by mid-decade, the advocates of the new nationalism 

failed to keep hold of their supporters. Just as Creighton, Morton, and the others had done 

before. they failed in making nationalism a widespread doctrine to which a l l  Canadians 

could subscnbe and which would guide national policies. 

The reasons for the waning of new nationalism are manifold. Part of the demise of 

nationalism was associated with the decline of youth culture and youth issues. Socially and 

culturally, the Canada of the period 1968-1973 experienced rapid change. The end of the 

sixties meant the waning of the war in Vietnam, minority oppression, and student 

radicalism as causes around which the youth of the late 1960s had coalesced. In addition, 

issues such as environmentalism womeds equality, and minority rights became 
increasingly mainstream and therefore not sirnply the cause of the radical youth. 

Demographicdly, moreover. by 1975 the leading edge of the baby boom generation was 

approaching the magic age of thirty. With demographic change and through the 

mainstreaming of social issues, the 'youth revolution' of the 1960s was in e~lipse.'~ 

Even more fundamentai was the political decline of youth movements and 

specifically of the New Left. The period 1968-1973 was a tumultuous tune for youth 

organizations such as the Company of Young Canadians (CYC) and the Canadian Union of 

Students (CUS). Whereas both organizations were gamering considerable media coverage 

in the late 1960s, by the mid-1970s they became mere remnants of a youth radicalism that 

was welI passed its prime.38 The decline of the New Left best illustrates the decline of 

youth politics. Through increasingly radical tactics, even an advocacy of violent protest, 

the New Lefl was becoming discredited arnong Canadians at large. Most significantly, it 

was losing the sympathy of the generation of youth from whom it drew most of its 
support.3g The decline of the Waffie movement simply added to the waning fortunes of 



the New LeR. While the rise of Waffle indicated a greater concem over nationalist issues, 
the dernise of the movement also represented contemporary trends. The defeat of Waffle 

meant the uiumph of old-style, mainstream socialism and therefore the sundering of radical 

socialist-nationdism. The old guard of the NDP was able to cleanse the party of radical, 
youth-onented socialism. Indeed. WaMe's failure proffered a "dose of reaiity" to youth 

interested in refond0 Most of d l ,  it signaled the effective end of the New Lefi and new 

nationdism in Canada. ALthough the rhetoric persists, academic pieces on neo-nationalisrn 

continue to be written, and elernents of the New Left continue on in the NDP, the 1972 

dernise of WafTie meant the end of a widespread acceptance of the doctrine of new 

nationdism. 

The nse and functional death of new nationalism is significant for two reasons. 

First, the neo-nationalists took away £iom conservatives control over the nationalist 

movernent. Indebted to sorne of the interpretations of traditional nationalism, but never 

enslaved by them. the new nationalists presented a notion of Canada that was socialist and 
anticontinentalist. Yet they made l inle room for the "tory" vision of the nation. Thus, the 

new nationalists did much to supplant older doctrines and orientations that they deemed 

immaterial or irrelevant to Canadian circumstances. The incompatibilities between the two 

movements ultimately overcame any of the cornmonalties they had, and resulted in the 

sundering of the older tradition. 

Second. and paradoxically, new nationalisrn constituted the last chance for a 

unifying Canadian mythology that was linked, however tenuously, to traditional 

nationdism. While the conservative nationalists may not have agreed with the socialist 

underpinnings of new nationalism or with the latter's failure to rest on conservative- 

historical foundations, it was, for the conservative-nationalists, the last rernaining 

opportunity for Canada to avert continentalism and preserve its independent position. 

George Grant's dabbling in the movement exemplifed the faint hopes of a generation of 

tory nationalists? With the waning of new nationalism. however. even this less-than- 

satisfactory option had been closed off. With the election of Pierre Trudeau, Canadians 
seemed to be concemed with Iess rather than more nationaIism.J2 Even Canadian 

historians, moreover, who had traditionaliy been responsible for d e f h g  the nation, its 
myths, and identities, had moved from writing national histories to publishing matenals 

that stressed Canada's "Iirnited identities": regionalism, and a concem for ethnic, labour 

and women's historyP3 In the last analysis, then, the marginakation of the New Left 
sounded the death knell of traditional nationalism. Even in a corrupted form, old-style 

nationalism had failed to create a niche among Canadians. The New Left's decay thus 

marked the terminus of a nationalist tradition that traced its origins from the loyalists, 



through the imperialists, and Tory leaders such Macdonald. Borden, Meighen, and 

Diefenbaker. 
* * *  

In 1966 Charles Hanly queried, "Will America replace Great Britain as our national idealr' 

The fact that he asked the question at ali indicated that there was at least a residual of tory 

nationalist sentiment arnong academics and Canadians at large. In responding to his own 

query, however, Hanly was less than hopefui. He knew that Canada was gravitating 

towards a new empire and that the nation was about to reassert its colonial tendencies. The 

failure of traditional nationaiism only a few years later seemed to confiirm Hanly's 

prophesies and Canada new directions. The battie for Britain had k e n  lost. Canada had 

become a fully North American nation. Traditional Canadian nationalism was dead. 

Like the rise of Quebec nationalism, the deah of traditional nationalism constituted 

a severe blow to the cause of the anti-modemists. It irnplied the end of the 1st  opportunity 

to appeal to any widespread popdar mood that favoured the development of an enduring 

Canadianism. Once vigorous critics of the national-social order, and always seeking a 

greater social significance, by the mid-1970s the anti-modemists became marpinalized and 

IargeIy irrelevant. With h i s  and Massey long dead and Grant, Neatby, Morton, and Frye 

turning to other concems, Donald Creighton was the sole remaining voice of conservative 

dissent. In The Forked R o d  Canada 1939-1957 (1976) be continued his bitter 

denunciation of liberal Canada, those who had sold out the nation to American interests. At 

its core, the book displayed the hopeiessness of Canada's plight. Through it, Creighton 

finalIy admitted that there was no possibility of returning to the Anglo-Canadian vimies of 

former Urnes. The title of Creighton's last book was aiso highly symbolic. For, in his 
book, Creighton, who was dead of cancer a few years after wnting it, never r e d y  explains 

the other option for Canada. Rather, he simply focusses on the last formative stage of a 
triurnphant liberal Canada. Creighton, like the branch of cnticism he represented, was 

devoid of solutions for the problems that beset modern Canada. His work thus highlighted 

the ultimate peripherahation of the tory vision. As such, it comprised a fittng epitaph for 

a group of scholars whose criticism simply did not accord with modem realities and whose 

complete marginalization had lefi them bereft of alI  hope. And Canadian toryism, 

estabiished so long before, died with those who. like Creighton. had guided it through the 

modem age. 
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